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) introduction

 

ike it says on the back cover, if you think

“Japanimation,” or “anime,” is all about “big eyes,

big boobs and big guns”...have we got some sur-

prises for you.

This isn’t a book about technique. It’s not really con-

cerned with the world of frames per second, camera pans,

cel painting, computer graphics, or any other “how to”

tips about which aspiring animators might be mosteager

to read. The technique of Japanese animation is a whole

other bookinitself, and not necessarily the one we want-

ed to write. What we did wantto talk about in assembling

this book wasn’t about how Japanese animation is made,

per se, or to compareits visual virtues to Western anima-

tion, but to examine the philosophy behindit, from the

perspective of those whoactually make it happen. To our

way of thinking, Japanese animation’s most arresting

quality lies less in its technique and style—foreign as that

style may be to those whose experience with animation

goes no further than Disney features and Saturday morn-

ing cartoons—and more in the fact that, with its stories

and themes, Japanese animation goes places and does

things that Western animation rarely dares to do. That, we

thought, was the part we wanted to talk about—the why,

rather than the how.

Whydo Japanese animators take on the tough sub-

jects (wrenching drama, death, sex, and sorrow) and the

tough settings (the high-tech, far-future sci-fi) that

Hollywood seems comfortable addressing only in live-

action? Why are Japanese comics so much more story-

and character-oriented than their American counterparts?

Whatis it about Japanese animation that draws fans from

all cultures and nationalities—not just American—

regardless of language?

Howdothesecreatorsdoit, this summoning up ofthe

sometimes sketchily animated yet fully realized worlds

which grasp ourattention so firmly?

What makestheseartists tick?

This book draws from interviews conducted over a

period of five years, previously published in the magazine

ANIMERICA, ANIME & MANGA MONTHLY.It’s easy to analyze

our philosophy as a magazine now, but back in the sum-

mer of ‘92 (which is when we werefirst talking about

what kind of a magazine we wanted ANIMERICA to be), the

biggest hurdle seemedtolie less in assemblinga staff, but

more in determining for whom, exactly, the magazine

would be published.

As a magazine, we had several things going for us.

First, there wasthefact that the majority of the ANIMERICA

editorial staff had come from an anime fan background.

Veterans of an irregularly published yet consistently

smart-alecky‘zine called ANIMAG,anticipating how anime

and manga fans—our readers—were going to react to

ANIMERICA was no problem, as the paths of fandom were

well-trodden and known to us. Second, thanks to the
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connection of our publisherwith its “parent” publisher in

Japan, Shogakukan, the resources needed to publish a

monthly magazine with the production values we want-

ed—and the fan sensibilities we were determined not to

abandon—were assured.

But getting together a staff with a publisher was the

easy part. The hard part was deciding which way we

wanted to go: thesafer, tried-and-true route of catering to

established anime fandom (safer, but not necessarily in

numbers—circulation could be limited, once maximum

saturation of the existing fan base was established), or

taking a risk and reaching out to what we hoped would

someday be a larger and more diverse readership, one

better in tune with our own experiences as anime fans,

one which wouldn't necessarily need to have a back-

ground in fandom before enjoying the domestic import.

In 1992, which is when ANIMERICA started, Japanese

animation and manga had yet to become fashionable or

even widely known in most of the country, vague memo-

ries of Speed Racer notwithstanding. Attempting to can-

vass the full scope of Japanese animation was yet another

hurdle, for just as the international cinema known as

“Hollywood” has its distinct genres—romance, sci-fi,

musical, etc.—so, too, does Japanese animation break

down into unique genres of its own. From sports dramas

to sci-fi, erotic fantasy to pure-hearted storybook adven-

tures, Japanese animation is as well-rounded a creative

realm as any film industry in the world; for proof, you

need only page through this book, and studythe wildly

varied art styles of even the small portion of creators—

many of them mangaartists, the starting point for many

animated projects—featured here.

As you're about to discover, theres something for

every anime or manga fan here, from youngest child to

most sophisticated adult. In effect, what we wanted to

create with ANIMERICA was an anime version of PREMIERE

or FILM THREAT, a magazine devoted to and written for

fans ofJapanese animation—allfans, andall Japanese ani-

mation—no matter what their age or gender mightbe. It’s

possible even within the videos released in English so far

to find something for every imaginable taste...and the

number of available videos continues to grow. Anime

shows on American TV in recent years have created an

amazingly widespread avenue of awareness for anime

among the general public, muchasthe live-action “battle-

team” or sentai show Mighty Morphin Power Rangers paved

the way for the eventual broadcast of those same anime

shows (do you think its a coincidence Sailor Moon hit

U.S. airwaves when it did?). The huge success of anime

films such as Akira and Ghostin the Shell, always noted by

aficionados, now draw mainstream attention to an art-

form which was once known only to a well-connected or

Japanese-speakingfew.

Nowthat Disney has acquired international distribu-

tion rights to several of the films of anime director Hayao

Miyazaki, arguably Japan's most powerful filmmaker, it’s

possible that we'll be seeing “anime interviews” in other

magazines, as well, and we for one welcomethat possibil-

ity. Just as TV animeproved itself the catalyst needed for a

relatively few numberof pre-existing anime fans to swell

into today’s record audience (anime on MTVandtheSci-

Fi Channel? who'd have thought it?), so, too, do we

believe that more mainstream attention from the estab-

lished American film industry will ultimately help to

expand the library of the 1,300+ anime videos currently in

release here in the U.S. on home video, be they subtitled

or in English. For anyartform in which the main purpose

is popular entertainment—a categoryinto which,especial-

ly in its native Japan, anime definitely falls—isn’t increased

access and availability what it’s all about...?

What was most desperately needed, we realized, and

something which we felt uniquely able to bring to the

table, was a sense of perspective. To talk in any depth on

the subject of Japanese animation requireda little context

on the continuing history of the anime industry in Japan,

something by and large unknown to many Americans.

Ever since the debut of creator Osamu Tezuka’s Tetsuwan

Atom in 1963 (NBC aired it across the U.S. as “Astro Boy”

a year later), the Japanese anime industry has been pro-

ducing TV series after TV series, and film after film. In

more recent years, we've seen the birth of anew medium,

the direct-to-home-video OAV or “original animation

video,” but the payoff has been the same: More great

Japanese animationfor usto love.

More than thirty years of TV animation, movies, and

OAVs make for a very large body of work. To know all of

Japanese animation—and not just the stuff that’s been

released here, which in itself is no mean feat—is like

knowingall of thirty years of Hollywood,plus thirty years

of television. (Although the first-ever Japanese-animated

film goes back to 1917, the birth of the modern anime

age is generally agreed to have begun in Japan with Atom

in 1963.) Also, aside from animation, the overwhelming

majority of Japanese comic or “manga” series—from

which so many anime videos have been adapted—have

yet to cross over to American shores, although manga-in-

English publishers such as Antarctic, Dark Horse, Viz

Comics, and others are makingefforts to build that inter-

cultural bridge.

Just like sci-fi, anime has its own myths and its own

common lore. Unlike sci-fi fans, however, anime fans

have more than novels andfilms and obscure British tele-
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vision programs with which to become familiar—theyalso

have to contend with a completely different language!

Once you make the decision to expand your horizons

beyond the Japanese animationavailable on television and

in English, you're looking at not only one but three new

alphabets to learn...and thats before you're even readingat

the level of an average Japanese elementary school stu-

dent. Obviously, navigating your way through more than

thirty years of animation in Japanis going to require more

than the latest issue of the Japanese TV Guide.

This, we finally decided, is where ANIMERICA and

Anime Interviews comes in. During the five years

ANIMERICA has been in publication, we've had the privi-

lege of speaking to manyof the greatest talents in the

Japanese industry, conducting exclusive, never-before-

seen-in-English interviews not only with the big, estab-

lished, “tiki heads” of anime Easter Island, but with some

young and as-yet unproven talents, as well. To our

knowledge, our two-part interview with My Neighbor

Totoro’s Hayao Miyazaki remains to date the onlyfull-

length interview granted for an English-language publica-

tion; in it, he reveals the kind of thoughtful, challenging,

speculative humanism you might expect to find more

from a highly acclaimed, independent filmmaker at

Cannes than from a director of what has been, to some

extent in both Japan and the U.S., seen as “for kiddies

only” animation.

As longtime fans of Japanese animation and manga

ourselves, we were sometimesstartled by the secrets that

were so often casually revealed in these interviews, telling

anecdotes that had never seen print in the Japanese anime

press, muchless the American. And, as we talked to more

and more creators, certain patterns began to become

clear we began to see howeach director, writer, charac-

ter designer, mecha designer, or animator interlinked

with the others to form one massive bodyof work, with

influences and currents weaving through the entire thir-

ty-year tapestry.

Manyof these interviews have been expanded from

their original appearance in ANIMERICA, with new materi-

al added that has never before seen print, with newintro-

ductions plus filmographies/bibliographies on each artist.

In many cases, these “supplementary” materials are the

only resource of which we knowfor nonJapanese-speak-

ing readers to research the backgrounds ofthese creators.

In rare cases, a few of the more startling scoops of inter-

est to anime fans had to be left within the pages of

ANIMERICA, such as Leiji Matsumoto’ revelation of the

hidden connection between his Ginga Tetsudé 999 char-

acters “Maetel” and “Emeraldas” (“They don’t just know

each other...they’re sisters. ’ve never depicted them so, but

they are sisters., Maetel and Emeraldas’ common motheris

Promethium”), mostly due to simple space considerations,

but also to help create a clearer, more sharply focused pic-

ture of each creators work as a whole.

The creators represented here in this book are but a

sampling of the talent working in Japan today. In most

cases, the interviews which have appeared in ANIMERICA

are the only English-language interviews on record. Some

of our interview subjects are larger-than-life legends;

someare relatively new on the scene; butall have created

somethingthat lives on its own,stories that have inspired

and moved viewers and readers from Japan to America

and beyond. If you're already familiar with Japanese ani-

mation and manga, here you will find fascinating insights

about manytitles you knowandlove, straight from the

mouths and minds of the creators themselves. If you are

newto anime and manga, it’s our hopethatthe interviews

in this book will give you an effortless entrée into a world

that’s provided all of us here at the ANIMERICA editorial

staff so, so many hours of wonder and enjoyment.

—the editors of ANIMERICA

14 september, 1997



) Yoshiyuki Tomino
Interviewed by James Matsuzaki

wo years after the 1977 release of Star Wars, former

film major and nouveau director Yoshiyuki Tomino

debuted an animated mechaseries that would for-

ever redefine the “super-robot” genre. Titled Kidd Senshi

Gundam, known from many a modelkit box and poster

as “Mobile Suit Gundam,” the showreceived only a luke-

warm reception duringits original syndication run, but

the subsequenttheatrical release of three movie compila-

tions of the story ignited a Gundam fever to accompany

the runaway popularity of the Space Cruiser Yamato

movies, which had themselves just given birth to anime

fandom in Japan in general. The demand for Gundam toys

and modelkits caused near-riots in the aisles of Japanese

toy stores, and variants on the Gundam model line have

been produced regularly ever since.

But beyond merchandise sales, the Gundam series had

a deepereffect. The giant robot genre that Tomino him-

self had helped to create in the ‘70s with heroic shows

such as Raideen, Daitarn 3 and Zambot 3 received a subtle

shift in attitude toward a kind of “robot realism” that fas-

cinated audiences used to more formulaic fare. Though

Gundam still featured all the conventions of the robot

genre—from the transforming/combining prototype

and Frederik L. Schodt (1993)

 
robotpiloted byits creator's offspring, to the fight-of-the-

week format against new and increasingly weird enemy

robots and other contraptions—the spotlight had been

moved from the usual sharp focus on the pilot-hero to a

wider view, including the world in which he (and even

she) lived.

Starting with an Earth shadowed by the L-5 space

colonies postulated by Gerard O’Neill, Tomino made

Gundam’s protagonists soldiers in a bitter civil war

between the Earth andits orbiting colonies. Rather than

heroic, intelligent robots, Gundam’s “mobile suits” are

simply machines, andare piloted like fighter planes. The

story as a whole explored themes such as war, man’s rela-

tionship with technology, evolution, and manifest destiny

in space. Tomino’s Gundam series had introduced a new

level of human drama and evenexistentialism to a genre

where few had expectedto findit.

And yet, what price success? In this interview, con-

ducted at Anime Expo ‘92, Tominoin his grudgingrole as

anime’s Dr. Frankenstein gives the impression of a man

who would gladly part with the title “Father of Gundam”

if he could only disassociate himself from the mecha

monster he’s created.
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Apocrypha regarding Tomino’s love/hate affair

abound. One oft-repeated story has him at a convention

being plagued by fans about the next Gundam sequel.

Tomino is rumored to have snatched up a nearby model,

hurlingit to his feet, whereupon he stompedit to pieces.

“THERE’S your Gundam sequel!” he’s said to have

cried. Another version has him stabbing it through the

head with a pencil.
Partof this is understandable, especially when viewed

from a career standpoint. Thougheasily the best known,

Gundam is far from the only influential television series

with which Tomino has been involved. He's had a hand in

or a driver’s-seat position for many of the mechaclassics

of the ‘70s including Yasha Raideen—oneof the handful

of shows before Gundam in which hecollaborated with

character designer Yoshikazu Yasuhiko. Many ofthese,

such Raideen, are viewed as classics in their own right. It

was also during this era (and not from Gundam) that he

earned the nickname “Zen Kuroshi no Tomino” (“Kill ‘em

all Tomino”), most notably with the TV series Zambot3,

which featured the hero’ girlfriend being blasted to

pieces as the result of a bomb implantedin her spine.

In the post-Gundam era, many of the ‘80s mecha TV

shows were also Tomino’s babies and are some of the best

examples of his penchantfor creating whole new worlds

to explore: Ye olde medieval sword ‘n’ sorcery (with

robots) in the faerie fantasy Sei Senshi (“Holy Warrior”)

Dunbine; far future sci-fi in the offbeat Jasenki (“Heavy

War-Machine”) L-Gaim, cited by manyto bethe origin of

Mamoru Nagano’ Five Star Stories’ universe, especially

since Nagano himself worked on L-Gaim as a mecha

designer; as well as the comedic Wild West robot adven-

ture Sento (“Battle”) Mecha Xabungle, typically seen writ-

ten in Japanese ads—in English—as “Blue Gale

Xabungle.” The inevitable Gundam sequels are there too,

with Z (“Zeta”) Gundam, Gundam ZZ (“Double Zeta”), as

well as the theatrical feature Kidd Senshi Gundam:

Gyakushi no Char (“Chars Counterattack”), which

seemedtofinally close the chapter on the characters from

the original series. Another series of note in the post-

Gundamera is the grim space saga Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon

(“Legendary God-Giant Ideon”), often cited by director

Hideaki Anno as an influence on his own series, Neon

Genesis Evangelion.
An active writer and novelist aside from his animation

work, Tomino has written novelizations of many ofhis

works, many of them Gundam-related titles, such as “Gaia

Gear”(originally serialized in NEWTyPE magazine andalso

adapted for a nationally broadcast radio version), which

takes place 500 years after the original series’ One-Year

War. At the time of this interview, Gundam spinofts pro-

duced by younger animators who had grown up watch-

ing the show were only just beginning to pick up speed;

in 1992, the most recent one was Gundam 0083: Stardust

Memory, a twelve-volume OAVseries detailing an original

story taking place between the original series’ One-Year

War and Tomino’s sequel series Zeta Gundam. Tomino

himself had only revisited the Gundam universe once in

animation since 1989's Char’s Counterattack, for a far-

future movie titled Gundam F-91, which released theatri-

cally at the same time as the first volume of Stardust

Memory. In this interview, the director gives his thoughts

on not only the origins of Gundam butalso on someofhis

frustrations with the animation industry itself.

 

ANIMERICA: Howdid you begin your career in anime?

TOMINO: You may be aware that in Japan, weekly halt-

hourtelevision animation actually began one year before

I graduated from college. The first series was Tetsuwan

Atom [lit., “Iron-Arm Atom,” known in the U.S. as Astro

Boy—Ed.]. I majoredin film, but when I graduated there

was no chance of employmentin the film industry. So I

joined the Tetsuwan Atom production staff and wentinto
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the animation industry instead. I’ve probably directed

more episodes of the TV series than anyoneelse.

ANIMERICA: Whatspecific training did you receive?

TOMINO: In college, I was particularly interested in

film direction. For the first two years in the program,

we were required to write a lot of scenarios; I’d say it

gave me a basic education in scriptwriting. I received

no formal training in art, but because I knew that I

wanted to becomea director, I did study art and music

to a certain extent.

ANIMERICA: What influenced your creation of the

Gundam concept?

TOMINO: | don’t think there are any animated worksthat

have had a specific influence on the creation of the

Gundam world. In regard to live-action, there have been

quite a few that I have notonly liked but been influenced

by. I very muchlike Akira Kurosawa’films, especially the

action films. I like the very quiet films of Yasujiro Ozu.

AndI particularly like the U.S.film Destination Moon.Its

depiction of space did influence me;it’s where I got my

feeling for space conditions from.It’s very outdated now,

but it was revolutionary at the time.

ANIMERICA: How did the space-colony concept and the

Star Wars movie influence Gundam?

TOMINO: The space-colony concept and Star Wars were

very much an influence on me; in fact, you could say

they’re the basis for the whole Gundam drama.I already

had the story outline done when the movie was released

and, frankly, I felt extremely frustrated

and bitter. In the United States a film

like Star Wars could be madein live-

action, whereas in Japan we were

in a position—or I was in a posi-

tion—where I had to make my

story in robot animation...and I

don’t particularly like robotani-

mation.

ANIMERICA: That brings up a

point Five Star Stories’ Mamoru

Nagano brought up when he

visited the United States in

1989. In manyrespects, he said,

Japanese live-action films, espe-

cially in regard to soundeffects and spe-

cial effects, are by American standards

outdated. Do you have anyfeelings on

whythis mightbe?

Mobile Suit Gundam
10

TOMINO: Yes. In Japan we have production staff and

directors whoare big, big admirersofspecial effects. But

I think they regard the shootingofspecial effects as some-

thing too unique, too separate. That's one of the reasons

that the films themselves are terrible. | think the biggest

problem in the Japanese film industry is that people are

not using special effects to tell a story; they're using spe-

cial effects to use special effects. It’s a big trend among

many production companies. I would even gosofar as to

say that there are no live-action directors in Japan who

can use special effects as an integral part of the story.

ANIMERICA:Going back to Gundam, how did you assem-

ble the creative team that producedthefirst series?

TOMINO:Therereally is no creative “team” for Gundam as

such. We just used whateverstaff was currently available.

For example, we were very lucky that on thefirst series

we had Yoshikazu Yasuhiko (Arion, Venus Wars) as our

character designer. In Zeta and Gundam Double Zeta, we

hadall kinds ofcreative staff involved. But because each

series had a separate team, we weren't able to establish

the overall continuity and uniformity that we should’ve

had throughoutthe story, and that’s unfortunate.

ANIMERICA:Is that why there were such big breaks in

the storylines between the various series and Char’s

Counterattack?

TOMINO:Yes, that’s the biggest reason. I think another

reason why there were such big gaps was because, being

both creator and director, I tried to do too much. Because

both I and the producerfelt that the element of human

drama was the main reason for the success of thefirst

series, I think I becametoo fixated. In Zeta, we empha-

sized this human-drama element too much and wound

up with a bleak ending. We overcompensated in Double

Zeta and ended up with a comical ending. I think many

of the fans tend to see the whole Gundam story as one

unified universe, but, frankly, 1 don’t think of it that way.

In my own mind, from Zeta Gundam on, every Gundam

story stands on its own.

ANIMERICA: How involved were you with the two

Gundam OAVseries, Mobile Suit Gundam 0080: A Warin

the Pocket and the recently completed Mobile Suit Gundam

0083: Stardust Memory?

TOMINO:I had no involvementin either project. They’re

produced by Sunrise and underits direct control.

ANIMERICA:I understand that both Char’s Counterattack

and F-9] were originally novelseries.
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From my standpoint as the original
creator, the fact that | can't control

the whole universe is sometimes very

frustrating.

TOMINO:It’s the other way around,actually. Whenever I

write a novel, it’s with the assumptionthatthere'll also be
a film. As for why, I don’t know if I should say this,

but...its probably because my novels aren't strong

enough to stand up on their own. I'd prefer to write the

novels before the films, but the film production’ got to

comefirst. And since I’m involved in direction as well as

production, the films always get priority and that’s why

the books come outlater. I’'d like to become a novelist,

but I can’t. I’m in a real dilemma.

ANIMERICA: In what way? Do you feel trapped by the

Gundam concept?

TOMINO:It has absolutely nothing to do with Gundam.

It's related to the fact that, for my generation, the print

medium and novels in particular have a higher status

than film. It’s sort of everyone's dream, I guess, to be a

novelist. But 1am a TV animation director.

ANIMERICA: If you were a novelist, what sort of genres

would you write in? Science fiction, perhaps?

TOMINO:No,I don’t particularly care for sciencefiction.

ANIMERICA:In its time, Gundam wasa revolutionary con-

cept. In his book,Inside the Robot Kingdom, (author) Fred

Schodt describes a ‘70s anime producer who told you

how to write a proper robotstory. Basically, have a young

hero with a big robot smashthe bad guy.

TOMINO:I was involved in a lot offilms like that, actual-

ly. What I wanted to do was something very different.

Gundam, of course, was a hit. Many times after that, |

tried to create shows with a different feeling. Some of

these I regard as failures.

ANIMERICA: Whatis yourrelationship with Sunrise?

TOMINO: In theory, [m a freelance director. However,

because of the success of Gundam, | am in reality directly

linked to Sunrise. In many cases, Sunrise starts the project

and then they pass it on to me. Because Gundamisso visi-

ble within the industry, people don’treally see meas a free-

lance director. This has actually caused quite a personal

problem. Until there are no more Gundam films made,|

won't be getting any work. People won't give me any work.

ANIMERICA: What are your duties on a Gundam project?

ll

 

You've already mentioned that you're the overall director.

Do you work on the screenplay as well?

TOMINO:I do everything that you mentioned. Whether

its a TV series or a theatrical feature, I’m involved in

either drawing the storyboards or checking them.I dis-

cuss the drawings with the animators, I draw and check

the cels—all of which takes 365 days year. I really don't

have time for other projects.

ANIMERICA: What would you like to be involved in if

Gundam were terminated?

TOMINO: Nothing in particular. ’m a TV person—l've

spent so muchtimein the industry, so manyyears being

given the conditions under which I must create—Ireally
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Garzey's Wing

don’t think I could come up with anything on my own.

I’ve been working underexternally imposed conditions

for thirty years. I’ve got all kinds of experience in being

given certain conditions for planning and direction; I’m

actually very confident working in an environmentlike

that. But also, as I’ve said, because I’ve been working in

this situation for thirty years, it’s very difficult for me to

put together my own ideas, to work from a “blankslate.”

In that sense, I am probably a very different creature from

what you normally refer to as a creator.

For example, Gundam is part of the giant robot genre

and, frankly, I don’t really like the giant robot genre. But

when I am put in the situation where I have to create

within those parameters, I turn around andthink, “Well,

what can I do?” Andthen,if necessary, I try to introduce

some new concepts. That's what happened with Gundam,

and | think that’s one of the reasons for its success. If I

were left to my own devices, if I could do whatever I
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wanted, | probably wouldn't have the success of Gundam.

It may not seem like a creative process, but I’ve recently

begunto realize that as a creative method,it is legitimate.

ANIMERICA:Legitimate? Howso?

TOMINO: When people think of a creative person in the

industry, they probably think of someone who works

from a blankslate. But actually, even the greatest genius-
es tend to drawideas from their environment. So | think

what I describedis a legitimate method ofbeingcreative.

ANIMERICA:Are there anyfuture projects you're planning
to work on?

TOMINO:In terms of the Gundam world, I wouldlike to

create one more story from the perspective of 10- to 15-

year-old children.I’m also interested in doing something

with the Dunbine world, maybe somethinginits future. It

might be something, for example, where the inhabitants

realize that only they can save the Earth from destruction.

ANIMERICA: How do you feel about the various print

adaptations of the Gundam world? For instance, MS Era
and Gundam Sentinel?

TOMINO:The fact that side-stories are popular is some-

thing Iam pleased about. Sometimesthe side-stories and

the films made from them attract more fans than I’m able

to generate. Because it does help to increase the Gundam

market, I’m very happyfor it. From mystandpointas the

original creator, though, the fact that I can’t control the

whole universe is sometimes veryfrustrating. Gundam’s

been aroundfor over ten years. In terms of businessstrat-

egy and development, the side-stories can be thought of

as a vehicle to continue it for another ten. They’re also

another way to expand the market and continueit all

over the world. In that sense, they’re valuable.

ANIMERICA: Finally, if you had the chance to recreate

Gundam, what would you change from the original story?

Would it perhaps be more adult-oriented?

TOMINO:If it came to remaking the Gundam series. ..well,

it would depend on the conditions. At this point I’m not

even considering it. However, if | were given the oppor-

tunity and the conditions under which to do so, then I'd

demonstrate to you how I'd go aboutit.

 

ince the time of this interview, things have begun

to change for the Gundam juggernaut Tominoset in

motion in 1979...and also for the creator himself.
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In 1993-94, the new Gundam TVseries referred to in

this interview aired on Japanese TV underthetitle Victory

Gundam. V Gundam (as it’s usually abbreviated) was the

first new television series to bear the Gundam namesince

Gundam Double Zeta in 1986. Featuring a 13-year-old

hero, a surprisingly grim story, and a years-in-the-future

setting in the world of the original Gundam, the show

wasn't always the highest-rated of its timeslot (in com-

parison with evergreen hits such as Dragon Ball or the

even younger-targeted Crayon Shin-chan, especially), but

it did set in motion a new wave of popularity for the

entire Gundam franchise.

These days, based on the popularity of such OAV

series as Stardust Memory, the Gundam legacy keeps on

rolling even without Tomino, with an ever-multiplying

number of new series being created under the Gundam

flag, most of which have no more to do with theoriginal

universe than a basic similarity in robot design, as each

creative team picks out a different aspect of the series to

emphasize. On TV, V Gundam was quickly followed by

three back-to-back series—G Gundam, Gundam Wing,

and Gundam X. An OAVseries, Mobile Suit Gundam: The

O8th Mobile Suit Team, is also currentlyin release, detail-

ing an “alternate” story set in the original series’ timeline.

Parody too, has been established—the SD (“Super-

Deformed”) Gundam series gives us strangely shrunken

versions of familiar characters and is a seemingly endless

font of slapstick pokes at the series, and in some ways

(especially among small children) is even more popular

than the original. Recently, Tomino has finally begun

work on other series beside Gundam that inspire him,

such as an OAVseries, Byston Well Monogatari: Garzey no

Tsubasa (“Tales of Byston Well: Garzey’s Wing”). Set in the

Dunbine world—yetlacking the robots that,it’s long been

rumored, were only added to the Dunbinestory after pres-

sure from the animation’s then-sponsor—Tominoatlast

seems free to pursue his own vision quest.

Tominosalso tried his hand, of late, at writing for a

manga series. Titled Crossbone Gundam,the series follows

up on the story from the Gundam F-91 movie, albeit with

a Leiji Matsumoto-esque “tall ships and pirates” motif.

One of Tomino’s infamous name “homages”(he’s admit-

ted during a U.S. panel appearance that a good third of

his characters’ names, such as Dunbine’s “Shott Weapon,”

and L-Gaim’s “Full Flat,” are gags) is the hero of Crossbone

Gundam, “Tobias Arranax,” whose name harkens to the

hero of the classic Jules Verne novel 20,000 Leagues Under

the Sea.

Currently, it seems Tomino may be returning to his

roots, as he’s said to be working on a new,as-yet-untitled

animation project for television.
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ANIME 7-H
Knownfirst and foremost as the “Father of Gundam,” as you'll see below, Yoshiyuki
Tomino has had quite a career in the anime industry, working as an animator on some of
the biggesthits in the industry, as well as going on to create hits—notall of them

Gundam, either—of his own. Involved recently in the writing of “Gaia Gear,” a Gundam-

inspired novella serialized in the pages of Newtyre magazine, Tomino has also published a

series of Gundam novels through Del Rey herein the U.S., as translated by the

redoubtable Fred Schodt. In terms of manga work, Tomino is currently involvedin the

writing of “Crossbone Gundam,” an alternate Gundam series as published in SHONEN ACE.
Finally, although one might reasonably argue that a byline is a byline, two things need to
be noted: (1) not all Tomino’s credits reflect actual work on the series, as his Gundam
0080 and 0083 credits seem mostly honorary; and (2) we've elected notto list the numer-
ous “SD” or “super-deformed” Gundam videos here, partly because Tomino’s involvement
in them is slight at best, and partly because there's just so darn manyof ‘em.
 

Tetsuwan Atom (“lron-Arm Atom”)

Kr kA

Episode Director
193-episode TV series (1963-66); see entry for Sugii. DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE: Astro Boy(The Right Stuf)

Ribon no Kishi ("Ribbon Knight”)
U AR YORE

Episode Director
52-episode TV series (1967-68); based on the Osamu Tezuka mangaseriesof
the same name which, incidentally, also happens to be Japan'sfirst ever shdjo
or “for girls only” mangatitle. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Moomin
A-=Y

Storyboards

65-episode TV series (1969-70); based on the children’s stories by Finnish
author Tove Jansson. Followed years later by several different sequel series.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ashita no Joe ("Tomorrow's Joe")
HLEDYaA-

Episode Director
79-episode TV series (1970-71); based on the popular, long-running mangaof
the same nameby Tetsuya Chiba,as serialized in SHONEN Macazine. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Sasurai no Taly6 ("Wandering Sun’)

ZT SWNDAM

Episode Director
26-episode TV series (1971); based on the shdjo manga series of the same
name by Mayumi Suzuki, as published in weekly SHéJo Comic manga magazine.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Fushigi na Melmo ("Marvellous Melmo”)

Episode Director
26-episode TV series (1971-72): based on the Tezuka manga of the same name
(Tezuka also acts as episode director). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kokumatsu-sama no Otéri Dai ("Kokumatsu’s ‘Coming Through’”)
MAA EORBVEL

Episode Director
46-episode TV series (1971-72); based on the manga by Ashita no Joe's Tetsuya

Chiba. Updated remake of a series from Japanese television's “monochrome”or

black and white age. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Umi no Triton (‘Triton of the Sea”)

MObKURY

Director
27-episode TV series (1972): based on the Tezuka manga of the same name.In
a rare departure from more “traditional” Tezuka anime, /riton focuses more on
dramatic, morally charged conflicts between goodand evil, reflecting, perhaps,

what would eventually become Tomino’s own preoccupation with same. CUR-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Yamanezumi Rockychuck (“Rockychuck the Woodchuck")
WtaPvAaAdy+-Feyv7Z

Storyboards
52-episode TV series (1973); based on the children’s book Anima? Tales by
Thornton W. Burgess. Adventures of a young woodchuck named “Rockychuck”

and his woodchuck girlfriend, Polly. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Jinz6 Ningen Casshan ("'New-Made Man’ Casshan’)
PBAyyvey

Episode Director

35-episode TV series (1973-74); representative work of Tatsunoko “Homeof the

Heroes” Productions. Although this original TV series has yet to be madeavail-

able domestically, the Casshan story was recently updated as a new OAVseries

whichis available in the U.S., through Streamline Pictures/Orion Home Video.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Samurai Giants
YrTVyY

Storyboards
46-episode TV series (1973-74); based on the mangaby Ikki Kajiwara and Ko

Inoue. At first glance your average baseball story, more thought actually went

into Samurai Giants than you might think, mainly becauseits creators had set
as a goal for themselves the creation of a story that wouldn't mirror the ubiqui-
tous Kyojin no Hoshi(“Star of the Giants”). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Alps no Shdjo Heiji ("Heidi, a Young Girl of the Alps”)

TIVAIADYRINA Y

Storyboards
52-episode TV series (1974); see entry for Miyazaki. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hurricane Polymer
MBAR UV—

Storyboards

26-episode TV series (1974-75): yet another entry in Tatsunoko Production’s pan-

theon of heroes. Produced during a so-called “Bruce Lee boom”in Japan,per-

hapsit's true that the series does feature an unusual amount of kung fu style
physical humor. On-air in Japan at roughly the same time as another Tatsunoko
“hero” show, Uchd Kishi ("Space Knight") Tekkaman. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Uchd Senkan Yamato ("Space Battleship Yamato”
FBREYb

Storyboards
26-episode TV series (1974-75); see entry for Matsumoto. DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE: Star Blazers Voyager Entertainment)

Ydsha Raideen (“‘Hero’ or ‘Brave’ Raiden”)

BRIT4-Y

Director / Episode Director / Storyboards

50-episode TV series (1975-76); based on the manga by Yoshitake Suzuki. The
first “giant robot” anime show for Tohoku Shinsha,in the animehistory books
Raideenis said to be rememberedfor the slightly fantastic feel imparted to it by

director Tomino. An updated, ‘90s remake wasreleased in Japan recently,
although it—like the show whichinspired it—hasyet to be made available
domestically. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Haha o Tazunete Sanzen Ri
("Three Thousand Leagues in Search of Mother”)

BREESTHATEFTE

Storyboards
51-episode TV series (1976); see entry for Miyazaki. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ché Denji Robo Combattler V

(‘Super Magnetic Robo’ Combattler V"}

MmBHBORIY:- NbhI-V

Episode Director / Storyboards

54-episode TV series (1976-77); based on the manga by Saburo Yatsude.Five
robots combine into one, mightier robot warrior, thus the Roman numeral “V" in

the series title. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Araiguma Rascal (“Rascal the Raccoon”)
HOW CEDRAZAIM

Storyboards
52-episode TV series (1977); see entry for Miyazaki. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Ch6é Denji Machine Voltes V
(""Super Magnetic Machine’ Voltes V")

BBYLY—YVRIVTAV

Episode Director / Storyboards

40-episode TV series (1977-78); based on the manga by Saburo Yatsude.
second entry in the “Super Magnetic Robo” co-production founded by Toei and

Sunrise. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Muteki Chdjin Zambot 3
(“"Invincible Super Person’ Zambot 3”)

REAYRy b 3

Executive Director/ Original Story

23-episode TV series (1977-78); based on a story by Tomino and Yoshitake

Suzuki. First animated series to be produced by Sunrise as an independentstu-

dio. The series’ slant—that characters seldom knew why or for what they were
fighting—is said to have been imbueddirectly by Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT
ONLY

Mirai Sh6nen Conan (“Future Boy Conan”)

KRRDEASY

Storyboards

26-episode TV series (1978); see entry for Miyazaki. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Peline Monogatari("The Story of Peline”}
“\U —RB

Storyboards

93-episode TV series (1978); based on the novel En Famifle by Hector Malot.
Joining Tominoin the storyboard trenchesfor this series is Isao Takahata, fre-
quent collaborator of Hayao Miyazaki. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Muteki K6jin Daitarn 3 (“Invincible tron-Man’ Daitarn 3”)
RBRBAS19— vy 3

Executive Director / Original Story / Episode Director

40-episode TV series (1978-79); based on an original story by Tomino, among
others. Change of pace for director Tomino, incorporating a lighter tone than the
usual sturm und drang for which he wasalready becoming famous. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY a

CO}
Akage no Anne ("Red-Haired Anne”)
PREDTY

Storyboards

o0-episode TV series (1979); see entry for Miyazaki. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidd Senshi Gundam (“Mobile Suit Gundam”)
MKtHvIA

Executive Director / Original Story Hi

43-episode TV series (1979-80): first entry in what would becomethe Franchise

of Franchises for then-fledgling studio Sunrise. Before Gundam,giant robots in
anime had been hulking, eccentric pets small boys could “sic” on others at will,
or even, sometimes, ride; after Gundam, they became sleek, mass-produced
weapons of war. The showthatliterally redefined the genre, the three Gundam
movies available in Japan on homevideo are basically compilation or “digest”

versions of the TV episodes, althoughthe climactic final sequencein thethird

film was completely reanimated for dramatic effect. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

G

Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon (‘Legendary God-Giant’ Ideon”’}
GRERFAY

Executive Director/ Original Story
39-episode TV series (1980-81); based on an original story by Tomino, among oth-

ers. Follows up the iconoclastic reforging of the “giant robot” genre started by

Tomino in Gundam by not only upping the size of the robots themselves, but also

by escalating both existential musings as well as on-screen casualty counts.

Followedby a two-part theatrical release in 1982. Also known as “Space
RunawayIdeon,” the studio-provided English subtitle. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Senté Mecha Xabungle ("War-Machine’ Xabungle”’| H
WHAAGTYTIL

Executive Director / Original Story

90-episode TV series (1982-83); based on an original story by Tomino, among

others. Lovingly described by at least one diehard fan we know as the “Wild
West Robot Show,” the giant-robot (in this case, “walker-machine”) action
takes place in a world where Clint Eastwood mightfeel well at home. Also
known as “Blue Gale Xabungle.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Ginga Hy6éryd Vifam ("Galactic Castaways’ Vifam”)
SRRRNA Ir ke

Original Concept
46-episode TV series (1983-84). In this unique twist on Tomino’s by-now familiar

oeuvre, a passel 0’ younguns gets stranded in space and, with minimal adult

supervision, must learn to pilot giant robots. Followed in 1984-85 by a four-vol-
ume QAVseries, in which Tominogets credit for “original concept” once again.
Also known as “Round Vernian Vifam.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Sei-Senshi Dunbine (“‘Holy-Warrior’ Dunbine”)
BRISVINA Y

Executive Director/ Original Story
43-episode TV series (1983-84); based on an original story by Tomino, among

others. A mystic summons from an alternate world known as “Byston Well”
summons ne’er-do-well Japanese youth Sho Zama (motorcycle and all) down

the “Aura Road”to do battle in insectoid giant robots known as “aurabattlers,”
aptly named after the metaphysical source of their power. Re-released in 1988
as a three-volume OAV compilation series, each of the three “rehash” volumes

(VHS or LD) also include a brand-new,not-available-anywhere-else OAV
episode. Also known as “Aura Battler Dunbine.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Jdsenki L-Gaim (“Heavy War-Machine’ L-Gaim”)
BHMADILHTA

Executive Director / Original Story
54-episode TV series (1984-85); features character and mecha design by a then-
novice Mamoru Nagano(Five Star Stories). Re-released in 1986-87 as a three-

volume OAV compilation. Also known as “Heavy Metal L-Gaim.” CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Kidd Senshi Z Gundam ("Mobile Suit ‘Zeta’ Gundam”)
MHwIZHUISA

Executive Directer / Original Story
90-episode TV series (1985-86); sequel to the popular 1979-80 series. With

episode direction by Yasuhiro Imagawa(Giant Robo) and animationdirection by

Hiroyuki Kitazume (Mo/diver|, Zeta Gundam was an ‘80s focus point for the
anime “name”industry of the ‘90s...especially as we know it here in the U.S.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidd Senshi Gundam ZZ
(“Mobile Suit Gundam ‘Double Zeta’”)

PABMtHYYAZZ

Executive Director / Original Story
47-episode TV series (1986-87); in general, a more light-hearted sequel than
Zeta, rising body counts in later episodes notwithstanding. Character design
and animation direction by Kitazume. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidd Senshi Gundam: Gyakushié no Char
(“Mobile Suit Gundam: Char’s Counterattack”)

MOHtHYISA: BHOv7

Director / Screenplay/ Original Story
120-minute theatrical feature (1988); resolves {more or less) the ambivalent

rivalry of idealistic Gundam pilot Amuro Rei and charismatic leader Char
Aznable as established in the 1979-80 television series. Character design and

animation direction by Kitazume. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kid6 Senshi Gundam 0080: Pocket no Naka no Sensé
(“Mobile Suit Gundam 0080: A Warin the Pocket’)

MewHYSY40080: Kyu ThKOPOKWS

Original Story
Six-volume OAV series (1989). Tidy, complete-in-itself story, told through the
eyes of a young boy and set chronologically about the same time Amuro and

Char wagetheir final battle in the 1979-80 Gundam TV series (you don’t need to

have seen the TV series to enjoy the OAV series, however). Movingly bitter-

sweetending, with a screenplay by Hiroyuki Yamaga (The Wingsof
Honneamise). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidd Senshi Gundam F-91 (“Mobile Suit Gundam F-91”)
PREHE+tHiSYLF-91

Director/ Original Story

115-minute theatrical feature (1991). The three caballeros of the original

Gundam—creator Tomino, character designer Yoshikazu “Yaz” Yasuhiko of
Crusher Joe fame, and mecha designer Kunio Okawara ( Votoms}reunite for

this 1991 movie (thus, the perhapsnot entirely coincidental "F-91" of thetitle).
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Kidd Senshi Gundam 0083 ("Mobile Suit Gundam 0083")

MRR+H LY440083: STARDUST MEMORY

Original Story
Twelve-volume OAV series (1991-92). “Mechanical stylings” by Macross’ Shoji
Kawamori are only a small part of the fantastic design work in this epic,

sprawling Gundam “side-story.” Although the OAVseries itself has yet to be

released domestically, as with the Dirty Pair, an “animefilm comic” version is
also available in the U.S. from Viz Comics which uses actual production cels

from the series toillustrate the story. Followed in 1992 by Kidé Senshi Gundam
0083: Zeon no Zankoku ("Zeon’s Fading Light"), a theatrically screened compila-
tion version featuring a few minutes of new footage. CURRENTLY IMPORT
ONLY

Mama wa Shégaku Yon-Nen-Sei (“Mama's a Fourth-Grader”)
QV VisFagese

Opening Animation
51-episode TV series (1992) in which Tomino has no involvementotherthan in

creating the opening animation sequence.(It's such a cute show—and, coming
from the master of existential anime angst as it does, so unexpected—that we
couldn't resist mentioning it.) CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidé Senshi V Gundam ("Mobile Suit ‘Victory’ Gundam”)
MHBIVAYYb

Executive Director / Original Story
51-episode TV series (1993-94). With a story designed to stand alone from the
main Gundam continuity and a lead character aged purposefully youngerin order

to appeal to the model- and toy-buying kids who've helped make the series the

phenomenonit's been over the years, the series nevertheless offers a strong

attraction for older viewers as well, partially because of its story, and partially

because ofits unflinching approach to violence. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kid6 But6den G Gundam

(“Mobile ‘Bushido Legend’ G Gundam")

WMHRNGGHYYA

Original Concept
49-episode TV series (1994-95). When the seriesfirst aired, seasoned fans
shook their heads gravely and applaudedoriginal creator Tominofor keeping his
distance from what seemed a wholly gratuitous entry in the ongoing Gundam
legend. However, as more recentcritics have pointed out, the series is not with-
out its appeal, especially if you're a fan of director Yasuhiro Imagawa (Giant
Robo}, whose aesthetic sense infuses the show from start to finish. CURRENT-
LY IMPORT ONLY

Shin Kid6 Senki Gundam W
(“The New ‘Mobile Battle-Legend’ Gundam Wing")

MHHicHSYAW

Original Concept
49-episode TV series (1995-96). The Gundam franchise gets a whole new look,
thanks to character designer Shuko Murase (Ronin Warriors/SamuraiTroopers,
Night Warriors: Darkstalkers’ Revenge) and a cast of young, hunky Gundam
prodigies. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidd Shin Seiki Gundam X
("The Mobile ‘New Era’ Gundam X"}

BeMbRHYSAX

Original Concept
39-episode TV series (1996}. Coming asit did on the heels of the popular Gundam
Wing, expectations were highfor this series, but even with the inclusion of oddi-

ties such as psychically enhanced “Newtype”dolphins andthelike, Gundam X

has seemingly suffered, at least in the hearts offinicky fans, what psychologists

might describe as a “failure to thrive.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kid6 Senshi Gundam: Dai-08 MS Shotai
("Mobile Suit Gundam: The Eighth Mobile Suit Team”)

MHMTHYSA : HOBMS/)\ Be

Original Story
Six-volume OAVseries (1996~ }; currently ongoing as of press time. In 1990,

toy manufacturer Bandai released a collection of Time-Lire style “photos” (mock

credits and contributor bios in all) to commemorate a fictional—yet crucial—
event in the series’ chronology.Titled MS Era: The Documentary Photographs of

the One-Year War, the book uses original illustrations by top Japaneseillustra-

tors such as Masami Yuki (Patiabor), Yutaka |zubuchi (Dunbine), and Shoji
Kawamori (Macross) to posit a documentary-style look at the conflict; the OAV
series is an animated version of that same concept. Twelve OAV volumes

planned for eventual release. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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«Cc Byston Well Monogatari: Garzey no Tsubasa
(“Tales From Byston Well: Garzey's Wing”)

KAARY: OLIVE (Wi-1 OW)

Director/ Original Story / Screenplay
Three-volume OAV series (1996-97). Free at last of the sponsors whoinsisted
his original Dunbine couldn't go on without the giant (albeit giant snsectova)
robots, Tomino gets to do it his way in this updated {and robot-less) direct-to-
home-video sequel to the 1983-84 TV series. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

 

| mee Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language

(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both

broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Bal} are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

| Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Hi Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version

   



) Rumiko Takahashi
Interviewed by Seiji Horibuchi (1993)

CG think I’m in love.”

Theyall say it, meeting herforthefirst time. Soft-spoken

and full of laughter, petite even by Japanese standards,

its easy to see why Rumiko Takahashi is one of Japan's

most beloved mangaartists. What's not so easy is think-

ing of her as one of her country’s wealthiest citizens. She’s

just so...cute.

Interviewer Seiji Horibuchitells us he was “pleasantly

surprised” when Takahashi personally opened the door.

“I've spoken with her several times over the telephone,” Seiji

says, “but this wasthe first time for me to meetherin per-

son. She's just so...small. Not only her size but her voice.

Gentle, polite, modest—notat all what you’d expect from

someone who makes more annually than Joe Montana.

“T fell in love immediately.”

Takahashi was only twenty-one when she created

Urusei Yatsura, the comic that would go on to sell over

twenty-two million copies and establish her as one of

Japan's premiere storytellers. The wacky boy-meets-alien

romantic comedy enjoyed a seven-year serialization in

WEEKLY SHONEN SUNDAY comic magazine and is currently

available as thirty-four collected Japanese volumes,as well

as in English underthe title Lum*Urusei Yatsura.
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“Urusei Yatsura is a title I had been dreaming about

since I was very young,” Takahashisays.“It really includes

everything I ever wanted to do. I love science fiction

because sci-fi has tremendousflexibility. I adopted the

science fiction-style for the series because then I could

write any way | wantedto.”

Takahashi began her comics career underthe tutelage

of Kazuo Koike (Lone Wolf and Cub, Crying Freeman). She

says she’s a big fan of Spider-Man, adapted for a Japanese

version by Crying Freeman and Mai the Psychic Girl’s

Ryoichi Ikegami, who co-wrote it with Kazumasa Hirai.

Takahashi unassumingred brick homeis located in

one of Tokyo's more quiet neighborhoods. The manga

wunderkind was watching a rerun of a soap opera-like

samurai drama when our interviewer arrived. “Thefirst

thing I noticed when I entered was the huge HDTV,” he

admits. “The high-definition television set was the only

visible sign that this was the homeof one of the world’s

most successful comic creators.”

It was in 1977 that Katte na Yatsura (“Those Selfish

Aliens”), the rough-yet-promising series which laid the

early foundations for Urusei Yatsura, was nominated for

Japanese mega-publisher Shogakukan’s “Best New Comic
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Artist” award. Herbestselling Urusei(the title is a pun on

the Japanese urusai, as in “noisy/obnoxious,” but written

with the Chinese character for “planet”) was published a

year later at the encouragementof her Shogakukaneditor.

Ranma 1/2, described by Gerard Jones, the series’ English

rewriter, as “a bizarre martial arts sex comedy,” wasseri-

alized in SHONEN SuNDAY for a total of thirty-eight

tankébon, or compiled manga volumes.
“I always wanted to becomea professional comic cre-

ator,” Takahashi says, “ever since I was a child. Atfirst,

myshortstories were published in comic magazines, then

I had the big chance to publish Urusei Yatsura. As you

probably know, comicsforgirls are very popular in Japan.

Mostofgirls’ comics are created by women. Maybethat’s

why there are so many female comic artists here.”

According to some estimates, shdjo or girls’ comics make

up 30% of the entire Japanese manga industry—asigni-

ficant figure, even though Takahashi herself works in a

style more like that of shénen, or boys’ comics.

“Although she’s shy, she’s also very, very determined,”

Seiji says. “Takahashi definitely knows what she$ talking

about. I think its because she loves what shes doing. Do

you realize that with the help of herassistants, she creates

over one hundredoriginal comic pages every month?

“With such a heavy work load, you’d think she’d be

tired, but she was actually very refreshed...almost

as if she were thriving under the pressure. She

was very interested in hearing about her

American fans, and is looking forward to

meeting them.” Although her schedule is

among the most grueling in the manga

industry, at the time of this interview

Takahashi had been hoping she’d be

able to visit the U.S. sometime in the

future and see for herself what it is

about her work that interests her

English-speaking readers.

“Sure, there are cultural differ-

ences in my work,” she says. “When I

see an American comedy, even

though the jokes are translated,

there’s always a moment whenI feel

puzzled and think, ‘Ah, Americans

would probably laugh at this more.’

“I suppose the same thing must hap-

pen with my books,” she continues. “It's

inevitable. And yet, that doesn’t mean my

books can't be enjoyed by English-speaking

readers. I feel confident that there’s enough sub-

stance to them that people from variety of cultur-

No doubt about it, Takahashi is the darling of the

manga and anime world, and not just in Japan. At the

time of this interview, in the early spring of 1993, Ranma

1/2 wasstill in serialization in SHONEN SUNDAY, only twen-

ty-three of its final thirty-eight volumes had been

released, and the idea of being a celebrity artist in

America, as opposed to Japan, wasstill something of a

novelty. Manga publishing in America was as yet only a
few years old, and Takahashi was notits first star, that

honor going instead to Ryoichi Ikegami, with the over-

whelming success of the English translation of Mai the

Pyschic Girl (ironically, as Takahashi herself admits,

Ikegami’s Spider-Man was one of her own influences as a

youngartist).

In the intervening years, however, the popularity of

Takahashi’s work not only caught up, but closed ranks

with the bestselling manga artists in the country. Ofall

the manga and animetitles translated into English,

Takahashi’ workis easily among the most widely avail-

able—and widely popular—in the U.S. market, with

nearly all of her manga in
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al backgrounds can havea lot of fun reading them.”
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publication, including her more obscure short story work

from various magazines, as well as the successful video

series Ranma 1/2, Maison Ikkoku and Urusei Yatsura num-

bering among those most recognizable to Americanfans.

In this early interview con-

ducted with her U.S. publisher,

Viz Comics, along with explaining

the ideas behind Ranma 1/2 and

Urusei Yatsura (Maison Ikkoku had

yet to achieve widespread familiarity

among English-speaking readers),

Takahashi expresses surprise at

her own early popularity and dis-

cusses her feelings about success,

international fame, the “universality” of her work, and the

demands of being a mangaartist.

 

ANIMERICA: Since Viz Comics first released Urusei

Yatsura about five years ago, several different companies

have published English versions ofJapanese mangatitles.

Some of them have sold extremely well. But did you

know, amongall of them, it’s your works which enjoy the

most continuing, stable popularity?

TAKAHASHI: Really? This is thefirst time I’ve heard aboutit.

ANIMERICA: Marvel Comics’ English version of Akira is a

consistentrival in sales, but you definitely have more fan

support, readers whofollow you regardlessoftitle. Slowly

but surely, you’re becoming a household name among

manga fans in America. How doyoufeel about that?

TAKAHASHI:It all just comesas a surprise.

ANIMERICA: You may have heard that in the U.S., comics

arent sold in regular bookstores. They’re sold in comic

specialty shops. With superhero titles such as Superman

and Batman crowding the shelves, manga titles don’t get

quite the same exposure, so manyfans go to comic con-

ventions to get hard-to-find comics. Your works are

among the most frequently requested.

TAKAHASHI: I’ve heard many animated versions of my

mangatitles are also available now.

-ANIMERICA:Yes, English versions of the Urusei Yatsura TV

series andfilms, as well as most of the Rumic World stories,

are easily available. Any idea on whythey’re so popular?

TAKAHASHI: | don’t have any idea. Maybe if I could

understand what aspects the readers like about them....
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ANIMERICA:In Japan, your worksare big hits and enjoy

great fan support. Those Japanese fans and American fans

must have something in common.

TAKAHASHI: Because I consciously feature Japanese daily

life such as festivals and the traditional New Year's holiday

rather often in my manga, I sometimes wonder if

American readers understand what they're reading.

Maybe they just like the comics because they're exotic.

ANIMERICA:I’m sure there are at least some readers with-

out any background in Japanese customs. On the other

hand, readers who are interested in manga are usually

interested in other aspects of Japanese culture. For ex-

ample, there are probably many readers who wouldn't

find anything strange about a dinner scene where every-

one sits on the tatami of a traditional Japanese house. Do

you think that mainstream readers, who aren't as familiar

with the Japanese lifestyle, might be intimidated by too

manycultural references?

TAKAHASHI: Once, when I was drawing Maison Ikkoku, |

received a question about it from an American journalist.

As you know, I created Maison Ikkoku to be a love story that

could take place in the everyday world. I’m always curious

about whatattracts non-Japanese readers to my work, so|

asked the reporters opinion. The reply I got was that

Americans could empathize with the emotions being

depicted in the comics. For example, the feeling when you

fall in love, and you wantto express it, but you can't...the

reporter said that emotions are all the same, no matter

which country you're from. I thought aboutthis for a little

while and said to myself, “Come to think ofit, thattrue.”

ANIMERICA: Maison Ikkoku is a story which takes place

under unlikely circumstances, especially from an

American point of view. It’s possible it may have elements

difficult for American readers to understand. However,it’s

also true that the original Japanese comic already hasits

own English-speakingfans. In the case of your works,I'd

say it's the attractiveness of the characters, the story, the

artwork...probably a combination ofall of these.

TAKAHASHI: In terms of art style, the portion of Urusei

Yatsura published in Americais all early drawings, very

distinct and completely different from how I draw now.

ANIMERICA: There have been fans who’ve made a point

of mentioning the evolution of yourart style. Because the

later stories have better art, they say, they'd rather see the

later stories printed than the earlier ones. But as publish-

ers, we thoughtit was importantto includethe first story

where Lum appears, so we started from the beginning.
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The fans who worry aboutthis sort of thing are more than

likely to own the original Japanese comics anyway.

TAKAHASHI: But where do they get them from?

ANIMERICA: At the manyJapanese cultural centers across

the country, its easy to purchase manga straight from

their Japanese publishers. Many fans translate them on

their own, sharing the books among themselves. There

are Urusei Yatsura fan clubs, and some people even put
out their own fan-published dédjinshi comics based on

your characters. It's interesting that Lum seemsto be as

popular in America as she is in Japan. You’ve speculated

in a previous interview that her appeal to American fans

might be the exotic elements of a cute girl from the

Orient. Has that opinion changed?

TAKAHASHI: Well,lets see. Is there a conceptofoni in America?

ANIMERICA:I don’t think so. The “devil” is a concept close

to oni, but then that’s a concept strongly associated with

the occult. The oni is more of a mythological monster.

TAKAHASHI: With its many elements,it’s difficult to

describe Urusei Yatsura in one word. Maybe a school

comedy/romance with somescience fiction and what-

not, based on a foundation of slapstick...? Add in the

play on words such as the puns and the metaphors and

the allusions...these aspects might be hard for the

American reader to grasp. What doesthat leave us with

as a reason for its popularity in America? The novelty of

the characters?

ANIMERICA:Certainly, the comedy may have parts that

are hard to understand, but owing to yourartistic tal-

ent—that is, the wonderful visuals—some of it does

come through. For example,right before the punchline, a

characters mouth will be wide open, nostrils all dilated.

The reader can sense something is coming up.

TAKAHASHI: The majority ofJapanese Urusei Yatsura fans

have been high school and college students, not children.

In some waysthat’s been a problem. But you know, I can

also say it was very easy for me back then because the

readers were my own age. | was happy that people from

my same generation could enjoy my manga. I was also

happy that there were so many male readers. Come to

think of it, though, that’s not so surprising, since it was

serialized in a boys’ magazine. I was little disappointed

that it might have been toodifficult for children. After

all, I believe manga belongs fundamentally to children,

and maybe Urusei Yatsura just didn’t have whatit took to

entertain them.

ANIMERICA:Even in America, the age of the average reader 
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is high...about 20, I'd say. Readers range even into their

late 30s. For Ranma 1/2, also serialized in SHONEN SUNDAY

after Urusei Yatsura, did you consciously try to draw

something aimed more toward children?

TAKAHASHI: Yes, that was done on purpose. Andalso, I

wanted it to be popular among women and children.

Ranma 1/2 is popular amonggirls now, but it seems as

though it hasn’t grabbed the boysyet.

ANIMERICA:I see. So it’s more popular amonggirls?

TAKAHASHI: Yes. Let’s see, it was around the time when

the eighth graphic novel came out and the cumulativecir-

culation had reached 10 million that I asked the editorif

he could survey the readers. He placed a questionnaire

postcard in the books. As it turned out, Ranma 1/2’s tans

were similar to those of Urusei Yatsura. Both series had a

peak readership of 15-year-olds, but in the case of Urusei

Yatsura, the distribution spread toward the higher-aged

males. Conversely, with Ranma 1/2, it spread toward

youngerfemales.

ANIMERICA:In America, the vast majority of comic book

readers are male, but I think that with Ranma 1/2 there’s

a definite increase in female readers. In fact, in America,

© Rumiko Takahashi/Shogakukan,Inc.
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Ranma 1/2 is selling better than Urusei Yatsura. Issue One

completely sold out by the time the fourth issue came

out. It's evident that the numberof readers is increasing.

TAKAHASHI: Ranma 1/2 sells better in Japan, as well.

There are some pretty hardcore Urusei Yatsura fans out

Japanese manga comesfrom a completely

different form, where the artist does every-

thing alone.It's not possible to excelin all tasks,

but one can't succeed without a balanced

combination of talents.

there, but amongall the serials I’ve done so far, Ranma 1/2

is the number-onehit.

ANIMERICA:Is that so?

TAKAHASHI: Yes. Even when youlookat thesalesfigures,
there’s a remarkable difference between the two. For me,

though, I'll just be happy if someone remembersreading

Ranma 1/2 as a child, years after its serialization is over.

ANIMERICA: How long hasit been since Ranma 1/2's se-
rialization started?

TAKAHASHI: Well, | don’t rememberexactly, but it’s pro-

bably beenfive to six years.

ANIMERICA:Since there are so few female readers in this

American market, it would certainly make us and the

comics industryin general very happy if Ranma 1/2 could

increase the number of women reading comics. In my

opinion, the concept of a man changing into a woman

and a woman changing into man could be taken as an

effort to enlighten a male-dominated society. After all,

Ranma never knows what gender he’ll be next. Did you

intend this?

TAKAHASHI: It's just that [ came up with something that

might be a simple, fun idea. ’m not the type who thinks

in terms of societal agendas. But being a woman and

recalling what kind of manga I wanted to read as a child,

I just thought humansturninginto animals mightalso be

fun and marchenhaft...you know,like a fairy tale.

ANIMERICA: Soit’s more that you never created the char-

acters with a social agenda, but that they just happened

to fit in with the zeitgeist?

TAKAHASHI: Yes, in that sense, that’s exactly right.

ANIMERICA: | hear that, in Japan, the animated Ranma

1/2 TV series has ended.

TAKAHASHI: That is so. I’m sad aboutit. It really was a
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fun show to watch.

ANIMERICA:Will there be new animation projects to follow?

TAKAHASHI: There seem to be many, but nothing I can

talk about.

ANIMERICA:Incidentally, did you knowthata rock singer

named Matthew Sweetis a big fan of yours? He's even

come to myoffice several times.

TAKAHASHI: Um,yes. Even getting a tattoo...I hopeit’s

not permanent. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Did you know that he made a promotional

video using nothing but Urusei Yatsura animation footage?

TAKAHASHI: I’m awareofit, yes.

ANIMERICA: Reportedly the song sold well and gota lot

of airplay on MTV. It's probably one of the first times

Japanese animation, althoughin a slightly modified form,

was introduced to a major American TV medium.

TAKAHASHI: | hear he also did it with Cobra.

ANIMERICA:Yes. But his tattoo is of Lum.

TAKAHASHI: I heard a rumorthat he started putting in

Ran from Urusei Yatsura on his other arm, but will he go

all the way? [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: In a previous interview you said that you

often use Japanese folklore as a motif in your work. Do

you ever receive inspiration from other media, such as

contemporary movies or novels?

TAKAHASHI: Well, I’ve always liked Yasutaka Tsutsui’s

slapstick novels. I read them often. I’ve wished I could

draw mangathat were as absurd asthat.

ANIMERICA: Could wesay, then, that Yasutaka Tsutsui

has had a great influence on your work?

TAKAHASHI: Yes, very much.I just happen to use folklore as

a basis, but that’s because its easy to twisttales that everyone

knows. As for movies, I only see them for entertainment.

ANIMERICA:Disney animation later influenced the story-

oriented mangaof the late Osamu Tezuka, which in turn

becamethe basis of Japanese comics. Has animation ever

influenced you?

TAKAHASHI: Not in particular. But then, Tezuka saw

Disney animation and created the manga of today, and we

as a generation grew up reading that, so I very much

think I'm in that school.
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ANIMERICA:This is an open-ended question, butI'd like

to ask, just how busy are you...? I'll bet American artists

probably can’t imagine whatit’s like to be drawing over

one hundred pages a month.

TAKAHASHI: Isn't American comic production done in a

division of labor? So theartist is infinitely talented in draw-

ing, and the writeris infinitely talented in makingstories. ...

ANIMERICA: Yes. In America, there are very few artists

who both draw and write stories.

TAKAHASHI: ...And so, Japanese manga comes from a

completely different form, where the artist does every-

thing alone. It’s not possible to excelin all tasks, but one

can’t succeed without a balanced combinationoftalents.

In that sense, it’s difficult to strive for perfection, but the

kind of perfection that is striven for by Japanese artists

is different.

ANIMERICA:Are you everdissatisfied with your stories?

TAKAHASHI: No,I’m alwaysfully satisfied. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:It would seem thatit takes a vast amount of

talent to succeed as a mangaartist in Japan.

TAKAHASHII thinkso.Ifyou can draw really well but can't

write a story, you’d have to become anillustrator. Even

with the help of a writer, if you can’t come up with good

layouts, you can’t make it as a manga artist. You might

become a wonderfulillustrator, but not a mangaartist.

ANIMERICA: In America, comics aren't too high in status,

the industry is small, and sales figures are noticeably

lower than in Japan. Even people whoare in comics purely

for the love of it tend to move on to other, more highly

paid businesses just as soon as their talent is recognized.

In Japan it’s mangathat’s the big-moneybusiness, so people

with talent flock to it. If you’ve got the talent, it’s de-

finitely more financially rewarding to become a manga

artist or manga writer than a novelist.

TAKAHASHI: It’s probably true everywhere, but people

with talent go where the moneyis.

ANIMERICA:There must be a lot of people with greattal-

ent in America, too, and we'dlike to give them a chance,

within our limited means.

TAKAHASHI: But don't you think that manga is still

looked down uponin Japan also?

ANIMERICA:There still probably are many people who

hold biases againstit.

TAKAHASHI: But if we wait just a little more, the day
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should come when the only generation left is the one

which reads manga. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: A day when compiled graphic novels taken

from the pages of Bic Comic magazineline the shelves of

retirement homes....

TAKAHASHI: Yes. Manga is entertainment, after all. And

becauseit’s a form of entertainmentrather than a separate

culture, it’s inevitable for cultural elements to creep in.It

depicts the world we live in. That manga is read in

America...well, I think it’s truly wonderful if it can make

people laugh acrossall sorts of borders. I think mangais

all aboutfeelings, of being scared or happyorsad.In that

respect, | think we mightall be the same.

ANIMERICA: I'm happy and encouraged that in America,

Ranma 1/2 has different sort of readership than Urusei Yatsura.

TAKAHASHI:If that’s true, then there's nothing that makes

me happier.

ANIMERICA: What’ your impression of America?

Urusei Yatsura
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TAKAHASHI: I’ve only stayed for a single night in Los

Angeles. | was scared then. I felt the L.A. airport was

frighteningly mechanical.

ANIMERICA: Some people might say that town represents

Americaitself.

TAKAHASHI: | tend to be short, so 1 was looking up at

everything, and my eye-level seemedto beat the waists of

the walking people. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Do you feel Europe suits you better?

TAKAHASHI: | like the Latin people. I was supposed to go

to an Italian comic convention this year but, in the end,I

was too busy. Spain and Italy are agreeable countries,

don’t you think? I wonderwhy, amongall the countries of

Europe,I feel so secure in those two places... ?

ANIMERICA: There's a manga boom in Europeright now.

It first caught on in Italy and then in Spain. We just

signed a big contract there.

TAKAHASHIIt’s interesting that Japanese mangais getting

accepted in the Latin countries of Europefirst.

   

One-Pound Gospel

 

© Rumiko Takahashi/Shogakukan,Inc.
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ANIMERICA: We'd love to interview you again next year

after your travels through Europe.In closing, do you have

a message for your American fans?

TAKAHASHI: I’m grateful that you read my works, and it

gives me encouragement to know that you enjoy them.

Mybest regards to every one of you.

 

our years later, Rumiko Takahashi had finished her

serialization of Ranma 1/2, written and drawn sev-

eral short stories—most notably a continuation of

her One-Pound Gospel serial—and begun workon anall-

newtitle, Inu-Yasha.

As a followupto her previous works, most of which

were very much ofa slapstick-comedy school, the more

sober Inu-Yasha came as something ofa surprise. A histor-

ical fantasy set in Japan's “WarringStates” period, Inu-Yasha

has not only a grimmer tone than nearly any of

Takahashis stories (save for her collection of “Mermaid”

stories, in which the main characters, for all practical pur-

poses, achieve immortality through the cannibalistic eating

of mermaid flesh) but also a more purely Japanese story

than nearly any of her previous works.

Although all of Takahashi’ stories take advantage of

their in-or-around Tokyo settings to parody daily life in

modern-day Japan, the basic love stories of Ranma 1/2,

Urusei Yatsura and Maison Ikkoku have a truly universal

quality about them. Inu-Yasha’s historical time and place

give an utterly different feel—Rumiko Takahashi crossed

with an Akira Kurosawa samurai movie, perhaps.

In a 1997 interview conducted after Inu-Yasha had

just begun, Takahashi simply expressed her hopesfor the

series as, “I wanted to draw a story-oriented manga. Also,

I liked the idea of a historical piece. Something I could

easily draw. Thats the premise I started with.” She also

admitted right up front that Inu-Yasha was a story with

fewer laughs than her previous Ranma 1/2, though she

planned to try and work in more comedy astheseries

went on.

“I have a rough idea of how the personalrelationships

should work out, but that’s all,” she laughed when asked

if she would share hints on where the story might be

headedin the future. “I’m hopingtheplot will follow. But

I'm wondering about getting too tied up in relationships.

So I'd really like to be able to improvise as | go.”

Two years earlier, in 1995, Rumiko Takahashi had

also become a memberof a very exclusive club, as one of

the few mangaartists ever to sell over one hundred million

copies of her compiled works—approximately one of her
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booksfor every personliving in Japan. A gala celebration,

staged by her Japanese publisher, Shogakukan,feted the

artist with accolades from other mangaartists, film clips

of her works hosted by the animation voice-actors for

her Urusei Yatsura characters “Ataru” and “Lum,” and a

star-studded exhibition wrestling match in her honor,

kicked off by a bout between costumed characters

“Genma-Panda” from Ranma 1/2 and “Kotatsu-Neko”

from Urusei Yatsura.

Herfeelings on the subject of being a hundred-million-

selling artist were expressed as something of a culmination

of all her years of work—alife’s goal, finally achieved, free-

ing her up to go on without having to reach so muchfor

the stars.

“I didn’t realize it myself when I started Ranma 1/2,

but I must have been underpressure to match mypre-

vious two works, and | think I was rushing,” Takahashi

admitted. “I was thinking I had to create memorable

scenes as soon as possible. In that sense, I think I feel like

now I’m free to do what I can do.” Even so, Takahashi was

the last one to attribute her new sense of relaxation

regarding her work with having “grown up.”

“Tll always be a kid,” she laughed.

Takahashi continues on, drawing Inu-Yasha. While a

weekly serial is running, the artist has next to no oppor-

tunity for time off—during the nine-year run of Ranma

I/2, a 1994 trip to America to attend the nation’s largest

comic convention, San Diego Comic-Con, was about the

Mermaid's Sca
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only vacation she wasableto take. After the end of Ranma

1/2 and previous to Inu-Yasha’s serialization, a trip to the

Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico constituted probably the

only vacation Takahashi will have in quite a while. But

still, she’s as committed to being a mangaartist as ever.

In a weekly serial, Takahashi’ new ideas come from

everywhere, from daily observations, from minute details

in newspapercolumns, to what’s happening at her home,

which also doubles as her workplace. For free time,

Takahashi reads books, goes to the sumo wrestling bouts,

and sees plays, even more than films. Takarazuka plays

are a particular favorite—a Japanese artform that is the

exact opposite of the traditional all-male casts of Noh and

Kabuki, Takarazuka features female performers playing

roles of both genders.

“I do feel pressure,” she confessed on the subject of

Inu-Yasha’s success, “but I’m starting to wonderif I’m at

the age where | can keep on drawing shénen manga (boys’

comics) forever. But I do...I do want to keep on drawing

shénen manga until I die.” Perhaps it’s appropriate that,

thanks largely to her efforts—and to those of fellow

female manga artist Naoko Takeuchi, whose bestselling

Sailor Moon has helped redefine English-speaking

anime/manga fandom—not only youthful shénen boys

but young shdjo girls are today enjoying her manga in

equal measure.
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Somewhere along the way, during the rise of her popularity in the U.S., Rumiko Takahashi
picked up the nickname “Queen of Romantic Comedy.” We're not sure where It came
from, exactly, but hey! it fits. Known not only in Japan but around the world for her
uniquely charming, somehow reassuringly on-target tales of gentle war between the

sexes (think Tracy and Hepburn, as compared to, say War of the Roses’ Douglas and

Turner), Takahashi seems to know just where the heart lives, as demonstrated by the

titles (every one of them a bestseller) listed below. Note that Takahashi is both writer and

artist on all titles.
 

bm Rumic World
S-AD<KH-SE

Serialized in SHONEN SUNDAY and SHONEN SUNDAY Extra (1978-1984). Three compiled

volumestotal. Reprinted in 1984 by the same publisher. DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE: Rumic World(serialized in Manca Vizion)

Urusei Yatsura
DSBPID5

Serialized in SHONEN SUNDAY weekly magazine (1979-1986). 34 compiled vol-
umestotal. Reprinted in a “wide” edition in 1989. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE:
Lum*Urusei Yatsura(viz Comics)

Maison Ikkoku
HEAR

Published in Shogakukan’s “Big Comics” (1982-87): fifteen compiled volumes

total. Reprinted in a “wide” edition in 1992. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE:

Maison Ikkoku Wiz Comics)

Ranma Nibun no Ichi (“Ranma 1/2”)
bAKE1 2

Published in Shogakukan's “SHONEN SUNDAY Comics” (1988-96); 38 compiled vol-
umes total. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ranma 1/2 (viz Comics)

Ningyo (“Mermaid”) Series
ABYU-KX

Published by Shogakukan (1988-93); compiled short stories as originally serial-
ized in SHONEN SuNDAY and SHONEN SUNDAY ExtRA. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLES:
Mermaid Forest. Mermaid’s Promise, Mermaid’s Scar, Mermaid's

Dream, Mermaid'’s Gaze, Mermaid'’s Mask (viz Comics!

Ichi-Pound no Fukuin (“One-Pound Gospel”)
1OKY FORE

Published in Shogakukan’s “Younc Sunday Comics” (1989-96); originally serial-

ized in YOUNG SUNDAY magazine. Three compiled volumes to date. DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: One-Pound Gospel\iz Comics}

Takahashi Rumiko Kessakushd: “P” no Higeki
(“Rumiko Takahashi Masterpiece Collection: The Tragedy of P’)

BRBRSTREER : POR

Published in Shogakukan’s “Big Comic Special” (1994); originally serialized in
Bic Comic Oricina. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Rumic Theater(serialized in Manca
ViZION)

Rumik World Takahashi Rumiko Tanpensht: 1 or W
(“Rumic World® Rumiko Takahashi Short Story Collection: One or Double”)

S-HA42<S D-SEBMBBETMME: lorW (DY AT - YTV)

Published by Shogakukan (1995); short story collection as serialized in various
manga magazines in Japan. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Rumic Theater(serial.
ized in Manca Vizi0N)

Inu-Yasha
KRM

Published in Shogakukan’s “SHONEN SunDAY Comics” (1997~ }; originally serial-
ized in SHONEN SUNDAY weekly magazine. U.S. edition published almost concur-

rently with ongoing Japanese release. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Inu-Yasha:
A FeudalFairy Tale (viz Comics)
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Given the popularity of her manga, it should come as no surprise that Takahashi anime

series also weigh in as some of the most popularin the world. /nu- Yasha, herlatest

mangatitle, has yet to be animated, but it shouldn't be much longer beforeit’s announced
for upcoming release. Note that Takahashigets “original story” credit forail titles.
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Urusei Yatsura

JSBRD5

197-episode TV series (1981-86). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Urusei
Yatsura/Those Obnoxious Aliens(Animtigo)

Urusei Yatsura: Chance on Love

DABRIDSE: FVVA:AY: FT

BGM & more one-shot music video compilation (1981-86). CURRENTLY IMPORT
ONLY

Urusei Yatsura: Love Me More

StHRD5:3577:5--t7

Opening & ending one-shot music video compilation (1981-86). CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Urusei Yatsura: Mata Aeru’cha!

Urusei Yatsura TV Yokoku Henshi
(“We'll Meet Again! ‘Next Time On...’ TV Compilation’)

5SBPD5 : EKEAS 0E% ! DEBRISTIVEIRRER

One-shot “next episode” trailer compilation, as seen on the original TV series

(1981-86). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Urusei Yatsura: Symphony Kaisé
("Symphonic Reminiscence”)

SBRD5: YYI74——-B

One-shot orchestral music video compilation (1981-86). CURRENTLY IMPORT

ONLY

Urusei Yatsura: TV Titles
SSBRPDSE:TVE-SIRNWZX

Non-credit + stereo opening & ending one-shot music video compilation (1981-

86). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Urusei Yatsura: Only You

SFZBRID5H:AYVU-—+-a-— (/-HAy bhk)

110-minute (uncut} theatrical feature (1983). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: UY

Only You(Animeigo}

Urusei Yatsura 2: Beautiful Dreamer
5SBPID52: arab: KU-V—

98-minute theatrical feature (1984). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: UY Beautiful

Dreamer(U.S. Manga Corps)

Urusei Yatsura 3: Remember My Love
5SBPRID53  -VUAYN- + VI +37

102-minute theatrical feature (1985). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: UYRemember

My Love (AnimEigo)

Rumik World: Fire Tripper
B-HADSD-SE:S KR (DPAV—-) BU YAN

One-shot OAV (1985). DOMESTIC RELEASETITLE: Fire Trippers. Manga Cor)

Urusei Yatsura: The Original Animation Video Series

SFZBPRDS : OAVYU-X

Eleven-volume OAV series (1985-90). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLES: Inaba the
Dreammaker, Raging Sherbet & | How! at the Moon, Catch the Heart &
Goat and Cheese, Date With a Spirit & Terror of Girly-Eyes Measles,
Nagisa’s Fiancé & Electric Household Guard, Ryoko’s SeptemberTea
Party & Memorial Album (AnimEigo)

Urusei Yatsura 4: Lum the Forever
SSBERID54: FA Fs 74-LINK-

94-minute theatrical feature (1986). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: UYLum the

Forever (Animeigo}
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Rumik World: The Chdjo ("The Supergal”)

B-h7S b-SEL HF -RBE (A-N-F¥ IV)

One-shot OAV (1986). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Supergal, later Maris
the Ch6jo (U.S. Manga Corps)

Maison Ikkoku
HEA—Z

96-episode TV series (1986-88). Heartwarming romanceoriginally aimed at a
college-age and older audience. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Maison Ikkoku

(Viz Video)

Maison Ikkoku: Utsuri Yuku Kisetsu no Naka de
(“Within the Changing Seasons")

HEA—-BW: BUD< FHOPT

Single-volume, 90-minute TV series compilation released on home video (1986-
88). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Rumik World: Warau Hydteki(“Laughing Target”)
S-H7S b-SE: RIBH

One-shot OAV (1987). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Laughing Target \u-.
Manga Corps)

Ichi-Pound no Fukuin (“One-Pound Gospel”)
IY FORE

One-shot OAV (1988).The adventures of a gluttonous boxer and the (at least, on the

surface) sweet nun whooffers him spiritual solace. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: One-

Pound Gospel\viz Video)

Urusei Yatsura: Kanketsu Hen (“Final Chapter”)
S4HB°05 : KK

93-minute theatrical feature (1988). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: UY The Final

ChapterAnimeigo)

Maison Ikkoku: Kanketsu Hen (“Final Chapter”)
HEAR : HR

70-minute theatrical feature (1988). UPCOMING DOMESTIC RELEASE

Ranma Nibun no Ichi(“Ranma 1/2”)
BAK /2
18-episode TV series (1989). The first episodes from the enduringly popular mar-

tial arts comedy of the sexes. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ranma 1/2 Wiz Video)

Ranma 1/2: Nett6hen (“Ranma1/2: Chapter of Hard Battle”)

bAKI/2 : MAR

143-episode TV series (1989-92). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ranma 1/2:

Anything-Goes Martial Arts (22 eps.) Ranma 1/2: Hard Battle (24 eps.)
plus more to come(Viz Video)

Urusei Yatsura Saishinsaku vs. Maison Ikkoku Bangai Hen

(“UY Latest Videos vs. Mi Side-Story”)

DSEBPCIORME vs. OTA-WBAR

One-shot OAV compilation: two Urusei Yatsura and one Maison Ikkoku

(1990). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ranma1/2: Nett6é Uta Gassen (“‘Hot Song’ Battle”)

BAKE / 2 : ARS
Two-volumeoriginal animation music video (1990). UPCOMING DOMESTIC
RELEASE

Maison Ikkoku Bangai Hen:Ikkoku Jima Nanpa Shimatsu Ki

(“Maison Ikkoku Side-Story: Castaways of Ikkoku Island”)

HEA—-WMBAR : —ABSV/A

One-shot, 30-minute OAV (1990). UPCOMING DOMESTIC RELEASE /

Urusei Yatsura: Itsudatte (“Always”) My Darling

5SBPED5 WOKEDCTVIY—-UY

78-minute theatrical feature (1991). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: UYAlways My
Darling (AnimEigo)
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Ranma 1/2: Nekonron Dai-Kessen!
Okite-Yaburi no Gekit6 Hen!!
("Big Battle at Nekonron! The No-Rules,All-Out Battle”)

5bAE1/2 : PRBERBRARE ! PNORE! !

76-minute theatrical feature (1991). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ranma 1/2:
Big Trouble in Nekonron, China \viz Video)

Rumik World: Ningyo no Mori ("Mermaid’s Forest”)
S-4D<KbD-SE: AMOR

First of two OAVs animating Takahashi’s “Mermaid” mangaseries (1991).
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Mermaid Forest(us. Manga Corps)

Ranma 1/2: Kessen Tégenky6! Hanayome o Torimodose!
(“Decisive Battle at Togenkyo! Get Back the Brides”)

bAK1/ 2 : RELI ! EMEBVEEt ! |!

60-minute theatrical feature (1992). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ranma 1/2:
Nihao My Concubine\iz video)

Maison Ikkoku: Prelude
FvUa—-KHEA—H

One-shot, 25-minute TV series compilation (1992). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Rumik World: Ningyo no Kizu (“Mermaid’s Scar")
B-HD<SDO-SE : AMO

Second of two OAVs based on Takahashi's “Mermaid” series (1993). DOMESTIC

RELEASE TITLE: Mermaid’s ScarWizVideo!

Ranma 1/2: TV Titles

BAHT A2 :TVWSH KNX
Opening & ending music video compilation (1993). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE:
The Ranma 1/2 Video Jukebox (iz Video)

Ranma 1/2: Special
bAKVS2ANYIb

Six-volume OAV series (1993-94). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLES: Ranma 1/2
Desperately Seeking Shampoo, Ranma1/2: Like Water For Ranma,
Ranma 1/2: AkaneandHerSisters \vic video)

Ranma 1/2: Super
bAK1TZ2R-/IN—

Five-volume OAV series (1995). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLES: Ranma 1/2: An
Akane to Remember, Ranma 1/2: One Grew Over the Kuno’s Nest(one

episode from Ranma 1/2: Super, paired with 30-minute “movie”listed below),
Ranma 1/2: Faster, Kasumi! Kill! Kill! vic video)

Cho Musabetsu Kessen: Ranma Team vs. Densetsu no
H6'6 (“Super Anything-Goes Battle: Team Ranma vs. the Legendary Phoenix”)
REAVRE : LBF—Avs(GRORA

30-minute theatrical feature (1995). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ranma 1/2:
One Grew Over the Kuno’s Nest(paired with one episode from Ranma 1/2:
Super) (Viz Video)

Japanese comics or “manga”series; may or may not be available in foreign-language

(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warrfors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2}. Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to

home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version   



» Hayao Miyazaki
Interviewed by Takashi Oshiguchi (1993)

GC don’t want to spendthelittle time I’ve gotleft just for

the benefit of young people whoonly like mylighter

side,” Miyazaki said in a 1989 interview with the

manga magazine Comic Box. “d rather use my remain-

ing energyas a filmmaker in a way which will besatisfy-

ing to me, and to the people around me.

“The most important thing that Japanese animation

should not do is to categorize the fans as a certain kind of

people and then make movies only for them,” he contin-

ues. “Howcan we make films which will gain the accep-

tance of those people who've never seen animation

before? We needto get nearer to that universal appeal of

animation when making a movie, or all our efforts will

have been for nothing.”

Miyazaki is an icon in his native Japan, but outside of

it he is little-known as yet—eventhefilm that Japan sub-

mitted to the Oscars for the foreign film category, the ani-

matedfilm Heisei Tanuki Gassen Pom Poko (“Present-Day
999

Tanuki War Goes “‘Tum-Tum’”), which Miyazaki pro-

duced, never really “broke through” to the American

mainstream audience. My Neighbor Totoro, praised by At

the Movies’ Roger Ebert, is the closest Miyazaki has yet

gotten to recognition in America—but that may soon

 
change. Distribution deals have been signed, and thanks

to recent developments, the Japanese filmmaker who in

his own country is more beloved than Walt Disney at his

height may be able to spread his magic touch to a wider

audience through none other than the Disney

Corporationitself.

Born in 1941 in Tokyo, Miyazaki was graduated from

Gakushuin University (the school that the members of

the Japanese imperial family attend) and began his career

as a filmmaker doing in-between work at Toei Animation

in 1963. Never content to observe the status quo, one of

the first things Miyazaki did after entering Toei was to

marchin front of the building in union demonstrations.

By as early as 1964, Miyazaki had beenelected presi-

dent of the studio’s animation labor union and had begun

wooing his future wife, whom he married in 1965. It

wasn't long before Miyazaki was squaring off against the

director of Toeis latest film project, Gulliver’s Space

Travels (1965), insisting that the ending was unsatisfacto-

ry and needed to be changed (Miyazaki won). Even as a

mere in-betweener, Miyazaki was provingthat he had the

persistence of vision which would eventually make him

26

one of the world’s leading creators of animation.
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Although his first production as a solo director didn’t

take place until Future Boy Conan (1978), Miyazaki had

long been involved in the creative process, all the way

back to the thousands ofillustrations he drew for The

Adventures of Horus, Prince of the Sun (1968). Other

notable involvements from this early period include

Animal Treasure Island (1971), a real “cartoon” adventure;

Lupin III (1971), a 26-episode TV series not to be con-
fused with the later 155-episode series; and Panda, Panda

Cub (1973), a feature which strongly foreshadows the

later Totoro.

In the early 1980s, Miyazaki began to move away

from comedy to make animation which would appealto

a more mature audience such as Lupin III: Castle of

Cagliostro (1979), as well as the six episodes he directed

for Sherlock Holmes (1984-85). Ironically, it wouldn’t be

until ANIMAGE magazine’ publication of his manga

Nausicaa of the Valley of Wind in 1982 that Miyazaki

would achieve a reputation as a serious filmmaker.

“I started drawing the manga only because I was

unemployed as an animator, so I'll stop drawing it as

soon as I find animation work,” Miyazaki oncesaid in an

interview. The story of a spirited warrior-princess com-

AtOrciSenerOE tafmhtaTenisia
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ing of age in a future world wracked byecological disas-

ter, Nausicad is one of the few manga that Japanese

cognoscenti will admit to reading. Duringits serializa-

tion, Nausicad’s popularity was such that the frequent

hiatuses Miyazaki was obliged to take when he went

back to the animation studio caused a minor furor

amidst fans worldwide.

According to The Art of Nausicad illustration book,

ANIMAGE convinced Miyazaki to draw a mangaforit with

the specific promise that it wouldn’t be used as the basis

for some future animation project. It was also ANIMAGE

that first broke the covenant when it approached

Miyazaki about making a short, fifteen-minute Nausicad

film. Miyazaki declined the Nausicad short but offered

instead to work on a sixty-minute original animation

video. When ANiMAGE's publisher Tokuma promptly came

back with an offer to sponsor a full-length theatrical fea-

ture, the Nausicad film was born and Miyazaki was firm-

ly ensconcedas a filmmaker to be reckoned with,

Since then, Miyazaki began to turn out a new movie

nearly every other year—Laputa, Castle in the Sky in 1986:

My Neighbor Totoro in 1988; kiki’s Delivery Service in

1989; Porco Rosso in 1992, various projects upon which
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he served more as producer, such as Studio Ghibli’s Pom

Poko, and all the while, drawing his manga Nausicad.

At the time of this interview, Miyazaki’ latest work

was Porco Rosso, the story of a 1930s biplane pilot (who

also happensto be a pig), set against the political situa-

tion in Italy. More adult in tone than his previous works,

Porco Rosso was nonetheless the top domestic-grossing

film in Japan that year, breakingall previous records.

 

ANIMERICA:First I'd like to ask you about Porco Rosso. It's

received a lot of attention due to the fact thatit’s been the

biggest money-makerofall your films. How do youfeel

aboutits box-office success?

MIYAZAKI: It was an unexpectedhit. I wastelling every-

one, “This one’s not going to go well, so don't get your

hopes up.” No one was more surprised than I when the

film was a financial success.

ANIMERICA: Whyis that?

MIYAZAKI: To my mind, animation is for children. Porco

Rosso flies in the face of that assumption. Moreover, as a

producerI still think Porco Rossois too idiosyncratic a film

for a toddlers-to-old-folks general audience. That it

turned out to be a hit was an unexpected stroke of luck.

It’s actually kind of disturbing.

ANIMERICA:If you felt that way about it, why did you

undertake the project in the first place?

MIYAZAKI: The biggest reason lies in Miyazakis personality.

[LAUGHS] The dangerous thing about him, particularly in

terms of business, is that every once in a while hefeels a sud-

den urge to stand everything he’ ever done onits head.

I’ve very earnestly made a num-

ber offilms for children, such as

My Neighbor Totoro and kiki’

Delivery Service and, as a pro-

ducer, Omohide Poro Poro (lit.,

“Falling Tears of Remembrance,”

also known as Only Yesterday).

After that, frustration began to

build. Somewhere in the back of

my mind, this idea started to

take root that animation should be more fun, more absurd,

and I just couldn't controlthis feeling.

It was precisely at such a dangerous momentthat, for

a variety of reasons, we found ourselves committed to

making a 45-minute film exclusively for screening on

28

international flights. Actually, no one was more at a loss

over this commitmentthan I. All the while I was saying

to myself, “We're just doing this just for laughs,” but as it

turns out, everyone else was thinking of it as a new

movie—so muchsothatI hadto start taking their expec-

tations seriously.

What's more, I began to realize that the stafi—who |

could have sworn were thoroughly sick of working onall

these serious projects—weren’t sick of them atall. I had

totally misread the situation. I thought to myself, “This is

no good.I’ve got to get my act together.” So as I’m franti-

cally trying to catch up, forty-five minutes turns into

ninety minutes, we have trouble with the animation, and

expenses begin to mountto the point where the only way

we can hope to recover our investment is to make it a

general theatrical release. Then one day our producer, Mr.

Suzuki, announceshis decision to makethis into a full-

fledged movie and | think to myself, “YIKES!! This is

bad—there’s no waythis is going to be a hit!!” [LAUGHS] I

wasreally worried.

ANIMERICA:Asfar back as a year ago, way before the film

was released, 1 heard people talking about howthefilm

had all the elements of success. It had a retro theme,it

was animated, and Miyazaki was involved withit.

MIYAZAKI: Well, I never trust the response of industry

people. [LAUGHS] They're too conservative. They’ve

always been a step behind the times. If industry people

knew what they were talking about, the movie business

wouldn't be on the decline like it is. Moviegoers aren't

fools. You might get lucky and score a hit with a film that

has no substance, but you won't get away with it twice.

Now,the decision to go ahead with Porco Rosso may have

evolved in a half-assed way, but when it came to the actu-

al production ofthe film, we gave it everything we had.

ANIMERICA:Soit’s not just anime but the Japanese film

industry in general that’s pretty rough?

MIYAZAKI:If this business were easy, it would be sin.It

doesn’t bother me that it’s rough. What’ really rough,

though, is that the damage from a single failure can be

fatal. People become too timid and end up making bor-

ing stuff. It seems to me that things have gotten rough in

the American film industry, as well. In the old days,all

they had to do was make love-conquers-all type movies.

I don’t know how muchthe people in Hollywood actual-

ly believed in love personally...they were probably more

concerned with getting a home in Beverly Hills. But at

one time thatillusion held sway throughoutthe world.

It doesn’t anymore. It's become difficult to even pre-

tend you believe in that anymore. Orrather, it might be
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more accurate to say that movies today are about the

psychopathology surrounding love. And these days they

seem obliged to overdo everything. The goal now is to

throw a huge amountof moneyata project, do a huge

promotion, and mobilize a huge numberof viewers. But

don’t you think most of the best movies are those which

were the endresult of small productions?

When you watch Ben-Hur these days,it’s so ridicu-

lous, its embarrassing. But weren't My Darling

Clementine, The Third Man and Casablanca small produc-

tions? And they’re still excellent films. So it would be

wrong to complain thatit’s particularly hard in Japan.

Filmmakers throughout the world are dealing with diffi-

cult issues peculiar to their own societies. One thing that

can be said with certainty about Japan is that people

want to see quality films. The need is there. And the

money is there. I think that in order to meet that

demand, we need newtalent.

ANIMERICA: The question everyone is asking is, “Why

did you make the hero a pig?”

MIYAZAKI: It's because I wouldn’t want to draw a charac-

ter like that as a humanbeing. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: I’ve been reading MODEL GRAPHIX since the

serial began. WhenPorco Rosso first showedup,| thought

that it would make for some interesting animation....

MIYAZAKI: Pigs are creatures which might be loved, but
they are never respected. They’re synonymous with

greed, obesity, debauchery. The word“pig”itself is used as

an insult. I’m not an agnostic or anything, but I don’t like

a society that parades its righteousness. The righteous-

ness of the U.S., the righteousness of Islam, the right-

eousness of China, the righteousnessof this or that ethnic

group, the righteousness of Greenpeace, the righteous-
ness of the entrepreneur.... They all claim to be right-

eous, but theyall try to coerce others into complying with

their own standards. They restrain others through huge
military power, economic power, political power or pub-

lic opinions.

I myself have a numberof things I believe are right.

And some things make me angry. Actually, I’m a person

who gets angry a lot more easily than most people, but I

always try to start from the assumption that human

beings are foolish. I’m disgusted by the notion that man

is the ultimate being, chosen by God. ButI believe there

are things in this world that are beautiful, that are impor-

tant, that are worth striving for. | made the hero a pig

because that was whatbest suited these feelings of mine.

ANIMERICA: About mecha. Have you liked that sort of

thing since you were a child?
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MIYAZAKI: Hmm. It wasn’t mecha so much as drawing

tanks and warshipsthatI liked. | was a shy boy who was

not very good at expressing himself. 1 think such children

find ways like that to express their yearning for power

and strength. I suppose nowadaysthat takes the form of

air guns, video games, remote-controlled craft and the

like. Motorbikes, too, are often used that way. But as we

grow to adulthood, the core of that interest shifts accord-

ingly. At first, its the capabilities and forms of the

machines that fascinate us, but in my case, my interest

shifted to the dramas of the people who build them and

who are madeto use them.

ANIMERICA:Did you ever want to becomea pilot?

MIYAZAKI: No, I don't think so. Even now, if you were

going to give me a planeride,Id like to fly through a sky

with some interesting clouds. I would enjoy seeing what

kind of view there is, but I’m notreally interested in fly-

ing for the sake offlying. A lot of different flying sports

have comeinto being, so 1 suppose I could doit if I want-

ed to, but in orderto dothat, I'd probably haveto give up

on somethingelse. For example, I wouldn’t want to have

to cut back on time spent relaxing in a mountain cabin or

pouring all my energy into creating a film. I’d like to have

a seaplane, but there wouldn't be any point without a

beautiful body of water to maneuver on and a place to

hide out in. And mostofall I would need a society where

one could fly and land as onepleased. I'd be in trouble if

I were forced into speaking with anair traffic controller in

English. English is not myforte, after all. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:A friend of mine whosepilot father had seen

ety,
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your movies and read your manga wondered if you'd

done a lot of research on technical matters.

MIYAZAKI: No, numbers aren’t my forte either, so |

don’t read complicated books. Besides, I don’t really

like any airplanes that’ve been made since the Douglas

DC-3. [LAUGHS] I'll fly in a jet airliner if I have to, but

I'm the kind of person who wishes they made jets with

tatami floors.

ANIMERICA:Soit’s really form that interests you?

MIYAZAKI: Yes, but there’s more to it than that. I drive a

certain German car and the wheellugsare really hard to

get off. They won't budge if you don’t jump up and down

on the wrench. When I’m doing somethinglike that, I'll

find myself thinking something along thelines of, “Man,

I bet it must have been hard getting the lugs off the

wheels of one of those heavy German tanks. It would be
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really awfulif, to top it all off, there was sleet falling and

you were knee-deep in mud andshells started exploding

all around you.” This sort of fantasy will be running

through my head as I’m takingthetire off.

There was a triple-engine plane in Italy called the

Savoia-Marchetti S.M. 79 for which I’ve just happened to

get a good diagram.So,I’m trying to recreate in my mind

whatthe interior space of that plane must have beenlike.

If I wentto Italy, I could see the actual airplane in a muse-

um, but I’d muchratherpiece together the interior of the

plane in my mind, than go andseethereal thing.

Its something like philology.... It's strange, I know.

But if I were to see the real thing, ’'d lose my motivation.

[LAUGHS] There was this diagram of a handle for which |

didn’t know the purpose, so I thought about it and

thought about it until finally I figured out that it must

have been used to pull a metal cover over the glass gon-

dola in the belly of the S.M. 79 to protect it during land-

ing. I was really thrilled with myself for figuring it out.

[LAUGHS] I can just picture the Italian bombardier drag-

ging the cover up.

ANIMERICA: There was a plane in Lupin III called the
Albatross, wasn't there? I didn’t realize at the time that a

plane like that had actually existed once.

MIYAZAKI: There was somethinglike that, yes. I believe it

wasthe “Dornier Do X” or somethinglike that.

ANIMERICA: When you see a plane like that in a black

and white film, it looks even bigger, don’t you think?

MIYAZAKI: They do look bigger. As if something that

shouldn’t be able tofly at all is flying magnificently. I pre-

fer the planes from that period, from the ‘20s through the

early ‘30s.

ANIMERICA: Whenillustrators in the early 1900s drew

planesof the future, it wasn’t jets they drew, but just a lot

more propellers. | guess your own workis an extension

of that.
‘,

cyed MIYAZAKI: Those images really are

interesting, even today. 20,000

Leagues Under the Sea is still

interesting when you read it

today, don’t you think? Later,

when submarines were actu-

ally built, the bot-

tom of the sea was

   

 

  
  

portrayed countless

times, but none of

those images were

particularly inter-
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esting. What makes 20,000 Leagues Underthe Sea sointer-

esting even todayis that the sea depicted there isn’t just

any sea—it’s a sea of the mind. At onetime, flight, too,

was something that took place only in the world of imag-

ination. It was portrayed with the sense that, “Wouldn'tit

be wonderfulto be set free andfly through the sky?” Now

its strictly a matter of physics. I think it must have been
different back then.

ANIMERICA: Even with all those propellers there’s no way

those things could have flown.

MIYAZAKI: No, they couldn't. But to children, those

images make more sense. Children aren’t interested in

logic; to them,it’s pure imagination.

ANIMERICA: Porco Rosso seemsto be set in the 1930s....

MIYAZAKI: I’d wanted to do it somewhere around 1928,

but the world depression hadn't begun at that time, and

it still hadn't reached Italy by 1929, so it ended up taking

place in 1930. Wesort of fudged on the dates.

ANIMERICA:There werestill biplanes at that time.

MIYAZAKI:Yes, there were a lot of biplanes in use. It’s not

that I have a particular love of biplanes, but that I have a

love of technology which no longer exists. We can't go

back and witness it, and there’s somethingstirring about

that impossibility, don’t you think? That’s whatit is. That's

what makes the past so stirring...the fact that you can
neverreturn to it. The fact that it can never be recovered.

The period whenthe airplane seemed mostsignificant,a

period that can never be recovered, is the 1920s and

1930s. The airplanes from the true dawn ofaviation, the

1910s, are so rickety they just aren't interesting. But the
skies of World WarI were so cruel andtragic it’s just too

painful to portray them. When yougetto the late ‘30s

you're in the world of the DC-3 andthedirection aviation

is taking is already carved in stone. And that’s why they’re
boring.

ANIMERICA: Whatdo youthink of the animation indus-

try today? Do you thinkit’s heading in a gooddirection or
a bad one?

MIYAZAKI: There's no denying we’re in a boring period.

There just isn’t very much interesting stuff coming out.

We're getting too many films whose budget limitations

are making their seams show, so to speak, and not

enough stimulating works. But the biggest problem is

that we're not seeing any new talent emerge.

ANIMERICA:Doesthat go for television, too?

MIYAZAKI: Yes. But looked at another way, a boring peri-
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od can beseen as a time for building up the energy need-

ed for the next leap; a time forstaffers to build up frus-

tration. It's the compression neededfor an explosion. But

its also possible that we could just go on compressing

and sputter out.

ANIMERICA: What do you think about new technologies

such as computer graphics?

MIYAZAKI: | don’t think it’s particularly useful in terms of

labor-saving. It's a new form of expression, yes, but my

sense is that the introduction of computer graphics has

becomea sort of competition with video games. If that’s

the case, well, video games will win. People who wantto

use computer graphics should use them, but personally

I’m notinterested.

ANIMERICA: Have you ever considered making live-
action film?

MIYAZAKI: I’m always bemoaningthe fact that I haven’t
got enoughenergy even for animation. I wonderif I could

possibly succeed in anothergenre.

ANIMERICA: The only work of yours that’s appeared in

the U.S. Gin animated form) at this point is a modified

version of Nausicaa, and yet your name has becomevery

well established. I believe you once commentedthat your

work wouldn't be understood outside of Japan.

MIYAZAKI: What I meant wasthat I discovered that my

work was a product of a Japanese historical perspective

and sense of nature, much more so than I myself had

originally thought. I think popular culture tends to be

conservative. So I have no plans to start making films
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with a global market in mind.I wantto create enjoyment

for Japanese children. If the children of other continents

or islands enjoy my work as well, then to me that’s just

icing on the cake.

ANIMERICA:But the fact is, you already have many fans

in other countries.

MIYAZAKI: I’m grateful for that. But Japan will always

remain very muchthe foundation of my work.

ANIMERICA:So far, we’ve been talking about your work.

Let's start focusing on Hayao Miyazaki the man. When
you're not busy creating animation or doing manga, what

do you do for relaxation?

MIYAZAKI: When I have the time, I like to go up to a

cabin | have in the mountains. Sometimes friends will

come byto visit me, but I also like to spend timealone.

It reinvigorates me, hiking those mountain trails. After

working on film, it usually takes half a year for me to

recover my mental and physical balance. | have to set

aside time to recuperate. I guess when you additall up,

I’m notreally working that many hours. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: One thing about the industry whichisn’t all

that well-known abroad is the incredible amount of

women working in the actual production of animation.

Whatsort of relationship do you enjoy with the female

membersof yourstaff?

MIYAZAKI: One thing I’ve learned from working with

womenis that they have the ability to persevere. Men

maybefaster out of the gate, but I also think men’s con-
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centration tends to lag over a period of time. Women,

though...they can really dig in there for the long haul,

once the goalis set. My experience is that, when working

with a bigstaff, it’s always best to have as diverse a group

as possible. Group dynamics are always the same,after

all; you’re just as likely to find the same ratio of “good

people” in a group of priests as you are in a motorcycle

gang. By “good people,” I mean those who can lead and

influence the whole group.

ANIMERICA: How abouton a personal level? What about

womenin general?

MIYAZAKI: I don’t really have a view toward women in

general—like anyone else, there are those whom like

and those whom I don’t. But then again, I can usually get

along with just about any memberof the female sex, so

maybe it's correct to say I?m susceptible to feminine

charms. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Even when you're acting only as a producer,

1 understand that your approach to makingfilms is very

hands-on. What do you do when you can’t get as involved

in the actual production? Are there any directors to whom

you feel you could entrust one of yourfilms...?

MIYAZAKI: No, but believe me,I’m looking. [LAUGHS] The

fact that my name was listed as producer on a recent

Takahata film [the above-mentioned Omohide Poro Poro,

produced by Studio Ghibli and released in 1991—Ed.]

should be taken as nothing more than an effort on my

part to reassure the investors. I didn’t do much more pro-

ducing than that. There are those who define a producer

as someone whogreenlights a project, secures consent

from investors and assembles the staff—especially the

director. I define a producer as someone whose fate is

intertwined with his film, sharing the joys and heart-

breaks of every precious frame. In that sense, as a pro-

ducer, | was a failure.

ANIMERICA:“A failure”...?

MIYAZAKI:I left everything up to Takahata, you see. We

both knew that my involvementas a producerin thefilm

would mean conflict. It was inevitable. Neither of us are

the compromising type. The same thing happens when

he acts as producer on my work. Ghibli desperately needs

a new, talented director. We have yet to find one. Atthis

rate, I'll be forced to keep participating in the actual pro-

duction of films no matter how old I get. 1 wonder how

realistic that is....

ANIMERICA:But you'restill fairly young—you’restill in

yourfifties, right?
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MIYAZAKI: I am a director whoactually draws animation.

Maintaining my current level of involvement can’t possi-

bly last much longer. Believe me, I’ll be the first to recog-

nize my own limits. And I'd like to retire before someone

suggests it to me. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Is this age speaking, or are we talking about

the artistic sensibilities between a director and his audience?

MIYAZAKI:It's not my sensibilities. Up until now,the ani-

mation I’ve been creating has been that which I enjoy

myself, and that seems to have worked out okay. No mat-

ter how old or young youare, | think it’s time to step

down when your audience no longer enjoys your work,

even though you yourself might. This doesn’t apply to

me, of course...not yet, anyway. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Sothis talk aboutretiring is basically a mat-

ter of stamina, then.

MIYAZAKI: Yes, stamina and concentration. You can bol-

ster your stamina with your concentration, but it doesn’t

necessarily work the other way around. My particular

Achilles heel is my worsening eyesight. It seems to be

lowering my concentration.It all comes down to howfar

you can push yourself. When you’re making a film, your

life has to revolve around it, both sleeping and awake.

You've got to dedicate all your hoursto it. Only then can

you actually say to yourself, “Hey, I’m making a film!”It’s

a tough row to hoe,but you can’t really break through the

“shell” of your “commonsense” in any other way. If you

can manage it, get really, intensely involved, you don’t

even catch colds, no matter how fatigued you might

become. Thelast time I was on the verge of coming down

with something, I swear I had to fend off the invading

cold viruses by chewing them up with myteeth.Isn't that

wretched? [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: How depressing.... Let’s talk about some-

thingelse.

MIYAZAKI: Okay.

ANIMERICA:Do you feel that your worksreflect the spir-

it of the times?

MIYAZAKI: Of course I do. There has never been a work

of art created which didn’t somehowreflect its own time.

ANIMERICA:Well then, let’s talk about that. What kind of

influences do you see in your worksof the ‘70s and ‘80s?

MIYAZAKI: That's not for me as a filmmaker to explain.

The audience should be able to intuit where I’m coming

from. I will give a few simple clues, though. Nausicad
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comes from the new world views regarding nature which

came aboutin the ‘70s. Laputa is my challengeto the chil-

dren whofelt the world and therefore their lives were get-

ting smaller, the possibilities more finite. You could say

that amongthe children of the ‘70s and ‘80s, those sensi-

bilities were nothing more than the negative result of that

new world view. My Neighbor Totoro, now...Totoro is

where my consciousness begins. It explains how my

mind works. That the film was actually madein thefirst

place says something important about what kind of era

the ‘80s was. Kiki’s Delivery Service shows anotherside of

the ‘80s, that ofJapanese economic prosperity. Even back

then, I realized that just like the ‘80s, Kiki was sincere but

somewhat lacking in energy. For various reasons, it was a

movie I had to make. Commercially, it was a success, but

it left me with a personal sense of regret. Porco Rosso is a

productof the early ‘90s, of my world views being chal-

lenged by real-world events. It’s also the product of my

resolve to overcome that challenge and build a stronger

wayoflife, a stronger way of lookingat things. Right now,

I feel as though I understand my own philosophical

conundrums a bit better than before, but the answers

don’t come to meeasily, and I’m certain that my next

workwill reflect that.
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ANIMERICA: It sounds as though you’re moving on to

your next creative plateau.

MIYAZAKI: That would benice, but ultimately it’s my own

talents which will determine where I end up. Now that

the interview is almostat a close...

ANIMERICA:Yes?

MIYAZAKI: .... want to make sure I’m notcreating the

wrong impression. While it’s true that I do have a cynical

side [LAUGHS], I’m usually cheerful and enthusiastic about

things. Make no mistake—I’m notstaying awake nights

worrying about mytalent or whetherit’s time for me to be

put to pasture. [LAUGHS] I’ve always been so busy all my

life; there’s so many things ve always wanted to do but

could neverfind time for before. If ?m going to beretir-

ing from filmmaking, I'd like to devote my time to more

important matters.

ANIMERICA:Suchas...?2

MIYAZAKI: Making a film means making entertainment

for a lot of people. It’s not the sort of thing you can quan-

tify. Entertaining a group of people is no better or worse

than entertaining just one person and making that one

individual happy. For example—this happenedthe other

day—I have this funny-looking little three-wheeled red

car which I use for my daily commute. I was parkingit

downstairs one day when a small child who waspassing

by just stopped in his tracks, staring open-mouthed. His

eyes were just popping out in amazement. His mother,

who was with him, nudged

him to go but he wouldn’t

le is no better or budge. Eventually the boy
drew closer little by little

and extended his handasif

to touch it. My car is a

handmade English model,

with this

motorcycle engine sticking

bare Italian

out in front, and I worried that he might burn his hand

by touching it so I said somethingreally inane like “Don’t

touch it—that’s hot” or something automatic like that. So

the boy gave up and left with his mother. Later on,

though, I really started to regret what I'd done. Sure, I

was busy and pressed for time, but I really should have

invited thelittle boy and his motherto go for a ride in the

car. | could have given that boy a fantastic experience,

one which would have lived forever in the fuzzy child-

hood memories of a five-year-old.

WhenI talk about devoting my time to more important

matters, that’s the kind of thing I’m talking about. A per-
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sonal experience like that is more meaningful than any

film. That should have been the way of someone whopre-

sumes to call himself an entertainer. Someday, maybe for

some other small child, next time I'd like to give him ride.

 

he serialization of the Nausicaa manga has since

ended, but perhapsthe largest change in Miyazaki’s

career came in 1996 when newsof a landmark dis-

tribution deal between Miyazakis longtime publisher

Tokuma andDisney’s BuenaVista distribution house was

announced. Reportedly, the bones of the agreement

include not only the rights to distribute Miyazaki’ films

in America, but in Japan, as well. What this means to the

mainstream marketis that, due to the size and marketing

might of Buena Vista, Miyazakis films would soon be

available on a much more widespread basis, and at a

much reducedprice.

As of this writing, Miyazaki’ latest work, a full-length

film titled Mononoke Hime(“Monster Princess,” or, accord-

ing to Tokuma, “The Princess Mononoke,” as the English

release title may eventually read), has already debuted in

Japanese theaters. With a story set in medieval Japan,it’s

likely that itll also be the first of Miyazaki’ works to be

released directly to a worldwide audience.(It’s also inter-

esting to note that, despite a stated aversion to same, MH

is chock-full with computer graphics- effects.)

For those who've been “into” Miyazaki for a long time

now, way back before any rumblings of a possible distri-

bution deal with Disney ever cametolight, there seemsto

exist a certain frustration. It’s as though there’s a resent-

mentthat it's taken an official nod from “the Mouse” to

validate or somehow legitimize their interest in an artist

many animation fans for years now have felt counts

among the greatest filmmakers of our generation...

Japanese or otherwise.

Whether (as some fear) Disneys involvement will

have a bowdlerizing effect on his films—with a murder-

ous look and her blood-smeared face, Mononoke Hime’s

eponymousprincess is Miyazaki’ grimmest heroine yet-—

remains to be seen. However, despite the fact that

Miyazaki has subsequently declared to the Japanese (and,

by extension, the world) press that Mononoke Hime may

be his “last and greatest work,” surely the greatest acclaim

for this artist is yet to come, as the world outside Japan

becomes more aware of his unique filmmakinggenius.
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MANGA #88
Known mainly for his animation work, director Miyazaki has nonetheless managedto cre-
ate several memorable mangatitles, the most well-known of which is no doubt Nausicad.
Note that, although he has also been active as an illustrator—he’s done coverillustration
for Japanese editions of American sciencefiction novels, for example—thetitles listed
below are generally those of his more “major” manga works. Note also that manga adap-

tations of anime features—the closest Japanese equivalent to “Read the Novelization

By”—are notincluded,asit’s the anime (and not the manga) artwork whichillustrates

these individual adaptations.
 

ELA Sabaku no Tami ("People of the Desert”)

HAOR

First serialized in SHONEN SHOJO SHIMBUN (1969): published under the pseudonym
“Saburo Akitsu.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kaze no Tani no Nausicaa
(“Nausicaa of the Valley of Wind")

BOBODFTOYA

First serialized in ANIMAGE magazine (1982); also published in a compiled version
by Tokuma Shoten. Seven compiled volumes total. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE:

Nausicaa of the Valley of Wind\viz Comics)

Shuna no Tabi (“Shuna’s Journey”)
Yaton

First published under ANIMAGE magazine's “AM JuJu” imprint (ANIMAGE is a pub-
lication of Tokuma Shoten}. Rendered completely in watercolor, the story is
notable also for its resemblance to Nausicaa, for which some consider Shuna to

be a predecessor. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Zass6 Note: Hikétei no Jidal
("Notes on This ‘n’ That: The Age of the Flying Boat”)

MAB/—b : RTH

First serialized in Mopdet GRAPHIX magazine (1989); original source (the story
appeared a few color pagesat a time, over the course of several issues) for the

“Kurenai no Buta" or “Crimson Pig” story which would eventually become the
animated feature of the same name. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Hayao
Miyazaki's The Age of the Flying Boat(serialized in Annaerica, Anime & MANGA MONTHLY]

ANIME V=H
Unlike so many other anime videos, most of Miyazaki’s works tend not to be animated

adaptations of popular manga titles, but original stories or animated adaptations of

famous worksofliterature. In his early projects, especially, his less-elite role as “key ani-
mator” no doubt gave him little power to pick and choose the TV series and movies he'd
be working on, but, years later, Miyazaki the director/producerstill continues his love
affair with literature, providing masterpiece after masterpiece using motifs from famous
Greek mythology (Nausicaa), 18th century political humor (Jonathan Swift), and even con-
temporary literature for juveniles in Japan (Eiko Kadono).
 

Hi Wan-WanChiashingura ("‘Bow-Wow’ Chashingura”)

bAdDARER

In-Betweener

81-minute theatrical feature (1963); anime adaptation of the sensationaltale

(also known as “The 47 Ronin”) of murder and revenge which hasinspired
countless Japaneselive-action films and plays. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Okami Shénen Ken(“Wolf-Boy Ken’)
IRbeETY

In-Betweener

86-episode TV series (1963~65) featuring occasional direction by Isao Takahata
(Grave ofthe Fireflies}, Miyazaki's longtime collaborator. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hi Gulliver no Uchd Ryoké ("Gulliver's Space Travels”)
HAV N-OFERA

In-Betweener
80-minute theatrical feature (1965). Fanciful retake on the Jonathan Swift classic.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Gulliver's Travels Beyond the Moon(Continental
Distributing)

Hustle Punch
INY RIVINYF

In-Betweener/ Key Animation
26-episode TV series (1965~66). Slapstick comedy adventure from Yasuji Mori,
the brilliant animator who for many years was as synonymouswith an entire

era of classic Toei animation. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Rainbow Sentai Robin (“Rainbow-Warrior Robin”)
b4YAR-BROEY

Key Animation
48-episode TV series (1966~67). Taking their lead from the Captain Future

series, a talented team animators—including a pre-Cyborg 009 Shotaro

Ishinomori—animate the pulp sci-fi classic. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Taiy6 no Oji: Horus no Dai-Boken
(“The Adventures of Horus, Prince of the Sun”)

KMOEF : KIVADKER

Key Animator/ Scene Designer

82-minute theatrical feature (1968). With animation halted again and again due to

escalating costs, it's said the film was completed only through the intense devo-

tion of the production staff. Directed by Takahata. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Sora-Tobu Ydrei Sen (“Flying Ghost Ship”)
BRAD D at Mig

Key Animator

60-minute theatrical feature (1969): based on a story by Shotaro Ishinomori.

One scenein particular animated by Miyazaki—that of a golem—is said to

continue in Japan as a fan favorite. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Nagagutsu o Haita Neko(“Pussin Boots”)
FMI58

Key Animator

80-minute theatrical feature (1969) animating the classic children’s story by

Charles Perrault. “Pero,” the eponymous puss, would eventually go on to

become Toei’s mascot, appearing in films and promotional materials the same
way M. Mouse graces thefilms of Disney. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Débutsu Takarajima (“Animal ‘Treasure Island’”)

LARDES

Key Animator

78-minute theatrical feature (1971) animating the classic adventure story by

Robert Louis Stevenson,only (as the title indicates) with animals. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Ali Baba to 40 no Tozoku(“Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves”)
FUNNE 4 OLOBR

Key Animator

55-minute theatrical feature (1971) animating the world-famousstory...only, in

this version, the “thieves” are 40 mangy, manga-looking cats. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Lupin {II
IVAN YET

Direction

23-episode TV series (1971-72); based on the long-running mangaseriesof the
same name. The directorial touches of both Miyazaki and Takahata (Eps. 6-13
wereat least partially directed by either of the two, while Eps. 14-23 were
entirely directed by them) adds a note of controversy to the series, as somecrit-

ics have called Miyazaki to task for changing the “nature” of the roguish Lupin
Il character as created by Monkey Punch(his real name is “Kazuhiko Kato’).
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Panda Kopanda (“Panda, Panda Cub")
KRYS -AKYY

Original Story / Screenplay/ Scenic Designer/ Key Animator
33-minute theatrical feature (1972) thought by some—and with good reason,
once you see the early production designs—asthe predecessor to My Neighbor

Totoro. Directed by Takahata; followed in 1973 by a sequel, “Panda eKopanda:

Amefuri Circus no Maki (Panda, Panda Cub and the Rainy-Day Circus).” CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Alps no Shéjo Heidi (“Heidi, a Young Girl of the Alps”)
TFIVAADDRINAY

Scenic Design / Scenic Choreography
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52-episode TV series (1974) animating the beloved and oft-filmed children’s
classic by Johanna Spyri. With its loving detail to the ins and outs ofdailylife,

for many, Miyazaki and Takahata’s He/di (Takahata is credited as director) show-
cased anime’sability to focus not only on epic adventures and fantastic premis-

es, but to depict the “little things” in life, as well. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Flanders no Inu ("Dogof Flanders’)
PavY—RAOK

Key Animator(Assistant)
52-episode TV series (1975) animating the children’s story by English novelist
Louise de la Ramée, who published under the pen name “Quida.” Featuring sto-
ryboards or “picture continuity” (e-konte) by Takahata, the series is probably
even better knownfor breaking the hearts of a nation of children when the
series’ boy-hero, Nero, and his dog,thetitular Dog of Flanders, go to their
heavenly reward at the series’ end. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Haha o Tazunete SanzenRi
("Three Thousand Leagues in Search of Mother”)

BHEATATaFL

Scenic Design / Layout/Animator
51-episode TV series (1976); based on the novel “Cuore”by Italian author
Edmondo De Amicis. Released theatrically in a compiled version in 1980; direct-
ed by Takahata. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Araiguma Rascal (“Rascal the Raccoon”)
HOWCEDAAIL

Key Animator
52-episode TV series (1977) animating the autobiographical children’s story
“Rascal: The True Story of a Pet Raccoon” by Sterling North. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Mirai Shénen Conan ("Future Boy Conan”)
RRVFIStY

Direction / Character Design

26-episode TV series (1978); considered by someto bethefirst “solo” effort

from directors Miyazaki and Takahata (Takahata is credited with direction in
Episodes 9-10). Based loosely on the story “The Incredible Tide” by Alexander
Key (authorof the original Escape to Witch Mountain); published in Japan
underthe title “Nokosareta Hitobito (The Ones Left Behind).” In 1979, a compila-

tion version was created for theatrical release, but with an ending significantly

altered from the original TV series. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Akage no Anne("Red-Haired Anne’)
RENTY

Scenic Design, Scenic Choreography (Eps. 1-15)
50-episode TV series (1979) animating the children’s classic Anne of Green
Gables by Lucy Maude Montgomery. Features direction and scriptwork by

Takahata. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Lupin Ill: Cagliostro no Shiro
(“Lupin the Third: Castle of Cagliostro”)

WANYVEH: AVARZLOOMR

Direction / Screenwriting / Continuity
100-minute theatrical feature (1979); second in a series of “Lupin”films,all
based on the original manga by creator Monkey Punch. Unlike thefirst film,
Cagliostro brought us a Lupin who was more knight errant than hard-boiled

thief, and his Clarice—the prototype for a legion of “Miyazaki heroines”to
come—found high favor withfans. Ironically, the film is said to have been
panned during its original theatrical run, garnering acclaim only after it had
been broadcast on national television. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Lupin I:
The Castle of Cagliostro(Streamiine Pictures, later Manga Entertainment)

(The New) Lupin II]
WARY=H (HT)

Director/ Screenplay (Eps. 145, 155; pseudonymously)
155-episode TV series (1977-80) produced in respose to high ratings garnered
by the first 1971-72 Lupin series. Of all 155 episodes, the ones written and
directed by Miyazaki—Ep. 145, “Albatross: Wings of Death” and Ep. 155,

“Farewell, Lovely Lupin"—shine as the series’ most memorable. DOMESTIC

RELEASE TITLE: Lupin Il: Tales of the Wolf (streamiine Pictures)

Kaze no Tani no Nausicaa (“Nausicaa of the Valley of Wind”)
AOBOFOYA

Director/ Screenplay/ Continuity
116-minute theatrical feature (1984); based on Miyazaki’s highly acclaimed
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manga series of the same name. Widely regarded in Japan as one of the finest
movies ever filmed—animated or otherwise—English-speaking viewers must
(at least, until a new domestic version is released) content themselves with the

heavily edited, 90-minute version from New World Video. DOMESTIC RELEASE

TITLE: Warriors of the Wind (New World Video)

Meitantei Holmes(“Famous Detective Holmes”)
BRAK-AX

Screenwriting / Director (Eps. 1-6)
26-episode TV series (1984-85); based on the “Sherlock Holmes” stories by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. A co-production withItaly's “RAI,” the series is also avail-
able domestically through Celebrity Home Video, albeit withoutthelittle extras
such asoriginal song lyrics, the “Image Gallery” segments, etc. DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: Sherlock Hound (cHV's “Just For Kids”)

Tenkd no Shiro Laputa ("Castle in the Sky Laputa”)
RZORIEAYV

Original Story / Screenplay/ Director
124-minute theatrical feature (1986); based loosely (very loosely) on Swift's
Gulliver's Travels. Miyazaki, whom you'll rememberas perfecting his unique
brand of “heroines” as far back as 1979, scores big with Sheeta, the little-girl-
lost who may hold the key to a fabulous mystery. Produced by Takahata and
double-billed in Japan during the timeofits initial theatrical release with the
“Abduction of Mrs. Hudson” and “White Cliffs of Dover” episodes of Me/tantei
Holmes. Notethat, in a dubbed Streamline Pictures version,the film has also
received a limited (very limited) run in U.S. theaters. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Tonari no Totoro ("Next-Door's ‘Totoro’”)
cé7mUOrKKOD

Original Story/ Screenplay / Director
86-minute theatrical feature (1988). Hailed by parents andcritics alike as an
enchanting piece of family filmmaking, relegating it to the “kiddies only” sec-
tion of your video library will be doing yourself a disservice, as Miyazaki's mes-

sage—humanity's need to co-exist with nature—is a prevailing onein his

works. As with Laputa, Miyazaki also provides the lyrics for the closing song.

DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: My Neighbor Totoro (Fox HomeVideo)

Majo no Takkydbin(“The Witch's Delivery Service”)
RAUDZEE

Director / Screenplay/ Producer
105-minute theatrical feature (1989); animates a popular story from the award-

winning Japanese children’s book of the same nameby author Eiko Kadono.

Thetale of a thirteen-year-old witch and her quest for independence, Jiji, the

witch's feline familiar, sparked a brief trademark dispute in Japan owing to his
similarity with shipping company Yamato Transport’s own logo:a black cat (thus
their catchy jingle, “Kuro-neko (black cat] Yamato"). Also known as “Kiki's
Delivery Service.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Omohide Poro-Poro(“Falling Tears of Remembrance”)
KBHUTIZAIES

Producer
119-minute theatrical feature (1991). Miyazaki lends his box-office might to fre-
quent collabor Takahata’s film, a poignant look of the “road not traveled” by a
twentysomething Japanese woman.Features production by Miyazaki's Studio
Ghibli, as ably helmed by character designer/animation director Yoshifumi
Kondo. Also knownby the studio-supplied English title “Only Yesterday.” CUA-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kurenai no Buta (“The Crimson Pig”)
AIOE

Original Story / Screenplay/ Director
93-minute theatrical feature (1992) animating the “Zassé” or “This ‘n’ That”
notes of Miyazaki's earlier series in Mode GRAPHIX magazine,the story tells the
tale of a heroic aviator (who just happensto look like a pig) who hunts sky-
pirates in the skies of 1930sItaly. Like Majo no TakkyQbin, which wasalso the
top-grossing film in the year of its release, Kurenai no Buta broke boxoffice
recordsof its own. Not only that—due to a deal struck with sponsor Japan Air
Lines, lucky international travelers were able to catch the film in-flight, before it
screened in theaters. Also known by the Italian-flavored name “Porco Rosso.”
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Mononoke Hime("Princess ‘Mononoke’”)
HOOT

Director / Screenplay

135-minute theatrical feature (1997). Miyazaki's latest and perhaps most
“mature” animefilm yet, Mononoke Hime (“mononoke” means \iterally “the spir-
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it of things”) is set in Japan’s Muromachiera (1333-1568) and movingly details
the conflict between a warrior-princess reared to defend a forest and a nature

being increasingly impinged upon by upwardly mobile villagers. Said by more
than one Japanesecritic to borrow heavily from Miyazaki's earlier Nausicaa, the
film nevertheless packsin more blood, more violence, and an even stronger mes-
sage than ever before, which forces the question: How is Disney going to
explain this one to the PTA...?? DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE (tentative): The
Princess Mononoke(BuenaVista; expected domestic release Summer 1998)

 

f= Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

CH TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others

(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodesreleased to
home video market

H Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version  
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) MasamuneShirow
Interviewed by Trish Ledoux (1993)
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Hard-bitten cop Batou

from Ghost in the Shell

 

ittle more than a decade ago, manga artist

Masamune Shirow made his debut with an early

version of what would eventually becomethe pop-

ular original animation video Black Magic M-66 [“M”for

“marionette”—Ed.] in the Japanese manga fanzine ATLAS.

Urged by an editor at the small Osaka-based independent

publisher Seishinsha to “go pro,” Shirow would not pub-

lish again until three years later, when his manga opus

Appleseed wasfinally completed in 1985. Shirow credits

the constant support and encouragement he received

from Seishinsha’s president Harumichi Aoki for making

the series possible in the first place.

“You could say that I was slowly enticed into becom-

ing a mangaartist, little by little,” Shirow jokes, “but by

far the biggest reason has got to be that early meeting

with Mr. Aoki.” Subsequent manga projects with

Seishinsha would include 1988's Orion,first published in

Seishinsha’s manga anthology Comic Gala andlater pub-

lished in English by Dark Horse Comics, as well as the

more widely known Ghostin the Shell.

Shirow made a name for himself early in his career

with his trademark tremendousattention to detail, exten-

sive technical knowledge, and an unabashed loveof the
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female form. From the cyber-adventures of Captain

Motoko Kusanagi in Ghost in the Shell, to the trials of the

hardcase female police officer Deunan and her cyborg

partner Briareos in Appleseed, even to Leona andthe Tank

Police vs. those sexy Pumasisters in Dominion, Shirow’s

works teem with sleek femmes dressed in skintight bat-

tlesuits, personal mecha worn like armor, military hard-

ware, cyber-hackergear, and virtualreality specialeffects.

Although Shirow himself modestly claims that his art-

workis “really not that detailed,” little things such as the

way he carefully distinguishes each gun carried by his

characters (right down to the make, model and type of

ammunition), to the exquisitely rendered shadings and

hatchings on his mecha cockpits that give his stories a

sense ofdetailed reality seldom seen in the manga world.

“From thefanletters I read, I’m guessing that overseas

readers like the same scenesas readers in Japan,” Shirow

says. “It’s really a pity that the only way a mangaartist can

judge how well he’s doing with his readers is through the

sales of his books.” Even so, his books do sell—in

America, Ghost in the Shell has become one of the coun-

trys bestselling manga titles ever, breaking into America’s

“Top 100”-selling comics, a group that’s usually the exclu-
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sive turf of superhero titles such as X-Men. The domestic

release of animated versions of his works has pushed his

popularity here even higher.

“Appleseed and Ghost in the Shell are relatively interna-

tional works,” says Shirow. “They transcend national

boundaries. Even native speakers may have different reac-

tions to the multiple meanings I’ve built into the story

through the Japanese characters. For example, in

Japanese, the nine-headed beast called a ‘naga’ which

appears in Orion could be read kutoryu in kanji (Chinese

characters), which could then be corrupted to ‘Cthulu,’

whichis obviously a reference to H.P. Lovecratt’s octopus-

shaped mythological creature. The ‘cubular warheads’ are

a double pun on the Japanese word kaku, meaning both

‘cubular and ‘nuclear.’ It goes on and on.”

Such multilayered meanings are often a feature of

Shirow’s stories. With the notable exception of Orion,

which is based on mythological tales of destructive gods,

Shirow’s manga usually center aroundfairly pessimistic

visions of the future involving mankind having to deal

with some variation on a Brave New World—in

Dominion, it’s pollution that’s warped society into a form

where the crime level is so desperate that the cops need

tanks; in Appleseed, Shirow posits that utopia is only

achievable by making the residents non-human. Man

cannotlive in the Eden that he has always desired, Shirow

claims; only bioengineered perfection is capable of that.

For humanity to be perfect, it can no longer be human.

From this viewpoint, Appleseed can be seen as setting

 

the groundworkfor his later Ghost in the Shell, where the

great social experiment consists of humans whose bodies

are largely machine, and whose mindsexist as “ghosts,”

able to travel through computer “cyberspace”at will. But

in Ghost, as in Appleseed, these kinds of experiments keep

running afoul of the fact that humansare...only human.

As if his work wasn’t reason enough to becomefasci-

nated with this multi-talented artist, many fans have

indulged themselves in speculating why such an other-

wise “normal” person (his “day” job is as a teacher in a

Japanese high school) would wantto lead a doublelife as

a manga artist. About Shirow the person, very little is

known. Photos ofthe reclusive artist are as rare as inex-

pensive cels at American anime cons, and it not as

though “Masamune Shirow”is his real name,afterall.

In this interview, conducted remotely in orderto pre-

serve Shirow’s carefully guarded privacy, the reclusive

artist talks about the properrelationship between manga

artist and editor, his early career and influences,his tech-

nique, and his assertion that he’s unlikely everto travel

to America.

 

ANIMERICA: Your female characters are usually very good

at what they do and very, very dangerous. Many of your

male characters, on the other hand, tend to be weak and

inefficient. Does this reflect a personal belief, or do you

feel that it just makes a better story?

SHIROW:I don’t think that Appleseed’s Briareos or Orion's

Susano or Ghost in the Shell’s Chief and Batou are weak or

inefficient. I’m not sure I'd say that Appleseed’s Deunan or

Orion’s Seska are particularly smart or dangerous,either.

However, considering that my main characters are usual-

ly women, there may be some truth in what yousay.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: How importantto youis scientific and tech-

nological accuracy in your work? It seems obvious in

works such as Appleseed and Orion, but what about

Dominion or Ghost in the Shell? Have you spenta lot of

time trying to makethe science and technology in these

works accurate?

SHIROW: For me, manga is entertainment, so scientific

accuracy isn’t that important. More important than mak-

ing mangaread like some kind of technical manual is

making it interesting.

ANIMERICA:Let’ talk about your backgroundandtrain-

ing as an artist.
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ing up overseas
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SHIROW:I’ve always enjoyed drawing, but it wasn’t until

my work was published in a fanzine named ATLAs that I

became active as a mangaartist. It was published by a

group offriends...1 was nineteen at the time. Even before

then, I was drawingcaricatures of my teachers in the mar-

gins of my grammarschool notebooks and doingillustra-

tions for the school newspaper.

ANIMERICA: Whatabout teaching? When did you begin

that career?

SHIROW: | wentright into teaching after graduation. The

idea of becoming a full-time manga artist had never

occurred to me, you see. For various

reasons—my frustrations toward

the Japanese educational system

and how well Appleseed was

received, to name a few—I ended

up becoming the professional

manga artist I am today.

ANIMERICA: Have you studied for-

mally? Or do you consider yourself

to be self-taught?

SHIROW: No, I’ve never trained as a

manga artist per se, but it’s the

works I draw every day which are

my real training. I did attend an art school in Osaka

where I studied oil painting and sketching, but that’s so

fundamentally different from manga thatthe only thing I

use today from what I learned in those days is maybe
some hand control.

ANIMERICA: Would yousay that you’re influenced by the

workofotherartists in yourfield?

SHIROW: It wasn’t until recently that I started to read

manga or even go to the movies. Space Cruiser Yamato was

the big thing when I was in junior high, but because I

didn’t care for its nationalistic or militaristic overtones, |

never watched muchofit. In high school, Gundam was

popular, but I was an athlete and so the only time I got to

watch it was when I was homewith an injury. Macross

started around the time I was drawing Black Magic andit

did reach something inside me, but now feel that if it

hadsatisfied me completely | would probably have stayed

in the audience rather than becoming a mangaartist.

ANIMERICA:So you have been influenced by otherartists,

even if its only to go out and create some animation of

your own.

SHIROW: Yes. When I was working on the animated

version of Black Magic M-66 | concentrated very intent-
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ly on the techniques of Hayao Miyazaki, who was then

and is now still reigning over the Japanese animation

industry. Looking back at Appleseed now—notthat it’s

finished yet!—I seem to find nuancesstrongly reminis-

cent of Katsuhiro Otomo.

industry there’s Terry Gilliam and...oh, there’s too

In the mainstream film

many for metolist.

ANIMERICA: Is manga the best forum for your work? If

not, what would be?

SHIROW:Well, there’s anime of course. But there’s also an

unfortunate tendency in the anime industry to think of

mangaartists as outsiders, or as nothing more than the

generators of raw material for animation. So there are

some things I need to resolve before I go into the anima-

tion studio again. Whether manga is the best forum for

my workor not...well, since ’m only doing mangaright

now, I can’t say. Becoming a filmmaker holds a certain

appeal, but the Japanesefilm industry has been tired and

worn out for a long time now, not like it was during

Kurosawa’ heyday. I don’t think there’s much room for

the kind offilms I’d like to make.

ANIMERICA: Whichpart of drawing manga do youlike the

least? Which parts of drawing mangado youlike the most?

SHIROW:I’m happiest when I’m thinking upa story,the

major props, the stage, and the characters from scratch.

I'm most unhappy when being late and missing dead-

lines forces meto let an unsatisfactory work go out into

the world.

ANIMERICA: Speaking of deadlines.... What's your

impression of the relationship between a mangaartist and

his publisher and editor?

SHIROW: The manga artist honors deadlines and doesn’t

draw lines too fine to print or tones that'll come out

black. The editor doesn’t interfere with the work unless

the artist is going way overtheline. I don’t know whatit’s

like with other artists and their editors, but for me, I

think my editor and I are in an almostideal relationship

of symbiotic trust...except for the universal demand to

draw more and morepages, of course. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:I find it interesting that despite cultural dif-

ferences—or perhaps because of them—mangais gaining

more acceptance worldwide these days than everbefore.

SHIROW:| think the popularity of manga overseas these

days owesa lot to anime, even to Nintendo. We've got a

whole generation growing up overseas thinking that

anime and mangais just one more form of entertainment

and notjust some strange, cultish thing from Japan.
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ANIMERICA: Compared to success in your native Japan,

how importantis international recognition to you?

SHIROW:Oh,I’m very pleased. It would be foolish of me

to delude myself into thinking that international recogni-

tion somehow makes me more important, but | do feel

proud that my name is known overseas.It also makes me
feel that I can’t get by with half-hearted art anymore. Not

that I can get by with it in Japan, of course—it's just that

I now feel an additional obligation to create manga that’s

truly original and entertaining.

ANIMERICA:Is there a particular manga you feel most

proud of? Are there any stories you wish you could go

back and re-do before they were published?

HME)GL

SHIROW: Just as parents can’t choose to love one child

over others, I love all my manga equally. I don’t want to

go back and re-birth any of them. Unlike childbearing,

though, giving birth to manga lets you carry over your

frustrations and regrets to the next creation, hopefully

making it better. That's one thing you can’t do when

you're bearing a child. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: One often-used word in describing your

manga style is “detailed.” How do youfeel aboutthis? Is
it essential to your work or have you ever thought about

using a different art style?

SHIROW: The impression that my manga is “detailed”

comes from the details of its content—inreality, theartis
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not that precise. If you want detail, you should look to

the art styles of Katsuhiro Otomo,orto the olderstuff by

Akira Toriyama (Dr. Slump, Dragon Ball). This “detailed

content” is important in workslike Appleseed and Ghostin

the Shell; it's not so crucial in works like Dominion and

Orion. Detailed art is something beyond the reach of the

average manga artist publishing a weekly serial—the

artist just can’t do it without an armyoftalented assis-

tants. For an artist like myself, who publishes about as

frequently as Halley’s Comet, precise detailing is essential

to making my works morereadable. Also, I simply like to

fill in those teeny-tiny little details. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: How did you come up with theidea for

the landmate? Someof your fans with backgroundsin

engineering wonderifit’s based—evena little—on the

research now being conducted in the area of human-

synthesized movement at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.

SHIROW:It was quite a while ago, but I do remembersee-

ing a black and white photo of an exoskeleton made by

General Electric in a TIME/LIFE book once. That was prob-

ably the source of my idea for the landmate. I wasn’t

aware that it was also being researched at MIT...1 wonder

whatthey’re going to use it for? The master/slave system

is even older. I believe the prototype for the landmate

came about whenI saw the “magic hands” being used in

the medical sector. 'm sure the powered suits in

Heinlein’ Starship Troopers were anotherinspiration.

Orion
ANIMERICA: What sort of books are in the

MasamuneShirowreference library? History

handbooks,

guides...? Your references to tactical

gear and weaponssystems seem so

well-researched. Where do you

  

     

  

  

  

  

         

  
  

texts, combat firearms

eon
v

find your reference for combat

and SWATscenes?

SHIROW: Half of it is imported

books of military mecha, strange

cars, art books, sculpture books,

etc. The other half is Japanese

» books. A quarter of those are biotech

books, micro-machine books and

non-fiction military robot books, plus

a little Greek mythology. Other than

that, there are books on insects; I espe-

cially have quite a lot of books on bees.

And then I of course havea lot of dic-

tionaries and lots of magazines sent

directly from the publishers. I

P Shirow / Seishinsha

average seventeen to eighteen titles a month. Although

['m not sure it counts as reference, I have about the same

number of manga as my imported books.

ANIMERICA:So manyof your works have been animated.

Whatare yourfeelings on the animating of your manga

stories? Are you involved in the production?

SHIROW:Myfirst involvement was with Black Magic. The

plan was originally to animate the “Venusian” story

directly...the animation company just came knocking on

my door one day with the project proposal in hand. |

wasn't happy with the idea and didn’t want to animate

that story, so 1 drew up storyboards for Black Magic M-66.

My beginner’s curiosity lured me into becoming part of

the staff; I even ended up directing it. Although the end

result of the animationitself was satisfactory, myrelation-

ship with the other staff at the studio ended on a sour

note, and I was reluctant to become involved in another

project. That's why my only involvementin the Appleseed

OAV wasto give the project my signature and stay other-

wise uninvolved. Animation is a group effort. In order to

make a good work you pretty much have to put together

your own hand-picked team. In preparation for the day

when I return to the animation studio, I’m stockpiling

storyboards and plots. When I do becomeinvolved in

animation again—when I have the time—I wantto be

involved in every possible aspect of production.

ANIMERICA: Do you see the manga and anime worlds of

Appleseed, Dominion, Black Magic or Orion as connected,

or do you see them as separate, independent worlds?

SHIROW: Well, ostensibly they're all set in different

worlds, but I suppose they could be considered as taking

place in one loosely connected universe. There may be a

few discrepancies with that, though.... [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:As one ofthe earliest “manga” stories pub-
lished in English, Appleseed hasattracted a lot of attention

in this country. What was yourfirst reaction when you

heard that your manga would betranslated into English?

SHIROW: I was about 70% delighted and about 30%

stunned that my manga could ever be published abroad.

I worried about flopping the art and letting the reader's

eye flow vertically rather than horizontally, as the eyes of

Japanese readers do. Having my work appearoutside of

Japan wasa real learning experience.

ANIMERICA: How much longer will you continue

Appleseed? Is the end ofthe story in sight?

SHIROW:Id like to take a break after Book Five comes

out. There are other stories I’d like to draw. I haven't
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decided on anything specific yet, but I do have several

ideas in mind on how to bring the story to a stopping

point which can also serve as the conclusion of the entire

series, should I make that decision. After all, by the time

I get there, I'll probably start thinking about even more

stories and then I won't be able to put an endto it.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Your Intron Depot art book is proving to be

very popular among your fans in the U.S. Will we see

more art collections like this in the future? What about

(the long-rumored sequel) Exon Depot?

SHIROW:I plan to publish it as Intron Depot 2, once I’ve
collected enough color worksto fill the pages. It'll defi-

nitely be a different sort of book than the first Intron

Depot. It looks like the publication ofIntron Depot 2 will

be about three to four years down the road. Exon Depot

will be released long after Intron Depot 2 is published.

ANIMERICA:Tell us about Masamune Shirow the man. Do

you have any hobbies? What do you do when you're not

working on manga?

SHIROW: These days it’s nothing more exciting than

painting accessories and bottles, I’m afraid. [LAUGHS]

Another hobbyis making pen shafts and grip handles,

although I’m not sure this counts sinceit relates to my

work. I guess I’d have to say that my main hobbyis

my work... really don’t have many other outside

interests. 1 do enjoy window shopping, or watching

TV with friends.

ANIMERICA: Are you interested in traveling to meet your

overseas fans someday? In America we hear that you're a

very shy person and don't enjoy making public appearances.

SHIROW:I think Americais a very attractive country, but

I just don’t like planes. If 1 had time, I'd love to comeat

least once. I'd have to travel by boator dirigible, though.

[LAUGHS] Honestly, though, so long as my manga is pub-

lished abroad, there's really no need for meto travel in

person. My workis a part of me.If that is kept alive over-

seas, then so am I. After all, I should think my readers

would be able to get to know me muchbetter by reading

my manga,andin an interview like this, than by talking

to me in person. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Being readis the highest complimenta read-

er can pay to an author, after all. But whatif you couldn't

be a mangaartist? What would you be then?

SHIROW:| taughtart at the high schoollevel for five years

after I was graduated from college. If for some reason | hadn’t become a mangaartist, I believe I would still be
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teaching...then again, no. Maybe I would have quit any-

way. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Whatadvice would you give to someonejust

starting out as an animator or comicartist?

SHIROW: My advice is not just for comic artists or anima-

tors, but for people in any occupation. Once you make

your choice and decide to headin a particular direction,

do it with all your might—push yourself to the limit and
be as aggressive as possible...without being a nuisance to

others, of course. [LAUGHS] If the most passion you can

conjure up for something is, “Maybe I could be a manga

artist someday,” then you’re boundto be discouraged at

the first sign of trouble, no matter how talented youare.
Afterall, they say that the ability to work hardis a big part
of what wecall “talent.”

ANIMERICA:In closing, do have a word for your English-
speaking fans?

SHIROW: Enjoy my manga, see you in my next work, and
may Godbless you.

 

Ithough nearly all of Shirow’s main mangaseries

(and the animated versions thereof as well) are
available in America and have always been consis-

tently popular, the artist only really reached mainstream

attention in the U.S. in 1996, when an animated version

of Ghost in the Shell was released to worldwide acclaim.

Directed by Patlabors Mamoru Oshii, thefilm focusedless
on Shirow’s fascination with the Neuromancer-like adven-

tures of his human-machine hybrids and zeroed in on the

allegorical aspects of the story.

Using stark and moody visuals liberally enhanced

with computer graphics, the Ghost in the Shell animation

waspraised as a superlative example not only of state-of-
the-art animation, but also of the more “adult” aspects of

Japanese animation—in this case, “adult” meaning

“mature,” as compared to “pornographic.”

When released to the American markets barely

monthsafter its Japanese theatrical premiere, Ghost in the

Shell becamethe first such anime feature to hit the No. 1
spot in Billboard’s “Top Ten”ofall video sales in the U.S.,

and hasalso been oneofthefirsttitles to release on Digital

Video Disc (DVD), as well as in the by-now obligatory

VHSand LD formats. The Appleseed manga series, which

in Japanis on indefinite hiatus, will most likely be contin-

ued in its U.S. edition once the series resumes(“it could

be anotherten years,” as one source putit to us), but until

then, Book Fouris the most recent volumeavailable.
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MANGA is(el
One of the world’s best-known mangaartists, Shirow has, like many other popularcre-
ators, published a wide variety of “satellite” books—i.e., research guides,illustration col-
lections, fumetti-style anime “film comics,” etc. However, because these publications

often outnumberthe actual manga themselves, we've opted to list them only when
there’s a possibility they may be confused as sequels to the manga of the same name.

Similarly, model kits, CD-ROMs, and novelizations by the author are not included. Shirow,

like many other popular creators, has in the past doneillustration/conceptual workfor
video games; note also that he is writer and artist on all titles.
 

mA Black Magic M-66
FWayv7VGyIMEE

Early déjinshi or “fanzine” work first published in 1983 with the assistance of

ATLAS magazine; later republished by Seishinsha (1985) with six additional pages
(a Black Magic M-66 appendix). One compiled volumetotal. A Black Magic M-66

Storyboard Collection ("e-konte sh0," 1986) is also available from the same pub-
lisher. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Black Magic M-66(Dark Horse Comics)

Appleseed
FyTAIy—F

Published by Seishinsha (1985); four compiled volumestotal. Shirow’s profes-
sional debut. Two “making of” books are also available from the same publish-
er: Appleseed Databook (1990) and Appleseed Hyper Notes (1995). Genga-Ban
Appleseed, a three-volumecollector's edition compilation of Shirow’s original
Appleseedartwork in “large-format”size(i.e., before it was reduced for publi-
cation), was published from 1988-90, but is available only in specialty shops
and the like due to popularity with collectors. Although begunin the pagesof
Comic Gala, an anticipated fifth volume in the series has yet at this time to be
released. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Appleseed (Dark Horse Comics}

Dominion
kS=Ay

First serialized in publisher Hakusensha’s ComiCom! magazine (1986); later
republished by Seishinsha (1993). Two compiled volumestotal. After the conclu-
sion of the first series, wanting to re-enter the world of Dominion once more,

Shirow signed on for a sequel, which was to have beenserialized in Comic Gaia.
WhenGaia went on hiatus, however, the series resumed not as a regular serial-

ized title but under the aegis of a Seishinsha compiled volume or tankébon,
titled “No More Noise” (1995), thus the “two compiled volumes”listed above.
Note that the Seishinsha reprint of the Dominion compiled volume includes
“Phantom of the Audience,” a one-shot stand-alone short story. DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: Dominion (Dark Horse Comics)

Kokaku Kid6-Tai ("Ghost in the Shell”)
TaHeahBK
First serialized in Kodansha's YounG MAGAZINE Kaizoku BANor “Pirate Edition”
(1989); a year after the series’ 1990 concluded serialization, a compiled volume
was released. Kékaku Kid6-Tai 2: Man-MachineInterface, a continuation of the
story, began serialization in Japan in the pages of Younc Masazine (1991), but
as far as can be determined, has yet to be released in compiled form. (Anillus-
tration for “Fat Cat,” the first story in K6kaku Kid6-Tai 2, can be found on page
86 of intron Depot, however.) Basis for the animated film of the same name.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ghost in the Shell (Dark Horse Comics)

Senjutsu Ché Kékaku Orion (“Super Wizardly Attack ArmorOrion”)
{mreIRA U AY

Published by Seishinsha (1991); first serialized in Comic Gala, a Seishinsha
manga anthology. Not counting /ntron Depot, anillustration collection, Orion is
the only one of Shirow’s “major” manga series which hasyet to be animated.
Interestingly, Shirow says that, before the plans for the manga werefinalized,
the original idea had been to draw Orionin full-color. ..talk about time-consum-
ing. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Orion (Dark Horse Comics)

Intron Depot1
AYbOYTR 1

Published by Seishinsha (1992); not technically a “manga”title, per se, but a
collection of full-color manga images created by Shirow and compiled from
1981-91. As an added bonus, Shirow’s fanatically detailed footnotes and side-
bars are provided both in Japanese and in cogent, capably rendered English by
the estimable Frederik L. Schodt, author of Manga! Manga! The World of
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Japanese Comics (note to mangaphiles: Schodtalso translated the Dark Horse
Comicsversion of Orion). Despite being long-anticipated by fans (and perhaps
by Shirow himself}, a sequel volume, /ntron Depot2, has yet to be published.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Intron Depot1 (Seishinsha)

Exon Depot: Yamazakura (“Wild Mountain Cherry”) and

Shimban (“Judgment”)
AYbOvTH1

First published in Seishinsha’s Comic Gala (No. 8 and No. 12, both in 1992); full-
color short stories with pages of no-dialogue manga, one of which—the 11-
page “Judgment”—wasrecently published in the U.S.in the pages of PENTHOUSE

magazine's June ‘97 issue of “Penthouse Comix.” As Shirow himself mentions

in his foreword to /ntron Depot 1, “the intron Depot series will not include the

Exon Depotfull-color stories.” DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Exon Depot(Penthouse
Comix}

IME V2
As noted above,of all Shirow’s “major” manga series, Orion remains the only one which
has yet to be animated. Although the amountof Shirow mangatitles to be animatedis rel-

atively small, it's important to note that, of all the Japanese animators knownto the

American public, Shirow’s namedefinitely ranks at the top of thelist, not only for the high-
profile Ghost, but for the ground-breaking Black Magic and Appleseed, both of which num-
ber among thefirst “anime” videos ever to be released domestically.
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Black Magic M-66
Black Magic M (¥ U 4)-66

Original Story / Screenplay/ Director
One-shot OAV (1987) animating Shirow’s early work of the same name. As
noted, original creator Shirow assumesa raretriple role in taking on not only
screenplay duties, but direction, as well. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Black
Magic M-66 (Us. Renditions/Manga Entertainment)

Appleseed
FyTAby—k

Original Story
One-shot OAV (1988}. Exhausted, perhaps, by his heavy involvementin the pre-
vious year's Black Magic, Shirow is credited for “original story” only in this 70-
minute direct-to-home-video tale oflife in a perfect—maybe too perfect—city
of the future called “Olympus.” DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Appleseed \u-s.
Renditions/Manga Entertainment}

Dominion
KS=a47y

Original Story
Four-volume OAV series (1988-89). Shirow deftly combines cyberpunksensibilities
with over-the-top hijinks (giant, inflatable, phallus-shaped road mines?)in this
sometimes serious—but mostly silly—tale of a girl and her tank. Followed a few
years later (1993-94) by a sequel OAV seriestitled “Tokus6 Sensha-Tai (Special
Assignment Tank Team) Dominion.” DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Dominion Tank
Police us. Manga Corps} and New Dominion Tank Police (Manga Entertainment)

Kokaku Kid6-Tai
TUFRDak

Original Story
Full-length theatrical feature (1995); based on the mangaof the same name. One
of the most “mainstream” anime moviesto be releasedin this country yet, Ghost
is notable not only in that one-third of its financing camefrom its U.S. distribu-
tor, but that it was the first anime movie ever to place No. 1 on Billboard maga-
zine’s sales chart for domestic video releases. Directed by Mamoru Oshii.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ghost in the Shell (Manga Entertainment)

Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2. Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version  
 



» Ryoichi Ikegami
Interviewed by Satoru Fuji

n the American comic world,it’s nothing new to have

an entire team (writer, artist, letterer and inker) work-

ing on a single series. In Japan, where mangais

thought to be a “one-man universe,” an artist such as

Ryoichi Ikegami who routinely works with a collaborat-

ing writer is unusual, to say the least. More than a mere

illustrator, Ikegami has very definite ideas about how his

stories should betold, and likes to have a firm story idea

in mind before looking for a series’ writer.

“The relationship between the writer and myself is

similar to that of a screenwriter and film director,” says

Ikegami. “Like a director, I decide upon the cast—in

manga terms wecall that ‘character designs’—as well as

the cuts or panel layoutsin theseries.

“Back when my style wasn’t really established,”

Ikegami continues, “there were times when a writer was

able to bring out certain talents of mine which I hadn’t

even known that I'd had. I have learned quite a lot from

writers... think that as a creator of manga, I would have

disappeared by now if not for them.”

Born in 1944 in Fukui, Japan, Ikegami began draw-

ing his first comic series at the tender age of seventeen.

Even then, Ikegami had the magic touch, and two ofhis

(1993)
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first collaborative efforts—AIUEO Boy with Kazuo Koike

in 1973 and Otoko Gumi (“Gallant Gang”) in 1974 with

Tetsu Kariya—proved so popular theyset the pattern for

what would turn out to be one of the manga world’s

biggest success stories. Although many of his earlier

works were written and drawn solo, nowadays Ikegami

works almost exclusively with collaborators and shows

no signs of stopping.

Ikegami is an especially important name for those

who've discovered the world of manga through English

translations. As one of the first few mangatitles to be

imported for the mainstream U.S. market, Viz Comics’

publication of Ikegami and writer Kazuya Kudo’s Maithe

Psychic Girl in May 1987 helpedto establish mangain the

American comics scene. Brought onto the marketplace

during the late-’80s “black and white boom,” Mai was an

important milestone for American comic readers even

though Ikegami says it “wasn’t muchofa hit”in its native

Japan. Twoyearslater, in October 1989, Koike and Ikegami’s

sophisticated sex-’n’-violence tale Crying Freeman was pub-

lished in English as well, dramatically underscoring the

point that not all comics—especially, Japanese comics—

are for children. In fact, Freeman's frankly adult depiction
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of erotica and bullet-in-the-head violence shocked

many, as much for how well drawn it wasasfor its sub-

ject matter.

Not long to follow Crying Freeman was one of

Ikegami’s mostcritically acclaimedseries, Sanctuary, writ-

ten with Sho Fumimura (a.k.a.“Buronson,” author of the

decidedly more fantastic apocalypse-plus-martial-arts

drama Fist of the North Star). A socio-political thriller

which frequently (some say uncannily) mirrored real-

world political scandals in the Japanese government,

Sanctuary fearlessly laid bare (with some discreet sleight

of hand on names and physical appearances) the links

between the most powerful politicians and the leaders of

organized crime that most Japanese have long assumedto

exist. The actual governmental scandals contemporary to

Sanctuary’s Japanese publication created such a furor that

the final result was a near-total collapse of the most pow-

erful faction of Japan’s Liberal Democratic Party (which,

in Japan, Sanctuary had referred to wryly as the

Democratic Liberal Party).

At the time this interview was conducted, Sanctuary—

which has since ended in both Japan and America—was

still a fairly new title on both coasts, and Ikegami wasstill

coming to terms with his own popularity overseas. The

surprises in the interview itself mostly have to do with his

own. artistic influences—for a creator who was responsi-

ble for opening the eyes of many American comicartists

and readers to the power of Japanese comics, Ikegami

professes a love for American comic artists such as Neal

Adams,andrevealshis role in the creation of the Japanese

adaptation of Spider-Man.

 

ANIMERICA:Let’s begin with little bit about yourcareer.

I understand you were very young when you made your

debut as an artist. Were you doing graphic novels right

from the start?

IKEGAMI: I was seventeen or eighteen when I debuted.

My start was in the “rental manga” business, drawing a

title in an anthology.

ANIMERICA: | rememberreading rental manga myself, back

in the days when not many people could actually afford

to own manga. Were youstill living in Osaka at the time?

IKEGAMI: Yes, | was.

ANIMERICA: And then you cameout to Tokyo.

IKEGAMI: Here’s what happened. Shigeru Mizuki

[renowned creator of the spooky comedy Ge Ge Ge no

Kitaro—Ed.] saw a short story of mine called “Sense of

Guilt,” printed in the avant garde manga magazine GARO.

Mizukisaid to me, “If you really want to become a manga

artist, why don’t you cometo work as myassistant?” | was

painting signs in Osaka at the time, and I wasn’t particu-

larly thrilled with the business, so I went off to Tokyo

with noregrets.

ANIMERICA: Whenwasthefirst time your own work was

published?

IKEGAMI: Let's see. | was twenty-two when I came to

Tokyo, and I worked with Mizuki for two anda half

years...1 must have been twenty-four by the time my own

work wasprinted in a magazine. While I wasstill work-

ing as his assistant | was drawing my own stories, of

course. WhenI finally got my own serial, | asked Mizuki

for my freedom. That was late in my twenty-fourth year.

ANIMERICA: Whatwere the names of your early works?

IKEGAMI: The first was titled “Tracker,” published in

Crying Freeman
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SHONEN KING magazine. Several of

my ownoriginal short stories fol-

lowed in Kodansha’s SHONEN

MAGAZINE. In comparison to other

artists working at the time, my

style was very realistic. That’s

probably why I was approached

by an editor at SHONEN MAGAZINE

ExtTrA to do one hundred pages of

version of the

Spider-Man.

Since | don’t read English, a gen-

tleman named Kosei Onotranslat-

ed it for me. We gotall the way up

to the fifth volume before the cul-

tural differences sort of did usin.

a Japanese

American comic

ANIMERICA: There were a few

changes from Ono’literal transla-

tion, weren't there? My under- 
standing was that you restruc-

tured it for the Japanese version.

IKEGAMI: That’ right. I created an original main charac-

ter named “Yu Komori” andtried to integrate him into the

American story, but that didn’t go over too well with the

Japanese readers. The editors finally decided to ask the

Japanese science fiction writer Kazumasa Hirai to write

scripts for us, creating a story moretailored to a Japanese

audience. The popularity picked upa little after that, but

as a series, it never really becamea big success.

ANIMERICA: What did you work on after the Japanese

Spider-Man ended?

IKEGAMI: | did a story called “Rin Alone” for SHONEN

MAGAZINE based on a script by Tetsu Kariya [currently

writing the gourmet manga series Oishinbo—Ed.]. His pen

name wasdifferent back then, but it was Kariya,all right.

After that, I started AIUEO Boy with Kazuo Koike. AIUEO

Boy wasn't a manga magazinestory; it was published in

WEEKLY GENDAI, one of the major general-interest maga-

zines. An editor from SHONEN SUNDAY approached me,

saying that he liked mystyle and wantedto see if that

realistic touch could work in a boys’ magazine. That’

how Otoko Gumi (“Gallant Gang”) got started. Let metell

you, Otoko Gumireally stood out in that magazine...all

the other manga wereso stylized and cartoony.

ANIMERICA: | rememberthat I felt the same way when

Otoko Gumistarted. That was around the time AIUEO Boy

switched publishers, right?

IKEGAMI: Yes. AIUEO Boy never was one of WEEKLY
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GENDAI’s more populartitles, and they were kind ofgiv-

ing up on the series anyway, so that’s when Koikesaid to

me that he’d like to start over again with Shogakukan.

That's why we switched right in the middle of the series

to the Shogakukan pictorial magazine, Goro.

ANIMERICA:And then Otoko Gumi becamea bighit. It ran
for about four years, right?

IKEGAMI: Yes. And my name becamepretty well-known.

ANIMERICA:After that you started Otoko Ozora [“Blue Sky
Gang,”lit. “big sky,” implying “lofty goals and endless possibil-

ities’-—Ed.]. That continued for sometime too, didn’t it?

IKEGAMI: Otoko Ozora was really nothing more than a

rehash of Otoko Gumi. I'm not quite sure how manysto-

ries I did in the boys’ magazines after that, but none of

them were ever quite as popular as Otoko Gumi.

ANIMERICA:Andthen there was Mai. Was Maithe Psychic

Girl the first story in which your main character wasa girl?

IKEGAMI: Yes. But I think Kazuya Kudo, who wrote the

script, should share someofthe credit for that.

ANIMERICA:Until then it was all a man’s world.

IKEGAMI: Yes. I talked with my editor at SHONEN SUNDAY

before taking the idea to Kudo. Theoriginal idea was to base

the character on the Buddhistfigure known as “Miroku”or

“Maitreya,” a Bodhisattva who's supposed to come to Earth

as a saviorthree billion years in the future. By mistake, he

comesto present-day Earth. He also comesasa girl.

ANIMERICA:In Mai, psychic poweris depicted as mani-

festing in many different ways. Did you come up with

those variations while talking with Kudo?

IKEGAMI: Sure. But I also think that Kudo and I must

have had the American movie Firestarter lurking some-

where in our minds. We didn’t want our story to be too

close to that, so we came up with a story in which psy-

chically gifted boys and girls could come together to
build a new world.

ANIMERICA: There’s a character named “Tsukiro,” who

became a mutantafter being experimented on with radi-

ation. Did you have him in mind when you cameupwith

the story for Mai?

IKEGAMI:Oh,| think special-effects movies like Star Wars
are to blamefor that one. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Do you go to the movies often?

IKEGAMI: Sure,all the time. They have a great influence

on my work. I probably see all the American films that
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maketheir way to the-| could neverentirely

swallow the idea of

happy endings, you

know...probably this

penchantfor the

dark reflects itself in
my work.

aters in Japan.

ANIMERICA: What did

you do after Mai?

IKEGAMI: I gave up on

trying to top the popu-

larity of Otoko Gumi in

the boys’ magazines. I

started a new story

called Kizuyoi Bito (“WoundedSoul”) in Spirits magazine.

That became a moderatehit.

ANIMERICA:Anotherstory with script by Koike.

IKEGAMI: Yes. When Kizuyoi Bito was over, I started won-

dering if I could re-enter the world of manly romance

once more. Andthat’s how Crying Freemanstarted.

ANIMERICA:The graphically depicted sex-

uality in Crying Freeman was a bit of a

problem for us in America. We did every-

thing we possibly could to clearly label it as

for “mature audiences only,” but there are

still some states which won’t touch it with

a ten-foot pole.

IKEGAMI: The sexuality was a problem

for us in Japan, as well. Certain members

of the Japanese media had tagged it as

“poisonous.” [LAUGHS] Sure, if you only

concentrate on bits and pieces, of course

it’s going to look lurid. You have to see

the work as a whole.

ANIMERICA: The sex and violence is just a  
part of the whole story.

IKEGAMI: Exactly. We are talking entertain-

menthere,after all. Sure, it's got some sex

and violence, but Crying Freeman is more

than that...if you read it as a whole, you'll

realize that it’s a story about the dangerous

romance of a man’s world.

ANIMERICA:It’s definitely romantic. The

first two volumes of the compilation read

morelike a love story.

IKEGAMI:I like the first two volumes best

myself.

ANIMERICA: What did you do after

Freeman?
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IKEGAMI: There wasa story called “Offered.” Just like my

days in the boys’ magazines,it wasn’t very popular.

ANIMERICA: Well, as I recall, the story was a bit difficult

to grasp.

IKEGAMI: Well, you know Koike. ..he just loves historicals.

He’d wanted to do something dealing with the theory that

modern-day Japan and Prussia descend from the same

ancestral origins. Thats not the kind of story my readers

expect from me, though. They expect good-looking, pow-

erful men and beautiful women. When I do something

outside of the manly romance genre, for some reason the

stories don’t do very well.

ANIMERICA: And then...?

IKEGAMI: Next was Sanctuary with Sho Fumimura. The

idea was to depict somethingdifferent from Freeman,cre-

Sanctuary
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Making it seem as thoughit could happenin
“real-life” is probably the most idealsitua-

tion a mangaartist could hopefor.

ate a different kind of man. Theseries is actually selling

pretty well—I think it'll becomea bighit.

ANIMERICA:I’m sure the best parts are yet to come.It's a
fascinating premise.

IKEGAMI: Thats right, and theres more to come! Back

when westarted Sanctuary, the Japanese economy was

still booming. The young people of those days—notthat

they’re so different now, mind you—weren’t up to putting

their lives on the line to accomplish something they

believed in. Fumimura and | thought that in order to

make a convincing motive for the story, we’d have to

make them returnees from thekilling fields in Cambodia.

It also made them just aboutthe right age.

ANIMERICA:If it weren’t for that unusual premise, Asami

and Hojo would be nothing more than two megalomani-

acs. [LAUGHS] It explains why they've become the way

they are, and where they got the drive to makeothersfol-

low them. Thetie-ins with real-world political scandals

don’t hurt any, either.
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IKEGAMI:Yes.It’s like I said before, my manga is always

expected to berealistic. It's never popular when the story

is completely fictional. In Freeman, for example, readers

expect me to depict the 108 Dragons as thoughtheyreally

exist. In Sanctuary, even though the current political

structure or the new anti-organized crime law don’t come

up by name,they’re definitely intertwined with thestory.

ANIMERICA:In youroriginal version, the ruling political

party is known as the “Democratic Liberal Party.” In the

English version, it been translated back to the “Liberal

Democratic Party,” just like in real-life. I think the idea

was that a touch of reality would play better in the

American market.

IKEGAMI: An American reader once asked meif we’d had

any complaints from politicians. What that reader didn’t

seem to realize was that, in Japan, itsS enough just to

change the story arounda bit andslap a disclaimeronit.

You can bet there would’ve been trouble aplenty if we'd

dared to use characters with recognizable faces, though!

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: While it’s true that Sanctuary’s story may

only be “inspired” by real-world headlines, it does seem

as though events which happenin the manga also happen

in the real world.

IKEGAMI: They could very well be true. Making it seem

as though it could happenin “real-life” is probably the

mostideal situation a mangaartist could hopefor.

ANIMERICA: What kind of story are you working on these

days?

IKEGAMI: Well, aside from Sanctuary, !m working on a

new story with a female writer named Soko leda sched-

uled to start very soon in BIG Comic Spirits. I’ve beenill

recently and just can’t keep up with the weekly sched-

ule anymore, so it'll have to be a monthly serial in a

weekly magazine. It’s very interesting—we’re planning

a female main character modeledafter the Frenchfilm

La FemmeNikita.

ANIMERICA: Here’s a question often asked by American

fans. In manga, the story and art are usually done by a

single person. In the U.S. comics industry, two or more

people work together on single title. Back in yourearli-

er works you wrote your own stories. Howis it that you

came to work so extensively with collaborators?

IKEGAMI: In the beginning, I did a numberofshort sto-

ries by myself for various magazines. Eventually I

noticed that these solo stories were turning out to be



very downbeat and not very entertaining. I could never

entirely swallow the idea of happy endings, you

know...probably this penchantfor the dark reflects itself

in my work. So that’s when | started actively looking for

collaborators.

ANIMERICA:Even when you're working with a collaborator,

don’t you usually come up with the original ideas yourself?

IKEGAMI: That's how it is now, but it wasn't always like

that. It wasn’t until my own style became more estab-

lished that I began to search for stories suited to the way

I wanted to draw. For example, | think the reason I’m able

to portray the manly romance of Crying Freeman is the

power of Koike’s script. Surely, somewhere, I must have

had it in meall along, but I don’t think I ever would've

been able to visualize it without his help. It was Koike

who helped meto see Freeman.

ANIMERICA: What's it like to work with collaborators?

Howspecific are they in giving details?

IKEGAMI:It all depends on the writer. Someone familiar

with manga who onlygot into writing because he couldn't

be an artist is likely to create a script so meticulous, he’s
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probably already got the panel layout in his mind. Some

writers create scripts as though they were novels. Either

way, it ends up being like a movie script, with details such

as actual choreography, panel layout, and the like left up

to me.

ANIMERICA:Both Kizuyoi Bito and Crying Freeman have been

animated. Whats your impression of these animated versions?

IKEGAMI: | thought Kizuyoi Bito might have been little
strained technically, but it got better as the animators got

used to the style. By the time the fifth volume of Crying
Freeman came out, I’m happy to say I was completely satis-

fied with the work. It can be such a pleasure to see your

works animated! Since I draw nothingbutstatic art, it always

amazes meto see the characters I created move. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: You've got something of a reputation as an

American comics fan. Whichartists do you like?

IKEGAMI:I’ve been a fan of American comicssince before

I worked on Spider-Man, but I didn’t fall in love until I

started studying Neal Adams. | am deeply impressed by

his sketches. I’ve collected all his works, I think, not only

Spider-Man but Batman and Superman,too. I'd love to get

his autograph.
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ANIMERICA:You've got a numberof your own fansin the

US., especially female fans. Your Mai the Psychic Girl and

Crying Freeman seem to be among the most popular.

Whatfeelings do you have about your overseas success?

IKEGAMI: Onetrend which holdstrue in both shénen and

shdjo or boys’ andgirls’ manga is the increase in stories

with female protagonists. No doubtthis is one manifesta-

tion of today’s Japanese women having more social and

personal freedom. As you know, Mai was oneofthefirst

shénen mangato feature a girl in the lead role. I’m pleased

to hear that Freeman is getting read by American

women...I think I can understand whytheyfind it appeal-

ing, especially that very romantic love story in thefirst two

volumes. I understand that romance novels such as the

Harlequin series are very popular in the U.S. They’re not

so different from shdjo manga, you know. I think that if

shdjo manga were to be introduced on a widerscale to the

U.S., English-language publishers of manga could attract

an incredible amount of new female readers.

 

he story Ikegamirefers to in his interview as being

based on La Femme Nikita became reality in

Kyoko, a controversial title which drew muchofits

inspiration from a much-publicized rape incident on an

American army base. Written by Soko leda, the story didn’t

have the usual elements of an Ikegami story—no James

Bond-like villains, no superstuds, no globe-trotting

romance—and, whenasked, he professes to be rather dis-

satisfied with it. In 1995, though the long-rumored Mai

the Psychic Girl live-action film still had yet to materialize,

Crying Freeman was adaptedintoa stylish live-action film

helmed by French director Christophe Gans, with set

designs by Alex McDowell (The Crow), a soundtrack by

Shoji Yamashiro and his Geinoh Yamashiro Group(Akira),

and starring martial artist Mark Dacascos (Double Dragon,

Only the Strong, American Samurai) as the tattooed hero

“Freeman” and Julie Condra Douglas (Gas, Food, Lodging)

as the beautiful Emu, Freeman's victim turned lover.

Though the Crying Freeman movie hasyet, at the time of

this writing, to receive wide release in the U.S., Ikegami’

Sanctuary is another matter. Adapted into both live-action

and animated versions in 1995 and 1996, respectively,

both versions have subsequently been released for the U.S.

market. Currently, Ikegami is at work on a new manga

series...and yes, at the San Diego Comic-Con a few years

back, he did eventually manage to meet Neal Adams.His

new series, Strain, will be serialized in English in Viz

Comics’ new manga anthology, PuLP.
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Even as this book goesto press, things are happening with Ikegami’s careerin the U.S.

Already well-known for being the creator of Mai and Crying Freeman(thelatter of which,
we note, was madeinto a reasonably-faithful-to-the-manga live-action film), kegami’s
fame in America climbs yet another notch with the announced release of a domestic ver-
sion of his early, until now Japan-only Spider-Man. Note that, unless indicated otherwise,

Ikegami’s involvementis limited to that of “artwork” only.

MANGA

 

S~- Spider-Man
ANLI-VY

Published by Asahi Sonorama; five compiled volumestotal. Initially written and
illustrated by Ikegami; written in later volumes by Kazumasa Hirai (1970).
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Spider-Man Manga(Marvel Comics)

SX AIUEO Boy
#AlBBOY

Serialized in WEEKLY GENDAI; written by Kazuo Koike (1973). (“A-I-U-E-
0,” by the way, are the five vowels of Japanese language; compare
with “A-E-l-O-U” in English). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

S&~_ Otoko Gumi ("Gallant Gang”)
Bie

Serialized in Shogakukan’s SHONEN SUNDAY; twenty-five compiled volumestotal
(1974). Written by Tetsu Kariya. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

EX Otoko Ozora ("Blue-Sky Gang")

BRE

Serialized in Shogakukan’s SHONEN SUNDAY; fifteen compiled volumestotal

(1980). Written by Tetsu Kariya. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

62 Kizuyoi Bito (“Wounded Soul”)

BLA

Serialized in Shogakukan’s Bic Comic Spirits; eleven compiled volumestotal
(1983). Written by Kazuo Koike. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

EA Mai

9

Serialized in Shogakukan‘s SHONEN SUNDAY; six compiled volumestotal (1985).
Written by Kazuya Kudo. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Mai the Psychic Girl wiz
Comics}

Sc Crying Freeman
Crying JU-Vy

Serialized in Shogakukan's Bic Comic Spirits; nine compiled volumestotal (1986).

DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Crying Freeman (viz Comics)

ft Nobunaga
(ER

Serialized in Shogakukan’s Bic Comic ORIGINAL; eight compiled volumestotal
(1987). Written by Kazuya Kudo. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Sc Akai Apiru ("Red Duck”)
TRUM

Serialized in Shogakukan’s Bic Comic Seirits; six compiled volumestotal; written
by Kazuo Koike (1988). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

=r Offered
Offered

Serialized in Shogakukan's Bic Comic Spirits; four compiled volumestotal (1990).
Written by Kazuo Koike. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ft- Sanctuary
vIFATY

Serialized in Shogakukan's Bic Comic Superior; twelve compiled volumestotal
(1990). Written by Sho Fumimura. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Sanctuary Wiz
Comics)
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Box

Box

Published in Shogakukan‘s Big Comics (1991); one compiled volumetotal.
Written by Marei Karibu. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Oritsuin Kumomaru no Shéga
(“The Life and Times of Oritsuin Kumomaru”)

EFURBENXOLE

Serialized in Shogakukan’s SHONEN SUNDAY; three compiled volumes total (1992).
Written by Oji Hiro. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Samurai Crusader, The
Kumomaru Chronicles(serialized in Manca Vizion)

f—~—- Kyoko
Sat

Serialized in Shogakukan’s Bic Comic Spirits (1995~ }); ongoing as of press time.
Written by Soko leda. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

bc Odyssey
AFyest

Serialized in Shogakukan’s Big Comic Superior; three compiled volumestotal

(1996). Written by Sho Fumimura. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Sc Kami no Gikyoku("Dramaof the Gods”)

#40)Be

One-shot story serialized in Shogakukan’s Bic Comic Extra; written by Yuji Nishi

(1997). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ECA Strain
Akldty

Serialized in Shogakukan’s Big Comic Superior (1997); ongoing as of presstime.
Written by Buronson. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Strain (serialized in Pur)

ANIME V—=H
For a mangaartist who's created as many consistently bestselling mangatitles as he, the
number of anime adaptations based on |kegami's work is few. However, there's some-
thing to be said in the fact that, of all the artists and creators interviewedin this book,
only three—Guyver's Takaya, Street Fighter fs Sugii and, of course, Freeman's |kegami—
can say their works have been madeinto live-action Hollywoodfilms. Note that Ikegami
is credited for “original story” only in each of the following entries.
 

Crying Freeman
Crying JU-—Vy

Six-episode OAV Series (1989-93). Also available in a live-action version of the
same name,directed by Christophe Gans and starring Mark Dacascos and Julie
Condra Douglass. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Crying Freeman (Streamline Pictures)

Kizuyoi Bito
fiBUVA

Five-episode OAV Series (1986-88). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Sanctuary
GYIFaATy

Single-shot OAV (1995). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Sanctuary (iz Video). Also
available in a Japan-produced live-action version of same, now available subti-

tled in the U.S.

 

Sma Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may notbe available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2. Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball) are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

H Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version    



» Yukito Kishiro
Interviewed by Seyi Horibuchi (1993)
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hen I was in high school, my big goal was to

win a manga award before graduation,”

Kishiro says. “It's not as though I felt I was

ready to become a real mangaartist or anything, butI

did think that, after ’'d finally mastered the art of ink-

ing, | was ready to enter some kind of contest. That's

how I came to enter and be nominated for a ‘Best New

Artist’ award from Shogakukan’s SHONEN SUNDAY maga-

zine in 1984.”

Like Rumiko Takahashi, whose Urusei Yatsura prede-

cessor Katte na Yatsura (“Those Selfish Aliens”) won the

same award in 1977, Kishiro was soon deluged with

offers to “go pro.” Unlike Takahashi, however, Kishiro

postponed the chance to jump right into the daily grind

of a professional mangaartist in favor of finishing high

school, going on to design school, and then working a

newspaperdelivery job.

“In the short run, ’'d won an awardat the ageof sev-

enteen,” Kishiro says. “In the long run,it was something

of a disappointment. I'd reached the point where I was

satisfied with my art, but my ideas on howtostructure

content were still vague. I didn’t really know how to

shapea story, and there wasn’t anything in particular that
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Yugo, a.k.a.“Hugo” from

Gunnm / Battle Angel Alita

 

I'd wanted to say. | was uncomfortable with the level of

my work.”

In 1988, Kishiro made his second debut as a manga

artist with the publication of his story Kaiydései.

Described by Kishiro as a “horror story with somewhatof

a profound theme,” the story went on to receive an hon-

orable mention in the same contest he’d entered four

years earlier.

“At the time, I was flushed with confidence andso full

of myself,” Kishiro admits with a smile. “I marched right

up to the editor and demanded, ‘What do you mean,

‘honorable mention’!?” Kishiro laughs. “Fortunately, that

particular editor was a very understanding person. When

he told me that he thoughtit was a wonderful story I was

somewhat mollified, but then I happened to see some of

the notes from the selection process. Oneof the judges

had actually written,‘It’s the work of a madman!’ That's

when I realized I had to try and create a more uplift-

ing story.”

In Kishiro’s case, it was editorial influence that defined

the final shape of what, up until this point, remains his

best-known work: Gunnm(literally “gun dream”), better

known in English as Battle Angel Alita. Eluded by an
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approach for a story he was asked to draw for a Shueisha

publication, one of his editors suggested he use a charac-

ter from a previous, unpublishedstory. That suggestion—

and that sketchily depicted cyborg police officer—eventu-

ally became the character of “Gally,” or as she’s called in

English, “Alita” (something Kishiro himself was to humor-

ously reference later in the Japanese version of theseries).

A hit in Japan, Gunnm was quickly translated into

English-, Spanish- and Italian-language editions and

greeted overseas with amazing enthusiasm, especially

given Kishiro’ “unknown”status. A strange but somehow

beautiful tale of a gamine cyborg, Gunnm inhabits the

kind of world which might nowbecalled cyberpunk—a

Max Headroom-like scrapyard world filled with crum-

bling mechanized warrens and dubious underworld fig-

ures, hulking cyborgs, bounty hunters and misfits of

every stripe. Hovering over the entire landscapeis a vast

technological dream city, which casts its junk down onto

the heads of Kishiro’s junkyard denizens, who spendtheir

lives searching not only for a way to survive, but for a rea-

son to live. Dark stuff.

With such a success , it should have comeas nosur-

prise that Gunnm would be chosen for animation. But

when KSS approached Kishiro about making his story

into an animated feature, he admitted that the idea ofhis

work being animated “tooka little getting used to.”

“Manga and animation are so different,” Kishiro says.

“When you're drawing manga, the units you work with to

pace yourstory are the two opposingpages.I just could-

n't see how the pacing for the animation could possibly

work by lookingat the storyboardsalone. But then, when

I finally saw (the finished animation), I was very

impressed with its sense of timing.” In the final product

(titled Battle Angel for its U.S. release), Kishiro’s eclectic

character designs are interpreted for the animation by

Nobuteru Yuki, already well-known for his work on

Record of Lodoss War, and who wouldlater go on to do the

TV series Escaflowne, as well as the big-budget, animated

X movie.

At the time of this interview, KishirosS Gunnm had

been runningfor two anda half years in Japan. Thestory’s

publication in English under the “Battle Angel Alita”title

was only just reaching the segment of the story with

which Kishiro himself seems most taken—the Motorball

story, in which armored warriors in cyborg bodies

equippedwith rollerblades fight a no-holds-barred battle

that’s somewhere betweenroller derby, football, and glad-

itorial combat.

“Gunnm is an introspective story,” Kishiro continues.

“To be honest, when I wasfirst approached about allow-

ing it to be published in foreign-language editions, I was-
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n't sure it was a good idea. It’s kind of an experimental

work for me and I didn't think it could be popular, espe-

cially not in the United States. To me, it’s a never-ending

wonderthat my work is being translated and read byall

sorts of different people.”

 

ANIMERICA: By now you've seen Battle Angel Alita, the

English version of your manga Gunnm. What do you

think ofit?

KISHIRO: I’m unsure what to makeofit, actually...1 can't

read English. [LAUGHS] I do notice all the mistakes in my

art, now thatit’s been flopped. (Floppingit) really brings

out the skew in the line drawings. Lookingat it now, |

wonder if this particular work isn’t a little immature,

artistically speaking.

ANIMERICA:In the U.S., flopping pagesis simplya fact of

 



| couldn't draw people,
but | could sure draw |

mecha. That's why I used

to avoid the problem by |
drawing monsters,

instead of people.
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publishing life. The pages which open to the right in

Japan are openedto theleft in America. There’s no getting

around it. There are someartists who hate flopping so

much, they refuse to let their work be published abroad.

KISHIRO: Well, imperfections in the artwork do become

more noticeable when they’re printed reversed. But then

again, they're usually the kind of mistakes which would

be there anyway. They just don’t stick out as much in

the original.

ANIMERICA: Asfar as your English-speaking readers are

concerned, I don’t think anyone regards Gunnm/Battle

Angel Alita as “artistically immature.” The fans seem to

love youratt....

KISHIRO: Okay, then—it’s my perfectionism that’s imma-

ture. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Wasit always your ambition to be a mangaartist?

KISHIRO: I’ve been drawing manga since before I can’

remember, but it wasn’t until high schoolthat I started to

ink my work seriously. ve always liked mecha—Mobile

Suit Gundam’s had an incredible effect on me—and myart

has beenaffected byit for

years. | couldn't draw

people, but I could sure

draw mecha. [LAUGHS]

That's why I used to

avoid the problem by

drawing monsters,

instead of people. My

monsters spoke and

walked like people...they just happened to be monsters.

Eventually it dawned on methatit would be pretty hard

to makeit as a mangaartistif all I ever drew werestories

set in reptilian worlds, so in high schoolI started to con-

centrate on drawing the human form. The fully realized

characters of Yasuhiko [Yoshikazu Yasuhiko, character

designer for the Mobile Suit Gundam and Mobile Suit Zeta

Gundam TV series—Ed.|] were a big influence on me;

Rumiko Takahashi’ also been a big influence.

ANIMERICA: So you're saying that your manga has been

influenced by animation.

KISHIRO: Oh, yes. Up until high school I watched practi-

cally everything. There wasa flood of it back then, wasn’t

there. I guess it reached its high point in the few years

immediately after Gundam. It’s probably fair to say that

the golden age of animation endedat 1984.

ANIMERICA: | can’t help noticing that you keep referring
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to Gundam.

KISHIRO: Well, I like all the Sunrise shows,really. I loved

Xabungle and Votoms. In fact, I think Votoms might have

had more of an effect on me than Gundam ever did.

(Votoms) had a four-part composition—the story would

conclude at the end of each part, and a new story would

start off in a different world for the next. Gunnm borrows

quite heavily from this style of storytelling.

ANIMERICA: But where did you get your real start? |

imagine it must have been sometime aroundthe publica-

tion of your story, Kikai [one translation of which is

“Machine”—Ed.], in 1984.

KISHIRO: That's right, and even though I turned down

offers to become a professional mangaartist after I was

nominated for the SHONEN SUNDAY “Best New Artist”

award, I was always experimenting with ways to shape a

story and with techniques of expression. In order to prac-

tice myart to the fullest, I started making my own ddjin-

shi (self-published comics). And then, in 1988, I had my

second debut.

ANIMERICA:Didit feel different to you, the second time

around?

KISHIRO: Well, I felt as though I was through agonizing

over my work.I finally had enough confidenceto try for

recognition again. I drew a story called Kaiyései and

entered it into the Shogakukan contest again.

ANIMERICA: ...Where it won an “honorable mention.”

What happened then?

KISHIRO: That fall I entered another “New Artist” con-

test, this time for Kadokawa’s Comic Comp. There was-

n't much time before the deadline, so I hurriedly scrib-

bled a story called Hito [“A Man”—Ed.]. When I was

finished, I thought proudly to myself, “Now this is my

best work!” [LAUGHS] I ended up with another honor-

able mention.

ANIMERICA: You must have been very disappointed.

KISHIRO:Later, I heard that almostall of the judges had

rooted for me, but there was one judge who'd complained

that the story was “too didactic.” That’s how it ended up

with an honorable mention.It’s still a good story, I think,

andit’s received well by anyoneI showit to now, but then

again, at the time,I'd thought Kaiydsei was a masterpiece,

too. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:I’m sure it was a valuable learning experience.
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KISHIRO: Oh, yes. The best thing to come out of those

honorable mentions was that I began working with an

editor at Shueisha to improve myonly “long”story at the

time, Reimeika. | really sweated over that one, drawing

and redrawing pages. It was never published. Near the

end of the summerof 1990, I was asked to draw a story

for a special manga compilation Shueisha planned to

publish in the fall. The editors at Shueisha had liked the

female cyborg police officer in Reimeika, and so they sug-

gested I use her. Her namewas “Gally” [“Alita” in the U.S.

version—Ed.]. Of course, the Gally in Reimeika was com-

pletely different from the Gally in Gunnm,butthat’s how

she was born.

_ ANIMERICA: Howdid you develop the story from there?

KISHIRO: Usually when| start a story, I tend to work on

the plot and theme first—typically, my characters are

developedlater. This time | was trying to draw something

based on one character from a 45-page story. The story

itself was pretty run-of-the-mill, actually; in the future, it’s

the corporations whosee to the arrest and detain-

ment of criminals, etc. Like I said, nothing

out of the ordinary.

ANIMERICA:Andthen....

KISHIRO: ...And then, around

November, I was contacted

by the same editor about

making Gunnm intoa seri-

al. At first, I couldn't

believe he was serious,

but I went ahead and

wrote the script

for the first

N

Battle Angel Alita

a

 

installment. The settings in my short story weren’t

enoughfor a potentially long-runningserial, so I brain-

stormed for a while and that’s when I came up with the

idea of Zalem [“Tiphares” in the U.S. version—Ed.]. | had

no idea what kind of future—if any—the story had, so |

drew Gunnm in such a way that it could be morefully

developed later.

ANIMERICA: How long was it until you saw your story

published?

KISHIRO: Not much more than a month between finish-

ing the script and seeing it begin as a publishedserial. I

don't think I realized it was a reality until I saw the actu-

al magazineitself. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: And how longhasit been since Gunnm started?

KISHIRO:It's been two and a half years.

ANIMERICA: Tell us more about the world of Gunnm.

How did you cometo create this particular story?
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KISHIRO: I grew up in a place where a forest had been

cleared and only a few houses stood. My father was an

eccentric who was into dune buggies. He wasalwaysdig-

ging around at the junkyard looking for parts he could

use. He used to take me with him sometimes... still like

spending timeat the junkyard. I’m sure most people don’t

feel that way, but I was always happy to spendtime alone

there. Sure, I liked being alone anyway, but there was also

something comfortable about being alone with the

wreckage of things people had abandoned.I guess on the

opposite extreme ofthis feeling is the very real terror |

feel when confronted by a brand-new, shiny car. I hon-

estly get the feeling that its consciously trying to run me

down. Old cars, though...they’re different. I truly believe

there’s a kind of nostalgic comfort about being cradled

inside the emptyshell of an old car.

ANIMERICA:Let's talk about the cyborgs.

KISHIRO:Ah,yes...the cyborgs. [LAUGHS] Myrelationship

with them dates back to the toys of my childhood. I

remember this G.I. Joe-type figure manufactured by

Takara. It was called “Cyborg One.” It was made ofclear

plastic; the internal mechanismswereeasily visible. And

its limbs were removable—you could attach different

 

gears and parts in their place. I loved that toy...it’s too

badit’s been discontinued. Thatlittle guy had a profound

effect on me. I guess that’s why I feel so strongly that

cyborgs should always have detachable limbs.

ANIMERICA:Andthat’s why Gally comes from a junkyard.

KISHIRO: | think it's the basis of it, yes. That kind of

imagery seems to come to me subconsciously. As for

Zalem, I’m not sure what it’s supposed to actually signify.

In some ways I’m an anarchist—I hate a managed world.

There’s a certain part of me whothinksthat the world of

Mad Max would be a fun place to live. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:I feel as though I’m really coming to under-

stand your manga.

KISHIRO: Urbanites of the modern world are a lot like

cyborgs, you know. They become immediately incapaci-

tated when youcutoff their juice. Isn't that what being a

cyborgis all about...? From an ideological point of view,

I'm against the idea of cyborgs. But I guess the world’s

come too far for token resistance and half-hearted pleas

against technology. In Gunnm,whatI try to do is focus on

the benefits of scientific advance, rather than making

somesort of political statement.

PVE mT MUSManters 1
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ANIMERICA: Where is Gunnm headed? What directions

will the story take?

KISHIRO:If the series isn’t canceled, I’d like to take my

story to Zalem and then do a space story. And even

though I don’t have the particulars yet, I'd like to reveal

Gally’s origin in the grandfinale.

ANIMERICA: Howdirectly were you involved in the pro-

duction of the animated Gunnm?

KISHIRO: | met with the animation staff right at the very

beginning and talked with them about how I'd like to see

the story done. Later, at the stage where plot and script

decisions were made, I gave them my feedback. When the

storyboarding and direction were done, I met with the

staff again and talked over a few ideas with them.

ANIMERICA: How doyourate the finished animation?

KISHIRO: Well, back during the storyboards, I'd say

things like, “This part is bad” and “Fix this,” but it never

did get changed. [LAUGHS] Later, after I'd given up all

hope, I saw the finished video and thought to myself,

“Whoa, it’s moving!” and “Whoa,it’s in color!” [LAUGHS]

Andthen | thoughtthey did a pretty good job.

ANIMERICA:Butit took you a while to arrive at that con-

clusion.

KISHIRO: | think part of the problem is that pacing for

manga and animation is so different. I just couldn’t see

how the storyboarding for the anime should work. I had

to keep reminding myself that these were professionals

working on mystory and that I’d have to convince myself

that they knew what they were doing.

ANIMERICA:Do youfeel it was made well?

KISHIRO: I could go off the deep end onlots oflittle

details, but yes, I think they did a good job. [LAUGHS] You

can neverbesatisfied with everything, not unless you're

willing to do the whole thing yourself. I did have quite a

few of my own ideas...so-and-so’s voice shouldn’t be like

that, that sort of thing. You know what I mean.[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:True. For complete satisfaction, an artist has

no choice but to draw and produce everything personal-

ly. Let's say you’ve got the opportunity—and the actual

time—to doit yourself. Would you...?

KISHIRO:I would like to. My ultimate childhood dream is

to a makea live-action movie. SometimesI think I’m only

drawing manga because I can’t be makingfilms. In junior

high, I really wanted an 8mm camera. There was no way
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in the world | could have scraped up the $3,000 or so

dollars it would have cost back then to have boughtit,

though. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: What about if someone else wanted to do

Gunnm? If Hollywood called and said they wanted to

make a Gunnm/Battle Angel Alita movie, would you give

them the go-ahead?

KISHIRO: Of course I would. [LAUGHS] It’s my childhood

dream, after all. I’d love to

see the whole spectacle of

Motorball broughtto life. I’d

love to see those special

effects. For the sake ofa live-

action film, the overall plot

could be set aside: the main

character wouldn’t necessar-

ily have to be Gally. It would

be okay with me to make somethinga little different than

making films.

the manga version. I think it might be difficult to make

the original Gunnm the way I envision it in live-action.

There are several parts to the story, but I think the

Motorball segmentbyitself could make a great movie.

ANIMERICA: Okay,let’s say the Battle Angel Alita movieis

being made in the U.S. Who would direct?

KISHIRO: Paul Verhoeven of Robocopfame, maybe. Some

mightsay his style is over the top, but I prefer to think of

it as “super realism.” [LAUGHS] If only for the visuals,

Highlander’s Russell Mulcahy might be good.

ANIMERICA: | see you're acquainted with American cine-

ma. What about American comics?

KISHIRO: In a small way I’m influenced by them. I was

particularly impressed by Frank Millers Batman—now

that made an impression. [Frank Miller’s famous Dark

Knight Returns series—Ed.] That close-up on the Joker’s

face, with that insane laugh and all those teeth show-

ing.... | guess I’m influenced not by the big picture but

by the little details—how an eye or a wrinkle might be

drawn, for example.

ANIMERICA: What’ your feeling on your comics being

read overseas? Gunnmis very popular in the U.S., in Italy,

even in Spain.

KISHIRO: Up until Gunnm,all my works had been hard-

boiled; rather than showing what the characters were

thinking, P'd just dryly imply it from the action and dia-

logue. It's possible that the style of Gunnm is more like

shdjo (girls’) manga than I’d like to admit. [LAUGHS]

My ultimate childhood

dream Is to a makea live-

action movie. Sometimes

| think I'm only drawing

manga because | can't be
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ANIMERICA: Now that Gunnm/Alita is such a success, do

you feel as though you've finally arrived...?

KISHIRO: Well, my father never was a big believer in

manga. He never seemed to think I could go pro. He’d

say, “If you’re going to draw manga, draw something

they'll like all over the world.” [LAUGHS] Sure, nowadays

manga and animationis getting international recognition,

but in the past it was nothing more than a subculture

unique to Japan. It was tough enough just trying to make

it there...! Now that Gunnm’s been translated for foreign

editions, I’m not exactly sure how feel. It is my first ser-

ial, after all. In many ways,it’s still an immature workthat

I’m making upas I go along.If 1 had my way, I might have

waited until my skill was a bit more polished, until I'd

earned the reputation of someone like Frank Miller. That

way, people would come to me from overseas with the

attitude, “Lets go get that great manga artist Yukito

Kishiro!” [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Finally, do you have a word for your

American fans?

KISHIRO: I’ve often wondered what my overseas readers

think of Gunnm. I’m notall that confident in my commu-

nication skills; ever since I was little, I’ve fretted over

whether people were understanding what I was saying or

writing. I was a shy child, you know. People are always

complimenting me on my penmanship...I think it must

be a symptom of mybeing high-strung. [LAUGHS] I'd like

to talk with my fans about how well I've communicated

with them,if I ever get the chance to go overseas andvisit.

 

s it turns out, of course, Gunnm was never can-

celed; in fact, it only recently ended its run in

publisher Shueisha’s manga mag BUSINESS JUMP.

In its U.S. and other “foreign-language”editions, the story

lives on although,at least in the case of its English-lan-

guage publication, the dramatic end—the “grand finale”

Kishiro mentions—is definitely in sight.

Ends can also mean new beginnings, and Gunnm fol-

low-up Gunnm Gaiden (lit., “Gunnm Side-Story”) has

begun appearing in YOUNG Jump spin-off manga mag

ULtra Jump, where it replaced the previously published

Gunnm sorta-sequel Haisha (lit., “Ashen One”). Giving

readers an extended, Gally-less look at the world of

“Motorball” as portrayed in Gunnm,Haishais nevertheless

drawn in a completely different, even Miller-esque art

style. Haisha has only just concludedserialization.
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The currently running Gunnm Gaiden, on the other

hand, does feature appearances by Gally, although not in

the guise you might expect. Because it jumps around so

much in the established Gunnm universe (some stories

take place right after Doc Ido leaves Zalem; others chron-

icle Gally’s adventures during her ten-year span as a

“Tuned” agent, adventures not covered in the original

Gunnmseriesitself), time is measured one of two ways:

BK or AK, as in “Before Koyomi,” or “After Koyomi.” As

readers will no doubt remember, Koyomi is the baby

Gally/Alita saved in the first part of the story, who later

returns as a teenager. In onestory, Doc Ido even hasa lit-

tle black cat namedGally....

As of this writing, neither Gunnm Gaiden nor Haisha

has been licensed for U.S. publication. However, given

the tremendous popularity established for his first work

as a true manga professional in its diverse foreign edi-

tions, the possibility of foreign-language editions of one

or possibly both Gunnm sequel titles seems inevitable.

Also in the “not yet, but probably” category is the long-

rumored sequel to the animated Gunnm/Battle Angel,

which many fans are hoping will focus on Gally’s

Motorball days.

Just like the scrapyard denizens of his stories, and

junkyard days of his own youth, Kishiro has a reputation

among his Japanese editors for being something of a

packrat. It’s never enough for him to jot down just a few

notes of info; for even the most minorof gadgets or char-

acters, its said that he’s got to have stacks and stacks of

precisely detailed technicalinfo and backstory. If only one

could simply organize and collate these notes ofhis, his

editors say, just think of the new stories that could be

published. If you consider that both Haisha and Gunnm

Gaiden grew out of the detritus of Kishiro’ studio, the

saying “one man’s junk is another man’s treasure” takes on

addedsignificance.
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MANGA #8
Comics (manga) series by Yukito Kishiro. In recognition of his growing popularity as
a mangaartist, it was recently announced in Japan that a collection of his early
works would be released—anevent the creator himself must surely find encourag-
ing, as those works are next to impossible to find in their non-compiled form. Note
that Kishiro is also the artist/writer on all series.
 

Smt Hito ("A Man’)

FRA

First serialized in Kadokawa Shoten’s Comic Comp (1988), “Hito” (written with
the Japanese characters “jump” + “person”) is also the name chosen for an
upcoming collection of Kishiro’s early works, tentatively scheduled for release
in late ‘97, of which Hito itself is only one entry. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

cA Gunnm ("Gun Dream”)
Re

Serialized in Shueisha’s Business Jump (1991); nine compiled volumestotal.
Concluding its Jump serialization in 1995, Gunnm is the series which introduced
Kishiro's talent to the wider world. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Battle Angel
Alita (viz Comics)

Sc Gunnm Gaiden ("’Gunnm’ Side-Story’}

RBIME

Spin-off manga series currently being serialized in Shueisha’s ULTRA JUMP
(1997~ }, the magazineitself is a spin-off of sister Shueisha manga mag YOUNG
Jump, CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

St ~Haisha (“Ashen One’)

Ik#®

Serialized in Shueisha’s UttRa Jump (1995-96); no compiled volumesavailable as
of press time. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ANIME 7-H
Even more so than Oh My Goddess!’s KosukeFujishima, Kishiro is still at the beginning of

his career. Amidst all the rumors which circulate around the creation of a live-action
Gunnm/Battle Angel Alita movie, a second OAV story—one which would hopefully ani-
mate the violent, intense world of Motorball—has been rumored even longer. Although
we were unable to officially confirm or deny the rumor with the series’ Japanese produc-
tion staff, inside sources say things look good....
 

Gunnm
RF

Original Story
Two-volume OAV series (1993) which moreorless retells an early chunk of the
mangastory, while also adding some animation-only characters. Note to collec-
tors: The two OAVsare available both in Japan and in the U.S. on a single VHS
cassette. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Battle Angel(A.0.vision)

 

eR; Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may notbe available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

Cy TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2. Others

(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideoversions

@C_Jp) Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

HL Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version   
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e Yoshiki Takaya

 

o doubt aboutit, it was exactly the sort of live-

action TV shows whichaired in English in syndi-

cated markets across the U.S. in the 1960s and

‘70s which made Guyver creator Yoshiki Takaya the man

he is today.

Debuting professionally at the age of twenty-four,

Takaya made his mark in 1985 when he published

Guyver in the premiere issue of Tokuma’s monthly manga

magazine SHONEN CAPTAIN. Despite virtually no profes-

sional training (he dropped out of college to work as an

assistant for Japanese science fiction/fantasy artist Yuichi

Mochizuki at the age of twenty-two), Guyver found a

ready audience among fans of dark fantasy with its

uniquely organic designs and original storyline. The fact

that the series was still being published ten years later

says a lot about the strength of its popularity.

Takaya says that it was his involvement in a manga

kenkytkai or “study group” during college which first

started him down theroad to his current position in the

industry. Soon realizing that the focus of the group was

not drawing manga as he had first thought but reading

and discussion, it wasn’t long before Takaya and several

other members of the group left to work on a fanzine
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by Takashi Oshiguchi (1994)

called PEN ToucH. Foundedby horror/humor comicscre-

ator Ochazuke Nori, Takayastill recalls the fanzine with

fondness and speaks of the pseudonymous Nori (“nori”is

a type of edible seaweed, and “ochazuke”is rice with tea

poured over it, which together makes a popular after-

drinking snack) as a man who was “immensely helpful”

during the early days of Takaya’s career as a mangaartist.

When PEN TOUCH eventually folded, almostall of its

members wentinto careers as professional mangaartists.

“Nori and I still regret the demise of that fanzine,” says

Takaya with a smile. “The kind of stories that Nori was

drawing weren't what you'd call ‘popular.’ Our fanzine

was the only place where he could create his own ideal

manga. As for me, I was the group’s bad boy—l con-

tributed hardly anything in those days. | think I only did

a single eight-page story.”

Takaya recalls that over forty live-action TV hero

shows crowded the airwaves during the ‘70s in Japan.

Shows by studios such as Tsuburaya and P Production

were in their heyday, and Takaya found himself develop-

ing an interest which would last well into his adult years.

However, the advent of diminishing oil supplies and the

specter of a gloomy economy,together with the decline in
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their popularity among viewers, caused several live-

action studios to begin cutting back on the shows Takaya

loved. Before he knewit, it was the ‘80s and the decade

had become dark, rather than halcyon, days for live-

action as a genre.

“All the live-action shows were disappearing,just like

the tides,” Takaya says. “To me,it felt as though I was

being deprived of something cool just as I was getting

into it.” Frustrated into action, young Takaya began to

create his own adventures on paper. By imitating the for-

mulas of the live-action shows he loved, Takaya’s own

dynamic, action-oriented mangastyle was born.

Since the publication of Guyver and the start of his

professional career, Takaya has never forgotten the influ-

ence of those live-action shows, especially those created

by P Production. Markedly different from many other

live-action production houses ofits day, Takaya describes

P Production as the first to depict internal strife in the

enemy camp,rather than a united front of evildoers. He

points to their characterizations—which explored the

nature of heroism in a bold and thoughtful way—as one

of the studio’ most outstandingvirtues.

“P Production was always honest,” Takaya says. “They

were never afraid to show the ugliness of people who

were weak andselfish.” With heroes who displayed such

“an amazing voracity” to stay alive, and villains who acted

from the strength of their own convictions rather than

some hackneyed formula, it’s little wonder that a young

boy such as Takaya would find himself knee-deep in a

life-long love of the genre.

“The masked hero stories actually had a lot of deep

human drama,” Takaya says with conviction, “despite the

fact that they were aimed at a younger audience. The

masked heroes werereally loners, and liked the fact that

P Production heroes weren't invincible. They had human

weaknesses, and yet they would somehow manage to

overcome them in the end. The requirements of a hero

were so clearly spelled out in these shows...they proved

that it was okay to have weak points as a humanbeing.

“There was pathosin those shows,” Takaya continues.

“And you know,that was goodstuff.”

 

ANIMERICA: Your love of the live-action/masked hero

genre is well known. Whatis it exactly about these

showsthat appeals to you?

TAKAYA: Those masked hero stories had

some deep human drama—Lion-Maru the

Dark Clouds and Tiger Seven, for example.

The Return of Ultraman and Ultra Seven had those aspects,

too. I was drawn to that kind of drama. Those masked-

hero shows were really children’s shows, but there was

really a lot of human dramato be found in them.

ANIMERICA: There was psychological strife behind the

mask.

TAKAYA:Yes, exactly.

ANIMERICA: They would fight, and victory would be

secured, but there would always be another element, an

element of compassion. Like how Tiger Seven is handi-

capped throughoutthe story and hasto diein the end.

TAKAYA:Right. That script was incredibly well-written,

although it doesn’t seem to be getting the recognition it

deserves. [LAUGHS] Those whoreally like pathos in their

live-action wouldn’t have it any other way.

ANIMERICA: Do you think so? P Production’s work was

different from the other live-action shows....

TAKAYA:Yes, it was. You wouldn't believe how great an

influence P Production has had on me. Andnotonlyits

p
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heroes—all of the P Production characters were just so

real. Take Lion-Maru, for example. Everywhere Lion-

Maru goes, the villagers are only thinking about their own

safety and refuse to get involved. They betray Lion-Maru

without a second thought. They’re weak people—that’

the only way they canstay alive.

ANIMERICA: What were your favorite shows when you

were growing up?

TAKAYA:After the first Lion-Maru TV series, I like Dark

Clouds the best. Lion-Maru the Dark Clouds is coming out

on laser disc, you know. Ah, I’m just so glad to bealive!

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: How do you feel about the animated pro-

ductions of your works? The six-volume Guyver video

series was recently released in the U.S. and seems to be

popular with English-speaking fans.

TAKAYA: Well, the director for the Guyver OAVseries is

also the president of its production company, Visual 80.

And Koichi Ishiguro was also the main director of Lion-

Maru the Dark Clouds. The producers asked meif I had

any specific requests for a director when it looked like

Guyver was going to be animated. | told them that I

wanted Ishiguro to direct. At that time, he hadn't direct-

ed for a while, but he agreed to come back specifically

for this project.

ANIMERICA: That must have been real thrill for you.

TAKAYA: Oh, yes. Thanks to his direction, even when |

watch the English versions of the OAVseries, it’s very easy

for me to follow even though I don’t speak the language.

Guyver doesn't fight for some abstract idea

like “justice”—Guyverfights because his

life is in danger, or because someoneclose

to him is in danger.

Ishiguro’s work onthis projectis just so solid—I’m certain

that virtually anyone could follow this series through the

images alone. Also, his concepts as a director happen to

be very close to mine. I guess that’s natural, considering

how much influence his work has had on my work.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: How did you get the idea for the Guyver's

combatsuit? It’s not really like a mask....

TAKAYA:...Atfirst, I was thinking of developing my ideas

about heroism with a fairly standard combat-suit story.

That was around the time SHONEN CAPTAIN monthly
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manga magazine wasstarting up. The editor asked ifI

could come up with somethinga little more grotesque.I

was happywith theinitial designs I'd drafted for the com-

bat suit, but even I was wonderingif it might not be lit-

tle too close to combat suits that readers had seen before,

in otherseries. So I took myeditor's suggestions to heart.

ANIMERICA: Whatsort of ideas or concepts did you use

whendesigning that initial combatsuit?

TAKAYA:Thetheatrical version of Harmagedon was popu-

lar back then, and the cyborg warrior Vega hadleft a

strong impression on me. So myfirst idea was based

along those lines, together with the idea of a humanget-

ting an instant-cyborg operation by putting on the com-

bat suit. There was a bit of a mecha influence there. My

editors suggestion to “make it more grotesque” made me

realize that I could make the suit biological. Thats how

myinitial idea of a combat suit was replaced by the idea

of a dangerous super-poweredbeing,like something from

Alien. This is where the idea of “bio-booster armor” came

from. Instead of wearing a safe and protective suit, the

humanis wearing this dangerousalien thing, and death is

never very far away.

ANIMERICA: Make one mistake, and....

TAKAYA:You gotit.

ANIMERICA:It wasn’t just the hero of your story that was

in danger—I used to read your series back when it was

first serialized, and it seemed at the time that the’ story

itself was only one wrong step away from cancellation.

TAKAYA: [LAUGHS] Well, it was initially a one-year deal—

they gave me six chapters. They said they'd give me just

enough pages for one graphic novel volumeanda year to

do whatever I wanted, but then I’d have to listen to what

they said after that. That’s how they lure new writers and

artists into the business, after all. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: So whendid youreditorget the idea to make

it grotesque?

TAKAYA: Well, he wasn’t all that familiar with the genre

at the time. Oddsare he just said it on a whim. WhenI

visited his offices with the designs for the Guyver and the

storyboards for the first chapter, he said, “This looks

fine.” It was my current editor who told methis story. He

says that after I left the office, my former editor glanced

at the material I’d handed him andstarted worrying if

he’d given me the wrong idea, that I’'d makeit too

grotesque. My current editor said to him,“It’s probably

all right.” [LAUGHS] That’s how these things get started,

you know.
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ANIMERICA:Considering the times whenit came out, the

design of the Guyver is very detailed, very complex.

There were so manylines.

TAKAYA: That’ right. I actually wanted to reduce the num-

ber of lines, but they just kept on increasing. The biologi-

cal part is now screentone, but in the beginning,it was all

lines. At the time I told myself that I could handleit, keep
up with the demands of drawing that complex suit, but I

was wrong. I couldn’t handle it. [LAUGHS] No matter how

hard I tried, I never could keep up with my workload.

And the editorial department—who knew nextto nothing

about actual drawing—kept saying, “The Guyver looks

too plain. Give him more detail.” Where on Earth was I

going to add anything to that drawing!? [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Let’ talk about the Guyveritself. The control

medalat the forehead is the key to the entire suit, isn’tit.

TAKAYA:Yes.

ANIMERICA: Even if the main body was destroyed, the

control medal could survive.

TAKAYA: You got it. Design-wise, the control medal

strongly reminds me of the metallic heroes of old. I still

feel it looks really good when the metal parts shine. One

thing I was careful about when designing my hero,

though—a lot of the old heroes had big mouths and

fangs, and | felt that if I went in that direction, I’d be

walking into a cliché. Those old heroes—they bite. All

those power-types end up biting. That’s not the case with

Guyver, though. His appearance is only for combat, so

the Guyver has no need for a mouth.It’s not like he has

to eat, and since he doesn’t have a mouth, he doesn’t need

fangs, either. All those fanged-type heroes have been done

to death, anyway. As an organism, the Guyveris a very

delicately balanced thing.It’s a dangerous alien organism

controlled by a single metal control device. I had to con-

sider his reason for fighting. Guyver doesn’t fight for

some abstract idea like “justice’—Guyver fights because

his life is in danger, or because someone close to him is

in danger. | wanted him to have a compelling reason to

fight, more than other heroes had. Guyver can’t just run

away from things—he’s got (his friends) Tetsuro and

Mizuki to worry about. So he has to keep on fighting.

ANIMERICA: What did you think of the first live-action

Guyver movie?

TAKAYA: We-e-e-l-l-l, I suppose I could say it was an

ambitious movie. For example,it had its serious parts,like

the original manga. In the movie, the FBI agent Max infil-

trates the enemy base alone, but then hegets turned into
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a Zoanoid and dies a tragic death. This is exactly what

happened to the father of the main character in the

manga. So I could say that the tragic element from the

manga was picked up in the movie. But then there are

these comedic touches whicharen’t in the original manga,

such as the fight with the giant monsters and all that stuff.

Everything seemedto be all jumbled together...1 think

that perhapsthe filmmakers were a bit too ambitious.

ANIMERICA: The sequelis in production now. I understand

that Guyver: Dark Hero is going to be much moreserious.

TAKAYA: Yes. It's a very serious story, although the flow

will still be a little different from the manga.

ANIMERICA:Is this a continuation of the story from the

first film?

TAKAYA: Well, we call it a sequel, but the cast is com-

pletely different. People watchingit will recognize it as a

follow-up to the first film, but it’s definitely a different

sort of experience. It'll probably be easier to understand

what the Guyver is all about if you see the first film

beforehand, but then again, it may not make any differ-

ence. This secondfilm is going to be a very serious, rather

heavy story.

ANIMERICA:Oh,but they don't forget the action, do they?
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How can you have live-action without

any catharsis?

TAKAYA: Oh,there's catharsis, all right.

It’s good. [LAUGHS]

Obviously I’m very interested myself in

pretty... well,

seeing how well it will turn out.

ANIMERICA: What do you think of the

director, Steve Wang?

TAKAYA: Steve Wangs sensibilities are

very close to mine. He grew up watching

P Production’s Spectreman, you know...it

got him into this industry. He told meit

was broadcast on TV in the U.S. on a

show called “Captain Something-or-

Other” [Captain Cosmic, broadcast in the

San Francisco Bay Area on KTVU—Ed.].

He’s a creator himself, so he was able to

watch a cheap production like that and

see beyond to what the producers were

trying to say. When I ask him what he

likes or knows, he knows he can say the

of shows like Kikaider or

Spectreman to me without embarrass-

ment. He's very fond of transforming

names

heroes. When it comes to the monster-

makers in the American special effects

industry, all the creative cinematogra-

phers and directors tend to lean toward

either the occult, or the...well, I guess

you could sayfreak stuff. That seems to be

the mainstream. Steve Wang is differ-

ent...he sees the monster as a healthy

body, not a freak or mutation, but as a

balanced being who just happens to look

the way he does. Of course, there are

freaky types, too, but they’re the excep-

tion, not the rule. His feelings on this are

one of the reasonsI feel artistically close to him as a creator.

ANIMERICA:You're credited with “creative control” on the

upcomingfilm. What did yourrole really entail?

TAKAYA: Well, Steve Wang came to Japan several times

before production began. He showed methescript, and I

gave him my opinionsonit. If there was something there

I didn’t understand, I'd ask. I'd tell him to explain to me

why a certain sequence wasinserted, and if there were

things I couldn't agree with, Pd ask for changes. In the

end, he left with the script he’d brought mostly intact.

This movie is based on his script, so | thought it would

be best to leave it all up to him on this one. And consid-
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ering the cultural differences between Japan and the U.S.,

I thought that it would perhaps be safer for him to have

more control.

ANIMERICA: So you cameto an understanding.

TAKAYA: Yes. He loves and respects the Guyver manga,

and I knew he wouldn’t turn the movie into something

completely different. From what I’ve seen, the movie is

very strongly permeated with the feel of the original

manga. By including more of Steves ideas on heroism

into the film, I decided that it would turn out to be a bet-

ter movie. It wouldn't be too much funif all I ever did

was intervene from the sidelines and end up turning the
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movie into something dull. I also realized that the ending

of the movie doesn’t have to follow the manga exactly. After

all, unlike the manga, the movie takes place in the U.S.

ANIMERICA: That’s interesting, because the OAV series

was produced in Japan, and the live-action films have

been produced in the U.S. I wonder if we'll see another

live-action Guyver movie created in Japan someday...?

TAKAYA: That's something I’d very muchlike to work on.

ANIMERICA: Would you want to direct this “live-action

Guyver” yourself?

TAKAYA:Direct it? I don’t think I can direct. [LAUGHS] I

wouldn't be any good as a director. I'd try too much to

keep everyone happy.

ANIMERICA: Do you think it would it be the same with

animation? Another Guyver OAV series, perhaps?

TAKAYA:I'd say that particular job should beleft up to the

pros. If a new series were to be made in Japan for a

Japanese audience, I’d probably want to have some

involvementin it. But it’s really the collective efforts of the

staff that makes an animated feature, not the original

manga. For example, there have been twodifferent ani-

mated Guyver series produced so far, and I was involved

in both of them, completely changing designs and adding

finishes to the script. Ultimately, though,it’s the director's

touches which really shine. And it’s no good for the

morale of a staff to have the original creator butting in all

the time. I would have to think about all these things

betore I got involved in another animatedseries.

ANIMERICA:Today's Japanese animation has improvedin

technical quality...except maybe when it comes to the

directing.

TAKAYA:Superb direction is very rare, unfortunately.

ANIMERICA: ...Especially when it comes to an OAV

series. If it’s a six-volume series, there needs to be a

coherent story structure for all six volumes—a kind of

series composition. The individual episodes need tofit

into the larger story structure of the series as a whole.

This wasn’t always true in the Guyver OAVseries, from

what I understand.

TAKAYA: Well, yes. The manga series had no definite

end—its still going, even now—andit was difficult for

the animators to create an ongoing story without some

idea of where they were headed. When you consider the

additional story elements which inevitably get inserted

into an animated version of an original mangastory, it

was especially hard for the animators to keep the story
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structure coherent. They also had to worry aboutstaying

faithful to the original manga so that they wouldn't alien-

ate the readers of the manga. As for the composition of

the animated story...well, I don’t think it would be pos-

sible to make a good video without frequent and intimate

communication between the animators andthe original

creator. I wouldn't hesitate to get involved in that partic-

ular end of the animation.

ANIMERICA: You wouldn’t think of writing it yourself...?

TAKAYA:Actually, I did write someparts of it. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: How wasit?

TAKAYA:It was just like scripting the manga. | tend to

write my stories logically, rather than intuitively. At every

point along the way I’m stopping and asking myself if the

next line is necessary to the story. This process of steps is

the same for both mangaand screenplays.

ANIMERICA: Would you say the main difference is that, in

animation, storyboards comefirst and only then is the

script written...?

TAKAYA: Yes. The point between the script and the actual

animation production is where the director comesin. I’m

a manga artist, and there’s no reason I would know much

about things such as dialogue length, is there? I wouldn’t

have a reason to know much about timing, or whatsort

of things can be expressed through movement. That's

why, once the overall shape is formed, the rest has to be

left to others. It wouldn't be very interesting if the anima-

tion was made with only my input, afterall. [’m not a pro-

fessional animator. A pro's job should beleft to the pros.

ANIMERICA: We've talked about how much the live-

action showshaveinfluenced your work. Isn’t it nice to

know that your work is influencing others, too? Steve

Wangwasinfluenced by live-action shows, and now he’s

in the role of director.

TAKAYA:I guess weall influence each other.

ANIMERICA: Do you have any hobbies? Do you build

(model) resin kits?

TAKAYA: I’m not good at things that require that much

effort. I’m the type who just assembles the parts and plays

with the thing. I don’t like to paint it. All the Guyver kits

come pre-colored, right? The people who buythose kits

are lucky. [LAUGHS] There was a time when I gotinto resin

kits a little, but they take so much time and I’m just so

lazy that not very many of them ever saw completion. |

collect videos and laser discs, instead.
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ANIMERICA:Thestuff from the good ol’ days, right?

TAKAYA:Right, right. I think videos are a real treasure. In

those days, you watched your favorite shows with all

your attention because chances were you’d never again be

able to see it. What a luxury it is to be able to own those

shows on videotape...! I don’t think there’s anything that

can beatit.

 

s discussed in this interview, Yoshiki Takaya’s

Guyver had already moved from manga to anime

to yet another step that most animation and/or

manga projects never reach, no matter how popular—

live-action. But since Guyver hadits roots in Takaya’s love

of costumed live-action, to go the extra step of adapting

the story to suited heroes—a la America’s popular Mighty

Morphin Power Rangers—seemednatural, even inevitable.

In the first Guyver live-action film, released in 1992,

co-directors Screaming Mad George and Steve Wang—

Wang already well-known amongfans of sciencefiction,

fantasy and horrorfor his design of the suit from the 1987

film Predator—brilliantly realized the physical appear-

ances of the Guyver and his opponents, the monstrous

Zoanoids, but in terms of story, they had to deal with

more intervention from their own producers than they

had expected.

In the end, the result was more comedic than dramat-

ic, and even with the involvement of Star Wars’ Mark

Hamill as a cop looking into the mystery of the Guyver,

the film was roundly subject to the slings and arrows of

outraged critics. Nonetheless, Wang and George's

attempted ode to one of the manga and anime world’s

most interesting mighty morphin’ power heroes set new

standards in terms of production design and special

effects, and gained enoughfans to secure financing for a

second movie.

Released direct-to-video in 1995, Guyver: Dark Hero,

which Wangdirected solo, is a much darker and moreseri-

ous film, which retains Takaya’s image of the Guyver as

something dangerous. Frequently broadcast on cable televi-

sion, Guyver: Dark Hero is one of the morevisible offshoots

of manga and anime and provides a counterpoint to the

brightly colored heroes of the more familiar “rangers.”
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MANGA 2a
Not everyone can be a manga wunderkind—unlike the multi-publishing Takahashi's and

lkegami’s of the manga world, Yoshiki Takaya has been knee-deep the last eleven years or

SO In One manga series and one mangaseries only. That's not necessarily a bad thing,

however, as this “one” series of Takaya’s has gone on notonly to producefifteen compiled
manga volumesto date, but also two separate OAV series, an animated theatrical feature,

and two (count ‘em, two)live-action Hollywood versions. Plus, let's not forget that the

guy’s young yet.
 

6 Kydshoku S6k6 Guyver ("Bio-Booster Armor Guyver”)
aeieseRH/N—

Serialized in publisher Tokuma Shoten's SHONEN CAPTAIN manga anthology (1986):

currently fifteen compiled volumestotal. In the summerof ‘96, an info-packed

data book, Bio-Boosted Armor Guyver Visual Data Files, was published by

Tokuma containing extensive background information on the characters,

Zoanoids, villains, and Guyver units found in the series. Note also that three nov-
els based on Takaya’s Guyver are available: two from Tokuma Shoten’s “AM
Bunko” series—Aisker no Chésen("Risker’s Challenge”) and Dai-San no Kage
(“The Third Shadow"}—as well one from the “Animage Bunko”series, Kyéshoku
S6k6 Guyver: Kiei no Kioku (“The Shadow-Demon'‘s Memory"), as written by Yuji

Hayami. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Bio-Booster Armor Guyver(viz Comics)

ANIME 7-H
Animated andlive-action features based on Takaya’s mangaseries of the same name.

Steve Wang, director of Guyver 2: Dark Hero, is a long-time fan of both Takaya’s work and
“monster heroes” in general, and really shows his understanding of the genre in both the
live-action Guyver films in which he's been involved.
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Kydshoku S6k6 Guyver
oaaeAH/X—

Original Story
45-minute theatrical feature (1986); compilation or “digest” version of the first
two volumesof Takaya’s multi-volume mangaseries of the same name. A dif-
ferent character designer (among other things) gives this one-shot a completely

different feel from either of the two OAV series. Released in its U.S. version on

homevideo, and not theatrically, as it was in Japan. DOMESTIC RELEASE

TITLE: Guyver: Out of Control(Dark image Entertainment)

Kydshoku S6k6 Guyver
oeBeAAJ/\—

Original Story / Editorial Supervision
Six-volume OAV series (1989-90); based on the Takaya manga of the same
name. Japanese high schooler Sho Fukamachi, en route home from school one

day, discovers a mysterious unit with which he transforms into the hyper-pow-

ered biological combat organism known as “the Guyver.” Combined with second
OAV series (see below) for purposes of domestic release. DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE: The Guyver (Manga Entertainment)

Kyéshoku S6k6 Guyver: ActII
aeER/N— : ACTII

Original Story
Three-volume OAV series (1991); two OAV episodes included on each 55-60
minute tape. As withthefirst, 1989 OAV series, episodes from this second OAV

series were combined with episodes from the first series for purposes of domes-
tic release. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: The Guyver(Manga Entertainment)

The Guyver

Original Story
92-minute live-action theatrical feature (1992); U.S.-Japan co-production co-
directed by Steve Wang and Screaming Mad George and starring Mark Hamill.

Wang, of Predator fame, gets credit for designing the Guyveritself. Rated PG-
13. (New Line Home Video}

Guyver 2: Dark Hero

Original Story
127-minute live-action theatrical feature (1994): directed by Steve Wang.
Darker story (written by Wang) comescloser to creator Takaya’s original vision.

Rated R. (New Line HomeVideo}
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fx Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Notethat, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others

(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

(a=) Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to

home video market

H Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version

  



» Kosuke Fujishima
Interviewed by Junco Ito (1994)

GG ver get the urge to chop off your drawing fingers?”

asks American artist Bruce Lewis when considering

the work of Kosuke Fujishima. “I mean it. Ever feel

ready to throw in theartistic towel, pick up a meatcleaver,

and let fly? ‘Won’'t—CHOP! ‘be—CHOP! ‘needing—

CHOP! ‘these—CHOP! ‘any—CHOP! ‘—more!”

Not to say that other people have this reaction to

Kosuke Fujishima’s work—on the contrary, Fujishima

usually inspires a sense of awe and even adoration for his

characters, especially for the (literally) heavenly goddess-

es of the aptly named Aa! Megami-Sama, which, for

American audiences, translates to Oh My Goddess!

(breathless Valley-Girl voice off).

Fujishima’s popularity in America owes quite a bit to

this charming five-volume OAVseries, as adapted from

his original manga of the same name. The saga of a young

man who becomesthe consort of an honest-to-goodness

goddess, Oh My Goddess! can be seen in some waysas the

natural offshoot of one of the most popular of the now

well-established “magical girlfriend” genre, Rumiko

Takahashis Urusei Yatsura. In the case of Urusei Yatsura,

the girl in question is a powerful, capricious alien with

what might seem like magical powers—Takahashi’sorigi-
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Keiichi from Oh My Goddess!

 

nal concept for the character having been based on a type

of Japanese demon. Oh My Goddess! adds the twist of

making the “magical girl” sweet and benevolent, as well

as all-powerful—a true fantasy goddess. When asked

about his influences as a creator, Fujishima lists such

diverse stylists as Masamune Shirow (Appleseed, Orion)

and artist Hirohiko Araki (Baoh, Jo Jo’s Bizarre

Adventures). He says that he also finds interest in Batman

and Jean Giraud Moebius, but little of the more hard-

edged style of these artists shows in Fujishima’s work—

even detailed machinery such as cars and motorbikes are

rendered in his own distinctive, clean-lined style.

After graduation from high schoolin Tokyoin the early

‘80s, Fujishima workedasassistant to mangaartist Tatsuya

Egawa(Be Free!, Golden Boy, Magical Taruriito-kun), well-

known for his own fluid and lyrical depictions of the

female form. Fujishima earnedhis stripes on the produc-

tion staff of the film version of Egawa’s manga Be Free!

during its pre-production stage.

In an interview publishedlast July in Italy MAGAZINE

Kappa, Fujishima told interviewer Rie Zushi, “Over the

course of my work (with Egawa’s studio), 1 began taking

design seriously for the first time...I also learned a lot
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about the rudiments of cinematographythere.” According After You’re Under Arrest!, Fujishima turnedhis talents

to Fujishima, it was this real-world experience that to his new manga, Oh My Goddess!, which began running

enabled him to begin workonhisfirst original stories. in Kodansha’s more adult-oriented monthly Comic

Fujishima did so and in 1986, Kodansha’s manga AFTERNOON manga magazinein late 1989.A light-hearted

magazine COMIC MORNING Party beganserializing his fantasy romp drawn from Fujishima’s unique personal

debut work Taiho Shichau zo! (“You're Under Arrest!”), mythology, Oh My Goddess! is the story of young Keiichi:

detailing the offbeat adventures of Natsumi and Miyuki, student, motorcycle nut, and freeloader par excellence,

two mismatched Tokyo female cops with a knack for who accidentally phones up the spirit world one night

getting in and out of oddball situations. Natsumi, the from his all-male dorm and ends up summoning an actu-

wilder of the two, is a strong, hot-tempered girl with a al goddessinstead of the takeout he wastrying for.

pageboy haircut, while her partner Miyuki is demure The goddess, a gorgeous 19-year-old girl (of course),

and mild-mannered, with longer hair and a more gentle is so grateful for the unintentional diversion Keiichi pro-

disposition. vides that she grants him one wish...anything he wants!
Both, however, share in a certain mechanical fetish It only takes Keiichi a momentto flip through the

for cars and motorcycles, and much of the story takes options—fame, fortune, and females. But the wish he

place as they blast aroundthestreets of Shinjuku in their asks for instead is simply that the goddess stay with

amazing assortment of souped-up vehicles, including a him. And so Belldandy, this lovely demure deity

Caterham Super 7, a Nissan Fairlady 240ZG, a

Suzuki R2DX, a Toyota S800, a Suzuki

GSXR750 touring bike, plus a wide array of

scooters, motorbikes,jet skis and motor-

from beyond, decides to stay on Earth, right  

 

  

  

   

      

   
  

          

  

 

  

 

by Keiichi’s side. This decision lands the two

out the dorm’s doorafter an older student

decides to enforce the “males-only”rule,

ized skateboards, not to mention their and from that moment on, the two’s adven-

beloved patrol car, a highly modified tures begin in earnest. Complicating
matters are sweet, 13-year-old sister

Skuld and white-hot 22-year-old

sister Urd (both goddessesin their

own right), not to men-

X tion Belldandys archri-

val, the she-devil

superstock Honda Today.

 

Natsumi and Miyuki employ these

and many more vehiclesin their battle /

against such enemiesof society as lech- ‘¥

erous grade-school skirt-chasers (and the

grade-school girl-superhero squad that rises

to oppose them!), out-of-control paint gun war-

riors, the menace of the panty-shot breast-cam

perverts, and last but notleast, their archenemy

“Strikeman,” a bizarre but good-natured trouble-

maker clad in punk feathers and a baseball uni-

form whose fondest wish is to strike out Natsumi

with his mean fastball. Of course, Natsumi

resignedly blasts his every pitch into orbit...butfor

Strikeman, there’s always next year. Add to this

mixture other characters such as thegirls’ best

friend on the force, a stunning brunette with

curly hair and dreamy eyes who also happens

to be a man, and you've got one very off-

the-wallcast.

This combination ofcute girls,

weird characters and cool gadgetry, all

lovingly drawn with Fujishima’s sure

hand,led to wild success. You’re Under

Arrest! was an immediate hit with readers,

attracting a lot of attention to the talented new-

comerand eventually runningto seven full volumes of _

collected stories under Kodansha’s “Party KC” imprint.
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same universe.
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The popularity of Oh My Goddess! in manga form

madeit a natural for animation, and the premiere episode

of a five-volume Oh My Goddess! OAV series appeared

on video shelves in 1993,

| think the function of directed by Hiroaki Goda

animation is served and featuring character

designs by Hidenori

best when a work Matsubara. The Oh My

Goddess! animation quickly

gained popularity in both

Japan and America, and at

the time of this interview, the

animated series had just been

released in America. At the

time, a great point of contro-

versy for American fans of the

series who'd been following the Japanese work cen-

tered around the adjustmentof the series name from the

Japanese Aa! Megami-sama (“Ah! My Goddess”) to the

more English-colloquial Oh My Goddess! Nevertheless,

years after the name-change furor has died down,

anime fansare left with a series that stays true to its own

personal mythology, no matter whatit’s called.

 

ANIMERICA: What made you decide to become a manga

artist? Did you start as an assistant to anyone?

FUJISHIMA:I started because I love manga—orrather, I

liked to draw and create stories. Actually, I think that

manga wasjust the most familiar type of art to me,easily

accessible to study and create. That may becloser to the

truth. I think I could have gotten into animation just as

easily. | was an assistant to Tatsuya Egawa (Golden Boy,

Magical Tarurito-kun) for about a year and a half.

ANIMERICA: What was your debut work?

FUJISHIMA: When Mr. Egawa’s Be Free! manga was going

to be madeinto a live-action movie, I drew the “making

of” movie story, called Making Be Free!! That was actually

my debut work.Essentially, though, Taiho Shichau zo! was

my first original work.

ANIMERICA: What's the goodpart of being a mangaartist?

And what's the not-so-good part?

FUJISHIMA:I can draw whatI wantto express and have that

seen by many people. I’ve become what I most wanted to

be, and theres nothing happier than that. On the other

hand, the tough part about beinga prois that I have to go
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on doing it whetherI feel like it or not. You can’t always do

what you want to do when you wantto doit. Also, this

might not be as important as other reasons but...well,

mangaartists don’t have to commute to work. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:If you hadn’t become a mangaartist, what do

you think you might have become?

FUJISHIMA:| think I still would have becomeanartist. I

don’t think I could have gotten away from the fields of

design andart. At this point, I can’t think of anything else

I would have done except become a mangaartist.

ANIMERICA:In the case of Oh My Goddess!, from where

did the inspiration come?

FUJISHIMA: | thought it might be an interesting idea if

being a goddess was a job, an occupation. I based it on

Norse mythology, whichis relatively unknown in Japan.

ANIMERICA:Do you haveanyspelling preferences for ren-

dering the namesof the goddesses in English? I understand

that, in the United States, there’s been some confusion....

[This interview took place in Japan.—Ed.]

FUJISHIMA: Well, Belldandy is spelled with a “B,” even

though the properspelling in the actual Norse mythology

is “Verdandi.” Then there’s Urd and Skuld;the spelling of

those two names are unchanged [in Scandinavian mythol-

ogy, the Norns are the goddesses offate, with Urd being the

goddess of the past, Verdandi the goddess of the present, and

Skuld the goddess of the future—Ed.].

ANIMERICA: Where do you stand on the animated ver-

sion of Oh My Goddess!? What do you think of the quali-

ty of the OAV series?

FUJISHIMA:Well, its based on my drawings, of course, so

there are always going to be suggestions I could makeas

the author to improveit, to create new ideas, and to point

out exactly where the animation deviates from myorigi-

nal ideas. But animation is the product of the animators,

after all, so 1 just keep quiet so long as their creative

intentions are obvious. Evenif it’s just a little different

from the manga...well, let’s just say that if the animeis

going to end up being exactly the same as the manga,

there’s no point in animating it. I think the function of

animation is best served when a work with a flavor dif-

ferent from the original comic emerges, even though both

the animation and the comic share the same universe.

Quality-wise, I think Oh My Goddess!’s animation is con-

siderably high. I worked on the storyboards for parts of

the opening and parts of the endingfor the third OAV, so

I feel as though the animeis anotherpart of me.
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ANIMERICA:It’s looking like the English versions of both

the animation and the manga are going to be released

soon. Do you have any thoughts on your workbeing seen

in the U.S.?

FUJISHIMA:I don’t know how well they'll be received, but

I hope that the fans will support them. I never intended

to create the story for an international audience, so I’m

curious to see how people overseas will perceive it.

ANIMERICA: The numberof anime and mangafans over-

seas is on the rise. Does this come as a surprise to you?

FUJISHIMA: The development of Japanese anime and
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Oh My Goddess!

mangais itself unique, and there are quite a few works of

high-quality, so I'd like to see them get greater circulation

overseas. It would be nice if my works were included

among them.

ANIMERICA: When the U.S. company releasing the ani-

mation announced their intention to call it “Oh My
Goddess!” rather than “Ah! My Goddess,” as had been
printed in the mangaall these years, a great debate started

amongfans over whatthetitle should be. Which onebest

reflects your intentions, “Ah!” or “Oh!”...?

FUJISHIMA:In terms of nuance, | think “Oh!” probably

comes closer. Howeverit ends up, | think it should be
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rendered to make better sense in the language ofthe tar-
get country.

ANIMERICA: That's what usually has to happen when

titles are brought over to another language. Kishiro’s

Gunnm, for example, became Battle Angel Alita in its

English version. What about your own works? Do you

have a preference one way or the other? How would you

feel if the comic and animatedversions cameout with dif-

ferent titles overseas?

FUJISHIMA:Ifit's somethingthatfits well in that language,

I wouldn't complain. After all, there are movietitles that

work muchbetter once they're changed.. .although there

are also those that don’t work. [LAUGHS] I would like to see

that the titles of the comics and the animation stay con-

sistent, however.

ANIMERICA: Since we're already on the general
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topic... how do you feel about flopped artwork? It seems

as though this has becomethe standard for publication of manga in America.

FUJISHIMA:It’s painful. I’m not that skilled an artist, and

so whenthe artworkis reversed,all the shortcomings in

my drawings become obvious. There’s also an artistic

consideration. Some panels lose the balance of their

composition when they’re flopped.If it were possible,I

would prefer for everyone to be able to see theoriginal

version, the way I intended my artwork to be seen in the

first place.

ANIMERICA: Is there anything in particular about the

American fans of both your animated and manga work

that you would like to know?

FUJISHIMA:Actually, I'd like to know to what aspects of

my work Americanfansare attracted. I’m sure they must

have a different perspective than Japanese fans. Cultural

differences, mostlikely.

ANIMERICA:Let’ talk a little more about the Oh My
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Goddess! series. Which goddess is your favorite?

Are there any aspects of their character, style or

fashion of which youare particularly fond?

FUJISHIMA: I don’t really have a favorite,

but...well, Urd is always outspoken and has

more mature sensibilities, so I like her.

ANIMERICA: Speaking of fashion, your characters are

always so beautifully dressed.... Where do you get the

ideas for the fashions in your comics?

FUJISHIMA: | study fashion a lot. Often, I find surprises in

children’s clothes. I’m always ready for a chance to study

children’s and women’s clothes at departmentstores.

ANIMERICA: As a mangaartist, what are your work habits

like? Do you work every day of the month? Are you a

morning person? A night person...?

FUJISHIMA: I work almost every day, and I’m usually a

night person. I don’t pull that manyall-nighters, however.

I find that my drawingskills start going down the drain if

I pull too many of those. [LAUGHS]I try to leave little free

time in my schedule when I can help it....

ANIMERICA: How manyassistants do you have?

FUJISHIMA:Six.

ANIMERICA: Do you ever have times when being a pro-

fessional manga artist seems like more trouble than it's

worth, times when youfeel discouraged?

FUJISHIMA: When I can’t think up a story. When I can’t

draw the wayI wantto.

ANIMERICA: And whatdo you do to comfort yourself?

FUJISHIMA:I talk on the phone with friends. Talking to

someone in the same business is best. When | see others

going through the samething, I’m comforted that I’m not

alone, and I find couragein that.

ANIMERICA: Do you have any advice for fans who want

to draw their own manga?

FUJISHIMA:Everyone’s goals are different, so I can’t make

a blanket comment, but an artist basically draws manga

to communicate an idea to others. The idea won't be

communicated if the work is understandable only to its

creator. It just won’t work. I think the meaning of manga

is to have it understood by as many people as possible.

ANIMERICA: It won't surprise you to hear that there are

several publications devoted to comics journalism in

America. Do you have your own “theory of manga”?
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An artist basically draws manga to communicate

an idea to others. The idea won't be communicated

if the work is understandable only to its creator....

| think the meaning of mangais to have it under-

stood by as many peopleas possible.

FUJISHIMA:As far as a theory goes, I guess I’ve already

said it. To be successful, manga needs to be understood

by as many people as possible. I have a certain interest in

the nature of comics journalism, but I don’t have a par-

ticular theory other than whatI’ve already expressed.

ANIMERICA:In Japan, mangawith highly violent and sex-

ual content is often the target of criticism. Your manga

doesn’t come underthis sort of scrutiny, however, per-

haps because the stories are more “pure” and tend to

revolve around adolescents. What are your thoughts on

sex and violence in manga?

FUJISHIMA: One way of looking at it is that I haven't

drawn any explicit sex and violence because it hasn't been

necessary. It happens often enough in real life and

besides, sex isn’t somethingevil. I think pretending sex

and violence doesn't exist only breeds ignorance. There

are stories which actually require a certain amountofit to

be successfully told. Of course, this is all assuming that

the sex and violence isn’t done gratuitously.

ANIMERICA:Is there something you keep in mind when

you draw manga?

FUJISHIMA:I try to express at least one definite ideaclearly.

That’s my goal.

ANIMERICA: What aboutthe future? What kind of stories

would you like to draw?

FUJISHIMA:Right now,for the indefinite future, I’m tied

up with the Oh My Goddess! series. After that, who

knows? I may end up continuing to draw adolescentsto-

ries. I’m also interested in stories which explore “male-

bonding” friendships andsituations.

ANIMERICA:Ofall your other works, are there any in par-

ticular that you’d like your American fans to read?

FUJISHIMA: I only have two other works, You’re Under

Arrest! and Striker [not the Viz Comics “Striker’—Ed.], so I

guess the choice isn't too difficult. And even though I

drew it from a different perspective, Striker was created

with American comics in mind. Naturally, I’m interested

in an American reaction.

ANIMERICA:Let’ talk about your hobbies. Do you have
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any favorite music or favorite films?

FUJISHIMA:Myfavorite things are motorcycles, automobiles,

airplanes, the sea. Reading. Piastic models. Myfavorite activ-

ities are sleeping, riding motorcycles, drawing pictures and

talking on the phone. My favorite music...well, I listen to

everything. My favorite movies are Streets of Fire, The Blues

Brothers, Das Boot, The Hidden and Terminator 2. I’ve also

been getting into Memphis Belle a lot recently. I bought a side-

car recently—a German sidecar by the name Krauser

Domani—and I’m pretty infatuated with that at the moment.

ANIMERICA:Aretheir any foreign countries you'd like

to visit?

FUJISHIMA: Australia. America. Germany. But I’m most

comfortable with Japan. I would like to see drag racing

and air racing in America someday. The only problem is

that I can’t speak English. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Are you interested in mecha and robots?
They don’t appear much in your work,but....

FUJISHIMA: Sure, I like them very much.Real-life robots

are doing wonderfulthings, andit’s fun watching them do
their work.

ANIMERICA:Anyfuture plansrelating to yourleisure time?
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FUJISHIMA:I'd like to becomea pilot and fly by myself,

but that’s just not possible with the time I have. The sky

is right there, but it’s so far away. So I just lie down and

watch the sky.

ANIMERICA: As wediscusseda little earlier, anime and

manga are becoming very popular overseas. There are

even anime and manga conventions. Would you beinter-

ested in attending one day...?

FUJISHIMA: Hmm,I wonder whatsort of things they do

there? I only hear rumors....

ANIMERICA:In closing, do you have a message for your

English-speaking fans?

FUJISHIMA:If there’s anyone out there who reads my

manga and is inspired to become a comic artist because

of it, then I would really be pleased. I wonderif thereis

anyone...? [LAUGHS] One of my dreams is to become a

world-class manga artist someday. If by some chance |

ever achieve that, I would like my fans to be proud and

say “I knew him when.” You can count on meto try my

best, for both oursakes.

 

n 1995, with the Oh My Goddess! OAV series at an end,

and its fans left without any more animated Fujishima

magic in their lives, attention turned to You’re Under

Arrest!, the artist's earlier work. Featuring character

designs by Ranma 1/2 animation character designer

Atsuko Nakajima, You’re Under Arrest! was adaptedfor ani-

mation in 1995, first as a four-volume OAVseries, and

then as a Japanese TVseries in 1996. Like Oh My Goddess),

both the original manga and OAV series have been

released for the U.S. market. But as frequent magazine

articles in Japanese animation magazines would seem to

prove, it’s still Oh My Goddess! that holds firm sway over

the hearts of fans in both Japan and America, who never

stop hoping that their goddesses will come back.
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MANGA #8
Compiled short stories and comics (manga) series by Kosuke Fujishima. Notethat
Fujishima is both writer and artist for both titles.
 

Ex ~Taiho Shichau zo! ("You're Under Arrest!)

RHALE°9°De

Serialized in Kodansha’s monthly Comic Morninc (1986); seven compiled vol-
umes total. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: You're Under Arrest!(Dark Horse Comics)

Ec Aa, Megami-sama(“Ah! My Goddess”)
HHDAMASEKD

Serialized in Kodansha’s monthly Comic AFTERNOON (1989); fourteen compiled
volumes as of press time. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Oh My Goddess!(Dar

Horse Comics)

ANIME 7-H
Animated adaptations based on Fujishima’s comics. Because his careeris so relatively
recent, only a fewtitles are listed; however, given his workin related fields such as video

gamecharacter design (“Tales of Phantasia,” “Sakura Taisen”),it's likely we'll be hearing
more from him in the future. In fact, an animated version of Sakura Taisen is currently in

production. Note that Fujishima gets “original story” credit for all entries.
 

Aa, Megami-sama
HHDIRMAED

Five-episode OAV series (1993-94). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Oh My

Goddess!(Animtigo)

Taiho Shichau zo!
RBLEv dE

Four-episode OAV Series (1995-96). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Youre Under
Arrest! (Animtigo)

CH Taiho Shichauzo!
RIALSPAE

Ongoing TV series (1996~ }. Note that, in a clever reuse of resources,thefirst
four episodes of the OAVseries are also the first four episodes of the TV series.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

 

G=\ Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and home video versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

H Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version    

ral



Interviewed

» Yasuhiro Imagawa
by Takayuki Karahashi (1994)

n the utopian cities of a past which never happened,

forces of domination begin to gather. Giant machines

of destruction andsinister villains appear, threatening

the delicate balance of a society which runs on a new and

perfect power source. Whenthis sourceis threatened, can

the ideal society founded onits energy survive? Will the

combined strength of the “Experts of Justice” be able to

face down the evil might of “Big Fire,” a relentless cabal

set on world domination? And how does a youngboyin

short pants and his glowering giant robot fit into all of

this, anyway?

Meetthelifelong fantasy of Yasuhiro Imagawa,direc-

tor of the hottest OAV series to be animated in years. A

retro yet futuristic redux of a classic manga story (and

‘60s live-action show, known in the U.S. as Johnny Socko

and His Flying Robot) by the legendary Mitsuteru “Tetsujin

28, a.k.a. Gigantor” Yokoyama, the seven-volume Giant

Robo OAVseries is directed by a man whose profound

respect for the original is obvious in its many walk-on

characters andtips of the hat to previous, equally classic

Yokoyamaseries, such as those seen in 1973's BabelII TV

series (and later OAV remake), as well as in the Mars and

Godmars OAVs.
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Attendees at the San Francisco Bay Area anime and

manga convention Anime Expo ‘93 were fortunate to

meet the flamboyant director whose mind wasinstru-

mental in Giant Robo’s OAV launch, although they may

not have been able to see that much of him after hours,

whatwith his midnight jaunts to Berkeley's UC Theaterto

see the cult classic film, The Rocky Horror Picture Show.

The question is, how did this man—easily one of the

most colorful and talkative guests ever to grace these

shores, who confessed to Expo attendees that he’d gone

to a showing of Rocky Horror dressed as the wheelchair-

bound Dr. Scott—get into the anime industry?

“In the beginning, I wasn’t really thinking of becom-

ing a professional animator as an alternative to going

into the family business,” Imagawasays. “I thought of

it as learning something I enjoyedin place of going to

college.”

Originally hailing from the southern Japan industrial

city of Osaka, Imagawa was graduated from high school

at eighteen and enrolled straightaway into Tatsunoko’

Animation Technology Research Institute. There,

Imagawa studied for about a year and moved on to work-

ing with director Hiroshi Sasagawa after he’d left the
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Institute and began freelancing. With Sasagawa’s encour-

agement, Imagawa gave directing try.

“I’m not sure if you would have called me a pro,”

Imagawa says laughingly. “I got paid for working

there...let’s just leave it at that. Because of the high stan-

dards in-betweeners [production animators, as compared to

higher-status “key” animators—Ed.| were held to at

Tatsunoko, I was able to use what I’d learned at the

Institute in my job.”

Imagawagainedhisfirst actual directing job in 1981

while working with Sasagawa on an animation special

called The Bremen Four, which wasfeatured in Japan TV's

annual 24-hour summer TV charity telethon. His credit

as assistant director on that project led to a job doing sto-

ryboards for the TV series Senté6 Mecha Xabungle, the

eclectic sci-fi western created by Yoshiyuki “Father of

Gundam” Tomino. Several other Tomino TV projects—

Dunbine, L-Gaim, and the early episodes of Zeta

Gundam—continued Imagawa’ association with Tomino

and eventually paid off with a brief involvementwith the

long-planned Yamato OAVseries, Yamato 2520. Reluctant

to discuss the details of his contribution to this new

Yamato project, Imagawa now professes to be “complete-

ly uninvolved” with the project.

Thatall-important “big break” came for Imagawa with

a TV show with whichhe’ still associated to this day, a

series known as Mr. Ajikko. The story of a young chef and

his tongue-in-cheek battles in the realm of food prepara-

tion, Mr. Ajikko held Imagawa’s directorial interest for two

years and wasthe last show hedirected prior to begin-

ning his greatest project...his lifelong dream, Giant Robo.

“Giant Robo is built on the foundations of myfeelings

for the manga and the live-action television series,”

Imagawa says. “Giant Robo is the animation that I’ve

dreamed of making myentirelife.

“It’s full of me,” he says. “If anything,it's me.”

ANIMERICA: What’the best thing about being a director?

Whats the worst?

IMAGAWA:The best thing is that people enjoy my work.

Its best when I come up with a work that everyone—

viewers, staff and, of course, myself—agrees is worth-

while. Its best that I get work on reputation alone.

[LAUGHS] On the other hand,it isn’t too much fun when

people have preconceptions about me.

ANIMERICA:Suchas being labeled as a director who pro-

duces only a certain kind ofstory, that sort of thing?

IMAGAWA:Exactly. Back in the days when I was working

on Mr. Ajikko, it would have been wrong to assumethat

all I could do was cooking shows. By the same token,it

would be wrong to assumethatall I can dois science fic-

tion nowthat I’m working on Giant Robo. When someone

says “Don't pull a Giant Robo on us” when I’m working on

a totally different kind of story, it bothers me. I correct

them by saying, “I never had anyintention of doing that.”

Being judged on past works alone is something I defi-

nitely like the least. Sure, I may have my own unique

artistic signature, but all my works are alwaysdifferent.

ANIMERICA:Let's say there’s one thing you keep in mind

when you're directing an anime feature. Whatis that one

thing?

IMAGAWA:It would have to be theme,spirit and soul. In

my opinion,these are the three things that both crew and

audience feel most keenly. | want to make showsthat I

can believe in, too. | want to include “something to

believe in” in every show I make.

ANIMERICA: How do you describe the theme, spirit and

soul of Giant Robo?

IMAGAWA:As you know,onething I kept repeating when

I was in the U.S. last year were those words from The

Rocky Horror Picture Show, “Don’t dream it, beit.” Keep in

mind that ’'m crazy for Rocky Horror. [LAUGHS]

Giant Robo
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ANIMERICA: How do you evaluate today’s animation

industry in Japan?

IMAGAWA:There are two waysto seeit: the schedule side

and the creative side. Right now, anime production

schedules are very tight. It’s hard to make the shows you

want to make. Then there’s budgeting,staff and also time

to think about. Animation is basically a system of mass
production, and the sometimes-conflicting issues of time

and money don’t always conveniently resolve themselves.

ANIMERICA: So there are physical limitations. Is there

ever a time in anime production whenthereare artistic
limitations, as well?

IMAGAWA:Oh,there are all sorts of artistic limitations.

Animation production in Japan these days can currently

be described as that of a “copycat industry,” beginning at
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the creator level. Works copied from the past and made

to look new,for example.

ANIMERICA: Do you include remakesas beingpart ofthis

copycat industry?

IMAGAWA:Sure. Giant Robo is a perfect example. It’s both

a remake and a copy. Butthe thingis, I think thatall cre-

ative processes begin with imitation. Where creators

sometimeserr is in copying the wrong things—animation

style, design superficialities, etc. What I try to do is grasp

the core essence of a show and put my own spirit intoit.

ANIMERICA: Continuing this theme, whatsort of things

do you see in the future for Japan and anime?

IMAGAWA:You're always walkinga very fine line in the TV

animation industry, always wondering how far you should

let creativity run. There are always demands from spon-

sors and demands from thestation, and you have to ask

yourself how muchpriority they should have overcreativ-

ity. When you think aboutit this way, you realize that ani-

mation is both art and notart, at the same time. I can only

wonder how these elements will mesh together in the

future, and in what direction they'll take the medium.

ANIMERICA:In the U.S. we're seeing the emergence ofa

strong English-language anime industry. How will this

affect Japan? Will the English market expand business

opportunities and profit Japanese creators?

IMAGAWA:No.In the Japanese anime industry, the sys-

tem demandscreative aspects from its creators. But when

it comesto financial matters, creators aren’t recognized as

copyright holders. As for rights, creators have none.

There are always a few exceptions,of course.

ANIMERICA:Are you saying that screenplay writers don’t

get video royalties?

IMAGAWA:Scripts are another matter entirely. Some bring

in money; some don’t. Some are bought outright. But

whenit comesto direction and animation, creators don’t

receive recognition. Therefore, when you ask if the

English market will profit Japanese creators, I have to say

no. There is no monetary reward in the production of

derivative versions.

ANIMERICA:| understand you’ve worked with Giant Robo

mecha designer Makoto Kobayashi before. How far back

does your business and personal association with him go?

IMAGAWA:It started with my involvement in the Yamato

project, so I’d have to say it’s been about ten years. We

saw each otherat work,and then the project was shelved,
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and I didn’t see him again for a while. Giant Robo gave me

the opportunity to associate with him again.

ANIMERICA: Attendees at last years Anime Expo gotto

hear all about how much you've beeninfluenced by The

Rocky Horror Picture Show. Are there any explicit allusions

or homagesto it in Giant Robo?

IMAGAWA:Yes,I think you could say I put something into

it...put it in rather blatantly, actually. [LAUGHS] In a way,

Giant Robois itself an homage to Rocky Horror. I've always There are some aspects of live-action which|

wanted to work on somethingI believe in, and so work- really envy but then there are some parts ofit

which prompt meto say, “See how much better
ing on Giant Robo was, for me, like the “Don’t dream it, be

it” line cometrue.

ANIMERICA: You said that today’s animation sometimes

tries to find inspiration in the wrong places. Where do

you get your inspiration. ..?

IMAGAWA:Forme,it's my own daily life, or from the lives

IMAGAWA: Well, I suppose the result would be the

same. Live-action and animation have the same pur-

pose, afterall.

ANIMERICA: So when you say that you’ve got a lot to

learn from live-action, you’re talking about a lot of posi-

tive things to learn.

IMAGAWA: Yes, very much so. There are a great many

this can be done in animation?”

directors whom I respect in the live-action field. Recently,

I had a bit of a shock when I learned that Federico Fellini

had died. I had wanted to see his next work.

around me. or from the news. Events that are happenin
Ppenin& ANIMERICA: Despite his age?

in real life, and the affairs of the world.

ANIMERICA:Inspiration from everyday life, but to what

extent? Let’ say you wake up one morning and your

toothpaste tube is empty. You’ve got to throw that one

away and open up a new one. Even something inconse-

quential like that...?

IMAGAWA:It’s everything...including that. It's everyday

life in every sense, not just art imitating art by watching Socko and His F

other people’s works. So, sure, buying a new tube of

toothpaste can be an influence. | might find inspiration

by hearing other people’s conversations while I’m walk-

ing on thestreet.

ANIMERICA: ...And you'd putall those ingredients into a

stewpot called Yasuhiro Imagawa and set that on the

stove to boil....

IMAGAWA: Maybethe words uttered by a stranger heard

one way by somebodyelse might be heard by mein an

entirely different way. Maybe my imagination wouldstart

to run free after hearing those words. That's the fun ofit.

ANIMERICA: How doesthedirection in live-action films

appeal to yourdirectorial sensibilities?

IMAGAWA: The impact is...well, heavy. In many ways.

There are some aspects oflive-action whichI really envy,

but then there are some parts which prompt meto say,

“See how muchbetter this can be done in animation? Ha

ha.” I’ve alwaysfelt that the two are very similar.

ANIMERICA: Does that mean that the same story can be

told in both mediums?
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IMAGAWA: Whatever might be said about him, | knew

that I could always look forward to his next work.

Somebody might say, “His latest film is a failure. It just

doesn’t make sense,” but Id still wantto seeit.

ANIMERICA:Theoriginal idea for Giant Robo came from

Mitsuteru Yokoyama. There was a TV show—alive-action

series also broadcast in the U.S., underthe title Johnny

lying Robot. But your Giant Robo is quite

different from the live-action series. Is it intentional?

IMAGAWA:Although the Giant Robo TV show and

manga were developed concurrently, they're

both very different. They have their own

content, their own shape. The thing

about the mangais, it’s out of print.

Yokoyama’s Story

around anymore,butthe live-action

 

original isn't

version is. My thought was that

there was room for another, com-

pletely different Giant Robo, one

which could be animated. Seeing

as the manga has become a phan-

tom, I felt that I was free to make a

third incarnation.

ANIMERICA: Giant Robo has a very epic

scale...it sends many messages. What

are the themes youparticularly value?

IMAGAWA: On an emotional level,

there’s the themeof destiny between

a parent and child.
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ANIMERICA:Asin a child following in the footsteps of a

parent...?

IMAGAWA: Parents and children have an unbreakable

bond. There are truths in that bond that no one else—no

one whoisn’t caught up in it—can understand. There’s a

certain pathos in that. The sorrow of being misunder-

stood is the theme of Giant Robo.

ANIMERICA:On a superficial level, the utopian symbolism

of the Shizuma Driveis obvious enough,butis there anoth-

er level? Is there a message here about nuclear energy?

IMAGAWA: | wanted to examine what happens to

mankind when utopian ideals go wrong. Compare that

with current world events, if you like...but realize that I

have no intention of delivering somesort of lecture on
that in the animation.

ANIMERICA: What about in-jokes, references. Anything

you'd care to share with us...?

IMAGAWA: Franken Von Voglers name. Going back to

homages, his name—Franken Von Vogler—is an homage

to Dr. Frank-N-Furter. In the original manga, his nameis

Dr. Franken. The “Vogler” part comes from the main

character in Ingmar Bergman's film The Magician. Thefull

name is Emanuel Von something-something Vogler

[Albert Emanuel Vogler, the 19th-century hypnotist/magician

from Bergman's 1958film—Ed.]. As mentioned previously,

I worked on Mr. Ajikko, so I’m often asked if the “Vogler”

name came from foie gras [the Japanese word is “fuowa

gura,” hence the presumed pun—Ed.]. Let me say for the

record that this is not the case. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:In the English version, the pronunciation of

Dr. Vogler name comes out sounding suspiciously close

to the brand name of a certain instant coffee, and so

there’s been some speculation in that direction.

IMAGAWA:Is that so? Well, its a Swedish film, and

Swedish spelling is different from English. ...

ANIMERICA: | think it may have had more to do with
ao 9d

Vogler’s “v” being pronouncedlike an “f,” but anyway....

Going back to Giant Robo, there’s an anime-based manga

on which you collaborated with Mari Mizuta that’s sepa-

rate from Yokoyama’s original. That mangastory’ already

concluded...will the OAV series end the same way?

IMAGAWA:You could say that, in some ways, the twoare

similar. This isn’t something that will be obvious until

you watch the third and fourth OAVs, though. The ani-

mation story has gone in a completely different direction.
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There’ a point where it comes close to the manga again,

but the conclusionis entirely different.

ANIMERICA: Giant Robo has a very retro feel on the

screen.It’s retro, but it also looks futuristic. Where do the

aesthetics for this come from?

IMAGAWA:Backin the earliest OAV planning stages, we

decided that Big Fire’s goal was eventual world domina-

tion. But since World War II, “world domination” has

become an obsolete term. There have been wars fought

since then which have proved that world domination is

an impossibility...it's been shown that it can’t happen.

But that’s Big Fire’s goal. So we thought of creating a

world where it would be possible—a world with today’s

morality and tomorrow’ look—but a world where the

term “world domination” would still carry real weight.

The sci-fi aspect of the OAV series comes into play with

the future technology, but the actual time frameis set a

little in the past. That was the premise. The world of

Giant Robo is a mixture of present, past, and future.

ANIMERICA:So you hadthis space-time continuum, and

you took a knife and made a diagonal cut....

IMAGAWA:Yes. Here | am,sitting in the present. I extend

my arms to the past on one side andthe future on the

other, and then I pull them near.

ANIMERICA: Ah.

IMAGAWA:...And the filler in between has been taken

out. That's how we decidedonit. It’s like sitting between

two girls and pulling them to you with your arms.

ANIMERICA:Patching togetherall the goodparts.

IMAGAWA:Exactly. Just the good parts are pieced togeth-

er. And the goodparts are really good. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Are the retro visuals your concept?

IMAGAWA:Yes. The designs for Giant Robo himself are

based on tractor. In daily life, the most powerful

machines would mostlikely be found on the farm,right?

The steam locomotive in the beginning of the first

episode is another design which came from dailylife.

ANIMERICA:Did Makoto Kobayashi have input on those two?

IMAGAWA:Of course he did. Makoto Kobayashi imple-

mented those ideas, and he also came up with otherideas

of his own.

ANIMERICA: Would you say that you share a common

vision with him?
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IMAGAWA: Sure. When it comes to Giant Robo, our

visions are very similar.

ANIMERICA:Your direction in Giant Robo seems to show

a certain fondness for ending episodes with cliffhanger.

Will the OAV series itself end on a cliffhanger, or will

there be a proper conclusion?

IMAGAWA:There will be a little left over, but the story

itself will conclude at the end of the seven OAV volumes.

There may be a few unresolved mysteries. They won't be

from the “Day the Earth Stood Still” OAV series so much

as unresolved mysteries from the world of Giant Robo

itself. There'll be a little something to leave you with the

impression that the world will continue after the OAV

series is over and done.

© Sunrise ¢ Sotsu Agency * TV Asahi

ANIMERICA: The Warsaw Philharmonic music from

the Giant Robo OAV series is lavish. Was this also at

your request?

IMAGAWA: Whenit comes to the music, I'd have to give

the credit to producer Tokunobu Yamaki. My one request

was that they use the aria “Una Furtiva Lagrima” from

Gaetano Donizetti’s opera, LElisir d’Amore.

ANIMERICA:“Una Furtiva Lagrima,” the famousaria that

everyone knows because the great Luciano Pavarotti

sings it...

IMAGAWA:Right. I told the producers that this

particular aria embodies the theme of Giant

Robo, the sorrow of others not under-

standing your true feelings. There’ a
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Soviet film of which I’m fond, called An Unfinished Piece

for Player Piano by Nikita Mikhalkov, which usesthisaria.

[Released in 1977, director Mikhalkov’s Unfinished Piece has

been described by at least one critic as a “richly ironic and

movingly absurd pyramid of love triangles”—Ed.|]

ANIMERICA:It seems the title LElisir d’Amore also has

something to do with the contents of Giant Robo.

IMAGAWA:Notintentionally.

ANIMERICA: No?

IMAGAWA:No,but “Una Furtiva Lagrima” does.

ANIMERICA: So you're saying that the Shizuma Drive

doesn’t really represent an elixir for humanity...?

IMAGAWA: ...Ah! Now I see what you're saying. That

wasn't whatI intended, though.| guessit all comes down

to the interpretation of the world “elixir’-—the Shizuma

Drive is really more of an idealism issue. It's the gap

between reality and dream. That's the reason for the

inclusion of the Shizuma Drive here, so I'd haveto sayit

wasn't really intended as somesortofelixir. It really is

morelike a furtiva or “secret” tear.

ANIMERICA: A tear caused by misunderstandings and

missed opportunities. ...

IMAGAWA.:...Yes, and you'll see just how true that is when

you watchthefifth and six episodes of the OAVseries.

ANIMERICA:As final question, do you have a message for

your fans in the U.S. and in the English-speaking world?

IMAGAWA:First of all, please go see Giant Robo. There’s

just all of me—my drama, my animation, myideaofsci-

ence fiction—all wrapped upinsideofit. I’d like for all of

you to watch it until the very end. There are gaps in the

production schedule, so there'll be a wait, but please

don’t become impatient andlose interest. I promise you,

it will be worth the wait.

 

t the time of this interview, the first volume of

Giant Robo was just about to debut in the

American home video market and the series

quickly gained popularity among American fans. But

three years later, those fans werestill waiting for the final

volumeto release. Even with the series’ popularity, finan-

cial concerns had forced Imagawa into working on other

projects to support his dream—Giant Robo wentinto one

hiatus after another between volumes while its director
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took the time to direct the TV series Kidd Butéden G

Gundam (“Mobile Bushido-Legend G Gundam”) for

Sunrise, and then paused while he workedasa scenarist,

writing for the Hamlin no Violin-Hiki (“Violinist of

Hamlin”) TV series in the following year.

G Gundam in particular brought Imagawaa certain

notorious acclaim—a self-professed protégé of Gundam’s

creator Yoshiyuki Tomino, G Gundam took the classic

space war conceptof Mobile Suit Gundam andturnedit on

its head, producing a robot show that seemed to owe

more to video games such as Street Fighter II than to the

sci-fi stylings of Gundam animation productions that had

gone before it. Though fans whofollowedthe show final-

ly came to realize that what Imagawa had had in mind

was a Hong Kong-style over-the-top martial arts drama

filled with angst and bravery, Imagawa himself still bale-

fully describes the show as the “black sheep” of the

Gundam world.

The quirky Violinist of Hamlin, about a group of D&D-

style adventurers (the leader plays a giant violin), gained

Imagawaattention for the surprising drama he’d managed

to wring from a nominally comedic manga story. Hamlin

also gained respect for its animators’ creative approach to

the show’s astoundingly limited low-budget animation,

described by some viewers as “inanimation” due to the

frequent use of stills. Imagawa then moved ontoscript-

ing of the surreal late-night television show Hareluya
(“Hallelujah”) IT Boy, based on a manga story where the

delinquent son of Godis sent to Earth as a punishment

for his lack of interest in heavenly duties.

However, there’ a pot of gold at the end of this par-

ticular rainbow. According to comments made by

Imagawa during a recenttrip to the U.S., the seventh and

final volume of Giant Robo is, at the time of this writing,

just around the corner. As Imagawa himself says, “I

promise you,it will be worth the wait.”
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Whetherit's combat mecha, combat music, or combat cooking, the work Imagawa has
done over the course of his long career has followed a refreshingly consistent path. Most
of his work, you'll notice, has been in the service of mecha-heavy anime studio Sunrise,
while other works—in particular, goofy Gundam franchulate G Gundam and the shéjo-

esque The Violinist of Hamlin—are seen by someasdistractions which keep him from

his “real” work, Giant Robo. ..the seventh and final volume of which is due out in Japan

any moment now.
 

Senté Mecha Xabungle ("War-Machine Xabungle”)
RirAAGTYAI

Episode Direction / Storyboards
50-episode TV series (1982-83); also known byits production company-supplied

English title, “Blue Gale Xabungle.” See entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT

ONLY

Sei Senshi Dunbine (“Holy-Warrior Dunbine”)

BRITSVINA y
Episode Direction / Storyboards
49-episode TV series (1983-84): followed in later years by a Dunbine OAVseries
(in which Imagawa hasno involvement). More commonly known as “Aura

Battler Dunbine,” the tagline to which even the series’ opening theme makes

reference. See entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Jdsenki L-Gaim ("Heavy War-Machine L-Gaim")
BROTHA

Episode Director/ Storyboards
54-episode TV series (1984-85): also known as “Heavy Metal L-Gaim.” See

entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidé Senshi Z Gundam ("Mobile Suit Z Gundam”)
MentZHVIh

Episode Director / Storyboards
50-episode TV series (1985-86); also known as “Zeta Gundam.” See entry for
Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Mr. Ajikko
SAY—-KoF

Director/ Episode Direction /Art Continuity
99-episode TV series (1987-89). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Giant Robo
Yaw F7yYk +: OF : The Animation

Director/ Screenplay / Art Continuity / Story Concept
Currently a six-volume OAV series (a seventh has long been announced,yet
seems to keep getting pushed back so the director can work on other projects),
the Giant Robo series has also produced a separate spin-off OAV series focus-
ing on the exploits of curvy agentof justice Ginrei, a series in which Imagawa
has no involvement. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Giant Robo (Manga Entertainment)

Kidd But6den G Gundam
(“Mobile Bushido-Legend G Gundam")

MHRAGGHYIA

Executive Director

49-episode TV series (1995-96); also known as “G Gundam,”for short. Known

as the “Black Sheep” of the Gundam universe, the series plays fast and loose
with the established tone of The Franchise, including (among otherthings)a
robot designed to resemblea killer clown...! CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hamlin no Violin-Hiki(‘The Violinist of Hamlin”)

IN—AIYONAAY VIX

Series Coordination
25-episode TV series (1996-97). Lo-budget(the animation budget wasso low,it
couldn't even afford a “w") series which seems—againstall expectation—to
have held viewerinterest, if only for its story and distinct, Clamp-esque charac-

ter designs. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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GG Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both

broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others

(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

=: Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version      
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by Takashi

n Japan, the MGM cartoons were on in the afternoons

year ‘round,” says director Hiroki Hayashi, reminiscing

about watching the American cartoon Tom andJerry as

a child. “I used to watch them every day.” As for domes-

tic animation on the airwaves during Hayashi’ formative

years, it was giant-robot shows such as Mazinger Z

[Tranzor Z in the U.S.—Ed.| which dominated.

“I watched those shows, but I was never fanatical

about them,” Hayashirecalls. “What really got me inter-

ested in animation had to have been Space Cruiser

Yamato...it was completely different from anything

which had comebeforeit. It was like a show from a dif-

ferent dimension.”

A memberofJapan's shin-jinrui or “new generation” of

creators who'd grown up watching animation such as

Yamato, Hayashi also has fond childhood memories of

Yoshiyuki Tomino’s revampof the robot show Mobile Suit

Gundam.“It had goodrealism, especially for a robot show

back then,” Hayashi says. “Even when I was a kid I never

liked those cartoony, simplified premises, not in robot

shows, not in anything.”

Unlike many creative types interviewed in these

pages—Battle Angel Alita Yukito Kishiro and Bio-Booster
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Ishiguchi (1994)

 
Armor Guyver creator Yoshiki Takaya come to mind—

Hayashi wasn't driven to find his niche in the anime

world because of a passion for anime, but because he

wanted a job in theartfield.

“Td wanted to make a living by drawing pictures,”

Hayashi laughs. Shortly after being graduated from high

school, Hayashi enrolled at Japan Design School's two-

year graphic design program, but found himself ultimate-

ly unsatisfied.

“I think I was misled by the term design,” Hayashi

says. “I thought all ’'d have to do was draw. Once I got

there, | found out that there were thingslike typesetting,

block copying and other subjects I was supposed tolearn.

I wasn’t goodat those tedious tasks.”

Fortunately, a friend offered a way out with a job at

the animation production house A.I.C. Hayashi gladly

accepted and began workingas an “in-betweener,” one of

those people whofill in the frames in between the “key”

animation scenes (Dirty Pair and Urusei Yatsura charac-

ter designer Tsukasa Dokite and Fatal Fury and Toshinden

character designer/director Masami Obari have both

done key animation work for the Ranma 1/2 TVseries,

for example).
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Hayashis design training hadn't really prepared him

for in-between work, but hetells us that he picked it up

quickly enough. Asked if he remembers his first work,

Hayashilaughs. “It was in-between animation for some

television show... took on anything and everything.”

True to his take-on-everything philosophy, Hayashi'’s

first actual credit on a show wasfor key animation on the

American syndicated program Thundercats. Following

closely on its heels was Silverhawks, and although Hayashi

was responsible for key animation on several other simi-

lar shows, what he really wanted to do wasdirect.

The problem was that although Hayashi had years

of experience under his belt, he had few on-screen

credits. The big break came during an all-night sake-

drinking brainstorm with Gall Force 2 veteran Masaki

Kajishima, which resulted in the seeds of what would

eventually become Tenchi Muyé!, the No Need For

Tenchi! anime (and, recently, manga) series so popular

in the U.S. The two decided to take their idea to

Artmic, an industry leader.

“Let's go with the golden formula’ is what I said when

wefirst pitched the project,” Hayashi says. “For example,

if there was something good about one particular show,

we could borrow that. If there was something weliked

about another show, we could borrow that, too. Sources

could be anywhere—wecould extract what we liked from

this or that show andputit all together in one OAVseries.

Tenchi Muyéd!is that series.”

After Artmic declined to pick up the project, Hayashi

and Kajishima took it to Pioneer LDC, where a search was

currently on for new stories to be featured in their

upcoming original animation video line. Pioneer

expressed interest in the series and the rest, as they say,

is history.

In America, Tenchi Muy6é! became a cult hit beyond

all reckoning—by the time the American arm of the

Japanese production company Pioneer LDC began

releasing the first six-volume OAVseries in a bilingual

Japanese/English laser disc format in the U-S., Tenchi!

fever was in full swing. Names from the series were sud-

denly in high demand amongfans who competedfor the

privilege to use them as personal nicknames on the

Internet. On the real-time chat channel network “IRC,”

it became fashionable to append “-oh-ki” to one’s name

in honorofthe half-cat, half-rabbit “Ryo-Oh-Ki.” Among

anime fans, at least, Tenchi Muyd! had become nearly as

famous, if not more so, than the original works from

which it relentlessly borrowed.

Intrigued by the high level of enthusiasm for an OAV

series which seemingly came out of nowhere, ANIMERICA

got in touch with Tenchi Muyo! director Hiroki Hayashi
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Tenchi Muyé!

in 1994 to talk about the origins of the series. In this

interview, Hayashi not only shares his ideas about the

genesis of the series and his handin selecting its Japanese

voice-cast, but also casts ahead to the future, and to what

was then his latest project at the time.

 

ANIMERICA:You began your career in the industry as an

animator. And yet here you are, the Tenchi! director. Isn’t

that a little unusual? In my experience, most people who

aspire to direct seem more inclined to write than draw.

HAYASHI: ['m sure it’s more the exception than the

rule. At (production house) A.I.C., for example, it’s

unusual for someone to go into direction when they

started in production.

ANIMERICA: But wasn’t it your intention to direct, right

from the beginning?

HAYASHI: Yes, that’s correct.

ANIMERICA: Whatwasyourfirst directorial credit?

HAYASHI: The first work on which I was given directorial

credit was Gall Force 2: Destruction. |

ANIMERICA:Did you findit difficult to begin directing

in the middle of a series? After all, Gall Force 2 is a

sequel, and the characters were already well established

by that time.
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HAYASHI: | didn’t really begin to get a feel for what I was

doing until Sol Bianca. If you notice, I’m credited with sto-

ryboardsfor the first volume. Katsuhito Akiyamais cred-

ited with direction. I’m notlisted as director until the sec-

ond volume. It wasn’t until then that I began to feel that

I was doing what I'd set out to do, concentrating on char-

acter and the like. That's not to say what I was doing was

any good, of course. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Whatare some of the other titles on which

you've worked?

HAYASHI: I worked on the third and fourth volumes of

Bubblegum Crisis. | also worked on Sol Bianca Volumes1

and 2. | began working on Tenchi! immediately after that.

Back in 1990, Tenchi Muy6! was nothing more than an

ongoing idle discussion between Kajishima and I, andit

wasn't until 1991 that it started to look as thoughthe pro-

ject might becomea reality. Actual pre-production didn’t

start until around 1992.

 

ANIMERICA: How far back does your association with

Kajishima go?

HAYASHI: We’ve known each other for a long time. We

workedtogether on Gall Force. Cometo thinkofit, that’s

the first series Kajishima ever worked on at A.I.C. He was

a fan of (Gall Force creator Kenichi) Sonoda’s work before

he even started. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Howdid you and Kajishima go aboutgetting

your story produced?

HAYASHI: I was the one responsible for writing down all

our ideas. It was Kajishima’s job to draw upthe storyboards

and submit them as a proposal to a production company.

ANIMERICA: Howaboutthe plot? What inspired it?

HAYASHI: Tenchi Muy6d! is inspired by Gall Force and

Bubblegum Crisis. We made up something that resembled

a side-story to Bubblegum or Gall Force and tookit straight

to Artmic. Unfortunately, they weren't interested. Atall.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Bubblegum Crisis is a story of fighting. There’s

this big corporation controlling everything, and this

underground group who fights against the corporation.

There's even a heavy subplot with the private police.

HAYASHI: That's Bubblegum Crisis, all right. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:But Tenchi! isn’t heavy atall, although there

is someallusion to previous works....

HAYASHI: WhatI'd had in mind originally was more like

a parody of Bubblegum Crisis and Gall Force. You know,

characters going about their daily lives—eating at the

dinnertable, taking baths—aside-story sort of thing. So

many of A.I.C.’s videos were really nothing more than

combat stories with characterization tacked on. I wanted

to do a show where the characters themselves would be

the core of the story. | wanted to do something that had

never been seen before.

ANIMERICA: Was the Tenchi Muyé! OAV series originally

designed to go six volumes?

HAYASHI: No,nothing so organized. The intention was to

create a story which could go on indefinitely. It was more

like a six-episode block from a thirteen-episodetelevision

series. That didn’t mesh with what the sponsors had in

mind, though, and so it ended up having a conclusion at

the sixth volume.

ANIMERICA:From the time the galaxy police show upin

the fourth volumeandhintat the existence of Kagato, the
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story just keeps going and going. In fact, the fifth and Writing a script for something silly has its own

dangers. You know very well howsilly it is,

and yet you still have to spend months produc-

ing it. You need a certain kind of enthusiasm to

motivate you through something like that.

sixth episodes are just packed with story elements.

HAYASHI: They’re dense, all right. [LAUGHS] You wouldn’t

believe the number of arguments we had while we were

making them.

ANIMERICA:Unlike TV, the OAV format doesn’t give you

too much room for error. When you're dealing with a

three- or a six-volume OAVseries, even a minorslip-up

can have serious ramifications. Is this something you kept

in mind while you were plotting the overall story break-

down for the individual episodes?

HAYASHI: No,I didn’t have that in mind atall. I was more

concerned with trimming down the fat and keeping the

pace moving.

ANIMERICA:Let's talk about the Tenchi Muyé! characters.

They're a fairly familiar comedic trio—a “bad” girl, a

“good”girl, and a “straight” girl [Ryoko, Ayeka and Sasami,

respectively—Ed.]. And then, there’s Mihoshi, the type

that breaks all the rules. [LAUGHS]

HAYASHI: That’ right, they’re based on a comedy formula.

No doubtwe hadthis sort of thing in mind while working

on previous video projects, but this time it was ourstory,

and we wereable to direct the focus as wesawfit.

ANIMERICA: Whenyoulook at it one way, Tenchi! is like

a boarding-housestory, where the characters live togeth-

er in the same house, take baths in the same tub, and eat

dinner at the sametable.

HAYASHI:I do like the dinner scenes. [LAUGHS] But I won't

put them in unnecessarily. Tenchi himself is a high-school

student. Under ordinary circumstances, he’d be attending

classes. But then I'd have to think up reasonsforall the

characters to follow him there, and oneof the things I was

careful not to do in this series was create unnecessary

characters. It wouldn't surprise me if viewers should hap-

pen to find Tenchi’ situation a little unusual. I had to

content myself with the thought that the reasons are all

there in the story, even if they’re only implied. See, that

was one way I could excuse myself-imposedceiling on

the creation of new characters. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Your voice-actors, especially your female

actors, are mostly veterans. You have a couple of veteran

male actors as well in Kenichi Ogata and Takeshi Aono,

the rather formidable grandfather [“Sanada” and “Analyzer

(I.Q. 9),” Space Cruiser Yamato; “Genma,” Ranma 1/2—

Fd.]. Was this particular cast something you had decided

upon in advance?
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HAYASHI: In the beginning, I wasn’t thinking about the

male characters at all. The grandfather you mentionis

just an ordinary maninthefirst draft of the story. We did-

n't realize that he was no longer the same character with

whom we'd started out until the actual recording began.

We had heated arguments overthat, too. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: And what about the character of the older

brother? How did you see his character development?

HAYASHI: The older brother was just an older brother.

He’s as good as dead from the very beginning,so....

ANIMERICA: ...Ah, the tragic, long-lost older sibling.

[LAUGHS] Speaking of characters, I have to say that 1 found

Ogata’s performance as “Azaka”to be extremely entertaining.

HAYASHI: It wasn’t intentional. But during recording he

really got into the mood, and wedecidedto go withit.

ANIMERICA: Both of the two gatekeeper robots, Azaka

and Kamidake, they’re kind of like sidekicks.

HAYASHI: | wasn't thinking that much about them in the

beginning, and after the first two episodes, they didn’t

show up again for a while. But they proved to be so pop-

ular with the fans it was decided that, toward the end of

the series, they had to make another appearance.

ANIMERICA:All of Tenchi!’s actors certainly do a good job

in creating zany characters. Were you there when the

decisions were made onthe voice-cast?

HAYASHI: I chose them all myself.

ANIMERICA:Really? How about the character of Ryoko?

Did she turn out as you’d hoped?

HAYASHI:I'd haveto say yes, the voice pretty muchfit the

image I had of her in my head. And there were no con-

flicts with the sponsorovercasting her, so.... Fortunately,

pre-production on this video was long enough that we

were able to think about who we wanted for whichroles

and which recording director we wanted to use. Some of

our initial choices may not have beenrealistic, for what-

ever reason, but in the end, | think we ended up with

most of the cast we wanted. There were several candi-

dates for Kagato’s voice, for example, but one important
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consideration was purely practical—we needed someone

who would be easy to work with. And thats how we

ended up with Norio Wakamoto.

ANIMERICA: And as the series’ sole villain, he doesn’t

have any gaglines.

HAYASHI: Well, there were plans to make him more

humorous, but there was a concern that no one would

understand the humor. Actually, I put a lot of humorinto

the character, but I don’t think anyonegotit.

ANIMERICA: Going back little in the series, that first

episode really was like a two-person show, wasn’t it. It

waslike a dialogue.

HAYASHI: In retrospect, | think maybe it was a mistake.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:And before the OAV series was even animat-

ed, there was a drama CD released. ’'m assuming that

means the plot was already written up by that point... ?

HAYASHI:Yes, that’s right. Andit’s true for all the CDs to

come. Personally, I enjoy the drama CDs. For me, the

— world of Tenchi! isn’t fixated solely on the animation.I’ve

always wanted the characters to create an interesting

world of their own. The thing about drama CDsis, some-

times when youre working on a film, physical limitations

pop up andthings don’t go as you planned. With drama

CDs, though, I can capture the atmosphere of a particu-

lar moment, and thelistener is able to get a feel for the

series as a whole within a very short amountof time.

ANIMERICA: Some parts of Tenchi Muy6é! are very

comedic. Are you a big fan of comedy?

HAYASHI: I love comedy movies and slapstick movies.

Those really silly American movies, those super-ridicu-

lous ones. I like those.

ANIMERICA:Bugs Bunny, that sort of thing?

_HAYASHI:Oh,yes.In live-action, I like Top Secret and Hot

Shots and The Naked Gun.

ANIMERICA: Comedy’ difficult, isn’t it. You can’t always

anticipate how the humor will turn out, and you've said

before that the audience didn’t always laugh where you'd

intended they would.

HAYASHI: That's right. Writing a script for somethingsilly

has its own dangers. You know very well howsilly it is,

and yet you still have to spend months producing it. You

need a certain kind of enthusiasm to motivate you

through something like that. You start out intending to
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make a certain partsilly, but half a year into production,

it’s no longer so hilarious. I guess the issue is how to keep

up the spontaneity.

ANIMERICA: For example, an idea can be funny when you

first think it wp, but whenit’s actually produced,it loses

something. Then again, the audience will be seeingit for

the first time, and who knows howthey'll respond? As

director, you’ve got to make sure that that dramatic ten-

sion is maintained. That's tough work.

HAYASHI: No kidding. You start to wonder how some-

thing like one of thosesilly films I mentioned previously

can manage to be so funny. Tenchi! was the first time I

could really explore the comedic potential of animation,

and I’m sure there are many places where my lack of

experience shows.

ANIMERICA:Is there a Tenchi Muy6é! manga version?

HAYASHI: Actually, there is. 1 think its being published in

Comic DRAGON [Kadokawa’s monthly manga magazine—Ed.].

ANIMERICA: At Comic Market, I hear they’re selling par-

ody fanzines (ddjinshi) of Tenchi Muyé! rather successful-

ly. Isn't it sort of ironic how the fanzines can be parody-

ing a work whichisitself supposed to be a parody...?

HAYASHI:It does feel strange. As | said before, in creating

Tenchi!, we felt we had borrowed so much from other

works. We thought we were doing the parody. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Once you send anartistic work out into the

world, people start to make it their own. They cherish it

in its own right.

HAYASHI:Yes. I’m glad to see that ourstory is taking on a

life of its own, so to speak.

ANIMERICA: Did you feel that way during production?

For example, did the characters start to take on lives of

their own during the dubbing process?

HAYASHI: Sure, but the phenomenon wasn't limited to

me. The lyricist understood the characters, and wrote

songs appropriate for them without instruction from me.

ANIMERICA:Let’s talk about the Tenchi! English version.

Have you seen it? How do youlike it?

HAYASHI: I’ve only seen the first volume, but the voices

are really similar. I don’t want this to come off the wrong

way, but I used to think that there weren’t any foreign

voice-actors who could act. I was never impressed by

what little ’ve seen of the European-dubbed Japanese
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animation. So, relatively speaking, I was pleased to dis-

cover, in the English version, that we had people with

similar voices who couldreally act.

ANIMERICA: How about the next series? I understand

you're notdirectly involved in the new Tenchi! OAVseries.

HAYASHI: That’s right.

ANIMERICA: Your involvement is limited to “original

concept”...?

HAYASHI: Content-wise, ’'m not involvedatall. I’m still

working on the drama CDsand the songs, but not in

the animation.

ANIMERICA: So what's the next project? What will you

work on next?

HAYASHI: It’s an original story called El-Hazard. The story

is straight out of those old science-fiction pulp maga-

zines. I’ve always loved those stories. The “Mars” books

by Edgar Rice Burroughs, Edmond Hamilton....

ANIMERICA:Is El-Hazard an adventure story?

HAYASHI: Well, I'd like to make it similar to Tenchi!, in

that the characters will always be the focus. In the case of

Tenchi!, the aliens came to Earth. In my new story, the

people of Earth will travel to alien worlds. It'll be like E.E.

Doc Smith's “Skylark”series.

ANIMERICA:Thesci-fi stories of a more innocentage.

HAYASHI: Exactly. Those stories have a kind of anything-

goes atmosphere that doesn’t demand constant rational-

ization by the reader. It’s the kind of place where a char-

acter can use an atomic gun without batting an eye, never

mind radioactive side-effects. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Doyou intendto haveflying machines with-

out a word of technical explanation, then?

HAYASHI: Just block the seventh ray. Fill the tank and

you're off...!

 

Tenchi Muyo!

ANIMERICA: Hey, wait a minute! [LAUGHS]

HAYASHI: There's this experiment which accidentally cre-

ates a special solution, see. When you put metal intoit,it

floats...! This is the kind of simple-mindedstory I’m talk-

ing about. A parody of the pulp magazinestories ofold.

That’s the flavor I’m going for.

ANIMERICA: So you're not going to sweat the techni-

cal details...? All the mecha has to do is move, that

sort of thing?

HAYASHI: Actually, I love mecha. Real mecha, thatis. I

love to just sit and stare at motorcycle engines. The only

problem is, it makes mechathat exists only on paper even

less substantial. But these days, I don’t really understand

these recent engines. I used to like taking them apart, but

the modern onesare just too complex...even mechanics

have trouble with them nowadays. One thing I do enjoy

is games. There's a gamesection at

A.L.C., and I work on projects  

  

  

 

   

        

  

 

there from time to time.

ANIMERICA: Game pro-

jects? Anything coming

up soon you can tell us

about?
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HAYASHI:| think thefirst one to come out under our own

name will be a Tenchi! game. A simple game, really—an

adventure game. Like the ones on the NEC PC-98.

Sometimes, when | play other games, | think about how

I'd do them differently. If 1 ever get the chance, I'd like to

see what I can come up with. Maybe somethinga little

more complicated.

ANIMERICA:It’s not shoot-em-up gamesfor you, though.

HAYASHI: That's right. It’s adventure gamesfor me. I have

a lot of ambitions in regard to games. There is such a

thing as an optimum medium for a story. For example,

some stories may not be appropriate for making into

films, but they may be enough to make a game. Our com-

pany is in the position where it can do things like that

now. Not that I’d write the program myself, mind you.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Finally, do you have a message for your

English-speaking fans?

HAYASHI: I’m notvery goodatthis sort of thing...let’s just

say that | wanted to make something comedic for you,the

fans, something you could enjoy even if you don't neces-

sarily understandthe language. I hopethatI’ve succeeded.

 

fter conquering America with the pointy-haired

space pirates, galactic manhunters, and cute lil

cabbits in Tenchi Muyé!, the work-in-progress

that Hayashirefers to in this interview, El-Hazard, became

a reality in 1995 as an OAVseries entitled Shinpi no Sekai

Fl-Hazard (“World of Mysteries El-Hazard”) released in

the U.S. underthe title El-Hazard, the Magnificent World.

Co-written by Hayashi and screenwriter Ryoe Tsukimura,

El-Hazard retooled the age-old Prisoner of Zenda prince-

switches-with-pauper plotline by replacing the prince

with a princess and making her doppelganger a Japanese

schoolboy who must cross-dress to fulfill his role, with

the expected hijinks to ensue.

With its nonstop innuendo and light-hearted pulp

sci-fi fantasy setting, El-Hazard would eventually go on to

achieve almost as much popularity as Tenchi! itself, pro-

ducing a 1995 OAVseries, followed by a 1996 TV series

and, in 1997, a second OAVseries. Tenchi! itself contin-

ues without Hayashi’s involvement, with a second OAV

series (already in release in Japan at the timeofthis inter-

view), two TV series and two theatrical features so far.

The Japanese manga adaption of Tenchi!—which,in a rare

turnaround, wasn’t produced until after the animation—
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has since been translated into English and released in the

States undera title which is an approximate translation of

the Japaneseseries’ title, the No Need For Tenchi! by-now

so familiar to U.S. fans. An original American comic

based on theseries has also been produced.

As for what Hayashi mightcreate in the future, who

knows what a man with such a knack for balancing grit

and slapstick might come up with next?

El-Hazard, The Magnificent World
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ANIME FV=H%
Spanning two six-episode OAVsseries, two OAV specials, three spin-off TV series—a
second Jenchi! TV series, The New Tenc.5i Muyé!, just started in Japan—aswell as a
full-length theatrical feature, the anime series known as Tenchi Muyé6! (a.k.a. "No Need
For Tenchi,” which is perhaps its closest English translation) has become, since its 1992

Japan debut, a bonafide phenomenon.Credited during the first OAV series for “original
story,” Hayashi’s involvement in the series varies wildly; in some episodes, he's original

story/director/screenwriter; in others, he also gets a storyboardsor “art continuity (e-

konte)" credit tagged on. In later series—the second Tenchi! OAV series, the Tenchi! OAV

specials, the Tenchi! TV series, the Tenchi! movie—Hayashiisn’t credited at all; for that
reason, those series aren't listed. Note that, although there are currently two separate
Tenchi! comics being published in the U.S.—an English-translated Japanese adaptation
from Viz Comics, as well as a “made in America” version from series distributor Pioneer
LDCA—Hayashi the animatoris involved creatively with neither.
 

a} Black Magic M-66
FFIVyIME

Key Animator
One-shot OAV (1987) based on the original manga by Ghostin the Shelfs
Masamune Shirow. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Black Magic M-66\\5s.
Renditions/Manga Entertainment}

Maryd Senki(“Dragon Century”)

Pare#4

Key Animator
Three-episode OAV series (1987-89); features animation direction and character
designs by Moldiver's Hiroyuki Kitazume, as well as monster designs by /czer-

One and Yotoden's Junichi Watanabe. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Dragon
Century (U.S. Renditions)

«») Bubblegum Crisis 4: Revenge Road
NINHLIDA YA@Revenge Road

Director
Fourth episodein the first Bubblegum Crisis OAV series (1988). DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: Bubblegum Crisis 4: Revenge Road(Animtigo|

«—»} Explorer Woman Ray
IPZAFA-F-—+9-Vy:- vs

Director
Two-episode OAV series (1989); in the first, Hayashi is assistant director, while
in the second, he moves up to director. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Explorer
Woman Rays. Manga Corps)

Gall Force 2: Destruction
HNWDAA-R2:FARKBDIV avy

Episode Director
Second episode in the first Ga// Force OAV series (1990). DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE: Gall Force 2: Destruction(u.s. Manga Corps)

«»}  Bdken! Iczer-3 (“Adventure! Iczer-3”)
Behe! *74—3

Storyboards
Six-episode OAV series (1990) detailing the exploits of android Iczer-1's younger
“sister,” voiced in the Japanese version by female pro wrestler Cutey Suzuki.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: lezer-3 (U.S. Manga Corps)

Sol Bianca
Yb EP VA

Original Creator/Assistant Director
Two-volume OAV series (1990-91) in which five-woman pirate team namedafter
the monthsof the year (Janny, Feb, April, etc.) set sail for sci-fi adventure.

Hayashi movesup to director as of second volume. DOMESTIC RELEASETITLE:
Sol Bianca (AD.Vision)

«=»} Tenchi Muyd! Ryo-6-ki
AiweRA! (VUtDRDS)

Director/ Original Concept, also Screenplay/Art Continuity
First, six-episode Tenchi! OAV series (1992-93). DOMESTIC RELEASETITLE:
Tenchi Muy6! Pioneer (OCA)
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$2 Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may notbe available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

Shinpi no Sekai El-Hazard (“Holy World’ El-Hazard”)
HELOtHARLID/NO— KF

Director/ Original Story
Seven-episode OAV series (1995-96). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: El-Hazard
the Magnificent World (Pioneer LOCA)

Shinpi no Sekai El-Hazard
FHELODttFFLILING— K

Original Concept/ Series Coordination
26-episode follow-up TV series (1995-96) to the original OAVs; directed by
Bubblegum Crisis’ Katsuhito Akiyama. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: The

Wanderers: El-Hazard TV Series (Pioneer LOCA)

Maho Shdjo Pretty Sammy(“Magical Girl’ Pretty Sammy”)
BERPATVUF¢+S—

Original Concept
Ongoing OAVspin-off series (1996-97). As of this writing, the first two volumes
have been released domestically. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Tenchi Muyé!
Pretty Sammy the MagicalGirl(Pioneer LOCA)

Mahé Shojo Pretty Sammy
BALEAUT¢¢S—

Director
26-episode follow-up TV series (1996-97) to the original OAVs. TV SERIES CUR-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Shinpi no Sekai El-Hazard 2
FREOD tHFRIIL/NF— K 2

Original Concept
Follow-up OAV series (1997~ }; only two volumesavailable as of press time.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Dai-Und6kai (“Great Sports Meet”)
K#HS : Battle Athletess

Director / Original Story
Hayashi parts with the 7enchi! franchise at last with this latest OAV (and, ina
last-minute update, television) work (1997~ ). Note that the producer-supplied
English subtitle, “Battle Athletess,” is not represented in the Japanese, kanji-
only title. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version     



» Haruka Takachiho
Interviewed by Takayuki Karahashi (1994)

f Haruka Takachiho (autonym: Kimiyoshi Takekawa)

isn’t the patron saint of Japanese sciencefiction fan-

boys, he probably should be. Best-known as the man

who created Crusher Joe and the Dirty Pair, one thing

most English-speaking fans probably aren’t aware ofis,

Haruka Takachihois also an author in his own right.

With his forthright views and championship of the

little-appreciated genre of Japanese sciencefiction, hisis

a convincing voice for the reexamination of the outdat-

ed notion that science fiction is something that only

Americans can understand.Just as the ending song from

the Dirty Pair television series goes (“dirty stormy des-

tiny,” indeed), Takachiho is a man for whom fate has a

lot in store.

The beginning was in 1970, the year Haruka

Takachiho wentoff to college and attended his first sci-

ence fiction convention. It was at that convention that he

met the people who would become the founding mem-

bers of Studio Nue, among them convention chair

Masahiro Noda, now a notedtranslator of sciencefiction.

“A bunch of science fiction buddies who met each

other at science fiction conventions got together and

founded Crystal Art Studio in hopes of doing science fic-
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tion work. But once we got started, there was very little

related to science fiction. Instead, we got work for ani-

mation designs, andstaff work for a children’s education-

al show,” as Takachiho explains.

Their first animation series was Zero Tester, a

Thunderbirds-inspired tale first broadcast in 1973, the

same year that Casshan, Cutey Honey and Doraemon pre-

miered. As the projects which followed Zero Tester grew

farther and farther away from what Crystal Art was

formed to do—workonscience fiction—the decision was

made to disband the company andstart it all over, this

time under a new name.

“Our companywaslike a collective of people doing

things that they themselves weren't sure of, never mind
CoGexplaining to others,” remarks Takachiho. “‘Nue’ refers to

the Oriental version of the chimera. So, as an indescrib-

able studio doing indescribable work, we decided to call

ourselves Studio Nue.”

Until Nue, mecha design was something handled by

in-house designers as the need arose. As “outside” spe-

cialists hired to design props, the work on Zero Tester

gained them a reputation for the innovative, and it wasn’t

long before they were being asked to work on now-leg-
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endary, mecha-heavy showssuch as Yasha Raideen, Ucht

Senkan Yamato, Sei-Senshi Dunbine, Combattler V and

Tdsh6 Daimos.

His involvementin Nue aside, however, it wasn’t until

Takachiho began his next vocation as a writer that his

reputation really began to pick up steam. With the publi-

cation of two novels—the science fiction action classic

CrusherJoe, and the by-now infamous Great Adventuresof

the Dirty Pair, which was printed in Japan, in English—

Takachiho was setting in action a chain of events which

would culminate in a degree of international fame only

dreamedofby struggling young animators.

A part of anime apocryphain its own right, it was the

scene-stealing Dirty Pair in 1983's Crusher Joe theatrical

feature which thrust Takachiho into the hearts of anime

fans forever. With a continuing video series from Los

Angeles-based Streamline Pictures (the Affair of Nolandia

OAV and,later, the Project Eden movie) and a manga-style

original comic from Dark Horse (also serialized in the

U.K.’s MANGA MANIA magazine), the multinational, multi-

media Dirty Pair phenomenon proved forever in the

minds of anime fans that you never can have too much

firepoweror too muchcleavage.

“I think this story is already well-known in the U.S.,”

Takachihosays in reference to the start of the series, “but

back at the time the Dirty Pair was created, there was a

very popular women’s pro wrestling organization known

as the WWWA.Andthere was this women’s tag team by

the name of ‘Beauty Pair.’ I got the inspiration from their

name and came up with a completely unrelated story.”

But even with the heavy responsibility that comes

along with being “Father of the Dirty Pair,” Takachiho has

never forgotten his roots as a sciencefiction fan. Hestill

finds time to run a computer bulletin board system

(Kadokawa Shoten’s Comptique BBS), and he regularly

touches base with online fans in the “Miiko’s Room”sub-

board of the FANMIX forum on Nifty Serve, Japan’s

answer to CompuServe.

Perhapsit is just such a base that keeps him con-

stantly thinking of ways to update his most famouscre-

ations, such as in the recent DP remake, hot on the

Japanese marketat the time of this interview—Dirty Pair

Flash, six-volume OAVseries and, basically, a prequel of

sorts, which places a brand-new (and,as ever, scantily

clad) Pair in a bold, new future.

 

ANIMERICA: You were a founding memberandpresident

of Studio Nue.
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Peearelaoe

TAKACHIHO:Yes, I was president from thestart.

ANIMERICA:But one day, you decided to becomea writer

instead.

TAKACHIHO: Nue was a group ofcreative types, and cre-

ative people aren't necessarily good at running a business.

We needed someone who could do administrative,

accounting, and marketingtasks. I had a knack for them,
so 1 tended toward that position. But it was a company

full of creative types, after all, and I had my own creative

urges. One day I wrote out an idea I’d been carrying

around for a long time and showedit to a publisher. They
said, “Let’s publishit.” After that decision was made, they

asked me who | wanted for cover art andillustrations.

Since Studio Nue producesillustrations for science fic-

tion, amongotherthings, they thought I’d use one of my

own artists. But I happened to know an animator named

Yoshikazu Yasuhiko, although no one else seemed to
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know about him back then except perhaps for fans who

were really into animation. I'd worked with him on Yusha

(“Brave”) Raideen and 1 knew how good anartist he was,

so I requested him. And that’s how the Crusher Joe novel

cameinto being.

ANIMERICA: Ah,CrusherJoe, the space opera. Were there

any space operas in Japanese science fiction literature

before CrusherJoe...?

TAKACHIHO: There were a few, but Japan also had the

wonderful manga artist Osamu Tezuka, and it was he

whoestablished the genre as something which hadtradi-

tionally been depicted through manga. The result was

that, although there were many space opera manga, there

were very few space opera novels. Japanese sciencefiction

was heavily influenced by the likes of Arthur C. Clarke,

Isaac Asimov and Robert Heinlein’ work during the

1950s, so the mainstream literature at that time was

heavy sciencefiction in that vein. Everyone thought space

opera was nothing more than a manga genre. So when I

incorporated that kind of American style into a space

opera novel, it was thoughtto be refreshing.

ANIMERICA: What wasit like, making the transition to

writing as a career? You didn’t undergo somefurtive,

| like pro wrestling very much, so there are
times when | borrow namesfrom it, but it's not

really with the intention of creating homages.

ridiculously rigorous training that had you coughing up

blood or anything like that...?

TAKACHIHO:Notatall. [LAUGHS] I actually finished my

first novel in two weeks.

ANIMERICA:Soit all came to you naturally, then?

TAKACHIHO: Well, | was writing scripts and whatnot

before then, and I’d always loved to write, so I had no

trouble writing. Except that I hadn’t worked on anything

of any length, so I was little nervous, wonderingif |

could wrapit up well. I think it turned outall right.

ANIMERICA:You've told us the Dirty Pair was born from

women’pro wrestling. Are there any other homages to

wrestling in your work?

TAKACHIHO: No, not too many, although “Crusher Joe”

comes from a pro wrestler named Crusher. I like pro

wrestling very much, so there are times when | borrow

namesfrom it, butit’s not really with the intention of cre-

ating homages.
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ANIMERICA: How about other books? What have you

written outside the sci-fi field?

TAKACHIHO:I’ve been keenly interested in the idea of

physical training and fighting for some time now, so in

addition to science fiction, I’ve written quite a few martial

arts novels. For that purpose, I’ve interviewed people

doing karate, aikido, shorinji kenpo,etc.

ANIMERICA:Do you evertake part in such activities your-

self?

TAKACHIHO:Only little judo in junior high. I haven't

done muchin the way of martial arts beyondthat. I have

met a few masters, though, and I think I have a feelforit,

and I know enoughto discern techniques. The other day,

for example, I began sending my son off for kung fu

lessons. Kung fu has many top-class techniques that the

world should know about, so ’m writing about them in

my books. Those who are into martial arts are probably

quite aware that the stuff you see in movies is all faked

and scripted. Thosereally high kicks aren’t very practical,

after all. 1 wish people could see what sort of moves are

really used to kill people.

ANIMERICA:Isaac Asimov used to say that science fic-

tion is a literary genre unique to the U.S., and thatit

doesn’t really exist in other countries. In your opinion,

are there real science fiction authors whowrite real sci-

ence fiction in Japan?

TAKACHIHO: I would say that Sakyo Komatsu has writ-

ten novels of which the world would be proud. I think

he might not be known in the U.S. for anything other

than his novel Japan Sinks, but his stories have content

and scale comparable to Clarke. As for hard sciencefic-

tion, a writer by the name of Akira Hori writes stories

constructed from awe-inspiring details of scientific

knowledge. Sure, 1 think Japanese science fiction has

many high-level stories.

ANIMERICA: But will they ever be translated and pub-

lished outside of Japan?

TAKACHIHO: That doesn’t happen often. Stories chosen

for publication tend to be short stories with “Japanesque”

sentiments. I’m not convinced that the full potential of

Japanesescience fiction in translation has been explored.

ANIMERICA: Would you say that the stories which are

translated are chosen for their Orientalism? The so-called

mystique of the Orient?

TAKACHIHO:Yes, | would.
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ANIMERICA: But the Dirty Pair was translated into

English....

TAKACHIHO:That wastranslated for the Japanese market

and published in English for the Japanese market, so I'd

say it’s a little different from the translations we’re talking
about. If there were to be opportunities for translation,

there are many stories, not necessarily mine, which I

would like American people to read. Many of Komatsu’s

stories, for example.

ANIMERICA:Suchas “The Day of Resurrection,” perhaps?

TAKACHIHO: Well, that one was made into a movie

[released in 1980 underthetitle Virus, starring Sonny Chiba,

Glenn Ford and Olivia Hussey—Ed.], but there are far better

Komatsu stories such as “Who Will Take Over?” or “At the
Endof the Infinite Flow” or “The Gordian Knot.” I think

American readers would be shockedsilly to read these

works in translation. I think they’d be surprised to know

these kinds of stories even existed. I'll tell you right now

that some stories seem to get translated in Japanese almost
automatically, and should you win a Hugo,why, that’s even

better. I wish booksrated as highly in Japan could get the

same kind of treatment whenthey go overseas.

ANIMERICA:It’s rare to hear of even Seiun Award winners
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[said to be the Japanese equivalent to the Hugo—Ed.] getting
translated into English.

TAKACHIHO:Notjust Seiun winners, though, butall the

classics we Japanese read and grew up on. Such as

Komatsu and Yasutaka Tsutsui. I think it’s no good if the

classics don't get translatedfirst.

ANIMERICA: Onthe other hand, a comic version of Dirty

Pair is published in English from Dark Horse.

TAKACHIHO:| attribute this mostly to the power of ani-

mation. Basically, it has pictures despite the language bar-

rier. | think animation fares better if only for the pictures.

I think that’s how a comic version can spring up or the

story itself can become known—animation is a means to

overcoming the language barrier. There are a few works

made with science fiction in mind, such as The Wings of

Honneamise, and do | think it’s possible to show the cal-

iber of Japanese science fiction through such works.

ANIMERICA: The Dark Horse Comics Dirty Pair is an orig-

inal story. How do youlike it?

TAKACHIHO:| tendto think that visual works—including

the English comic version, the manga version, the ani-

mated version, all versions—are fundamentally different
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from the novel. For example,I always ask that they come Dirty Pair Flash

up with an original story when they animate a work of

mine.I have a belief that a sufficiently well-written novel

cannot be improved by translation into a visual medi-

um, which is why I make this request. And so, in answer

to your question, and without commenting on

the story itself, I think original stories

must be something suitable for the

comic medium.

ANIMERICA:Doyou haveany ideas for

a live-action Dirty Pair?

TAKACHIHO:No,| can’t say I’ve been , x

approached with that one...at least, - L-e aa

not yet. [LAUGHS] |

ANIMERICA: What if such a feature

were to be made in Japan or Hollywood? Have you

given any thoughts to casting?

TAKACHIHO:| love movies very much, butI also love

animation very much, too. This time around, Dirty

Pair underwent a remake, andI’ve beenterribly excit-  
~

TAKACHIHO:

I don’t really talk

with fans. For one

ed aboutit. It was fortunate for me that I happenedto

start a company wanting to go into sciencefiction and

ending up in animation,but| like animation,afterall,

andI really like to immerse myself in the details of thing, there’s a big age gap. XY

Even thoughI like to think ’m .

still young myself, most of my read-

ers are the same age as my son. WhenI try

its production. ...All of which goesto say, Id like

to continue writing stories with an eye toward

having them animated eventually.
to talk to them,it starts to sound morelike an

ANIMERICA: Do you have any favorite old man lecturing a bunchof kids rather than an

animationtitles? honest dialogue. [LAUGHS] So I try not to poke my

TAKACHIHO:I have to say I mainly nose into suchaffairs.

watch Hayao Miyazaki’ animation. ANIMERICA:Is that so? It was my understanding that you

For my viewing material, its watching stories with a yan somescience fiction conventions after you went pro.

happy ending and withoutevil people, so thats what! And before then, you were involved in the sciencefiction
tend to end up watching. As for my own work, Crusher world, were you not?

Joe was myfirst, so my feelings for it run deep. And of
TAKACHIHO:Yes, but | wasstill young, then. I started my

company whenI was 20 or 21 years old. I wasstill busy
course, I have other works of which I’m fond for vari-

ous reasons. . — :
doing fan activities until I was 25 or so. —Hey, I was

ANIMERICA: But in your own Dirty Pair and CrusherJoe, young, back then. [LAUGHS] It’s a carryover from those

evil people are everywhere, and people die right and days to think of myself as being young...well, you know

left... howitis.

TAKACHIHO:It’s different when we're talking about my ANIMERICA:Let’s talk about your hobbies. Pro wrestling,

stories. [LAUGHS] They tend to go in different directions martial arts, skiing, that type of thing?

than the showsI choose to watch. . .
TAKACHIHO: Those, and until recently, I was also into

ANIMERICA: I understand you're involved in running a motorcycles, at least until I hurt my back. [LAUGHS]

BBS. Do you value your connections to fandom? These days, I’d say I’m moreintoskiing.
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ANIMERICA: These are all high-adrenaline activities,

wouldn't you say?

TAKACHIHO: [LAUGHS] When I was a kid, and until I was

in junior high, I was into reading manga and books. I was

the type whostayedinside the houseall the time.I rarely

exercised—I guess you could say I had a little complex

going against it. | was suddenly enlightened around the

age of thirty or so. I realized that | should be moving my

body more often andstarted to get into many activities.

So these sports are things I began to do in thelast ten

years Or SO.

ANIMERICA: You like adrenaline, then? Dirty Pair and

CrusherJoe both look like they were written onit, andit’s

an element in other works of yours yet to be animated,

as well.

TAKACHIHO: You could say I have an admiration forall

things powerful.

ANIMERICA: What about tractors?

TAKACHIHO:Nottractors. [LAUGHS] Morelike those pow-

erhouse wrestlers in pro wrestling. Not the Hulk Hogan

type; more like the Road Warriors, you know?If you’re

familiar with pro wrestling, you'll know whatI’m talking

about. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: You also seem to be into technical things

such as networking and computers. Are youalso interest-

ed in computer games or ham radio?

TAKACHIHO:I’m completely inept at games. I’m just no

good at them. I was really into ham radio when I was a

kid. The problem was, I was a kid—I couldn't obtain the

equipment.I’ve lived thus far without obtaininga license.

I have a stronger interest in hardware, gadgets and such.

Also, things with motors. Amongplastic models, I prefer

the ones with motorized parts which move and trans-

form. I’ve always liked those kinds of models.

ANIMERICA: A battery-operated Valkyrie, for example?

TAKACHIHO:

interesting. It's the same with skiing and martial arts. I got

... That becomes business, so itS not as

into them as hobbies, but I'd use them for my writing,

and they became work. Then I'd start thinking about how

I could use them in my work, and Id lose interest and

could no longer enjoy them as hobbies. It’s a habit of

mine, a...how do yousayit? It’s like the destiny of a nov-

elist. The pattern is that I think I’m enjoying something

purely for pleasure, but eventually it becomes a part of

work, andthen I can’t think of it as anything but source

material for writing.
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ANIMERICA: Speaking of Valkyries, Macross is another

Studio Nue show.

TAKACHIHO: Yes. That was from a different depart-

ment, but we worked on that show, too. Macross was of

Shoji Kawamori and Kazuki Miyatake lineage. But I

wasn't managing it, so I didn’t know about the

progress of that project.

ANIMERICA: At that time, you were already Haruka

Takachiho the writer.

TAKACHIHO:Yes,it was nothing but writing by that time,

and I'd already resigned as president.

ANIMERICA: Whats your relationship with Studio Nue

been like since you became a writer?

TAKACHIHO: Nue handles copyright management, and

its still that way. For example, Dirty Pair is copyrighted

Haruka Takachiho and Studio Nue.

ANIMERICA: So Nue is your manager.

TAKACHIHO: Yes, and they get a percentage of my

income. On the other hand, they also work on animation

projects on their own. Right now, Kawamori is working

on some Macross project with Nue. ?'m notreally familiar

with it; its called Macross Plus. 1 got a report aboutit.

They seem to be working on it in conjunction with a TV

version. Anyway, they let me make a new CDsince they

madethe six-volume Dirty Pair Flash OAVseries.

ANIMERICA: Will you be singing on this CD?

TAKACHIHO:| won't be singing, but Rika Matsumoto and

Mariko Koda, whorespectively play Yuri and Kei in the

new DPfeature, will be. They’ve released CDs before and

can sing, even though they’re voice-actors. | submitted a

project proposal saying I wanted to make a CD with dra-

matic dialog and songsinit, and it was accepted.It’s been

ten years since | last wrote a script, not since CrusherJoe.

ANIMERICA: Would yousay that this, too, is another ver-

sion of the Dirty Pair?

TAKACHIHO:You could say that. It's scheduled for release

on April 25. Its called “Yuri and Kei: The Angels’

Holiday.” They’re on vacation, you see.

ANIMERICA:In closing, do you have a message for your

fans in the English-speaking world?

TAKACHIHO: Well, lets see. Pve written many space

operas, but I’ve also written many other kinds of novels.

I wish you could read all these books from different gen-

res. Of course, if they could be animated...the novels may
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be in Japanese, but you might have an easier time watch-

ing them in animation. I’d like to campaign to get at least

some of them animated so that they could be seen not

just in Japan, but by people in America, as well. So if

you'd like to see that happen too, please root for me. I

think that’s what I'd like to say.

 

ince the time of this interview, Dirty Pair Flash has

gone on to produce a second OAVseries in Japan,

Dirty Pair Flash 2. In America, the original “Dirty

Pair” are enjoying great success, not just for their animat-

ed adaptations, but in an original made-in-America comic

version, as well.

Conceived of by Toren Smith—headofStudio Proteus,

one of the earliest and mostinfluential translation studios

in the American anime/manga industry—and artist Adam

Warren, who’s worked on a Teen Titans one-shot and Gen

13 comic mini-series, the American Dirty Pair comic

draws its inspiration directly from Takachihos original

“character concepts,” which left Smith and Warren (in

later installments, Warren producestheseries solo) free to

come up with their own mythology and adventuresfor the

infamousPair. Warrenis also scheduled to work on anoth-

er installment in the “made in America” Bubblegum Crisis

mangaseries, to be titled “Meat Jacket.”

As of 1997, both the animated Dirty Pair movies and

the Crusher Joe films are available in the U.S., with Dirty

Pair Flash soon to join them.Asfor future projects—espe-

cially science fiction projects—what Takachiho has in

mind has yet to be seen.
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MANGA #8
Note that, although they're listed here under “manga,” none of the following worksare,
in fact, Japanese comics, but novels written in Japanese. In the case of the Dirty Pair
novel, the story was animated, and eventually released here in the U.S. as a “manga-
style” American comic written in English by Toren Smith and Adam Warren. Although

Toren has since left the series in order to concentrate on comics produced under his own

flourishing “Studio Proteus” imprint, Warren keeps the legendalive, gaining notoriety

and high acclaim most recently for his work on “(Bootleg) Gen 13,” a mainstream title
loaded to the gills with anime, manga, and Hong Kongactionflick in-jokes. For more
information on Takachiho’s novels, try www. sfwj . or. jp on the World-Wide Web.
 

Crusher Joe: Wakusei Pizan no Kiki
("Crusher Joe: Crisis on Planet Pizan”)

DIyvve— + VaD: BECVOR

Author

Published in 1977; Takachiho's debut as a writer. Followed by several sequels.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

~

Dirty Pair no Dai-Béken
(“The Great Adventures of the Dirty Pair”)

Y—-F14\7OKER

Author
Published in 1987. In addition to unleashing upon an unsuspecting public the
chaos that is Kei and Yuri, the so-called “Dirty Pa—" ...Uh, make that
“Lovely Angels”... Anyway, in addition to introducing the characters, the Dirty
Pair no Dai-Béken novel went on to win the Seiun Award, the Japanese
equivalent to the Hugo. Illustration by Yoshikazu Yasuhiko (Gundam), with

translation by David Lewis. Followed by a sequel, Dirty Pair no Dai-Gyakush0

(“The Great Counterattack of the Dirty Pair”). ENGLISH-LANGUAGE RELEASE
TITLE: Great Adventures of the Dirty Pair (Kodansha English Library)

ANIME 7V=%
Compared to someof the creators in this book, Takachiho’s anime contributions may

seem a bit slim, but don’t let that fool you—active as a writer for more years than

some mightlike to count, Takachihois a fixture in the science fiction communities of

his native Japan, knownnot only as a novelist and anime screenwriter/producer, but as

a Net-happy onliner whose locally operated BBS attracts fans of a similar stripe from
all over cyberspace.
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Crusher Joe
DIAyVYVR— + Va

Original Story/ Screenplay/ Editorial Supervision
131-minute theatrical feature (1983). An animated, large-scale sci-fi spectacular
that's also not without its humor. Features the first-ever animated appearance
of the Dirty Pair, the terrible twosome who would go ontostar in one of the
most successful series in studio Sunrise’s history. Directed, co-scripted, partially
animated, character designed, and storyboarded by Yoshikazu Yasuhiko (Arion,
Gundam, Venus Wars). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Crusher Joe: The Movie
{AnimEigo)

Hi

Dirty Pair
Y-TFaN7

Original Story
24-episode TV series (1985); based on Takachiho’s novel of the same name,
with character designs by a then-novice Tsukasa Dokite (animationdirector,
Urusei Yatsura), as heavily influenced by Yasuhiko’s original novel illustrations.
A fumetti-style “animefilm comic” series using actual production cels from the

show is also available domestically (with dialogue in English) through Viz
Comics. Note that the TV seriesis also available in Japan in a variety of re-
edited and re-released compilation formats. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Dirty Pair no Dai-Shébu: Nolandia no Nazo
(“The Dirty Pair's Great Victory: The Mystery of Nolandia”)
Y-FACNFTOKBR: /-IBVF1AT7OR

Original Story
55-minute, one-shot OAV (1985); first of non-TV Dirty Pair “spin-off” projects. In
a break with the established Yasuhiko designs, character designer Dokite takes
a chance and goes for a more “realistic” look with Kei and Yuri. (We'll leave it

to you to determine whetheror not his gamble was successful.) DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: Dirty Pair: The Affair of Nolandia (Streamiine Pictures)

Dirty Pair: Gekij6 Ban (“Dirty Pair: The Movie”)
Y—-TF ANT : Wh

Original Story / Planning Coordinator
80-minute theatrical feature (1987); all-new original story (with a very stylish,
“Bond, James Bond"-type opening)in which the Pair square off against a wacky
mad scientist, and Kei gets a new boyfriend. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Dirty
Pair Project Eden (streamiine Pictures)

Dirty Pair
Y-TFANKT

Original Story
Five-volume OAV series (1987); revised Dokite character designs feature a
return to a more “anime”style than the “realism” of No/andia. In its original
Japanese release, two OAVs were included on each volume, for a total of 10
original anime videos. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Crusher Joe: Hydketsu Kangoku no Wanaand Saishd Heiki Ash
(“Crusher Joe: The ice-Hell Trap” and “Crusher Joe: Final Weapon Ash”)

QIvY*— Ya: KBBROR & BRAG yy.

Original Story
Two-volume OAV series (1989). Six years after the original Crusher Joe movie,
the Crusher Team is back for direct-to-home-video adventures. Character design

is by Yasuhiko, while mecha design is by Macross’ Shoji Kawamori. DOMESTIC

RELEASETITLE: Crusher Joe: The Ice Prison and Crusher Joe: Last

Weapon Ashi (AnimEigo)

Dirty Pair: B6ryaku no 005 Ben
("Dirty Pair: The Flight 005 Conspiracy”)

Y—-FANT :- BRROOOSE

Original Story
60-minute, one-shot OAV (1990); Dokite sticks with the safe bet and extends

the designs from the ‘87 OAV series moreorless intact to this finali—unless,of

course, you count Dirty Pair Flash—entry into the series (see below). DOMES-
TIC RELEASE TITLE: Dirty Pair: Flight 005 Conspiracy(Streamline Pictures)

Dirty Pair Flash
Y-FARTIAIIvVA

Original Story / Dialogue

Six-volume OAV series (1994). With a new look, new character designs, and
even new voice-actors, Dirty Pair Flash is more a distant cousin to the original
franchise than direct spin-off, despite the fact that Takachiho himself takes cred-
it not only for “original story,” but for screenwriting, as well. If nothing else, now
we know that the “Dirty Pair” is more than just a pejorative nickname—it's more
like an office, in which (presumably) any two buxom,scantily dressed lasses may
serve. Nudie transformation sequences 4 la Cutey Honey should prove popular

with certain fans (you know whoyouare). Followed by a second OAV series, DP

Flash 2. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Dirty Pair Flash (ac. Vision)
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Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language

(i.e., English) version

TTV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are
both broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2. Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and home video versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version   



» Hiroyuki Kitazume
Interviewed by Takashi Oshiguchi (1994)

 
hen asked what kind of animation inspired

him to become an animator, Kitazumelaughs.

 

“Well, it was Gundam that made mego into the
industry, after all.”

He’ referring to that Gundam,the original 43-episode

Kido Senshi Gundam (“Mobile Suit Gundam”) television

series by Yoshiyuki “Father of Gundam” Tomino, of

course. No matter how endearingly camp this 1979

mecha-show-of-all-mecha-shows may seem by today’s

standards, the series’ gritty realism (relative to the time

period) and Yoshikazu Yasuhiko’s “lifelike” character

designs, are mentioned time and time again by anime

professionals as one ofthe first shows to suggest anima-

tion’ infinite possibilities. Kitazumeis perhaps the poster

child of the animator whogot into animation “because of

Gundam,” especially since he eventually got the chance to

make his own mark on the Gundamseries itself.

“Compared to the animation character designs before

him, there was something different about Yasuhiko’s

style,” says Kitazume, who cites the “personality” of

Yasuhiko’ Gundam characters as important influences on

his own work. “For ease of animation, designers before

Yasuhiko tended toward simplified manga characters. It

was unusual for a designer to create animation characters

from scratch. But Yasuhiko’ drawings have a true design

aesthetic. His characters are full-fledged designs that can

be viewed asart in their own right.”

For a boy who loved animation since elementary

school—“around junior high, the (live-action) series

KamenRiderreally appealed to me for a while, but Yamato

pulled me back into anime”—Kitazumestill thinks of

those Yamato and Gundam days as something special.

“That was an exciting time, with television shows such

as Gatchaman and so many newly animatedtheatrical fea-

tures coming out. | must have been influenced by those.

(Those films) were as familiar to me as thetelevision

shows I watched during childhood.” Inspired by this

exciting new age of animation, and Yasuhiko’s work—not

only on Gundam, but on Combattler-V, Raideen, and other

Sunrise and Toei giant robot shows—young Kitazume

thoughtto try his own handatdesigning.

“I was doodling since I waslittle, and 1 was always

very interested in drawing. When thelive-action boom

shifted back to animation, there was a dramatic improve-

mentin drawing quality. And taken together with my love

of drawing....” In his senior year in high school, the time
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when Japanese students have to make decisions about

their future careers, Kitazumetold his parents he wanted

to become an animator.

“They said ‘No,” Kitazume laughs. “They told me to

go to a vocational school instead, to cool my head.”

Finally, his parents made a bargain with him.If young

Hiroyukireally wanted to become an animator, then noth-

ing else would do but for him to go to animation school.
His parents would payhis tuition for the first two years.

And so, upon graduation from high school, Kitazume put

off job hunting and went merrily on his way to enroll in

the animation department of the Tokyo Design Institute.

Two years later, he hadn’t changed his mind.

“Td found my vocation,” he says.

Kitazumegothis official start at Studio Bebow, run by

Tomonori Kogawa, while still a student at Tokyo Design

Institute. The chance to work with Gundam’s creator/direc-

tor Tomino was an early benchmarkin his career.

“At the time, Tomino’s latest work was Ideon, and

Bebow wasa studio that worked onthat show. So I kind

of wentthere to fulfill my dreams,” he laughs.

Kitazume’s talent revealed itself early, and he quickly

racked up an impressive list of credits on the majority of

the showstheprolific animation studio Sunrise was pro-

ducing at the time—xXabungle, Dunbine, L-Gaim and Zeta

Gundam,leading finally to his first character design solo

on 1986's Gundam Double Zeta and his first design work

for a theatrical feature, in Mobile Suit Gundam: Gyakusht

no Char (“Chars Counterattack”). But character design

wasonly the beginning for the multi-talented Kitazume—

on his most ambitious original project so far, Moldiver,

he’s credited for original story, as well as director and

character designer. As a creator, he cites the omnipresent

influence of the great animator Hayao Miyazaki as one of

the inspirations that drives his work.

“Back when I saw Castle of Cagliostro, 1 thought it was

wonderful, and so much fun to watch...but I thoughtit

was the storyboarding and direction that made it that

way, not just the drawing. So I thought animating was

fine, but I wantedto direct, too. I wanted to do both. Not

just drawing.”

 

ANIMERICA:So, what was yourfirst real job in animation?

KITAZUME:Well, myfirst job was on the Ideon movie. There

were two features, Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon: Sesshoku-Hen

(“Legendary God-Giant Ideon: A Contact”) and Densetsu

Kyoshin Ideon: Hatsudé-Hen (“Be Invoked”). They were

going to make new animation for Contact, and myfirst job
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was making in-betweens for the new animation, which

would then be edited into the compilation. As you may

know, the Ideon movies were based on the TV show. After

that, 1 did in-betweens for TV shows, such as for Xabungle.

ANIMERICA: So you werestill just an in-betweener back

then.

KITAZUME:Yes. I became a key animator in the middle of

the next show, Sei-Senshi Dunbine.

ANIMERICA: So when were youfirst on your own?

KITAZUME: When I did Gundam Double Zeta.

Moldiver
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| have to fight the urge

to use particular styles

of my ownto establish
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ANIMERICA: That was yourfirst? I had the impressionit

was long before that.

KITAZUME:That wasthefirst. | was twenty-four back then.

ANIMERICA:Since then you worked on few original videos?

KITAZUME:Yes, just one. It was called Legaciam (1987). It

was around the sametime as Char’s Counterattack.

ANIMERICA:Is it correct that you worked on Robot

Carnival with your colleague, Hidetoshi Omori, at Studio

Bebow?

KITAZUME: Yes, | worked on that with him. I did Robot

Carnival and Double Zeta around the sametime.I did L-

Gaim after Dunbine, and after that came Zeta Gundam.1

left Studio Bebow when

Zeta was starting up. Right

around that time, a produc-

er came to me andsaid, “I

want you to animate the

show alter Zeta Gundam.”

ANIMERICA: You've worked on quite a few A.I.C. pro-

ductions, too.

KITAZUME: I wonder whatthe first A.I.C. work I did

was.... Maybeit was Iczer-One. When we were work-

ing on Iczer-One, (director) Toshihiro Hirano singled

out our studio’s Hiroaki Oi to do mecha designs for

the video. So a colleague from our studio was working

on that video...and then I was asked to join. That’s

how I met Toru Miura—and that’s how westarted

on A.I.C. titles. Then Char’s

Counterattack, we disbanded ourstudio. I’m lazy, and

working after

I was getting tired of managing a studio. So I wentto

A.1.C.’s president and decided to take on any work he

brought me. [LAUGHS] I did key animation and every-

thing else under his management.

ANIMERICA:So after Iczer-One, you worked mostly on

original videos?

KITAZUME:Myfirst work around that time was a video
particular moods.|

could say it's tough to
be the person who has

to make those decisions.

from Kubo Shoten called Dragon Century, although that

So that was going to be my wasn'ta big job. Speaking of big jobs, I was involved with

first work after going inde- the character designs in Megazone 23, Part Three. | think

pendent. But when I was that was myfirst big job since going to A.LC.
drawing the characters to

audition for that show, it

was suddenly decided that Zeta would be extended.It

was all very last-minute.

ANIMERICA: Not the ideal situation for a first solo work.

How much time did you really have?

KITAZUME:Well, Double Zeta started in January, but I was

drawing the characters for the new show during the sum-

mer before. The project went on hiatus in thefall, and I

was told to stop my work. It was already October when

they told me that Zeta was going to be extended. Bright

Noah and all the other Zeta characters were going to be

in it, but (character designer) Yasuhiko wasn’t going to be

involved anymore. So I was chosen because I was the

artist who had worked on the show andcould carry on a

natural sense of continuity. Thats how I ended up work-

ing on Double Zeta.

ANIMERICA:You've workedon nearly all the Sunrise shows.

KITAZUME:Well, yes. Back then, we were working on about

five of the titles being madeat Sunrise’s Studio No.2.

ANIMERICA: Were you alwaysfreelancing, then?

KITAZUME:Well, after leaving Studio Bebow, I was run-

ning a company with a few friends.

ANIMERICA: Nowlets move on to Moldiver. Moldiver is

almost totally your own work,isn’t it? You're the creator,

character designer and director.

KITAZUME:Yes, I was involved right from the drafting of

the proposal.

ANIMERICA: How would you describe Moldiver to some-

one whohas neverseenit?

KITAZUME:In terms of genre, it’s a superhero story.

But in most of those kinds of stories, the main char-

acter has special abilities to begin with. My premise

was: “Whatif an ordinary kid suddenly got those abili-

ties?” And since we’re dealing with ordinary kids, the

stories wouldn’t be that overblown, either. They

would have an ordinary beginning, but things might

just end up in a big mess. It’s an accessible superhero

story like that.

ANIMERICA: An ordinary high-school girl tinkers with

her brother's mecha and—

KITAZUME: ...And what would happen if that gave her

the powers to become a superbeing. That’s the theme.

ANIMERICA:Did you prepare the plots for Volumes One

through Six before you got the go-ahead?
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KITAZUME:No, that wasn’t the case. All the volumes were

supposed to beself-contained stories. I drafted a couple

of story ideas, and some of them got animated as they

were. As for the series coordination, about half were

Nakamura’s ideas [screenwriter Manabu Nakamura—Ed.].

The last episode, Episode Six, featured the story of the

launch of the spaceship under the “dimensional naviga-

tion project.” We wanted to make that the backbone of

the six episodes, so westarted to introduce elements of

that from the second episode on.

ANIMERICA: Episode Six looks like a two-parter.

KITAZUME: Yes. In the beginning, we weren't going to

makeit that big a story. But during the production meet-

ings, we decided there should be an underlying plot. So

that's how that came about.

ANIMERICA: Was the character “Moldiver 3” planned

from the beginning?

KITAZUME: Well, he was in the plans, but we

couldn't come up with the designs until the

last minute.

ANIMERICA: What about the idea that the kid

would do it? Were the two brothers andsister

always going to be involved?

KITAZUME: Yes. That was planned from the

beginning. I originally wanted to use this idea

for a TV show—like a 50-episode series,

including throwaway episodes. ButI still want-

ed it to have a consistent main plot. You know

how a TV series has key episodes? We ended

up having to condense only those kinds of

episodes for the OAV volumes. So we ended

up with less time to show the daily lives of the

characters. And at the end of those episodes,

Nozomu creating Moldiver 3 seemed to hap-

pen a little too suddenly—you would have

expected something like that if only we’d had

more opportunities to show what he waslike

in daily life. I think it may have been a mistake

to have a suddenplottwist like that.

ANIMERICA: How about the female antagonists?

KITAZUME: Those personalities were actually

solidified rather late. In the beginning, we

wanted to make an “8-Man” [the hero of the

classic 1963 Japanese television series, wherein

Higashi Hachiro leads a doublelife: police officer

by day, and crime-fighting android by night—

Ed.|. There’d be eight of them, eight female
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transforming androids. So when I was drafting the pro-

posal, they all had the same face. 1 wasn’t going to give

them individual characters, but that might have been too

boring. So instead, we decidedto give each of them their

own personality.

ANIMERICA: Howlong did pre-production take?

KITAZUME: | wonder how long that took. Let's see, sub-

mitting the proposal and.... lt took a while. It was over a

one- or two-year span. It took me over a year since the

first inspiration.

ANIMERICA: So that means you hadn't decided how the

last episode would turn out when youstarted?

KITAZUME:All the scripts were finished before we started

making Episode One. Quite a lot of it was finished before

actual production of the film began, but the production

was parallel to my work on the Bastard!! series. So that’s

why wehad little delay. It’s also why I had little under
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a year to refine my ideas. Afterward, when the writer came

in, we came up withall six episodesin a flash. And then,

there was little hiatus before actual production began.

ANIMERICA: Are you going to be working on the new

Yamato?

KITAZUME: Well, right now, production is pending, but

I'm supposed to doit. (Producer) Nishizaki is saying he’s

making Yamato, so | guessit’s officially going to be made.

[LAUGHS] Butin reality, there’s no specific talk of when and

how. Right now,there are twotitles involved. There’s the

video version, “New Uchti Senkan Yamato,” with the Syd

Mead-designed ship [now titled Yamato 2520—Ed.], and

then there’s “Resurrection of Yamato,” using the old

designs. “New Yamato” is coming out sooner.It’s within

the year. I’ve heard the theatrical version might be on

hold until that’s taken care of.

ANIMERICA:So you're working on the movie and not
the OAV?

KITAZUME: Thats right. It’s “Resurrection of Yamato.” It’s

the story of resurrecting the Yamato that’s split in two in

Final Yamato [the 1983 theatrical release famousfor sacrific-

ing the Yamatoin onefinal conflagration, much the same way

the Enterprise NCC-1701 was destroyed at the end of Star

Trek III: The Search for Spock—Ed.]. On the other hand,

“New Yamato” has completely new characters.

“Resurrection of Yamato” will have Susumu Kodai

[English-speakingfans may recognize this character as “Derek

Wildstar’—Ed.] and a few other characters in their old

age, so they’re going to appear in a story that takes place

some years since the last one.

ANIMERICA:As a Yamato fan yourself, what do you think

of Syd Mead’ designs?

KITAZUME: Well, I have to say it doesn’t look like a

Yamato. [LAUGHS] ButI think it can hold its own andthere

must be ways to make useofit. But I think it'll require a

lot of “imprinting” to makeit look like it belongs in that

universe. I also think it'll be necessary to makeit into a

series and convince the audience that it is indeed a

Yamato. Strictly from a design point of view, it doesn’t

look like a Yamato, but....

ANIMERICA: Yamato was almost a social movement in

Japanese animation, wasn’t it? What are your feelings

about being involved in a work of which you’ve been a
fan for so long?

KITAZUME: Well, the main reason I joined this project

wasthatit’s a theatrical feature. I’ve been an animatorfor

some ten years now. Granted, I worked on Char’

Counterattack six or seven years ago, but it may have

been a little too big a project for me back then. Since

then, I’ve gotten more experience, andI’ve gotten little

bit better. So I'd say it was about time for me to work on

a theatrical feature...in this case, it just happens to be

Yamato. It’s a film I had great feelings for in my youth,

and it’s a feature, so I’d like as many people as possible

to see it. 1 hope to show a new generation of people what

great animation is. I’m notreally too interested in the

plot, such as the piecing together of the Yamato broken

in the previous story. But I think Yamato’s impact on the

audience will always be big, so that’s what I'd like to be
involved in.

ANIMERICA: You mentioned that Susumu Kodaiwill be

showing upin his old age. How do you design older ver-

sions of characters you love?

KITAZUME: Well, it’ similar to what I did in Char’

Counterattack, after all. —Actually, it was Yasuhiko who

had to age Char Aznable after Gundam and Zeta Gundam

SO we got to see Char’s aging progress. I had a part in

Zetas version of Char, but that was a design with many

conditions in mind. As for Yamato, the animesceneis dif-

ferent now from howit was back then.Atthattime, Leiji

Matsumotos popularity was really pulling Yamato along.

So the issue with me nowfor this currentproject is: How

much of a Leiji Matsumoto style should be in my charac-

ters? Its my feeling that there are more people of a

younger generation who are more familiar with the ani-

mated Kodai than the authentic Matsumoto Kodai, so per-

haps it’s better to update the style. More important than
the superficial details of the character design, I want to

establish the authentic feel of Kodai.

ANIMERICA: Theystarted off with the Matsumotostyle,

and Kodai’s style eventually evolved into what he became

over the course of the many sequels. So you’d be adding

yourstyle based on that character?

KITAZUME: Yes, back then Leiji Matsumoto’s characters

were deeply popular in the world, what with Ginga

Tetsud6 999 and such.So the various different styles of

Kodai were still regarded as Matsumoto-style characters.

But actually, the style has been changing all along.

Conversely, the Susumu Kodaithat the fans want may not

actually be Matsumoto’ original Kodai, but the Kodai

who's been depicted in the animation.

ANIMERICA: When it comes to character designing,

would you say thatit’s something you makefrom scratch?

KITAZUME: Well, a lot of my works tend to come with

strings attached—I could mention Gundam.It may not be
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a good idea to make the comparison, but you

know how (Macross character designer) Haruhiko

Mikimoto can get away with working on various

titles with his own style? I’ve been forced to

change my style depending on the work,so I’ve

been more like a designer than an artist.

ANIMERICA: Designing whatfits the world?

KITAZUME:Yes. I'll look for the style that will

satisfy what’ being sought. I have to fight the  
urge to use particular styles of my own to estab-

Zeta Gundam's “Four

Murasame,’ from

this mini-illustration

book on Kitazume's

characterart.

lish particular moods. | could say it’s tough to be

the person whohas to make those decisions.

ANIMERICA:After all, you have to come up with

many, many characters, not just the main ones.

KITAZUME:Yes, but I also think I was extremely

lucky to be able to work with Yoshiyuki Tomino.

I think that my work with him in the past has

becomea real asset for me today. Gundam Double

Zeta had so many subcharacters. For example,

even a sideline character like a middle-aged man

had to have a profession andsocial position and personal-

ity. I’m sure Tomino must have had his frustrations with

me,butstill, he trusted me. Ultimately, that forced meinto

a situation where I had to expand myrepertoire, whether|

wantedto or not. I think it was good for me. So if I know

which direction I need to headin, it's not that hard to come

up with the characters and their variations.

ANIMERICA: Your previous work, Sései Kishi (“Genesis

Survivor”) Gaiarth, was another complete original, wasn’t

it? How do you compare the other aspects of production

with character design? Is coming up with everythingelse

actually the hard part?

KITAZUME:Well, a big difference between Moldiver and

what I did before was that Moldiver had comical aspects.

Until then, I had worked on science fiction and other

serious stories, and the characters had to reflect that set-

ting. But this time, most of the stories were light, so I

thought my previous-style characters mightbe little too

heavy for it. I felt I had to come out with characters that

could take on those morelight-hearted roles.

ANIMERICA:Like that grandfatherly madscientist charac-

ter. He’s notreally evil, but he’s still autocratic.

KITAZUME:Yes. That type of charactergets a little hard to

handle if you make him too serious. [LAUGHS] I wanted to

make him more cartoonish or comic book-like, so in that

respect, he’s different from what I’ve designed before.

 
ANIMERICA: How did your segment in Robot Carnival

come about? A lot of people in the U.S. know thatpartic-

ular video becauseit’s been released in English.

KITAZUME: I have an acquaintance by the name of

Hiroyuki Kitakubo—I helped him out when he was mak-

ing (an adult anime by the name of) Pop Chaser, that’s

how I got to know him—andhetold me,“I’m going to be

making this anthology project next. How would youlike

to work on it?” So I accepted his invitation.

ANIMERICA: So from your short segment in Robot

Carnival to what you’re doing now—whatare your aspi-

rations for directing? Do you actually have something in

pre-production?

KITAZUME:Well, I got into animation because likedit. 1

wanted to transmit the excitement that I got watching

animation to today’s audience...but it’s been far harder

than I ever imagined.

ANIMERICA: Have you felt like that on projects besides

Robot Carnival?

KITAZUME:Yes, I have, especially with Moldiver. 1 had a

lot of ideas on how I could entertain the audience, but

they didn’t always materialize on film.

ANIMERICA:...In other words, the ideas may have been

there, but as you coordinated the production and drew

the storyboards....
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KITAZUME: Yes. You start doubting if what you thought

up can actually be expressed on film. It was a monthly

release, so there wasn’t muchtimefor the amountofwork

that was needed, and I couldn't spend it all on story-

boarding. That's been my big regret. Of course, as the

director, I still had to check and coordinate the story-

boards even if I wasn’t drawing them personally. But I

hadn’t had experience as a director of a TV show,and I

wasn't used to storyboarding myself, so there were many

aspects that I had to learn by doing. For example, I want-

ed to draw the storyboardsfor all six volumes and com-

pare them to the finished video to see how it comparedto

my original conception. I couldn’t accomplishthat.

ANIMERICA:Is storyboardingthat difficult?

KITAZUME:Yes.It's especially difficult to control the pacing.

ANIMERICA: There must be many ways to draw story-

boards, but to a laymanlike me,I envision them all the

way Hayao Miyazaki does them.In reality, they’re usually

not like that, are they? Most of them must be more sim-

plified, just showing the movements,or the timing,or the

scale. I’m guessing that must be how features are made.

KITAZUME:Actually, the directions are often much more

precise and detailed thanthat.

ANIMERICA: You've mentioned influences from Yoshikazu

Yasuhiko to Hayao Miyazaki to Yoshiyuki Tomino. Do you

have any otherdirectors who haveinfluenced you? It does-

n't have to be someone with whom you've worked. Oris

there a director you would like to work with in the future?

KITAZUME: Well, when I was a student, I watched many

works by Osamu Dezaki. As for Miyazaki, I used to real-

ly look up to him, but his recent works have tended to

becomerather lopsided. I'd like to make it my agenda to

do a different kind of story with a different kind ofdirec-

tion in his kind ofstyle. So in that sense, he’s not mygoal,

but he’s always in mind as the figure to surpass.

ANIMERICA: Probably beginning with your work on

Gundam, your name has become rather well-known in

the anime world overseas. What do you think about your

works being seen by people who speak another language?

KITAZUME: Well, I could say the same thing for Japan.

[LAUGHS] They mightstill be speaking the same language,

but they probably don’t know meatall. —Well, it might

be different if 1 drew manga, but | thinkit’s pretty hard to

see what I’m thinking aside from the visual messages in

the drawing. | think it’s the same in Japan orin the U:S.:

you won't know me as a person. Actually—although it

was quite a while ago—lI once received a fan letter from

the U.S. But I couldn’t read it, so I couldn't reply. [LAUGHS]

In that sense, the language barrieris still big, and I'd like

to overcomeit. But I think that might be pretty hard to do.

ANIMERICA: Do you have any message for yourfans overseas?

KITAZUME:As an animator, I hope that you can enjoy the

animation I’ve worked on. I'm happy that you might

remember my name, but the best joy comes from you

enjoying the productionitself.

ANIMERICA: Thank you very much.

 

ith industry buzz stretching back almost as

far as has the next set of Star Wars films, the

long-delayed Yamato project has at last been

(partially) realized. Yamato 2520, the OAV series which

features the Syd Mead-designed Yamato, has since begun

release in Japan, with future domestic release in English

scheduled for the near future by Voyager Entertainment,

the New Jersey-based companythatalso offers the entire

run of Star Blazers (the U.S. name for the multi-part

Yamato TV series) on homevideo.

Moldiver, the six-volume OAV series which Kitazume

mentions, has gone on in the U.S.to join the aristocracy

in a mini-empire ofsorts for Pioneer LDCA, the American

distribution arm of Japan's Pioneer LDC, whichis also

known among fansfor its release of the popular Tenchi

Muyo! series. In the duchy of Gundam, we’ve since seen

several entries in the evergreen franchise come and go—

Imagawas “black sheep” G Gundam, the uninspired

Gundam X, as well as the continuingly popular “teen

dream” Gundam Wing—and,at least as of this writing,

mainstream U.S. exposurestill eludes “the Big G,” asit’s

been called from time to time.

As for future plans, the big speculation at this point

involves Kitazume’s rumored involvement in the upcom-

ing Bubblegum Crisis TV series (which, in its most recent

incarnation, has since morphed into a proposed OAV

series). And, of course, there’s still the big “Resurrection

of Yamato” to which wecan look forward.
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ANIME 7=X
A longtime memberof Japan's A.I.C. animation studio—a studio whichhas,of late, gone
on to open a Stateside office, with the expressed intention of developing an overseas
market—Kitazume has had his fingers in some of the biggest OAV hits in recent years.
The long-delayed “Resurrection of Yamato” project aside, if rumors are to be believed,
Kitazume’s latest project involves one of the bestselling OAV series ever...do the initials

“BGC”ring any bells? Like many others, he has also contributed designs for video games,

including the currently Japan-only “Evoluge.”
 

Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon("Legendary God-Giant Ideon”’

GRREHdTAY

Animator

39-episode TV series (1980-81). In 1982, the series was re-edited and released

theatrically as a two-part movie, Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon: Sesshoku-Hen

(“Contact”) and Hatsud6-Hen (“Be Invoked”). Also known as “Space Runaway

Ideon.” See entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Sent6 Mecha Xabungle (“War-Machine Xabungle”)
RAATUA

Character Designs

50-episode TV series (1982-83); also knownbyits production company-sup-

plied English title, “Blue Gale Xabungle.” See entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Sei-Senshi Dunbine (“Holy-Warrior Dunbine”}

BPRITIVNAY

Animation Direction

49-episode TV series (1983-84); followed in later years by a Dunbine OAVseries

(in which Kitazume,like fellow animator Yasuhiro Imagawa, has no involvement).
More commonly known as “Aura Battler Dunbine.” See entry for Tomino. CUR-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Jisenki L-Gaim ("Heavy War-Machine L-Gaim”)
SeMDIVHAA

Animation Direction

54-episode TV series (1984-85); also known as “Heavy Metal L-Gaim.” See

entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ooa 2
g Tatakae! Iczer-One(“Fight! iczer-One”)

RA! oY—1

Character Designs
Three-volume OAV series (1985-87) on which Kitazume worked with hot and
upcoming young animator Toshihiro Hirano (Dangaio, Vampire Princess Miyu)
at Japanese animaticn studio A.I.C. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: lezer-One

(U.S. Renditions)

Boken! Iczer 3 ("Adventure! Iczer 3")
BR! 1477-3

Animation Direction

Six-episode OAV sequel series (1990) detailing the adventuresof Iczer-One's
“youngersister,” Iczer 3, who happensto be voicedin this anime version by

Japanese female pro wrestler, Cutey Suzuki. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: lezer

3S. Manga Corps}

Kidd Senshi Z Gundam ("Mobile Suit Z Gundam”)
MHMTZHVIA
Animation Direction
50-episode TV series (1985-86); see entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Megazone23,Part III: Eve no Mezame and Kaiho no Hi
(“The Awakening of Eve” and “Emancipation Day”)

AHY—Y2 3K:
49DBHand#iho A

Character Designs
Two-volume OAV series (1989) and follow-up to the Megazone 23 sequels Part |
and Part I, Megazone 23, the original 1985 runaway hit which helped to estab-
lish the then-nascent OAV industry, is said by some to bear almost no resem-
blance to its sequels; whetherthis has anything to do with the (unjinvolvement
of Kitazumeis unlikely. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Kid6d Senshi Gundam ZZ
MATHYYAZZ
Character Designer/Assistant Director
47-episode TV series (1986-87); also known as “Gundam Double Zeta.” See
entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Relic Armor Legaciam
VUYD-F-V-VHVTA

Character Designer
Single-shot OAV (1987) described in Japanese source materials as “sci-fi robot
anime from original creator/director Hiroyuki Kitazume, the animation director

of (among others) of Béken! Iczer 3 and Gaiarth.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Robot Carnival
ORY KA-T/L

Director/ Screenwriter / Character Designer
90-minute theatrical feature (1987) in which nine of Japan's leading animatorstack-
le the subject of “robots” in an anthology format. Kitazame's contribution is called
“Starlight Angel.” DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Robot Carnival(streamiine Pictures)

Kid6é Senshi Gundam: Gyakushié no Char
("Char‘s Counterattack”)

MHRtHYILA: PROUT

Character Designer
120-minute theatrical feature (1988) which brings closure (?) to the bitter love-
hate relationship shared by original Gundam TV series hero Amuro Rei and
hunky Aryan newtype Char Aznable. See entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Ryd Seiki: Shinshé A.D. 1990 Riko

Ryd Seiki: Masho R.C. 297 Rushiria
(“Dragon Century: Divine Chapter A.D. 1990” and “Mashé R.C. 297 Rushiria”)

atte : HHA.D.1990KFandMBR.C.297)bY U7
Character Designs /Art Continuity
Two-volume OAV series (1988) in which a dragon suddenly appears in the
skies of modern-day Tokyo, carrying over a long-ago war between gods and

devils and involving a young girl. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Dragon
Century (US. Renditions)

Bastard!! Ankoku no Hakaijin
(“The Dark God of Destruction”)

Bastard! !8§2Skimah

Character Designer
Six-volume OAV series (1992-93), based on the original manga by Kazushi
Hagiwara, as serialized in Shueisha’s SHONeN Jump. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Sdsei Kishi Gaiarth ("Genesis Survivor Gaiarth”)
BGRHITA

Character Designer/Screenwriter/ Director

Three-volume OAV series (1992-93); features a far-flung future, a post apocalyptic
world, and spell-casting robots. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Genesis Surviver
Gaiarth (Animtigo)

Moldiver
EMIAIN—

Original Concept/Art Direction / Director
Six-episode OAVseries (1993). Note that the first letters of each of the six vol-
ume titles—Metamorforce, Overzone, Longing, Destruction, Intruder, and
Verity—spell out the nameof the supersuit itself. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE:
Moldiver(Pioneer LOCA)

 

 

Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version  
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» Shoji Kawamori
Interviewed by Takashi Oshiguchi (1995)

hen Macross Plus debuted in 1995, it could

almost be said that its creator, Shoji

 

Kawamori, was making a comeback. Not that

he waseverreally gone from the animation scene—after a

string of successes guaranteed to make most would-be

mechaheadsgreen with envy, the fresh-faced thirtysome-

thing animator(34at the timeofthis interview), he of the

arched browsandtheintenseeyes, hadstill barely begun

his career, even in an industry known for snatching babes

out of design school and impressing them intoits service.

When you're a mechadesigner, you'veeither got the right

stuff, or you don’t...and Kawamori certainly did.

1982's breakthrough sci-fi TV series ChéJiki Yosai

Macross (“Superdimensional Fortress Macross”) jump-

started more than one career with its fresh, new

approach to the outer space epic. Like its predecessor,

Uchti Senkan Yamato, Macross had galaxy-spanning com-

bat between alien races, hot-shot pilots and dedicated

ship captains. Unlike Yamato, Macross also had lovetri-

angle and a teen-dream singing star—for anime fans

accustomed to the nationalism and high melodrama of

Yamato and its many imitators, Macross certainly was

“somethingdifferent.”

 
Kawamoris main contribution to this new formula

was the design of the show’ star robot—the trans-

formable, fighter plane-like “Valkyrie.” The Valkyrie’s suc-

cess had much to do with the fact that it was one of the

first designs whose transformingtoy actually transformed

as advertised (no pulling off the arms or the head to make

the contortions work). When Macross was broughtto the

U.S. as one part of the three-shows-fused-into-one

American TV series Robotech, the toys made their splash

in the West, as well.

A mechanical engineering major and eventual college

dropout whosefirst love was space science, rumorhasit

that young Kawamori took that first step on the road

toward a career as a mechadesigner by becomingfriend-

ly with staffers at anime design house Studio Nue. A

chance to design some gewgaw orother wasall it took for

the then-sophomore to cast aside a promising academic

career at Tokyo’ prestigious Keio University and eagerly

join their ranks.

Kawamori was born on the twentieth of February,

“deep in the mountains of Toyama prefecture.” Perhapsit

is here, in a region best known forits Gassho-style hous-

es, that his futuristic aesthetic began to develop. Gassho-
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style houses are 17th century, thatch-roofed buildings

with distinctive, very high-peaked roofs, considered by

contemporary architects to have an unusually modern

design. Environment or education...? In this case, per-

haps both.

Either way, Kawamori’ design sense gives his works a

certain special look that’s been soughtafter by studio after

studio ever since the debut of Macross’ Valkyrie. The

innovators innovator in the world of mecha design,

Kawamori has had his finger in more mecha pies than

some consider decent—thesleek, jet fighter-influenced

Valkyries and the thoroughly alien Zentraedi craft of

Macross; the heroic Gundam prototype Unit 1 and the

hulking nuclear-warhead-equipped Unit 2 of Kidd Senshi

Gundam 0083: Stardust the spider-like

Roadrunnerfrom the movie Patlabor 2; the hyper-realistic

F-1 racers of New Century GPX Cyber Formula 11; and

many more. But Kawamori only really emergedas a direc-

tor with 1995's Macross Plus—the project he once said he

Memory;

would never make.

“Td once sworn off making sequels,” Kawamori

muses. “I had my reasons at the time.” But once in the

‘00s, with Japan's so-called bubble economy now burst

and the anime industry slumping along into depression

like everything else, it was only natural that the innova-

tion of the late ‘70s and early ‘80s gave way to morefor-

mula product as animators struggled to find new ways to

indulge their creativity within the constraints of tight

budgets. But with fans clamoring for bigger and better

anime, and sponsors demanding a return ontheir invest-

ment, what was an animatorto do?

The answer for many companies and creators was

then and is now the production of remakes or sequels to

once-popular series. Classic TV shows as diverse as 8-

Man (1963), Kagaku Ninja-Tai Gatchaman (1972), Cutey

Honey (1973), Gundam (1979), Ché Jikti Seiki Orguss

(1983) and The Dirty Pair (1985) have all been recently

reinterpreted as direct-to-video OAV series, theatrical

releases, television series, or sometimes,all three. With

Macross Plus, it was suddenly time for Macross once more.

“In the current animation market,” as Kawamori says

in this interview, conducted when the Macross Plus series

had only just launched, “it’s getting harder and harderfor

an original project to be approved. A project has to be

based on an already-popular story to stand a chance. Of

course, if something’s got the name Macross attached to

it, it stands to reason that the chances of approval are

very high. Even better, the project can be done the wayI

want it to be done. In the case of Macross Plus, I decided

to go with the Macross name and maketheseries I wanted

to make.”

Kawamoris return with Macross Plus expanded the

limits of animation technology with exciting new use of

state-of-the-art computer graphics and traditional cel

techniques. Plus, his work on the simultaneous TV series

Macross 7 fleshed out the Macross universe even further

with a story that takes place in the future lives of Max and

Miria, characters well known to viewers of Robotech.

“When I went to the United States, I talked to many

people, and they all liked Max,” Kawamori comments.

“Perhaps Americans like ‘genius pilots’ better than

Japanese do...? I thought to myself at the time that this

kind of popularity might prove valuable later down the

line, and in a certain sense, it has. You could say that the

idea to bring Max and Miria back was an idea that was

born during a visit to the U.S.”

 

ANIMERICA: Whydid you become an animator? How did

you get involved in animation?

KAWAMORI: There was a feature called Uchai Senkan

Yamato...after I saw the movie, I looked up its design

company. They asked meif I'd be interested in drafting

some designs. That didn’t make me an animator—I was

more like production staff. I started out as a designer,

after all.

The famous

“Valkyrie” from

Superdimensional

Fortress Macross
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ANIMERICA: Of mecha?

KAWAMORI:Yes.

ANIMERICA:Planes and other machines, things like that?

KAWAMORI: Yes. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:So did you start with Yamato, then?

KAWAMORI: No, | wasn’t directly involved in Yamato. I

was offered a design position when | was a freshman in

college for the next Yamato production, but I didn’t want

to be distracted during my freshman year. I really got

started when | was a sophomore.

ANIMERICA: What was yourfirst work?

KAWAMORI: Myfirst work was as

the designer of a “guest” mecha for

an episode of the Uchti Kaizoku

Captain Harlock TV series. [“Space

Pirate Captain Harlock,”  Leiji

Matsumotos 1978-79 animated TVapproved.A -
project has to be

based on an already-

popular series to stand

a chance.

ANIMERICA:So it wasn’t a robot?

KAWAMORI: So it wasn’t a robot.

[LAUGHS] I was designing automo-

biles in school, since I was an engi-

neering major. If I had stayed on the straight path, I

would have wanted to go into space science. [LAUGHS]

But, in Japan, there isn’t muchplace for aeronautical engi-

neering on a scale like NASA. So you could say that’s one

reason | quit.

ANIMERICA: What was your major in engineering?

KAWAMORI: I was a mechanical engineering major.

Although, by the time I chose my major, I wasn’t attend-

ing classes that often.

ANIMERICA:So did you draft blueprints?

KAWAMORI: No,| didn’t get that far. Macross started when

I was a sophomore,and I worked onthat....

ANIMERICA:So did you drop out of college because you

got too busy with your anime work?

KAWAMORI: Yes. | was working on Macross all through

my student days.

ANIMERICA:You got into anime mostly by coincidence?

KAWAMORI: Well, yes. It's all a blur how I got thrown into

the mine shaft. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Wasthat with a certain Mr. Haruhiko Sato

[the “real” name of famed character designer Haruhiko

Mikimoto—Ed.]...?

KAWAMORI: It wasn’t with anyone in particular. He and

the others were myfriends in junior high and high school.

Actually, I got to know them in high school and college

through a sciencefiction convention called Kuri-Con.

ANIMERICA:Soit all started with science fiction....

KAWAMORI:Thepeople around mewereobsessed withsci-

encefiction, so I may have been turnedoff to some aspects

of it. Maybe, in one part of my mind,I’d already made the

decision not to become an otaku (“hardcore fan”).

ANIMERICA: Did you jumpdirectly into the Macross pro-

ject after your work on Captain Harlock?

KAWAMORI: No. There was a feature called TechnoPolice

21C before that. It was a problematic feature; a one-shot.

ANIMERICA:I’ve always thought of TechnoPolice 21C as

one of the trailblazers for original animation.

KAWAMORI:It was supposedto bea theatrical release, but

production problems wouldn'tallow that. There were two

other projects before Macross, and I wassort of involved

with all three projects. And it just happened that the

Macross idea was approved.

ANIMERICA: What were the other projects?

KAWAMORI: Macross was the only project that got

approved. I was onlyinvolved as a designer or back-

groundartist for the others.

ANIMERICA: There's one question my editor insists I ask

you: In the U.S., theres a rumor that the fan in the

Macross: Ais Oboete Imasu ka? movie who stumbles while

trying to get an autograph from Minmei is you.Is this

true?

KAWAMORI: Yes, that’s me. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Previously, you've said that you won't make

any sequels. So why are you coming back to Macross now?

KAWAMORI: In the current animation market, it’s getting

harder and harderfor an original project to be approved.

A project has to be based on an already-popularstory to

stand a chance. Of course, if something’s got the name

Macross attachedto it, it stands to reason that the chances

of approval are very high. Even better, the project can be
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done the way I wantit to be done. In the case of Macross

Plus, I decided to go with the Macross name and makethe

series I wanted to make.

ANIMERICA: The Macross compilation video Flashback

2012 gives hints about Minmei and Misa’s future.Is there

any chance you'll animate a continuation of that story?

KAWAMORI: | don’t really want to. I’ve already used

Minmei, Misa and Hikaru in the TV series, and they show

up again in the feature version, as well. If they show up

for the third time in another movie, you'll be sick of

them, too. It won't be a fresh story. I may not do a sequel

about the main characters, but a supporting character

might get featured, or a side-story-kind-of-sequel might

be a possibility.

ANIMERICA: It seems that many American fans tend to

think of the Macross movie as the “official” Macross conti-

nuity. What's your opinion?

KAWAMORI: Considerreal history. Many different stories

have been created based on the same historical facts,

haven't they? For example, there are many stories about

World WarII. Its the same thing with Macross. The real

Macross is out there, somewhere.If I tell the story in the

length of a TV series, it looks one way, andif I tell it as a

movie-length story, its organized another way.

ANIMERICA: You have yet to attend an American anime

and manga convention as Guest of Honor. Have you ever

met any of your American fans?

KAWAMORI: | don’t know about fans, but it seems U.S.

creators are in my audience. Producers, directors and

live-action special-effects people like modelers...I often

meet them.

ANIMERICA: Howarethey different from Japanese fans?

KAWAMORI: They probably aren't fundamentally differ-

ent, but they seem to be more confident and speak their

minds. And also...can I say that their age is different? In

Japan, it might be little strange for a 40- or 50-year-old

to be watching animation, but in the United States, you

can find a 70-year-old lady watching animation, and

there’s nothing odd aboutit.

ANIMERICA:In Macross 7, Max and Miria show up. Why?

KAWAMORI: | didn’t want to use Minmei and Misa and

Hikaru, as I mentioned before, but I did want to portray

the supporting characters more. Also, when I wentto the

United States, I talked to many people and theyallliked

Max. Perhaps Americanslike “genius pilots” better than

Japanese do...? I thought that kind of popularity might

prove valuable later down theline, andin a certain sense,

it has. You could say the idea to bring Max and Miria back

Cenji's Spring
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(in Macross 7) was an idea that was born duringa visit to

the US.

ANIMERICA: Macross Plus the OAV series and Macross 7

the TV series are being produced by different studios.

Whyis that?

KAWAMORI:First of all, Bandais Minoru Takahashi told

me it would be impossible to do both at one place. His

actual words were, “You knowit'll be impossible if you

think aboutthe size of Japanese studios.” [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Sothere's a physical constraint.

KAWAMORI: Yes. The other constraints are the respective

genres of the two series. There’s a world of difference

between a TV show and an OAV. It’s important to produce

a TV show with efficiency, whereas an OAV needs more

thoughtful attention.

ANIMERICA: Whatare the pros and consof each studio?

KAWAMORI: ...Whoa,that’s a hard question. Well, Triangle

Staff pays close attention to detail. And Ashi Production is

used to making TV shows, so they know how to keep a

production schedule. Details might get skipped, but they

know how to maintain high-speedintensity.

ANIMERICA:In MacrossII, the mothership gets destroyed.

What happensafter that?

KAWAMORI: I haven’t watched Macross II. [LAUGHS] So,

whenit comes to Macross II, “No comment.”If I watchit,

I know Ill want to commentonit, y’know...?

ANIMERICA: Whyweren't you involved in Macross II...?

KAWAMORI:Backthen, I had sworn off making sequels.I

had myreasonsat the time. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Have you seen the English version of

Macross, the TV series broadcast in English under the
name Robotech?

KAWAMORI:| haven't given Robotech a complete viewing.

As for the English version of Macross: Ai*Oboete Imasu ka?

[retitled Superspace Fortress Macross andreleased in Japan

during 1987 with Japanese subtitles—Ed.], I’ve only seenit
through the middle of the secondreel.

ANIMERICA:Let’ put aside Macross for a moment. Ofall

the design work you've donethusfar, which has been the

mostsatisfying to you?

KAWAMORI: It would have to be the Valkyrie in Macross.

I spent the mosteffort on it, and I have an affinity forit.

ANIMERICA:Thetoys were great, too, weren’t they.

KAWAMORI: Thank you.

ANIMERICA: Japanese animation is well-received in for-

eign countries these days, especially in the U.S., where

they even coined a wordforit: “Japanimation.” What do

you think of this popularity?

KAWAMORI:I’m grateful for it. But on the other hand, I

think its still mostly a popularity that stems from a “it’s-

pretty-good-for-a-cartoon” mentality. I think anime’s pop-

ularity has also been boosted by it being a little overrat-

ed. I can't help thinking Americans must be comparing

anime to the animation they normally see on American

TV andsaying, “Gee, relatively speaking, anime is much

better than this.” In my opinion, too, anime can be 100

times more interesting than American animation, but....

ANIMERICA:Tell us about the computer-graphiceffects in

Macross Plus.

KAWAMORI: Because of budgets, the number of shots we

can useis limited. But this is an extraordinary budgetfor a

Japanese OAV, and I try mybestto use it to best advantage.

ANIMERICA:For example, are computer graphics used for

the mecha?

KAWAMORI: That's a possibility. Except that everyone's

used to seeing full computergraphics, so it’s not too fresh.

What I’m doing may not be so expensive, but I’m trying

to choreograph something new, such as combining cel

animation and computer graphics to show cels moving

inside digital space.

ANIMERICA:Is that to take advantage ofthe different
textures?
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KAWAMORI: Yes.

ANIMERICA: Do you use computer graphics yourself?

KAWAMORI:| don't have a computerat home,if that’s what

you mean. [LAUGHS] I think P'd go off the deep endif I ever

got my hands on one. Also, it takes a heavy industrial

graphics machine to do what I would wantto do.

ANIMERICA: At Studio Nue, Naoyuki Kato uses a

Macintosh. Don’t you ever feel you’d want one yourself?

KAWAMORIKato’s workis for the medium ofprint,soall

he has to make is one printout. For animation, you'd

need ten times more printouts. [LAUGHS] But, if possible,

I would like to give computer graphicsa try in the future.

ANIMERICA:Is there something new you're working on

that you can mention here?

KAWAMORI: Well, something I can mention hereis a fan-

tasy/science fiction story called Escaflowne that ’'m work-

ing on at Sunrise. Work onit has already started, in fact.

ANIMERICA:Is it an original story?

KAWAMORI:Yes. I can’t tell yet if it'll end up as a TV series

or video or what. The mangaversion, which illlustrate,is

already running in Kadokawa’s SHONEN ACE magazine. The

story is by a writer named “KatsueAki.” Besides Escaflowne,

I have about ten other game and animeprojects.

ANIMERICA: You worked on Patlabor too. How wasthat?

KAWAMORI: ForPatlabor, my thinking was, you might as

well design something that mightreally exist, right? So,

my idea was to work on realistic things like helicopters

and cars. For a TV show,its most important that the

mechaare easy to animate, but for a movie,it’s possible to

be meticulous about details and give as much realism as

you want.

ANIMERICA: What might you like to do if you had the

time? For example, would you like to direct or supervise

the mecha animation?

KAWAMORI: Well, when you’re making a film, it’s not

like you can make a scale model and do wind-tunnel

testing, or draft something from the level of the engine

structure. It might be fun to try to choreograph my

mecha designs andsee if | could do it without destroy-

ing the sense of realism.

ANIMERICA: What people and designs have influenced you?

KAWAMORI:In terms of design elements, I was influenced

by Kazuki Miyatake and Leiji Matsumoto, but I try not to

let that show. When Im doing work under the Studio

Nue name, I do use the Nuestyle. Exceptfor that line of

work,I try not to show myinfluences.

ANIMERICA:Since you like science fiction, you must have

a foreign novel you can recommend....

KAWAMORI: Mybasic influence was NASA. I’ve had more

real-life influences, such as NASA experiments and the

Apollo Project. As for design aspects, ['d say all the x-

series prototypes. My car influences are real cars.

Basically, if | have any animation influences, my policyis

to consciously exclude them.

ANIMERICA:Do you andyourcolleagues influence each other?

KAWAMORI: Wetry to stimulate each other, but I try not

to be influenced.

ANIMERICA:Patlabor’s Yutaka Izubuchi, for example?

KAWAMORLYes, Yutaka Izubuchi and Mamoru Oshii. Also,

Haruhiko Mikimoto,since I collaborate with him lot.

ANIMERICA: How about directors?

KAWAMORI: | got a non-traditional start in the animation

industry, so I can't really say who my role modelis.

Instead, thelittle pieces of advice I got from peopleI col-

laborated with became my guide. For example,

Yoshiyuki Tomino once said to me, “If you want to make

something good, you mustonly watch good worksforat

least three years. The same goes for being a tailor. You

should touch nothing but good clothes for three years.”

So I thought of not watching any Macross TV series for

the next three years. [LAUGHS] Also, when I was working

on the TV show, famed Macross and Yamato director

NoboruIshiguro said, “It’s always better to break up sto-

ryboards according to sound, not image.” And I had to

agree. Besides that, I didn’t learn anything formally, and

I’m self-taught.

ANIMERICA: How about artwork? For example, do you

like American art, or foreign artists like Frazetta, or...?

KAWAMORI: I don’t get into things too deeply. When

Gundam was on the air, | thought I liked Yoshikazu

Yasuhiko’s art, but that didn’t last long... must be the

type wholikes the artist’s creation more than theartist.

ANIMERICA: Whatforeign TV showsdid you watch when

you werelittle?
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KAWAMORI: Definitely Thunderbirds. 1 liked the image of

the secret base returning underground. I was so into

those ITC showsthat I actually hated Ultraman. | believed

there was no way modern weapons could lose against

some giant space barbarian. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Is there anything you'dlike to remakeif you

had the opportunity?

KAWAMORI: That would be everything. [LAUGHS] But I

think about the future, for example, with Macross, on

which I’ve worked for so long. In that sense, I’m glad I’ve

been able to work on a variety of things, and what's com-

ing may be moreinteresting than what's transpired.

ANIMERICA: What would you like to work on in the

future for TV or film?

KAWAMORI: Whatever I want to do, the cost of labor is

rising, and it’s becoming more difficult to make an origi-

nal story. There was a time in the U.S. too when Disney

features hit a low, wasn’t there? I do have to hope that

doesn’t happen to anime. Also, in terms of story contents,

they’re stable now,but there are dangers ahead.

ANIMERICA: How do you spend yourfree time?

KAWAMORI: I haven't had free time recently. When I do,I

try to get work done. [LAUGHS] So recently, I gripe, “I'd

like to get some free time so I can get some work done.”

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Do youever take a long vacation andtravel

abroad?

KAWAMORI: Fortunately, I can go to the U.S. to do

research, so I go there often. For the Macross Plus research

trip, I got to go inside acrobatic planes.

ANIMERICA: There are aspiring animators and mecha

designers abroad—doyou have any advice for these people?

KAWAMORI:If I have any advice, its that I think originality

is becoming rare worldwide, so you should aspire to be

original. I'm happythat you watch “Japanimation” for your

inspiration, but I thinkit’s also a good idea to be interested

in anotherfield, even if anime is your favorite. Of course,

itS easier to get on a creative high when you're focused in

a single direction, but it’s also important to maintain a bal-

ance between such intensity and broader perspectives.

ANIMERICA: I would appreciate it if you could be so gen-

erous as to say a few words to yourfans in the English-
speaking world.

KAWAMORI: There’s more Macross Plus with even higher

energy on the way, so I hope you get a chanceto watchit.

Also, ’m hoping Macross 7 can makeit on the air in the

U.S., so don’t forget to write to your TV station! [LAUGHS]

I hope you can create a receptive environmentso thatit

will someday be broadcast.

ANIMERICA: Thank you very muchfor your time.

KAWAMORI: You're welcome.

 

n 1996, a manga Shoji Kawamori had been drawingfor

Kadokawa’s SHONEN AcE debuted as an animatedtele-

vision show. A twenty-six episode TVseries airing from

in 1996 and produced by veteran mecha studio Sunrise,

Tenkii no Escaflowne offered a fantasy-styled world with a

knights-in-armor mecha motif that hadn't really been seen

in mechacircles since Ryosuke Takahashi’ 1984 TV series

Kik6-Kai Galient was on theair.

As story creator, chief writer and series supervisor,

Kawamori took the experience with digital technology

he’d gained on Macross Plus and pushedthe digital enve-

lope even further, bringing the Escaflowne series’ dragons

to life with a blend oftraditional cel animation and com-

puterized texture-mapping. Even the robots’ high-tech

“stealth cloaks” were created with computer graphics.

Currently, an Escaflownefeature film is in production.

Later, Kawamori wouldalso step in as writer/director of

a feature film based on the workof beloved Japanese author

Kenji Miyazawa (Night on the Galactic Railroad) to create a

semi-biographical piece on Miyazawa himself, couched in

terms of one of Miyazawa’s own stories—lihatove Gens6:

Kenji no Haru (“The Illusion of lihatove: Kenji’s Spring”).

Kenji, in bringing to life the galactic train of the author's

imagination, also used extensive computer graphics.

“I think (computer graphics) should be used more,”

says Kawamori. “But that’s only on the premise that an

animator will be working on it. Full CG at top budgets

may be indistinguishable from live footage, but that type

is almost overused in (Japanese) commercials and doesn’t

have the impact anymore.”

As of this writing, Kawamori’ Escaflowne hasyet to be

signed for domestic homevideorelease, but those in the

know speculate that it won't be long. A feature film ver-

sion is also in the works. Until then, there’s Macross Plus,

which is now available in its entirety on both VHS and

LD,as well as in a compiled “theatrical version.”
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Comics (manga) series by Shoji Kawamori. That Kawamori has done any work in manga
at all is surprising, seeing as his backgroundrests chiefly in (anime) mechanical design.

Like Kosuke Fujishima, Kawamoriis also active in the field of video game design, having

contributed designs for the upcoming strategy/simulation “Armored Core,” as well as for

the bestselling combat simulation “Macross Digital Mission VF-X,” both of which are

available for the Sony PlayStation.

MANGA

 

Exc Tenki no Escaflowne (“Escaflowne of the Sky”)
RENLAAIO—-*

Original Story
Serialized in Kadokawa’s SHONEN AcE; written by Katsu Aki (1995); currently six
compiled volumes available total. Note that Kawamoriis also listed as “original

creator” on the “Newtyre Novels” series of the same name,as well asin the

“Asuka DX” version of the Escaflowne comics, Hitomi: TenkG no Escaflowne.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ANIME Y=
Knownfor years as the man whoput the va-va-voominto the Valkyrie, famed Macross

mecha designer Kawamori would go onlaterin his career to tackle the challenge of

directing, as well. Macross Plus, his luxe, updated entry into the Macrossuniverse,

expanded the use of computer graphics or “CG” in anime in a way which few fans had
seen before; Escaflowne and Kenji no Haru also pushed the envelope in terms of seam-
less integration of CG with traditional cel-based techniques.
 

Ché Jiki Yésai Macross
(“Superdimensional Fortress Macross”)

BieVERVYIOR

Mecha Design
36-episode TV series (1982-83) which, when combined with episodes from two
other anime series (Southern Cross and Mospeada) would go on to becomethe
65-episode Robotech. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Robotech and Robotech
Perfect Collection: Macross(Streamiine Pictures)

Crusher Joe
DIVIYRVAI

Mecha Design
131-minute theatrical feature (1983) combining the talents of Gundam’'s
Yoshikazu “Yaz” Yasuhiko and Dirty Pairs Haruka Takachiho. See entry for
Takachiho. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Crusher Joe: The Movie (Animeigo)

Cho Jiki Yésai Macross: AieOboete Imasu ka?
(“Superdimensional Fortress Macross: Do You Remember Love?")

MRPBRYIOA: B-SIZATUETD

Direction / Story Continuity / Storyboards
115-minute theatrical feature (1984) whichslightly retells events of Macross TV
series; English-dubbed version also released in Japan under the name
“Superspace Fortress Macross” with Japanese subtitles; Superspacelater
released in U.S. by Peregine Film Distributors in 1987 undertitle “Clash of the
Bionoids” with fifteen minutes cut; Bionoids re-released with footage restored

by Best Film & Video as “Superdimensional Fortress Macross.” DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: See above

Cho Jiki Yésai Macross: Flashback 2012
tbeSRYIOZ : Flashback 2012

Direction

30-minute music video (1987) featuring eight of the most popular songs from
the animated TV series and theatrical release; includes additional six minutes

of footage originally planned to serve as ending to movie; marks Kawamori's
directorial debut. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

5} Haja Taisei Dangai6 ("Great Planet Evil-Destroyer Dangaio”)]
BRABYVHA

Mecha Design
Three-volume OAV series (1987-89); Kawamori's design aesthetic really comes
to the fore with the giant robot the four must combine to form. DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: Dangaio (U.S. Renditions/Manga Entertainment}

Interviews

ry ¥ Crusher Joe: Hyéketsu Kangoku no Wanaand Saishii Heiki Ash
(“Crusher Joe: The Ice-Hell Trap” and “Crusher Joe: Final Weapon Ash")

DQIYRY AM : OAV Series
KBRRORURBRABT y Ya

Mecha Design
Two, 60-minute OAV sequels to the TV series (1989); see entry for Takachiho.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Crusher Joe: The Ice Prison and Crusher Joe:
Last Weapon Ash  (AnimEigo)

Kid6 Senshi Gundam 0083: Stardust Memory
(“Mobile Suit Gundam 0083: Stardust Memory”)

HES)METHY4A0083:Stardust Memory

Mecha Design

Twelve-volume OAVseries (1991-92); see entry for Tomino. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Kid6 Keisatsu Patlabor 2: The Movie
(“Mobile Police Patlabor 2”)

PE)LY-1 /\— 2 The Movie
Guest Mecha Designer
115-minute theatrical feature (1993); Kawamori’s sole contribution is the long-
legged “Roadrunner” police unit. See entry for Oshii. DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE: Patlabor2 (Manga Entertainment)

MacrossPlus
VIAA-TFTIR

Original Story / Mecha Design /Animation Direction
Four-volume OAVseries (1994-95); seen by some as thefirst “true” sequel to
the original Macross. Followed in 1995 by a theatrical retelling of the OAV
series. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Macross Plus (Manga Entertainment)

Macross 7
VHOART

Mecha Design / Series Supervision
49-episode TV series (1994-95) featuring a new generation of Valkyrie pilots as
well as character designs by the ever-popular Haruhiko Mikimoto. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Tenki no Escaflowne
KEOLAAIO—-*

Original Concept/ Series Supervisor
26-episode TV series (1996); also known as “The Vision of Escaflowne.” CUR-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

lihatove Gens6: Kenji no Haru
(“The Illusion of lihatove: Kenji’s Spring’)

4 —/Nb—THB: Kenjing

Writer/ Director
Single-shot TV special (1996) released on homevideo the following year in
which thelife of Japanese author Kenji Miyazawa (Night on the Galactic
Railroad) is depicted through the anthropomorphic cats Miyazawa himself
employed in his own, classic Galactic Raflroad. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on homevideo (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and home video versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version   
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» Kei Kusunoki
Interviewed by Takayuki Karahashi (1995)

he boy is born one day from a human woman,but

he is not human. From his dead mother’s cooling

corpse, he rises. He has no name. An ogre, a mon-

ster of legend, he does notbear the traditional horn of the

legendary beast, but instead, a legendary sword—

Onikirimaru, the “Ogre Slayer.” The boy whois notreally

a boy pursues his destiny, to kill his own kind, in the

hopes of becoming a true human.

This is the origin of the main character in Kei

Kusunokis Onikirimaru, or as it translates to English,

Ogre Slayer, a macabre, supernatural thriller drawn in the

kind of style typically found in shdjo, or Japanese girls’

comics. Within a genre best known for intense stories

detailing relationships and tender love, it’s perhaps not

what you might expect, but....

Whenyou considerthat one of the most famous mon-

ster stories of all time, Frankenstein, was.written by a

nineteen-year-old girl named Mary Shelley, as well as the

evergreen popularity among female readers and film-

goers of the always sexually charged vampire legend,it’s

worth considering that maybe horror is something female

readers and creators are drawn to,for its gothic qualities.

The pathos inherent in a horror story hits many of the

 
same notes to which shdjo traditionally aspires—the

involving soap opera of the characters’ lives, loves and

deaths, raised to a baroque extreme.

In recent years, some ofJapan's highest-profile female

creators have been dipping into the horror genre and

finding the gold buried there—a kind of renaissance of

female-created horror, muchofit reaching back to tradi-

tional and culturally specific mythology. Rumiko

Takahashi with her macabre “Mermaid”series’ grisly plot

element (in which humans can become immortalby eat-

ing a mermaid’s flesh) and the shdjo supergroup Clamp’s

moody supernatural thrillers Tokyo Babylon and X/1999

are some of the most prominent examples of horror

manga and anime from a uniquely female (and uniquely

Japanese) point of view. On this side of the Pacific,

American author AnneRice’s bestselling “Vampire”series,

beginning with Interview with the Vampire, explores the

roots of the traditionally European vampire legend,

adding a dreamlike, erotic quality and a female-oriented,

shdjo-esque current. Like Shelley’ Frankenstein, the dri-

ving engines of this new animegothic are, fairy tale-like,

often the humanfailings that lead to the creation of the

monsters, rather than the monsters themselves.
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Of her gruesome ogres in Ogre Slayer, Kei Kusunoki

says, “You can try to run and hide from them, but they’re

always right next to you. My themeforthe story isn’t the

horror of the ogres themselves, but the vicious human

karma that keeps on producing ogres. Ultimately, the

most horrible creatures are the humans themselves.”

Besides Ogre Slayer, another Kusunoki story, Yéma

(“Bewitching Beast”), has been animated as well, though

released in the U.S. under the rather morelurid title Curse

of the Undead: Yoma. A spookythriller set in the Sengoku

or “Warring States” period of Japan, Yomais the story a

young ninja searching for a companion, who discovers

that his friend is now one of the undead. The atmosphere

is dreamlike amid the splatter and gore, providing a feel-

ing of sharp unease as the handsome hero movesthrough

the war-torn landscape in his endless search, monsters

slithering out from every dark shadow.

 

ANIMERICA: Let’ start with a simplified profile for your

American readers, who may notbe as familiar with your

workas those in Japan. What was your debuttitle?

KUSUNOKIIt was a story for Shueisha’s RIBON magazine.

eRrcy

ANIMERICA: So it was shdjo manga. In the U.S., you
would be best known as the author of Yagami-kun no

Katei Jijo (Affairs at the House of Yagami”) and Ogre

Slayer. Do you haveothertitles by which you'd like your
American readers to know you...?

KUSUNOKI: Well, that’s not something to which I’ve given
much thought. I guess I could say my shdjo mangatitles.

ANIMERICA: Do you have any specific title in mind? I’m

sure you're not going to be happy with just anyold title.

KUSUNOKI: Well, if its something uniquely Japanese that

you want, myJin-r6 Zéshi is a story aboutfeudal Japan, so

it draws from Japanese history. That’ title I'd like to see

translated if there’s a chance.

ANIMERICA:It’s a story with swords?

KUSUNOKI:It doesn’t have swords, butit is a feudal-era

story. It features monsters and ghosts unique to Japan.

They're not ogres, but Jin-r6 Zéshi (“Man-Wolf

Storybook”) is a story about the spirits of oppressed
women coming back as ghosts. It's a uniquely Japanese
horror, a historical horror story. I think Jin-ré Zéshi is a

uniquely Japanesetitle.

ANIMERICA: | think you can say Ogre Slayer is a horror

story, too.
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KUSUNOKI: Yes, that’s a horrorstory, too. The main char-

acter is in student uniform, and he’s got a Japanese sword.

From an American perspective, | guess it would be anoth-

er uniquely Japanese story.

ANIMERICA:Theoni is a uniquelyJapanese monster, alterall.

KUSUNOKI: Well, I suppose so. It is supposed to be the

oldest monster in Japan.

ANIMERICA:Well, then, how

would you describe Ogre| wanted a character

whocould slay without

hesitation, so he ended

up not being human.

Slayer to foreign readers

who aren’t familiar with this

monster?

KUSUNOKI: It’s a hideous

monster. You can try to run and hide from them, but

they're always right next to you. My themefor the story

isn’t the horror of the ogres themselves, but the vicious

human karma that keeps on producing ogres. Ultimately

the most horrible creatures are the humans themselves.

ANIMERICA:These ogreseat people.

KUSUNOKI: Yes, but also, the very same people are capa-

ble of turning into ogres themselves. The point is in how

to avoid becoming one yourself. I think that’s what's so

fiendish.

ANIMERICA:Is this different from the Occidental (ice.,

Western) ogre...?

KUSUNOKI:Actually, I couldn’t really figure out what an

ogre was, even thoughthe Englishtitle says “Ogre Slayer.”

ANIMERICA:I believe the ogre is a pagan monster from

pre-Christian France that ate people.

KUSUNOKI: Well, my ogres can sometimesbe found right

around the corner, but usually, theyre people who’ve

been drawn into the dark side. Of course, there are some

puny ones, too.... A uniquely Japanese aspect might be

that this monster always has horns on its head. That’s

something I kept in mind,since it is supposed to be

the oldest Japanese monster around.

ANIMERICA: So basically, in other words,

what you're saying is, there wouldn’t be an

Ogre Slayer story that takes place outside of

Japan.

KUSUNOKI: I think so.

that’s so.

.. Yes,

ANIMERICA: So what we've got

is the main character who needs

  
  
  

  

  
  

  

    

to slay all the ogres in the world. He’s a wandering kid,

and his desire to become humancan only befulfilled by

slaying all the ogres in Japan....

KUSUNOKI: Well...now we’re getting into the world-view

of the story, and I haven't really thought that much about

how Id explain that to a Western viewer. I guess you

could say that the world of Ogre Slayer draws from the

uniquely Japanese, classical paintings of hell. This would

be a different picture of hell than the Occidental idea of

it, but since this story takes place within such a uniquely

Japanese world-view,| haven’t really given much thought

to a stage outside ofthat.

ANIMERICA: The classical Japanese ogre doesn’t have

much to do with heaven, or nirvana, does it?

KUSUNOKI: You can say that. These ogres are so unique-

ly Japanese, I haven't really made an effort to figure out

howtheyfit into that kind of framework.

ANIMERICA: Given that Ogre Slayer is a horrorstory,it’s

not a story with an overwhelming sense ofjustice.

KUSUNOKI: Well, a blind application of justice—atfterall,

the hero isn’t human, and heisn’t out there to save other

people. If his reason for being was to save people, there

would come a time when he would have to makea value

judgment and hesitate. | wanted a character who could

slay without hesitation, so he ended up not being human.

ANIMERICA: So humanjustice is completely inapplicable

to the main character?

KUSUNOKI: It’s not that it’s inapplicable, but if that were

his only guidance, he’d be lost. That's for the heroine of

the episodeor the ogre’s victim to go through,andhis role

is pretty much to show upandslay the ogres.

ANIMERICA: So he’s more like the chorus from a

Shakespearean play.

| KUSUNOKI: Yes. [LAUGHS] After all, the story begs the

ogre be slain once Ogre Slayer showsup. I wanted the

readers to follow the horrors of how one gets taken

in by the ogres, howtheytry to fight them off, and

how they end up getting cornered by the ogres. In

order to make a story interesting, usually the

main character will come out of a disadvantaged

position. But that never happens with OgreSlayer.

He just shows up andslays the ogre. The pausing

and the hesitating...that I leave up to the

other characters.

ANIMERICA:Do youlike horrorstories,

then? Any favorite writers?
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KUSUNOKI: Well, I don’t have anyonein particular in mind.

ANIMERICA: How about the British horror author Clive

Barker?

KUSUNOKI: I know of him. A real “splatter” guy, isn’t he?

ANIMERICA: ... Well, yes, but he’s also very psychological

and mystical. Then there are other popular horror writ-

ers, like Stephen King. But rather than particular authors,

you just like the genre as a whole,right?

KUSUNOKI: That’ right.

ANIMERICA: Your main character has the desire to

become human.Other than being reminiscentof a certain

old TV show, was there something you weretrying to say

with this?

KUSUNOKI: Well, since he’s not driven by justice (e., a

need to avenge), I needed to give him a motive. [LAUGHS]

Ogre Slayer wasn’t originally intendedas a serial, but the

first short story I drew was popular, and it turned into a

serial as | kept on drawing sequels. Initially, 1 didn’t real-

ly think deeply about whatit meant for him to be immor-

tal and have no name. That's just how he ended up as I

kept on drawing him as an ogre who lived many years

and wanted to be human.Thestory just came into being

naturally without lending it much deep thought.

ANIMERICA:In termsof dating the material, it’s hard with

the character wearing a school uniform and showing up

the same over two generations.

KUSUNOKI: Yes, although I’m also interested in going

back in time to draw a Meiji-era story or a feudal-era

story. But right now,he’s just in school uniform. The idea

of a school uniform wielding a Japanese sword came from

the movie Mishima [1985film by Paul Schraderdetailing the

life of controversial 20th-century Japanese writer Yukio

Mishima, who advocated militarism and committed ritual sui-

cide in 1970—-Ed.]. And someone looking that age in a

school uniform won't look suspicious anywherehegoes.

I hear Japanese school uniform looks mysteriousto for-

eigners, as thoughit were military dress.

ANIMERICA:Especially the boys’ uniform.

KUSUNOKLI:...And so, I thought he wouldraise no suspi-

cion in a student uniform if he stayed in Japan.

ANIMERICA: The school uniform would place him around

high school-age appearance.

KUSUNOKI: Yes.

ANIMERICA: What would be yourfavorite books, movies

 
Affairs at the House of Yagami

or manga—either for your enjoymentor work reference.

KUSUNOKI: Well, the books I purchase tend to be for

work reference. | tend to collect them on thecriteria of

whether or not they inspire me. In that sense, there's

Katsuhiro Otomo’s Akira, with which I’m sure you must

be familiar in America.

ANIMERICA:This must be not the animated Akira, but the

manga?

KUSUNOKI: I like the animation,too. It’s great that Otomo

himself was involved in the production of the animated

version.

ANIMERICA:That’s true. Do you have other favorite ani-

mated works?

KUSUNOKI: I don’t watch a lot of animation, so | can’t

really say.

ANIMERICA: Your own Yagami-kun manga series was once

animated....

KUSUNOKI:Yes, but it was told in a voice different from
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Affairs at the House of Yagami

my own. When it comes to my own work, I| can only

come up with suggestions for improvements. But then

again, there’s an animator by the name of Nobuteru Yuki.

I like his works.

ANIMERICA:Hehasa deliciousstyle.

KUSUNOKI: Very muchso.

ANIMERICA:Yourcharactersare all so sexy, too.

KUSUNOKI: Thank you.

ANIMERICA:Yourstories are intriguing, but the artis deli-

cious to lookat.

KUSUNOKI: Thank you.

 
ANIMERICA: You must really enjoy drawing those kinds

of faces.

KUSUNOKI: Well, I’m also conscious that those faces

would sell better. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:...Back to Ogre Slayer, your stories bring up

ogre legends from ancient times, but they’re usually from

the Heian era. Some might be from the feudal era too, but

there seem to be nonefrom thelater years of the feudal

era or the peaceful Edoera.

KUSUNOKI: Well, yes, and if you watch Episode Fourof the

animation, it tells of temples and shrines that held sealed-

in ogres being destroyed during the Meiji Restoration. You

can say that the ogres were released during that event.
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ANIMERICA:So basically, there was a time when the ogres

threatened people, and then there was a peaceful interim.

Andthen, they came back to hauntagain.

KUSUNOKI: Yes, and thus, some ogres were slain or

sealed. Again, in Episode Four of the animation, you can

see slain ogres coming backto life and others being newly

born. In my story, the ogres will never go away. It’s an

ironic themethatas long as there are people, ogres will be

born.

ANIMERICA: There is but a fine line between them and

humans.It’s just like the Bank of Sai [A Buddhist myth,like

that of Sisyphus, wherein children stack stones to build pago-

das so that they can ascend to nirvana once the pagodas are

complete. But the ogres keep coming back and destroying the

pagodas, which serves as a metaphor of unrewardedfutility.

Unlike Sisyphus, however, the children are innocent—Ed.]}.

No matter how manyogresheslays, the humans keep on

creating new ones.It's as though man is determined to

make sure that he will never be happy.

KUSUNOKI: You can say that.

ANIMERICA: Do you have a new story in the worksaside

from Ogre Slayer?

KUSUNOKI: Well, ’'m working on several. There’s a comic

detective story for Kadokawa’s AsuKA magazine called

Daitokai ni Hoero (“Howlat the Big City”). It’s a title that

combines the old detective shows Dai Tokai (“Big City”)

and Taiy6 ni Hoero (“Bark at the Sun”). And there’s the Jin-

rd Zoshi | mentioned previously, which is still ongoing.

Theres also another shdéjo manga story going on in

BOUQUET magazine.

ANIMERICA: Do you have the desire to have your shdjo

mangatitles read in the English-speaking world?

KUSUNOKI: Well, yes, although I don’t knowif I'll have

too many sympathetic readers. Andit’s a different social

structure over there. I don’t know. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Although you may want to keep in mind

that some readers may want to read aboutJapan,too.

KUSUNOKI: That’ true. I think myshdjotitles have pretty

lively characters as compared to someotherartists, so |

think that what's funny in the story will come across as

funny in another language. Mystories aren’t the popular

stream-of-sentiment, cerebral stories, though.

ANIMERICA:I see. Finally, if you have a message for your

Ogre Slayer readers in the English-speaking world, please

go ahead.

KUSUNOKI: [ve been pursuing a uniquely Japanese

atmospherein this story, and althoughit’s unlikely any of

it could be true, Pd be happyif you can enjoy it.

 

ince the U.S. release of her Yéma and, as “Ogre
Slayer,” her Onikirimaru anime and manga, the

English-speaking world hasn’t heard much from

Kei Kusunoki.

In Japan, however, its a whole ‘nother story.

Commonly described as one of the most beautiful women

working in manga today—and,getthis, as if that wasn’t

enough, she’s also got a twin sister, who's also a manga

artist—in her native Nihon, Kusunokiis active indeed,at

one time publishing not only in monthly SHONEN SUNDAY

(which is where Onikirimaru has been serialized from the

very beginning), but in a handful of other manga maga-

zines, too: WINGS, ASUKA, MYSTERY DELUXE, BOUQUET, as

well as in RIiBON, which is where she made her debut at

the age of 20.

As of Novemberoflast year (1996), Kusunoki began

a brand-newseries in THE MARGARET, a spin-off ‘zine from

publisher Shueisha’s ever-popular MARGARET, one of the

shdjo world’s most popular monthlies.
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MANGA #88 len
Compiled short story and comics (manga) series by Kei Kusunoki. Note that Kusunokiis
both writer and artist for all titles, the vast majority of which—the exception being
Onikirimaru, or “Ogre Slayer”—have yet to be published outside of Japan.
 

6-t Nani ka ga Kanojo ni Toritsuita? Qa
(“Has She Been Possessed by Something?”)
IDASRAILE VDWE?

First published in Shueisha’s “Rigon Original Séshun (Early Spring)” edition;
Kusunoki’s debut work (1982). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

6 Boku no Gakk6 wa Senjé Datta —_—
(“Our School Was a Battlefield”)

(Z< OPRILBBEDE

Published in compiled form in Shueisha’‘s “Rison Mascot Comics” (1984); one

volume only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ECA Gokuends ("Hall of Hellfire’)
RAS

Published in compiled form in Shinshokan’s “Paper Moon Comics” (1985); one

volume only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

x Shiban Kisoku Genshuse Yo! nA
("Keep to Your Weekly Duties!”)

MABMARK

Published in compiled form in Shinshokan‘s “Wings Comics” (1985); one volume

only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

6A Yagami-kun no Katei no Jijd
(“Affairs at the House of Yagami”)

IFEX ADOREDBA

Serialized in Shdeisha’s ZOKAN ("Special Edition”) SHONEN SuNDay (1986); seven RA
compiled volumes total. Also published in a Shogakukan “Seven Comics” edi-

tion under the sametitle in four compiled volumes. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

bc Ydma e Zenpen ("Bewitching Beast Part |")
ORME > BR

Published in compiled form in “RiBoN Mascot Comics” (1986); two volumes
total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

EA Inishie Matsuri("Ancient Festival”)

am RA
Published in compiled form in Shueisha’s “Big Comics” (1987); one volumeonly.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ec Oni Kogome("Ogre Monster”)

bt LR

Published in compiled form in Shinshokan‘s “Paper Moon Comics” (1987); one
volume only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ec Koishite Furdzun (“Love Me Frozen”)

WBLTI“N-AY EY

Published in compiled form in “Rison Mascot Comics” (1988); one volumetotal.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

6c Kusunoki Gekijé (“Kusunoki Theater”) Lr
taeiA

Published in Shinchosha’s “Paper Moon Comics” (1988); one-shot short story
collection. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

6 Onikirimaru A
Fawr

Published in compiled form in Shogakukan’s “SHONEN SuNDaY Comics” (1988);
eleven volumes total. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Ogre Slayer (Manca Vision)
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Tatoeba Konna Ydrei Kaidan
("This Kinda Ghost Story, For Example”)
REALCATMRSRR

Published in compiled form in “Rison Mascot Comics” (1988); one volumeonly.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Momotaro ga Mairu! (“Here Comes Momotaro!”)
PEABBRASE LVS !

Published in compiled form in “Ripon Mascot Comics” (1989); one volumeonly.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kusunoki Kessaku Tampensha
(“Kusunoki Short-Story Masterpiece Collection”)

RATERS

Published in compiled form in “SHONEN SuNDAY Comics” (1990); one volumeonly.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

etc.
Ik

Published in compiled form by Shinshokan (1991); two volumestotal. Collection
of the artist's illustration work. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

“Gomen Nasal”Ko ¢ Power
("The ‘Forgive Me!’ Kid [Power]")

SCHAREWCO  (LbH

Published in compiled form in “Rigon Mascot Comics”(1991); one volumeonly.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Jin-r6 ZOshi ("Man-Wolf Storybook")
ARSE

Published in compiled form in “Wings Comics” (1991); five volumes total. CUA-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Circus © Wonder ("Circus Wonder”)
H-HAA+-DYI9—

Published in compiled form in “Rison Mascot Comics” (1991); one volumeonly.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Akumade Rabu-Kome(“Bitter End Love-Comedy”)
BC ETITFIAA

Published in compiled form in “Rigon Mascot Comics” (1991-94); four volumes
total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Buchikamashi Nemuri-Hime ("Sleeping Headlong Beauty”)
RBEME LAK Y HE

Published in compiled form by Kadokawa’s “Asuka Comics” (1992); one volume
only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Daitokai ni Hoero(“Howlat the Big City”)
ABBAIEAS

Published in compiled form in “Asuka Comics” (1993); six volumestotal. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ai wa Kakukatariki(“Thus Spake‘Ai’”)
BliM< BVE

Published in compiled form in Shueisha’s “Margaret Comics” (1995). CURRENT-
LY IMPORT ONLY

Crime City

Published in compiled form in Kadokawa's “Asuka Comics DX”(1995); one vol-
ume only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Migiko Nihon Ichi!! (“Japan No. One’ Migiko”)
Y=AAR

Published in compiled form in “Rison Mascot Comics” (1995); one volumeonly.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Dokkan Love(“Explosive Love”)

& > DALOVE

Published in compiled form in “Rison Mascot Comics”(1996); one volumeonly.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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ft Zoku ® Ai wa Kakukatariki (“The Continued ‘Thus Spake Ai”)
MBL<BU

Published in compiled form in “MARGARET Comics” (1996); continuation of the
first series. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Gt Yamada-kun ga TGru (“Here Comes Yamada”)
WR < AdSHS

Published in compiled form in Shueisha's “Margaret Comics” (1997); one vol-
ume only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ANIME Vrs
Known in Japan for her trademark historical fantasies (many of which focus on obscure

and/or archaic themes}, Kusunoki has yet to achieve the same sort of “household name”

familiarity enjoyed by other mangaartists among American otaku families. Her Yagami-
kun no Katei no Jij6, the only animated feature of hers which hasyet to see domestic
release, is a rare comedic departure from her usual, more grim work (see below).
 

H YdOma("Bewitching Beast”)

ie

Original Story

One-shot, OAV-length theatrical feature (1989); screened theatrically in two
parts (Parts | and Il are 38 and 39 minutes each, respectively). The first of
Kusunoki’s works to be animated, in the U.S., both volumes are available on a
single subtitled tape. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Curse of the Undead Yoma
{A.D. Vision)

¢»] Qnikirimaru
FAISAL

Original Story
Four-episode OAVseries (1994-95); based on the manga of the same name,as
serialized domestically in the pages of MANGA Vizion. Similar to the domestic
release of Kusunoki’s Yéma, two 30-minute episodes of Onikirimaru are each
available on one 60-minute volume (two domestic volumes total}. DOMESTIC

RELEASE TITLE: Ogre Slayer(iz Video)

} Yagami-kun no Katei no Jijé
\#A< OREOBF

Original Story / Executive Character Designer
Three-episode OAV series (1990); based on the manga of the same name.In a
rare departure from her usual samurai-esque blood and gore, Kusunoki takes a

rare comedic detour with this love-comedy tale of a young Japanese boy head-

over-heeilsin love with his own extremely young-looking biological mother. 30
minutes each volume. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

 

Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not beavailable in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors} and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. versiono
e

a
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» Buichi Terasawa
Interviewed by Takayuki Karahashi (1996)

Gb was born in the year of the sheep,” Terasawasays. “My

studio’s name, Black Sheep, comesfrom that.” In keep-

ing with his “Black Sheep” sobriquet, Terasawais for-

ever associated with the color black. Anyone whosever

seen him at a convention (he’s attended the San Diego

Comic-Con several times) knows that Terasawa can easi-

ly be 1.D.’d as the manin the black suit and tinted shades,

moodily but casually observant, as cool as an agent on a

top-secret mission.

“I like black,” he smiles. “I also like silver. Gold orsil-

ver sprinkled in black is even better.” Indeed. Terasawa'’s

Black Sheep Studio business card is matte black, glisten-

ing with silver type. Visitors to the office of Terasawa

Production are confronted by anall-black interior. The

wall is black. The desk is black. All the furniture is black.

“I don’t use black toothpaste,” Terasawa laughs, “but

everything inside my dresser is black, so I have a hard

time telling my clothes apart. It doesn’t help that all my

clothes look alike.”

So whatkind of work can one expect from the Man in

Black? A quick look at any of his works provides the

answer, and you quickly know at a glance, if not the

details of the story, at least what kind of world the story

 
takes place in. Terasawa’ manga—whether it’s Space

Adventure Cobra, Midnight Eye Goku, Karasu Tengu Kabuto

or Red Brand Takeru—feature a stalwart hero backed up

by a woman with an impressive physique and boots that

are just made-for-walkin’. It doesn’t take a lot to imagine

what kind of adventure is in the offering here—tantasy

where the men are manly men, and the womenare both

beautiful and deadly.

Don't let his rep fool you, though. Despite his origins

as a shojo (yes, that’s right, shdjo, as in “girls’ comics”)

mangaartist, Buichi Terasawa is as much fantasyartist

in the traditional sci-fi/fantasy mold as Boris, Frazetta, or

the Bros. Hildebrandt, whose paintings of bikini-clad

lovelies, reptilian alien creatures, and musclemen with

chests like tree trunks found so frequently on the covers

of sci-fi and fantasy books across America are no different

from Terasawa’s own sci-fi/fantasy inspired manga work.

Terasawa specializes in lovely womendressed in few (and

those, skintight) clothes, which are always revealing and

usually made of leather and/or festooned with weapons,

gun-filled holsters, swords, and whatnot; like Edgar Rice

Burroughs’ jewel-bedecked Thuvia, Maid of Mars,

Terasawa girls adorn their well-endowed, decidedly
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female bodies in G-strings, thigh-high boots, plates of

armor, drapes of chain mail, strings of baubles—they’re

Japanese comic characters, and yet they're a sight no fan

of fantasy art or comics would find unfamiliar. Like John

Carter, Warlord of Mars, the too-cool hero of your stan-

dard Terasawa piece is mostly to be envied not only for

his ability to stay alive no matter the gimmick-laden

deathtraps set for him by his enemies, but for his knack

to stay constantly surroundedby only the mostdelectable

of women.

Asked to namehis influences, Terasawa admits a sur-

prising fondness for Disneyfilms, although he’s quick to

draw a cut-off point between the ones helikes and the

ones he doesn’t (“the ones made before The Little

Mermaid,| like,” he says. “Not so much the onesafter”).

Of course, he also namesthe influences you’d expect the

man who created Cobra to list, such as Ian Fleming’s

dashing secret agent. “I’ve seen quite a few movies, but I’d

have to say the James Bond films have probably had the

greatest influence,” he says. “When it comes to domestic

films, I'd have to say the Kurosawa films with heroes,

such as Yojimbo and The Seven Samurai.”

In fact, it was Terasawa’s fusion of the wandering

swordsman stories of Japan with “spaghetti westerns,

like the ones starring Clint Eastwood or Franco Nero”

which led to the artistic birth of his ’m-too-sexy-for-

my-shirt heroes and his I’m-too-sexy-I-don’t-even-need-

a-shirt heroines. “My mangais a collection of the ele-

ments I like,” he says reasonably. “I think my idea of a

‘hero’ probably comes almost entirely from spaghetti

westerns; spaghetti westerns with a James Bond-type

spin to them. Cobra was born whenit occurred to me

that it would be interesting to have both those different

types merged into one.”

Terasawa’s Space Adventure Cobra series is in many

ways an archetype ofall his other works which followed

it, filled with equal parts of manly heroism, gimmickysci-

ence, nefarious, comic book-style villains, and plushly

proportioned photogenic females. In terms of character,

Cobra owes a spiritual debt to Bond less because of a

shared appreciation for the fine arts (“although he is more

educated than your standard Wild West hero in a

spaghetti western,” as Terasawa helpfully points out) and

more because of an unerring instinct for survival.

“Cobra is a survivor not because of his I.Q., but

because he's constantly being measured for his ability to

make the best of a given situation. In a sense, as a hero,

Cobra has been genetically selected for his ability to think

on his feet.” What about Cobra’ more...well, how can

one putit delicately? how about his more...well...physi-

cal...aspects?
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Terasawa laughs. “Oh, when it comesto the ‘physi-

cal’ attributes, I'd have to say he’s definitely in the

‘superhero’ range.”

And what about those sexy Terasawa girls? Here

Terasawa is quite forthcoming, speaking fondly ofa film

probably known more than passingly well by certain cult

crowdsin this country—1968's Barbarella, the campysci-

fi/fantasy flick and Flash Gordon redux with an eccentri-

cally costumed Jane Fondain thetitle role. In retrospect,

the connection makes beautiful, absolutely perfect sense.

“Barbarella is a movie | truly love,” he enthuses. “I

really like Jane Fonda. In fact...”——he lowers his voice

with a naughty twinkle in his eye—“*...Jane in Cobrais
modeled directly upon Jane Fonda in Barbarella.” When

asked if he was influenced morebythe film or by the

original Barbarella comic by Frenchartist Jean-Claude

Forest, Terasawa cheerfully confesses, “For the longest
sionhey,time, I wasn’t even aware that there was a

 

  

   

  

Barbarella comic. Finally, | heard about

it and went out and boughta copy. I

have to say, though,that the Barbarella I

know is the one in the movie, which is

  probably whyI didn’t enjoy

the comic as

 

  

  

  

                     

much.

Andso,

in that

sense, I’d have to say that

the movie's defnitely had a stronger

influence on me.”

Terasawa himself is hardly a

stranger to the “Based on the comic

by...” world. Midnight Eye Goku,
his “Monkey King”-influenced

cyberpunkthriller, was

released as a two-

volume OAV in

1989; Karasu

Tengu Kabuto, avail-

able on subtitled

home video from U.S.

Renditions/L.A. Hero, was

released in Japan as a

one-shot OAV in 1992:

while Space Adventure

Cobra has been pro-

duced both as a 1982

TV series, as well

Bei

  

Jane and Cobra
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as a 1982 theatrical feature which toured the U.S.to

positive critical response. All of which, of course, are

based on Terasawa’ original manga.

In addition to a CD-ROM game(featuring the actual

voices of the characters from the animatedseries), today

the Cobra legacy lives on with plans for the brand-new,

full-length, CG effects-heavy Cobra the Psychogun.

Despite numerous production difficulties which have

put the film on indefinite hiatus (the bankruptcy of the

film’s production company, for one), Terasawais opti-

mistic that the project he thinksofas his life’s work will

eventually return.

“Sure, I’m tempted to work on other stories when |

get bored of Cobra,” he says, “but somehow, I keep com-

ing back to it.” And why wouldn't he? The world of

Cobra is a great place to be...especially when you're the

Manin Black.

 

ANIMERICA: How did you end up becoming a mangaartist?

TERASAWA:TheyearI failed the college entrance exam, a

friend of mine was working on becoming a shdjo manga

artist. She was submitting works to manga contests spon-

sored by various magazines, and their prize monies were

pretty substantial. Even though it was twenty years ago,

we're still talking about something like a million yen!

Actually, | wasn’t so interested in manga—l wasintrigued

by how big the prizes were, though. Moonlighting draw-

ing mangastarted to seem like a very good idea. One of

my entries just happened to win an honorable mention.I

forget exactly how much moneyI earned, butit enticed

me to think it was a great way to moonlight. Eventually,I

got the idea that I might actually be able to earn living

doing this. That's how I became a mangaartist.

ANIMERICA:Can youtell us more aboutthis first manga?

TERASAWA:Believe it or not, it was shdjo manga. I was

submitting work for a year or so, and 1 must have drawn

twenty to thirty stories. They wereall shdjo.

ANIMERICA: And the work which won the honorable

mention? What kind of work wasthat?

TERASAWA:Let's see, I think most of those early stories

weresciencefiction. I don’t think I drew that many “ordi-

nary”stories.... Yes, they wereall science fiction.

ANIMERICA:So they weresciencefiction and shdjo manga

and hadrosesall over?

TERASAWA:Yes, there wereroses. | drew roses, all right. I

wentout to buy a photo book onroses and usedit for ref-

erence. [LAUGHS] —-Actually, I didn’t draw that many

roses, but I drew some.

ANIMERICA: But you drew enough roses to warrant the

purchase of a reference book....

TERASAWA:...Well, it was shdjo manga, after all, but it

was still my work, which meant that even back then, I

had female characters wearing G-strings. It was pretty

bold work. [LAUGHS] It’s weird, actually—it may have

been shdjo manga, but cometo think of it, in some ways,

I don’t think the world view wasall that different from

that of Cobra.

ANIMERICA:Did your shdjo manga characters havefluffi-

er hair, though?

TERASAWA: Actually, the hairdo for Cobras Jane was

established during my shdjo days. That hairdo comes from

Disney’s Cinderella—actually, no, make that Sleeping

Beauty. The volume and the spirit for the shape are defi-

nitely inspired by Sleeping Beauty.

ANIMERICA: And so the Disney connection is revealed.

[LAUGHS] You said that you didn’t always want to be a

mangaartist, and chance led you toit...

TERASAWA:Right, I wasn’t fully sure what was the right

way to draw manga. Fortunately for me, I guess the style

I was able to draw from the beginning wasalso thestyle

I'd become known for.

ANIMERICA:A guiding hand from heaven, would you say?

TERASAWA: ...With impure motives, you mightalso say.

I drew only for the prize money, afterall.

ANIMERICA: But money is such an honest motive. What

would you have becomeif you hadn't become a mangaartist?

TERASAWA:I suppose I'd be a regular office worker, a

salaryman. But then again, there are lots of doctors in my

family, and there was a time I thought about applying to

med school.... Hmm. | guess I didnt have a driving

desire to become anything else, though, so yeah, I proba-

bly would have become an office worker or a doctor. In

fact, a friend who joined Tezuka Production with meis

now a doctor. He attended medical school for a year and

decidedto try his skills as a mangaartist and took a leave

of absence. He and | joined Tezuka Production at the

same time. He was there for a year, and he probably

decided manga wasn’t for him. He left Tezuka
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Production, went back to school, and today, he’s an hon-

est-to-goodness doctor.

ANIMERICA:Are there any manga artists who haveinflu-

enced you?

TERASAWA:There's Disney, of course, although he’s not

strictly a “mangaartist”; obviously, there’s also an influ-

ence from my mentor, Osamu Tezuka. While it’s true

that my art style hardly resembles that of Tezuka, |

think that the way I tell a story and layout the panels

and pace the story has been influenced by him. Even

today, I still remember his best works and learn from

them to make mystories more accessible to more read-

ers. If you tell a complicated story in a complicated

fashion, you just confuse your readers. What Tezuka

taught me was that the way to tell a complicated story

is to tell it in a simple fashion, so that everyone—and

not just the few—can enjoy it. And then of course, I’d

have to countall the older Japanese mangaartists as

my influence. I’ve also read American and European

works, although perhaps I’ve seen them more through

the movies they’re based on than the actual comics

themselves. I’ve also watched many, many an episode

of Tom and Jerry.

ANIMERICA: Now, about your Midnight Eye Goku story.

You're obviously familiar with the ancient legend of the

Saiytki. He becomesdisciple to the priest from China to

journey to India to bring home valuable sutras, etc. Isn’t

Goku like a modernretelling of the Monkey King legend?

TERASAWA: Well, I wouldn't say Midnight Eye Goku has

that much to do with the Monkey King. When I come up

with a main character, for easier visualization on the part

of the reader, I just borrow the name or the atmosphere

from a legendary figure. I don’t necessarily wanttoretell

the legenditself. For example, Midnight Eye Goku is obvi-

ously based,if only in part, on the Monkey King, while

Red Brand Takeru comes from the ancient Japanese hero

Yamato Takeru. But I'm not really sure what Yamato

Takeru did, andit’s not like Gokuis going off to a mod-

ern India to bring homesutras. [LAUGHS] | just thoughtit

would be interesting to see a guy with a stick that grows

and who’s named Goku.In fact, the way it usually works,

I come up with the characterfirst and then name him, so

its probably fair to say Gokuisn’t entirely based on the
MonkeyKinglegend.

ANIMERICA: How did youarrive at the idea for the char-

acter, then?

TERASAWA: As you know from reading the comics and

watching the animation, Goku’s basic premiseis that he

can come into contact with any and every computer

through any andevery interface. His magic staff is a gim-

mick too, a way to make the externals flashier, just like

Cobra’s psychogun. Goku has to have something to pose

with, y’know?

ANIMERICA: So your Goku won’t be a cloud rider?

TERASAWA:Well, if you go that far, you end up with Son

Goku himself. Actually, there already is a Son Goku-type

character in Cobra who's named, coincidentally enough,

Goku. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Let’s talk about the

new Cobra movie, Cobra the

Psychogun.

TERASAWA:Well, there was a fea-

ture in production with a March

‘06 release date. It was going to be

a pretty good production, too. But

the company that wassoliciting

sponsors to producethe film went

bankrupt, so the animation pro-

ject went back to the starting

boards. So, if the current Cobra the Psychogun story is to be

animated,it will probablybea little further into the future.

ANIMERICA:So the production is on complete hiatus now?

TERASAWA: The animation crew has been disbanded. The

work doneso far is shelved, and | don’t know what will

happentoit.

ANIMERICA: How much were you involved in the pro-

duction?

TERASAWA:I’ve directed an OAV before [Karasu Tengu

Kabuto—Ed.], but this was going to be myfirst theatrical

feature. I put a lot of effort intoit.

ANIMERICA:Basically, you were the director.

TERASAWA: You could say that, but the most time-con-

suming task was the storyboard drawing. That took about

half a year. And all that effort was suddenly negated, so

I’m very annoyed about the whole thing right now.

ANIMERICA:Onthe other hand,there’s the new Cobra the

Psychogun mangathat wasserialized in SUPER JUMP maga-

zine that’s been made in the style of your Red Brand

Takeru. How wasit, working on the manga?

TERASAWA:Thestorys finished and it’s out in Japan in

two compiled volumes. Right now, I’m working on a new

story that starts in January called Galaxian Nights.
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ANIMERICA: What kind ofstory is it?

TERASAWA:I’m trying to create an atmosphere similar to

The Arabian Nights, the Thousand and One Nights. It’s not

looking too promising at the moment, but that’s the way

it's supposedto be.

ANIMERICA: Are you going for the Middle Eastern look

and feel now?

TERASAWA:Notat all. [LAUGHS] It just turned outthat way.

This is one instance where I got started from the name.|

hope the one story will have that particular feel, but it’s

already drifting away from the Arabian Nights theme....

ANIMERICA:Is this still a Cobra story?

TERASAWA,:It’s Cobra. It’s pretty much in the samestyle as

Cobra the Psychogun, but it might be little more evolved.

There will be more 3-D renderings in the background.I'll

be putting out my manga on CD-ROM.

ANIMERICA:Will it have voice-actors?

TERASAWA:It won't have voice-actors, because this is

manga. It might have music and soundeffects. The text

will be in three languages. Can you guess which ones?

ANIMERICA: Japanese, English, and perhaps...Chinese?

TERASAWA:Howdid you know? Most people would have

said French or Spanish, but yes, the third language is

Chinese.

ANIMERICA: I understand Asia has a

booming manga market.

  

  

   

  
  

 

   
  

    

  

  

  

  

     

TERASAWA:Thatsfor sure.If all 1.2 bil-

lion of the Chinese population start

reading paper-based manga, the envi-

ronmentis sure to go “Poof.”

ANIMERICA: How impor-

tant is international recog-

nition to

© Buichi Terasawa

you in relation to domestic success?

TERASAWA:| think mangais a form of borderless com-

munication, and those who like my type of work readit

regardless of where theylive or what language they speak.

ANIMERICA: Does that mean you get fan letters from

places such as Liechtenstein or Andorra?

TERASAWA: I’d_ love a fan letter from

Liechtenstein—I’d keep the letter just for the stamp!

[LAUGHS]

to get

ANIMERICA: Where did you get the idea for Kabuto? It

feels like such a mismatch to have a feudal wandering

swordsman and complex mechanical gadgets....

TERASAWA: Well, it’s really supposed to be a ninja story,

but it takes place in an alternate world that just happens

to resemble feudal Japan with that kind of technological

advancement.

ANIMERICA: The same can be said of the Takeru world.

TERASAWA:That’s my vision of modern Japan. Theideais

that it’s a world which has made the same kind of tech-

nological advances as today’s Japan, except it exists in

total isolation from the rest of the world.

ANIMERICA: But they use kanji Vlapanese characters)

everywhere.

TERASAWA:Yes, kanji is still everywhere.

ANIMERICA: Did you write the lyrics for Kabuto’s song

yourself?

TERASAWA:I collaborated with the lyricist for the words.

ANIMERICA: Howinvolved were you with the production

of the Kabuto OAV?

TERASAWA:I drew the storyboards, and I’m credited for

direction. I’m supposed to have written it too, but in ani-

mation, the screenplay is supposed to get written first,

with the storyboardsto follow. I wasinitially unclear on

the process, so | ended up doing the storyboardsfirst,

which meansthat the script, which was written later, was

based largely on the storyboards. It’s a reversal of the tra-

ditional order.

ANIMERICA: How do youanalyze the secret of your pop-

ularity? Is it the good-looking hero? The sexy women?

The neat gadgets?

TERASAWA:| think it's different for each reader. Some

maylike the graffiti on a pillar; others may like the der-
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riéres of the women characters. The French are big on

derriéres. | have many derriére photo references of

French models in my reference library. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:So the French are big on derriéres? Your own

manga seem to have a notable lack of cute-girl characters....

TERASAWA:I’m not good at drawing cute things; notchil-

dren, and especially not “cute” girls. Perhaps that’s whyI

never got far in my shdjo mangacareer.

ANIMERICA:So despite your research in roses, you still

needed cute girls. Do you think the French are as big on

mens derriéres as they are on women’s?

TERASAWA:No,I'd say that when it comes to men,they’re

big on chest shots.

ANIMERICA: Cobra’s chest comes from the French model,

then?

TERASAWA:You could say that. And his facial features are

Italian, especially the nose. Yes, Cobra’s noseis definitely

an Italian nose.

ANIMERICA:So. Cobra is a combination of James Bond's

dandiness, a French buff chest, and an Italian nose. I see.

[LAUGHS] Continuingthis international theme, do youlike

American animation and comics?

TERASAWA:| like them, but I probably see them more

when they are made into a TV show or a movie.

ANIMERICA: ItS no secret that Cobra is a character you

keep coming back to, but you do have other characters.

Would you say you do these other characters in order not

to deplete the creative soil in which the Cobraseries flour-

ishes, so to speak?

TERASAWA: Maybe. I guess so. Actually, ’m not sure I

understand what you're talking about here.... [LAUGHS]

Sure, it would be ideal if I could draw everything con-

currently. Midnight Eye Goku wasn't a story that came out

of nowhere—Ihadlots of story ideas. Some of them had

to take place in the modern world to be interesting,

which meant they wouldn't be suitable for Cobra. I'd

accumulate those story ideas, and that resulted in Goku.

Or when the ideas were historical, they became Karasu

Tengu Kabuto. So Goku wasn’t suddenly born outof noth-

ingness; there were many stories waiting just for him

whenhearrived.

ANIMERICA:Goku had its own germination period.

TERASAWA:If I stopped coming up with story ideas now,

I'd still have ideas to last me for the next twenty years. Or

rather, I have that many stories, but I can’t draw fast

enough to make them all materialize.

ANIMERICA:There aren’t enough media for your ideas?

TERASAWA:No,I’m just slow at whatI do. Especially now

that I’ve started using computercolorization, everything's

taking even longer. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: What do you do when you're not working?

TERASAWA: Well, the time is spent on my hobbies, like

magic. These days, I play games too, such as simulation

games.I play fighting games,too.

ANIMERICA:“Magic” as in “Magic: The Gathering”?

TERASAWA: Whatsthat?

ANIMERICA:...Never mind. What about mah-jongg?

TERASAWA:Sure, although I haven’t played muchrecent-

ly. But I do likeit.

ANIMERICA: Do you win at mah-jongg?

TERASAWA:You bet I do. I’m known to be a good player.

ANIMERICA: Do you have advice for the youths of the

world aspiring to become mangaartists?

TERASAWA: Well, manga is a visual medium, so people

might think the art is the most important aspect. But

actually, the story is far more important. A series of pret-

ty pictures does not a manga make.In fact, when you're

forced to draw dayafter day, you can’t help but improve

technically. But the story—you might want to research 

topics no oneelse's pursued. Or think about matters in a

way different from other people. I think it’s more impor-

tant to do that, then learn how to draw properly.

ANIMERICA:Is there a place that teaches you how to

makea story?

TERASAWA:Well, story-making—there’s material for that

everywhere. You can read a novel. You can pursue your

interests. Those kinds of teachers are everywhere.

ANIMERICA: So you can make teachers out of the whole

wide world.

TERASAWA: ...But a common trap to aspiring manga

artists is making manga your hobby. When it’s your

hobby, you can just read what you want and enjoyit.

Some people pursue that even further and turn into

mangacritics. But critics aren’t creators. Instead, you have

to find something that interests you and create with the

same passion. If you pursue yourinterests, you may end
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up with an interesting topic yourself. So, if you're like me

and like mecha as well as female derriéres, you could

arrange what you like and come up with story.

ANIMERICA: So you're saying one has to live out ones

interests.

TERASAWA:That's right. If you force yourself to draw a

story about something you're not interested in, there’s no

way you can entertain yourreaders.

ANIMERICA:Finally, do you have a word for the Terasawa

fans in the English-speaking world?

TERASAWA:Gee, I’m not really sure what you mean by

fans in the English-speaking world. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Let's say those anime and manga fans who

speak English as their native language and read

ANIMERICA.

TERASAWA:Well, I’m kind of depressed myself right now

that my feature project got shelved. Butit’s not dead.It'll

come back in the future. And I plan to get other stories

animated, as well. I'll be working on manga too, but |

plan to release the CD-ROMversion of the manga by next

year. There’s also the Cobra game,although I don’t know

if itll be released for the American market.If it comes out,

I hope you getto play it.

ANIMERICA: Thanks for making time for us. Some of our

readers may not know that our editor worked for you

when she lived in Japan. She especially wanted me to

thank you.

TERASAWA:Thank you. And her.

 

elcome to the zany world ofJapanese science-

fiction animated features,” says reviewer

Betsy Sherman in the BOSTON GLOBE REVIEW

about a subtitled screening of the Cobra movie in Boston,

“where triplet princesses with Barbie™-doll figures team

with an insouciant hunk whose left hand turns into a

‘psychogun’ to battle a translucent supervillain who

removes his own rib and uses it as a laser sword.It's a

superbly animated, moving, comic book that borrows

elements from movies such as Barbarella and Star Wars

for its zippy-if-dopeystoryline.”

As Stan Lee might say, “Nuff said.” Though the

hoped-for Cobra the Psychogun movie hasyetto getoff the

groundas of this writing, Terasawa has continuedto pro-

duce manga, much of it computer-colored on the

Macintosh—somethingthat hasn’t gone withoutnotice in

the computer industry.

Terasawa was one ofthe first to bring his creative

endeavors to the public eye with the release of a “Manga

Mac Exhibition” CD-ROM,released bilingually through

his Tokyo-based management company, A-Girl Co., Ltd.

Terasawa can also be described as a pioneer for his work

in the field of computer colorization with his manga

series Red Brand Takeru, which not only utilized a com-

puter for the coloring but also added special effects, such

as motion-blurring and multiple images.

It was a vast improvement from an earlier attempt

he’d made ten years previously with Bat. Like the tech-

nology, Terasawa’s since moved on to bigger and better

tools, including Photoshop, Shade, and Strata 3-D. A self-

described “Mac loyalist,” he says he’s nevertheless toyed

with the idea of trying out the Japanese version of

Windows95, despite the fact that it’s, as he putsit, “still

weak on Japanese peripherals.” He’s also mulling over the

idea of giving a Silicon Graphics computer a try, to

improve the speed on his 3-D work.

Terasawa is the first to admit that working on the

computer doesn’t exactly speed up the drawing process

(if anything, he says, it takes longer), but he insists there

are compensating merits. In the case of Cobra the

Psychogun, his techniques allowed him to work on the

animation storyboardsfirst, then digitize the line art into

the computer, where it could be used as a template for

both the concurrently produced Cobra manga and CD-

ROM.Characters and backgrounds were drawn separate-

ly for the CD-ROM,while the manga used anotherver-

sion of them in a newlayout. In this sense, perhaps the

computerized process can actually be thought of as a

time-saver, after all.

With these sorts of advantages, why haven’t all manga

artists in Japan gone the Photoshop route? As Terasawa

explains, “Japanese publishingis basically all typeset, so

if someone wants to draw thirty pages of color manga, the

magazine's cost would be so expensive that notall pages

would show upin color. It'll make an expensive tankébon

(compilation volume) to produce, andit'll be hardtosell

to consumers, too. Manga sort of found its market by

making itself cheap and abundant, so if you colorize the

art and make it expensive and limited in numberlike

mine, it goes against the establishment. Manga is sup-

posed to be cheap, but my compilations are a case in

point. They tend to be three times as expensive as regular

manga.” But as he’s also quick to point out, these manga

don’t sell at a price three times as high.

“Cheaper manga are easier to buy, after all.”
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MANGA i=Bl
Once knownchiefly as the creator of Cobra, these days, Terasawa is known in mangacir-
cles for his extensive use of computers—specifically, Macs—in his work, producing as he

does volume after volume of painstakingly computer-colored comics. So enthusiastic is he

about the potential for computers in the world of manga, Terasawa has even authored a

book on the subject, the appropriately titled Kimi mo Mac de Manga ga Kakeru (You,Too,

Can Draw Manga on the Mac”), which was recently released through Scholar Publishing.
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Space Adventure Cobra
AKR-AT ERYFH -ATZ

Terasawa’'s debuttitle (1977); serialized in Shueisha’s weekly SHONEN JUMP
manga anthology from 1977-84. Like many popular mangaseries, a variety of

editions are available—in this case, not onlyis there the first 18-volume series,

but a ten-volume, larger-format edition, all-color editions, etc. Other varia-

tions—including the popular Cobra Girls illustration collection—on a Cobra

theme are available in abundance, such as CD-ROM editions and several com-
puter games. Note that, as of 1995, a completely computer-produced Cobra
series began serialization as “Cobra the Psychogun” in Shueisha’s SuPer JUMP.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Cobra (viz comics)

Black Knight Bat
BLACK KNIGHT /\ &

Serialized in SHONEN Jump (1985); one compiled volumetotal. Note that the
series is currently being published online, as well, on the web page of
Japanese multimedia company “SoftBANK”(netp: //www.softbank.co.jp/
ilab/bat /m_index.htm1}, where you can keep up bilingually with the story as
it's written. PRINT VERSION CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY, ELECTRONICALLY PUB-
LISHED VERSION AVAILABLE IN EITHER ENGLISH OR JAPANESE.

Karasu Tengu Kabuto ("Raven ‘Tengu’ Kabuto”)
ABA

Serialized in Shueisha’s monthly FRESH JuMP manga anthology (1987); two com-
piled volumestotal in one edition, three in another. (There's also a recentre-
release edition available in two volumes.) While you're at it, keep an eye out

for a storyboard compilation from the Kabuto OAV, as well. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Midnight Eye Gokd
MIDNIGHT EYE 42%

Serialized in Scholar's Comic BurGerR monthly manga anthology (1992); four
compiled volumesavailable total. An illustration collection, Midnight Scoop,
is available in hardback. DOMESTIC RELEASETITLE: Midnight Eye Goku Wiz
Comics}

Takeru (Red Brand)
SOW

Serialized in Scholar publishing’s Comic BuRGER monthly manga anthology
(1992); one compiled volume total. Terasawa’s most recent series. Note that,
unlike the usual black and white of Japanese comics publishing, 7akeru is pub-
lished in full color—produced,in fact, on a Macintosh using Adobe

Photoshop®. “Takeru: The Letter of the Law,” a CD-ROM based on the manga  
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“Girlfriend.” Athough the film has had a limited U.S. theatrical run, it has yet to
be released here on home video. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Space
Adventure Cobra(Streamiine Pictures)

Space Adventure Cobra
AN-AT ENYVFY-ATZ

Original Story
31-episode TV series (1982): follows up the success of the theatrical feature of
the same name. Sometimes described in the Japanese press as having an

American superhero comic book feel, designs for the character of “Lady” res-

onate strongly of the “sexy robot” look of Japaneseillustrator Hajime

Sorayama, whose works have influenced at least one other anime/manga

series of which we know. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Midnight Eye Goka
MIDNIGHT EYE 4279

Original Story / Screenplay
Two-volume OAVseries (1989); based on the manga of the same name.A pri-
vate detective equipped with an eye that can tap into the worldwide computer

system as well as a vastly extendable telescoping staff brings the ubiquitous

Salyaki “Monkey King” legend to near-future Tokyo in the year 2014.

Exceptional mecha design complementsa clever story to create one of the

OAVsin the ‘80s worthy of the adjective “original.” Long-rumored for domestic
release, licensing difficulties seem to be keeping this one in Japanonly,at
least for now. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Karasu Tengu Kabuto
RMAT b

Original Story / Series Coordinator / Cel Work

39-episode TV series (1990-91); based on the manga of the same name.
Originally broadcast via satellite on NHK, in Japan the series has been released
to home video both in a “perfect series” (each half-hour episode, in chronologi-
cal order}, as weil as in “digest” form (a condensed version, with only the major
storylines retained, and some new footage added). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Karasu Tengu Kabuto: Ogon no Me no Kemono
(“Raven ‘Tengu’ Kabuto: The Golden-Eyed Beast”)

IBAWHATb : REOBODTES)

Original Story / Director / Screenplay
One-shot OAV (1992); direct-to-home-video follow-up to the TV series of the
same name.A fast-paced and sexy blend of cyberpunk technology and tradi-

tional Japanese mythology, Terasawa even helped write the lyrics the rockin’

ending theme. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Raven Tengu Kabuto (us. Renditions)

 

Japanese comics or “manga”series; may or may notbe available in foreign-language

(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both

broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Balf are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version   
of the same name,is currently in development with Sun Soft and slated for

release in late ‘97. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ANIME Y=
Animated videos based on Terasawa's works. Because of a certain 1992 MTV music video
(see below), name recognition for Terasawa outside his native Japan runs particularly

high, despite what might otherwise seem to be fairly modest roster of animetitles.

Frequent appearances at anime, manga, and comic book conventions around the world

don't hurt, either.
 

Ce Space Adventure Cobra: Gekij6 Ban
("Space Adventure Cobra: The Movie”)

ANR-AT ERYFv -ATS : BBR

Original Story / Screenplay
99-minute theatrical feature (1982); based on the popular mangaseries of the
same name(Terasawagets partial script credit, as well). This is the movie from
which alternative rocker Matthew Sweet gets footage for his MTV music video,
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» Mamoru Oshii
Interviewed by Carl Gustav Horn (1996)

hen I was twenty-six,” Oshii says, when asked

how he got into animation at a panel discus-

 

sion during his tenure as a guest at a US.

anime convention, “I was out of work, just walking the

streets, when I bumpedinto a telephone pole and saw an
399?ad, ‘animators wanted.” Oddly enough, as an anime

director, Oshii made history relatively early in his career,

with the first of the OAVs—1983's Dallos—and through

directing episodes of the Urusei Yatsura TV series, but

really made a name for himself through distinctive

motion pictures, such as the Urusei Yatsura movie,

Beautiful Dreamer (1984). Although it strayed rather far

from Rumiko Takahashis own vision of her characters,

the vivid, hallucinogenic experience that is the Oshii UY

nonetheless placed on many “Top Ten” animefilm lists in

the 1980s.

Angel’s Egg (1985) was anotherearly artistic success,

about which the 1986 edition of Genkosha’s ANIMATION

VIDEO COLLECTORS GUIDE commented, “This is animated

art rather than story. It could be brought to a Sohogallery

theater.” A good example ofthe level of experimentation

in the then-young OAV format, Angel’s Egg is a cryptic

visual feast, featuring delicate and fantastical designs by

 
Yoshitaka Amano (Vampire Hunter D, Final Fantasy RPG

designer). The story follows the meanderings ofa fragile

waif and her “egg,” which she believes contains an angel.

She is met during her travels by a soldier carrying a cru-

cifix-like weapon on his back, and the twotravel the

blasted landscape until the frustrated soldier tires of the

mystery and breaks open the girls egg, which is then

shown to contain nothing. Though Angel’s Egg has almost

no dialogue, the film’s complex allegorical symbolism—

the end of the film featured, among other things, angels

rising from the sea into heaven—had nearly everyone

whohad everseenit scratching their heads in confusion.

These works already exhibited the elements that

would preoccupy Oshii in his career: the symbolic lan-

guage of dreams, the emergenceofreality amidst dream-

ing, and an epigrammatic use of the Bible.

“[m not a Christian, but I’ve been reading the Bible

since my student days,” Oshii says. “I use it as a prototype

for my stories; not for religious reasons, but for ideology

and literary inspiration.” Oshiis “auteur” reputation no

doubt had something to do with mecha and character

designer Yutaka Izubuchi (Patlabor, Record of Lodoss War)

being initially reluctant to take on the unusual Oshii as
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director for his nascent Patlabor project in 1988; reluc-

tance was quickly left behind, however, as Patlabor

became a success as two OAV series, a TV show, and as

two theatrical features. In fact, it was Oshii’s detailed and

intense signature style in 1993’ theatrical Patlabor 2

whichled directly to his being tapped to direct the anime

adaptation of Masamune Shirow’s cyberpunk manga

Ghost in the Shell.

But shortly before Patlabor 2 and Ghost, Oshii also

produced one of his more obscure works—Talking Head,

a live-action video which also contains brief spurts of

anime footage 4 la anime mockumentary Otaku no Video,

featuring character designs by none other than Macross’

Haruhiko Mikimoto. The story of an animation studio

torn apart by a murder mystery, the film is a kind of dark

art, and confirms that if Mamoru Oshii were not an ani-

mation director, he would surely be Japan’s analog to

David Lynch.

“T really liked the original story of the Ghost,” Oshii

says simply, when askedto explain why he choseto direct

the Ghost movie, “—but mostof all, when I was directing

the Patlabor films, they possessed a common theme, and

I wanted to do more stories of the kind, and when the

subject matter of Ghost came up, it was perfect.”

Reminiscent of the recent slew of futuristic “hacker”

movies such as Johnny Mnemonic and

Strange Days, Ghost in the Shell depicts

a near-future world where computeri-

zation has revolutionized society into a

cybernetic dreamscape, in which aug-

mented humanslive in virtual envi-

ronments watched over by VR agents;

law enforcers are able to download

themselves to catch cyber criminals;

and the ultimate secret agent of the

future is not human, buta virtual real-

ity being, secretly created by the gov-

ernment. Known as “The Puppet

Master,” it has no physical body, and

can freely travel the information high-

ways of the world, hacking and

manipulating as required...until the

prototype agent decidesthatit has the

right to live a physicallife. It appears

and makes a demand for asylum—

when it is refused, it just as quickly

disappears. But how do you capture a

being that is nothing more than a

ghost...?

Like Appleseed, another techno-

fetishistic series by Shirow, the Ghost in

the Shell manga teems with brain-numbing new technol-

ogy and addresses a similar theme—that the very tools it

creates is forcing mankind to evolve into a new kind of

being capable of living in the kind of world it has itself

produced. The main character, Major Motoko Kusanagi,

is a cybernetic being, almost completely artificial, who

can “jack” herself into machines and other cyborgs in

order to ferret out crimes. This continual out-of-body

experienceis the themeofthetitle itself—that the human

mindis the “ghost,” and that the host body, even that not

your own, is but a “shell.” Despite critical concern that

Oshii’s cerebral sensibilities could only serve to further

obfuscate Shirow’s notoriouslack of narrative clarity, oth-

ers seem to feel that the creative talents of the two made

for a perfect match.

Oshii’s approach to the Ghost material wasto gleefully

cut whatever did not apply to that desired theme—the

pod-like personal robots or “fuchikoma” mecha that

Shirow so enjoys drawing in the manga (his illustration

book Intron Depot is chockablock with lithe girls jacked

into similarly designed robots), for instance, are not pre-

sent in the anime—andinstead, to develop a strongalle-

gory about man and his spiritual relationship to the envi-

roment in which he’s forced to live. The resultant anima-

tion, combining state-of-the-art computer animation,

 
© Masamune Shirow/Kodansha,Ltd. « Bandai Visual Co., Ltd. « Manga Entertainment
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superlative cel work, and Oshii’s own blend ofreality and

dreams, made for one of the most talked-about animefea-

tures in recent memory.

Even though the subject matter of his films tends

toward the realm of the fantastic, Oshii, as a director,

dreamsnotonly in the service of fantasy, but also in the

“real world”—witness the overt political themes in the

Patlabor films. He uses the medium as the Expressionists

did painting, not in the photo-realistic copying ofreality

of the live-action camera eye, but in the tone and line of

painting that showed aspects ofreality the obviousness

of the camera could not, such as the stains of color that

reveal hidden details. Oshii loves cities—his camera eye

wanders slowly through them in the Patlabor films and

Ghost, moving by day and night, by summerand winter,

his eye slowing down their frantic pace, to suggest that

whatis perceived by their inhabitants as the vital bustle

of reality is, in fact, life on the terms of a dream. Oshii

himself constructs these scenes before they’re ever put

on acetate, walking down therainy streets of Hong Kong

and riding flat boats along Tokyo’s Sumida River, camera

in hand, contemplating. Reality, in his films, is often

symbolized by what looms abovethe track of dreaming:

a shattered bridge, a blimp,a tall building which has

been planned for a secret purpose. Below, we move

through the streets like a slow motorcade. One more

turn, and we will be blown into reality; one more turn,

and we will realize that if Oshii dreams awake, he

dreams wide-awake.

 

ANIMERICA:First, some of my immediate impressions of

Ghost in the Shell. One scene that particularly caught my

eye was the climactic museum shoot-out, where the

machine-gun fire rakes up the medieval “Tree of Life”

painting (stopping just before hominis, “mankind”).

OSHI: The museum was based on the Crystal Palace [a

huge glass hall builtfor the Victorian Great Exhibition of 1851

in London, and architectural precursor to the modern sky-

scraper, accidentally destroyed by fire in 1936—Ed.]. The

“Tree” was not from the Palace, but from another

European museum which I unfortunately can’t recall.

ANIMERICA: | notice such things because they seem to be

part of your distinctive art direction—for example, the

fish-eye shots used in the Patlabor movies. Do they repre-

sent a sense of unreality?

OSHII: Thatis part ofit, but I also wished to describe the

world from another viewpoint.

ANIMERICA: I had a question about the way the charac-

ters appear in Ghostin the Shell. It seems to me that they

appear more “Western” than is usual in anime. Was this

done intentionally?

OSHII: It wasn’t intentional. What I wanted to do was to

have characters that looked more like a realistic human

being, as opposed to your regular anime characters. So,

perhapsas a result, they unintentionally came to appear

more “Western.”

ANIMERICA: Howdid you first become involved with the

film project for Ghost in the Shell?

OSHII: About six monthsafter | finished Patlabor 2, 1 got

a call from Bandai Visual, and that’s when they offered me

the director's position.

ANIMERICA: Were you previously familiar with

Masamune Shirow’s manga of Ghost?

OSHII: Yes, and I liked it.

ANIMERICA: What sort of involvement did Shirow have

with the film?

OSHII: He had none—it was myproject alone.

ANIMERICA: What wasit that interested you in directing

the film?

OSHII: Well, first of all, I really liked the original story of

the comic—but most of all, when I was directing the

Patlabor films, they possessed a common theme, and |

wanted to do more stories of the kind—and when the

subject matter of Ghost came up, it was perfect.

ANIMERICA:So Ghostin the Shell was continuing a theme

that was in the Patlabor movies? How would you describe
this theme?

OSHII: How humanity will change as it deals with new
technology.
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ANIMERICA: That is perhaps the most basic question of

science fiction, isn’t it?

OSHII: Well, ’m not so sure.

ANIMERICA: Masamune Shirow is known, even in

America, as one of the most distinctive mangaartists. But

you are also known as one of the mostdistinctive anime

directors. How does Shirow’s vision turn into your vision?

OSHII: When I decided to direct the film, I went to see

Shirow—and Shirow is very famous for not going out to

meet his public [Just as “Motoko Kusanagi” is a pseudonym

for the main character of Ghost, “Masamune Shirow”is the

enigmatic manga artist’s pen name—Ed.]. I asked him to

please, let me direct the film in my own style, with my

own ideas—andheagreed, so I wasable to proceed.I had

the freedom to put Ghost into my world, without having

to further ask his approval.

ANIMERICA:So Shirow said it was okay for you to take

your own approach?

OSHII: Yeah. “Do as you want,”as hesaid.

ANIMERICA: Once you had the okay to take your own

approachto filming the manga, what process of adapta-

tion did you follow?

OSHII: First I considered the film’s setting, its world.

ANIMERICA: Whyshould that comefirst?

OSHII: For me, the actual town,or city environment of

the story, is the most important thing—I mustset that up

before the rest can proceed.

ANIMERICA: Back in 1985,

when the OAV genre was new,

you made Angel’s Egg...

OSHII: A decade ago!It had the

elements that intrigued me as a

film....

ANIMERICA:Andtheyare...?

OSHII: Ruins. I like ruins; I like

museums; I like fish; I like

birds; I like water...and | like

girls. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Manyofyourfilms

have quotes from the Bible, and

discussions of philosophies

from the Bible. Whyis that, do

you think?

OSHI: I really liked the Bible as little boy. While a stu-

dent, I planned to enter a seminary at one point, but did-

n't. Even now,though,| still read the Bible sometimes.

ANIMERICA: Are you a Christian, or do you just like the

Bible for its philosophy?

OSHIL:For its philosophy.

ANIMERICA: What was your very first anime movie

directing project?

OSHII: It was Urusei Yatsura: Only You.

ANIMERICA:

also directed the second (Beautiful Dreamer), which I

...The first Urusei Yatsura movie, yet you

think is the one that really made American anime fans

begin to notice your distinctive style. Are you interested

in dreams?

OSHII: Yes.

ANIMERICA: The elements of your movies—fish, ruins,

water—do you dream ofthese?

OSHII: Ruins arise often in my dreams.

ANIMERICA: Are yourfilms your way of analyzing your

dreams?

OSHII: I would say that is about half ofit.

ANIMERICA:You've also donelive-action films, yet here

in the U.S. yowre known only for your anime. Can you

tell us a little about your live-action work, such as

Talking Head?

 Beigen
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OSHII: It's a mystery set in an animestudio. All of a sud-

den the director disappears in the middle of a film.

Anotherdirector gets hired, with two missions: complete

the anime production and find the missing director.

ANIMERICA: Whendid it come out?

OSHII: Aboutfive years ago? Fouryears? I can’t remember.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: What was your reason for making Talking
Head?

OSHII: Back then, | was working on a big animeproject,

and all of a sudden, Bandai canceled it. 1 was so upsetthat

| asked Bandai if | could direct something else, and they

said, “Do whatever you want.”

ANIMERICA: Whatproject was that?

OSHII: [LAUGHS] It's a secret.

ANIMERICA:Secret? Does that mean we'll see it someday?

OSHII: I can’t really say, you know.

ANIMERICA: Someone who worksin the industry, a stu-

dio head, once told me that Talking Head exposes whatit’s

really like to be an animator.

OSHII: All of the people in the film are modeled after peo-

ple I actually know, people I’ve workedwith in the indus-

try. I killed them all. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Howis live-action different from animation?

OSHII: Directing anime is much morestressful. With live-

action, every (shooting) day is different, and I can work

out my stress through the work. Andafterit’s done, the

saké tastes better, too. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: What about some of your other live-action

films, such as Akai Megane [aka “Red Spectacles,” which told

the story of combat action in a socially collapsed Tokyo—
Ed.}...?

OSHII: That was madeten years ago, and I made a sequel,

Kerberos, based on the manga,or as it’s called in English,

“Panzer Cops,” about five years ago. [The full title is

Hellhounds: Panzer Cops—Ed.] However, the story in

Kerberos actually takes place earlier than that of Akai
Megane.It’s like Star Wars—thethird film will put every-
thing in order.

ANIMERICA:Getting back to anime, you said that when

you make a movie, you consider first the city environ-

ment it is set in—and I’ve noticed that in the Patlabor

movies, Tokyois itself an actor—thefirst one is set in the

summer and the second oneis set in winter. Each film

involves an investigation, but the season lends a real

mood, a sensation to it.

OSHII: Yes, of course. It is meant to achieve a psycholog-
ical effect.

ANIMERICA: Most Americans,| think, will be surprised to

see an animefilm as political as Patlabor 2. The idea that

an anime film could be about such real-world, military,

and political issues is still a strange one here. Since in
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Patlabor 2 there is a secret conspiracy between members

of the Japanese and American militaries, did you ever

wonder how Americans mightlookat the film when they

saw it?

OSHIIL: I think it may be difficult for Americans to under-

stand. Thestory is really based on political programsthat

exist in Japan, so it has quite a few deep meanings with-

in it. In Patlabor 2, | wanted to describe the Cold Warfor

Japan. It was a war, but a silent war. When the Cold War

existed between the U.S. and Russia, the “stance” ofJapan

was not to be directly involved. Even though Japan was

involved, it kept insisting for fifty. years that it wasnt. |

wantedto describe that fake peace.

ANIMERICA:Do youthink another military takeover, as in

the 1930s, is possible for Japan today, or was that merely

something dramatic for the story?

OSHII: | don’t think thatit’s very possible.

ANIMERICA: WhenI lookat that film, which was made in

1993, nowadays, and I see scenes such as those where the

blimp comes down, and gas comes outandstartsfilling

the streets of Tokyo...it’s something we’re seeing happen

now in reality. Did you ever think that kind of thing

would happening so soon?

OSHII: I never thought it would happen. When the Tokyo

subway was gassed, I immediately thought how glad I

wasthat the film wasreleased before the attack happened.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: But in light of such terrorism actually hap-

pening in Tokyo, don’t you think that people might be

more inclined to take Patlabor 2 more seriously—notjust

entertainment, but as an actual warning?

OSHII: Not quite. If people were really capable of realiz-

ing those dangers, I wouldn't have to make myfilms.

ANIMERICA: Doesthat mean you think peoplestill aren’t

waking up to reality?

OSHII: That's correct.

 

eleased theatrically in the U.S. to a limited num-

ber of theaters, the animated Ghost in the Shell

brought Oshii international acclaim, and awards

from several animation groups whohadheretofore bare-

ly acknowledged Japanese animators. Oshiis direction

aside, Ghost in the Shell was an excellent showcase for the

cutting edge of Japanese

animation at the time—a

vision of the future based

not on Akira’ Neo-Tokyo,

but a 21st century Hong

Kong: a cyber-cityscape as

an overgrown, anachro-

nistic multicultural

metropolis, filled with the

decaying architecture and

relics of past eras packed

cheek to jowl with the

sleek modern technology,

animated with advanced that fake peace.

computer graphics com-

bined with traditional cel animation.

As a director of anime for adults (as opposed to

“adults-only” anime), Oshii has gone on recordcriticizing

anime’s most revered—andfinancially successful—direc-

tor, Hayao Miyazaki, for his self-limitation (and perhaps,

through Miyazaki’ brilliance, implied limitation on the

entire medium) as a children’s filmmaker, a statement not

likely to help his career in animation. Duringa visit to a

U.S. animation convention, 1996’ Anime Expo in

Anaheim, California, Oshiis answers to questions about

his work seemed only to underline his isolation from the

“mainstream” of anime, as he claimed that he didn’t real-

ly watch any animeother than his own,his love for bas-

set hounds (his own dog frequently appears in his ani-

mation projects), and that he noticed little difference

between fans in Japan and the U.S. “Both groups show a

notable lack of females, and both seem to be the ‘logic-

oriented’ type,” he commenteddrily. But when asked to

explain his frequent use of “fish-eye” effects in animation,

Oshii gave an answer that seemed to sum up his own

work, and its dual nature in both the real and surreal,

perhapsthe best:

“I get asked about that a lot. I’m notreally sure about the

meaning ofthat, either. If you pressed me, you could say

these are ‘eyes’ that look at the world of the film from the

outside—that these are the eyes, in fact, of the audience.”
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Like many a personality featured in this book, Oshii is known chiefly for his animation
work, although—alsolike others in this book—he’s also dabbled in manga from time to
time.
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6 Todo no Tsumari ("When All's Said and Done...”)
EEDDEY

First serialized in Tokuma Shoten’s ANIMAGE magazine (1984). CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Kenrd Densetsu("Legend of ‘Wolf-Dog’”)
ARERR

First serialized in “Amazing Comics” (1988); published in compiled form by
Nihon Shuppansha (1990). A “cinematic”-style manga (gekiga) story, Kenré
Densetsu features an original story by Oshii, art by Kamui Fujiwara, and

mechanical designs by Yutaka Izubuchi. The series has been released outside of
Japan both in Britain's MANGA MANIA magazine, as well as in the U.S. In 1991, a
live-action version wasreleased theatrically under the title “Stray Dog:
Kerberos,” featuring direction and screenplay by Oshii. DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE: Hellhounds: Panzer Cops(Dark Horse Comics)

Seibu Shinjuku Sensen 1j6 Nashi
("All's Quiet on the Seibu Shinjuku Front”)

FanaaeRRAL

Original Story
Published by Nippon Shuppansha (1994); one compiled volume total. Yasuyuki

Ono receives “co-author” credit for a story which posits modern-day Tokyo sud-

denly thrust into war; a story, by some estimates, not unlike that of Patlabor 2.

(“Seibu Shinjuku,” by the way, is the name of a heavily trafficked transit station
in downtown Tokyo.) CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Seraphim
ta7th
Original Story

First serialized in Tokuma Shoten’s ANIMAGE magazine (1995). Oshii’s decision to

leave the series prompted a changein his byline, going from “written by” to
“original story by” (the series was eventually completed by anotherwriter,
Satoshi Kon, who had previously been credited for art only). With its particular
motif, Seraphim—trendered in Japanesetranslation as “tenshi,” or “angel"—is
thought by some to have provided inspiration for Neon Genesis Evangelion.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ANIME Y=
Note that for reasonsof length, Oshii‘s non anime- and manga-related work—hislive-
action films, his computer-game work, his novels and his essay collections—are not
included. Ja/king Head, live-action film with brief anime sequences,is the sole excep-
tion, if only because publicity shots of the film showcasing designs by the high-profile
Mikimoto have attracted suchinterest.
 

lppatsu Kanta-kun (“One-Hit Kanta”’)
RASA

Supervising Episode Director
53-episode TV series (1977-78); heartwarming Tatsunoko (“homeof the
heroes”) comedy about a boy, Kanta, who just can’t get enough of baseball.
Notable not only for being the series in which Oshii makes his debut, but for

the debut of Kimagure Orange Road, Patlabor, and Urusei*Yatsura's Akemi
Takada, who gets credit here for “subcharacter designs.” Yoshitaka Amano
(Vampire Hunter D\, a member of Tatsunoko’'s design staff since the early days

of 1973's Casshan, is also credited. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kagaku Ninja-Tai GatchamanII
(“Science Ninja Team GatchamanII")

BFRBRA yFe Vv il

Supervising Episode Director

52-episode TV series (1978-79); sequel to Tatsunoko’s wildly popular original
Gatchaman series first airing in 1972. As with /ppatsu Kanta-kun, both Takada
and Amanoreturn for design duties, cleaving faithfully to those established in
the first show. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Eagle Riders (Saban)

CI
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Zendaman
QyyIgvy

Supervising Episode Director
52-episode TV series (1979-80) continuing Oshii’s multi-series association with
Tatsunoko. Third entry in the popular “Time Bokan” series, Zendaman features,

among other things, narration by Japanese voice-actor Kei Tomiyama of Yamato

and Galaxy Express 999 fame. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Nils no Fushigi na Tabi
(“The Wonderful Adventures of Nils”)

=)VADABBGIK

Supervising Episode Director
52-episode TV series (1980-81); story of a selfishlittle boy turned tiny by an elf who
has great adventures and learns humility traveling with a flock of geese. Based on
the children’s book Nils Holgerssons underbara resa (“The Wonderful Adventures of

Nils”) by Nobel-winning Swedish author Selma Lageldf. Episodes featuring more
direct involvement by Oshii—Episodes 36, 49, and 51, to be precise—are said to
be held in especially high acclaim by fans. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ry no Me no Namida ("Tears of a Dragon's Eye”)
BOBOR

Director

Educational film (1982); Oshii's first stab at direction for Tatsunoko. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Urusei Yatsura (“Those Obnoxious Aliens”)

DSBPVD5

Chief Director / Eptsode Director / Storyboards
197-episode TV series (1981-86); based on the popular manga of the same
name by Rumiko Takahashi. In addition to Oshii, the animated UY also boasts
the character design talents not only of Takada (see above), but direction work
by Kazuo Yamazaki (Maison /kkoku) as well as assistant direction by a then-
novice Yuji Moriyama (Project A-Ko). DOMESTIC RELEASETITLE: Those
Obnoxious Aliens/Urusei Yatsura (Animtigo)

Urusei Yatsura: Only You
2SBP956:4AYU-lA-

Director / Screen Adaptation / Storyboards
90-minute theatrical feature (1983); first in a long and successful series of UY
films. Takada returns for character design duties. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE:

Urusei Yatsura: Only You (Animeigo)

Urusei Yatsura 2: Beautiful Dreamer
9SBP90562 : Ka-F4AIWEY-V—

Director/ Screenplay
97-minute theatrical feature (1984); second and definitely the strangestofall the
UYfilms. In a change of pace, Please Save My Earth (Boku no Chikyé o

Mamotte) and Maison Ikkoku's Kazuo Yamazaki serves as character designer,

while Yamazaki and A-Ko's Yuji Moriyama get “animation director” credit.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Urusei Yatsura: Beautiful Dreamer (Us. Manga Corps)

Dallos I: Remember Bartholomew
FOAL: VAYVN--+- N-YOSa-

Co-Director (with mentor Hisayuki Toriumi)

30-minute OAV (1983). A futuristic sci-fi action tale, Da//os is also the world’s
first-ever “OAV,” as in animation created expressly for the home video market
(as comparedto for television broadcast, or theatrical distribution). Note that,
of the four-volume OAVseries, only the first volume is available here in the U.S.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Dallos(Best Film and Video}

Tenshi no Tamago (“Angel's Egg”)
REDIRECT

Director / Original Story/ Script
75-minute original video screened theatrically (1985); Yoshitaka Amano signs on
as art director. (Oshii and Amanoalso collaborate on an illustration book based

on the film published the same year.) In the face of routine disbelief, a young
girl wanders the wasteland of a post apocalyptic landscape clutching an egg
she believes to be divine. Entered at Cannes underthetitle “/’Oeuf de /‘Ange.”

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Twilight Q (2) / Meikya BukkenFile 538
(“Twilight QO 2: Labyrinth Objects File 538”)

KDA FT KQ (2) AAEMFile538

Director/ Screenplay
30-minute OAV (1987); second of two volumesin a series envisioned as a
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showcasefordifferent directors of differing anime tastes. Note that the first

Twilight Q, Toki no Musubi Hi ("The Bonds of Time”): Reflection—unlike the

Oshii version of Twilight Q-——features character direction by frequent collabora-

tor Takada. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidd Keisatsu Patlabor ("Mobile Police Patlabor’)

BEERIN KLAN

Director / Storyboards
Seven-volume OAVseries (1988-89) for which Oshii provides direction and sto-
ryboardsfor the first five and direction only for the sixth. Based on the popular
manga series by Masami Yuki, the Patfabor OAV series wasthe forerunner of

what would eventually becomea thriving franchise, including two theatrical

films (see below), a 1989 TV series and second, 1990-92 OAVseries (portions

of both these series were also directed by Oshii), and manga. DOMESTIC

RELEASE TITLE: Patlabor: The Mobile Police (The Original Series) and
Patlabor: The Mobile Police (The New Files) (Us. Manga Corps)

Kid6 Keisatsu Patlabor: The Movie
(“Mobile Police Patlabor: The Movie”)

PSE)SEBS KL/N— > THE MOVIE (LEHR)

Director

118-minute theatrical feature (1989) combining political intrigue and a day-
after-tomorrow original story with the series’ trademark giant police “labors,”

or patrol robots, thus the title “Patlabor.” Character design by Takada; mecha
design by Yutaka {zubuchi (Dunbine). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Patlabor, The
Movie 1 (Manga Entertainment)

Gosenzo-sama Ban-Banzai!
("Let's Really Hear it For the Ancestors!)

HOFCABERTX ime !

Director / Screenplay
Six-volume OAV series (1989-90); fanciful story of a girl who, longing to know
more about her ancestors, gets into a time machine and ends up doing exactly
that. Maroko, a 1990 theatrical feature, retells the OAV story and adds new

footage. Produced to commemorate the ten-year anniversary of anime’s Studio

Pierrot, the OAV series also features work by Satoru Utsunomiya, key animator

on Akira. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Talking Head

K-#Y7-AvE
Director / Screenplay
105-minute theatrical feature (1992). Troubles at an anime studio motivate this
part live-action, part animated murder mystery; surreal sequences4 la David

Lynch add much fodderfor confused head-scratching. Features (sporadic) ani-
mated sequences by Haruhiko Mikimoto of Macross fame. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Kid6 Keisatsu Patlabor: The Movie 2
HBS)BIN RL/N\— : THE MOVIE

Director

114-minute theatrical feature (1993). Top-notch talent including art direction by

The Wings of Honneamise and Ninja Scrolls Hiromasa Ogura, “guest” mecha
design by Macross’ Shoji Kawamori and Gundam 0083s Hajime Katoki, not to
mention the considerable skill of the five-member band known as
“Headgear”—Masami Yuki, Akemi Takada, Kazunori Ito, Yutaka Izubuchi, and,
of course, Oshii himself—makefor one of the best anime movieseverfilmed.

DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Patlabor, The Movie 2 (Manga Entertainment)

Kékaku Kid6-Tai: Ghost in the Shell
(lit, “attack/assault + husk/cast-off-skin + mobilized force”)

WaBeGh

Director

85-minute theatrical feature (1995). Obscure, impenetrable manga artist—
Appleseeds Masamune Shirow—meets with enigmatic, philosophical filmmak-

er—Oshii—to create a film hailed by At the Movies’ own Siskel & Ebert as
“unusually intelligent and challenging sciencefiction, aimed at smart audi-

ences.” One of the top films of the yearin its native Japan, at one time Ghost
placed No. 1 on Billboard's video sales chart for the U.S., as well. DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: Ghost in the Shell (manga Entertainment)
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Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may notbe available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2}. Others

(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and home video versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version

    



» Gisaburo Sugii
Interviewed by Toshifumi Yoshida (1996)

hy would an anime director with thirty-plus

years in Japan’s animation industry underhis

belt, including Japan's first animated TV series

Tetsuwan Atom (a.k.a. Astro Boy) and “cultured” anime

productions such as Night on the Galactic Railroad (an

adaptation of a story by noted author Kenji Miyazawa)

and The Tale of Genji (a courtly romance based on the

famous 11th century Japanese novel) want to be the one

to give animatedlife to the larger-than-life legends of the

video game Street Fighter II?

“Actually, until I got involved in the movie, I wasn’t

interested in the video game,” says Sugii. “But whenit

was decided the movie was going to be made, I got

involved with Street Fighter II for the first time.” In fact,

Sugii has tackled the legendary Street Fighters not once,

but twice, in both 1994°s ultra-serious Street Fighter II: The

Animated Movie and 1995's more lighthearted weekly

Japanese TV series, Street Fighter II V.

“There’s this Street Fighter II poster that’s given me a

lasting impression,” Sugii says, “The impressive thing

about the poster, artistically speaking, was that they had

all these military planes, but then they just had thefight-

ers from all the various countries standing in front of

 
them, not even facing each other. I thought that was

interesting... can’t really express it well in words.I often

thought that image mightbe interesting to produce as an

animated movie.”

Since the game’s debutas a simple one-on-onefight-

ing game featuring only Ryu and Ken anda variety of

thugs upon whom you could beat, the Street Fighter lega-

cy has expandedto a cast of characters that’s attained an

immortality of sorts, as the essential archetypes of nearly

every fighting game character to come along since. As

multinational fighters from different walks of life—Guile,

the U.S. Air Force Colonel; Chun Li, the Chinese martial

artist in her traditional dress; the Russian Zangief; sumo

wrestler E. Honda; the eternal Ryu and Ken; more fanci-

ful characters such as the Indian rubber man Dhalsim and

the giant mutant beast Blanka—thecast, in all its incar-

nations,is unified by nothing more thana desire to be the

best at fighting. Each character’ individual backstory

(usually tacked on after the fact) was always less impor-

tant than their appearance andfighting style. The idea of

fighters with different skills facing and challenging each

other, perhaps even learning mutual respect for each

other, is a concept similar to so many martial arts sagas
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where the all-important tournamentis the center of the

story, everywhere from movies such as Enter the Dragon or

Bloodsport to animation such as Dragon Ball Z.
“The audience I had in mind for the film are the

gamers who playedStreet Fighter II at the arcades. In the

game screen, movements are restricted, and there are

game rules, but I thought, those gamers have created

their own Street Fighter II world in their heads. In the

Street Fighter II movie, 1 wanted to present the world that

waslocked upin their minds,for the battles and the char-

acters. | wanted the movie to be centered on the world

imagined bythe Street Fighter IT game lovers.”

In a changein tone from theserious,live-action style
of the animated movie, Sugii also directed the animated

26-episode Street Fighter II V TV series the following year.

Based on the adventures of a young Ryu and Kentravel-

ing around the world looking for adventure (muchlike a

martial arts-trained Bill and Ted), Street Fighter II V pro-

vides the complete backstory for the characters that the

movie takes as a given—howtheyall met each other, how

they learned their greatest techniques, their differing

philosophies toward their art. The difference in tone

between the Japanese TV series and the American-pro-

duced, superhero-style Street Fighter cartoon series is
extreme—in Sugiis version, what's most important to

show is what drives the characters to do what they do,

and each new introduction gives a human face to the

fighting facade.
“Animation is a form of film, so I think the processis

pretty much the same. In Japan,especially, the animation

industry has more freedom to choose the stories it wants

to tell, as compared to other countries where studioslike

Disney only work on the single subject of fairy tales. |

think that, as animators, we’re closer to regular live-

action filmmakers in that we might be makingsciencefic-

tion or other typesof literary works.

“Someone once said that animation is the Japanese

Hollywood, and I think that might be true,” he continues.

“Especially after Osamu Tezuka made Tetsuwan Atom, |

believe that our thinking process becamesimilar to that

of a Hollywood director's movie-making process.”

 

ANIMERICA: Howdid you getstarted in animation?

SUGII: I entered Toei Animation just after graduating from

high school. Actually, that was really in the early stages,

the first few days of Toei Animation when the animation

industry was just starting up, and it was rather unlike ani-

mation work. Our senior animators taught us in the

basics of drawing like upperclassmen teaching their

juniors at school. Wereally learned a lot that way.

ANIMERICA: Whatwasthefirst work you did? What was

yourrole in it?

SUGII: It was the first major Japanese feature from Toei,

Hakujaden (“Tale of the White Serpent”) [The same film

which Hayao Miyazaki says inspired him to become an ani-

mator—Ed.]. 1 considered myself very fortunate to have

joined the Toei Animation studio at that time. After that,

I worked on Japan's first animated TV series, Tetsuwan

Atom. I’ve been in animation for over thirty years.

ANIMERICA: Did you always want to become an anima-

tor? Or did you originally aspire to another line of work?

SUGII: Well, in my case, when | heard aboutthefirstreal

animation studio opening up in Japanfor the first time, I

wentright away and took the test and got in. 1 guess my

interest in animation really started when | wasin the fifth

grade, when I saw Bambi. But, in my junior high school

years, there wasn’t any information about Japanese ani-
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mation studios, and | thought I’d have to go to the US.

to learn animation. So then, when I heard about Toei

Animation, I knew I had to do whateverI could to getin.

Toei Animation'’s exam was advertised in the newspaper,

and there was competition, where you had abouta thir-

ty-in-one chance of getting into the company. That's the

way a lot of applicants got in. Back then, there weren't

that manyjobsfor artists, so some of them just wanted a

side job at Toei Animation so they could continue with

their oil paintings at the studio. But when I joined, what

I really wanted, was to do animation.

ANIMERICA: What do you think you would be doing

now, had you not become an animator?

SUGII: I'd probably be a mangaartist.

ANIMERICA: What have been your influences?

SUGII: I liked Max Fleischer. There was one story he did

that I really liked, about

bugs being chased out

of the ground and

having to moveto

  

  

  

  

    

  

   

  

  

           

a garden on top of

a building. I was

greatly influenced

by this work. You

know, I actually like

Fleischers work more

than either Bugs

: Bunny or Disney,

and, when

  

I was young, my ... the audience | had

in mind for the film

are the gamers who

played the Street

Fighter I! game at the

arcades. In the Street
Fighter li movie,|

wantedto present the

world that was locked

up in their minds...

aspiration was to

becomejust like

Fleischer.

ANIMERICA: How

would you describe

the work of the direc-

tor to someone who

doesn’t know the ani-

mation process?

SUGII: Animation is a

form of film, so |

think the process is

pretty much the same. In Japan,especially, the animation

industry has more freedom to choosethestories it wants

to tell, as compared to other countries where studioslike
Disney only work on the single subject of fairy tales. I

think that, as animators, we’re closer to regular live-

action filmmakers in that we might be makingsciencefic-

tion or other types of literary works.

Someone once said that animation is the Japanese

Hollywood, and I think that might be true. Especially

after Osamu Tezuka made Tetsuwan Atom, I believe that

our thinking process became similar to that of a

Hollywood directors movie-making process. And, aside

from a few computerized processes,it’s all work done by
hand. The most difficult process is giving the animators

instructions on minute directions laid out in the story-

boards for the hand work.

I’m sure film directors come up with ideas on how the

movie should look when they read the script, so that

part's the same, but in animation, if one mistaken instruc-

tion is given, it takes a huge amountof time and effort to

correct it. For example, if you don’t already have in your

head howfast the scene will be moving if you direct the

camera to move so-and-so millimeters at 0.1 mil-

limeter a frame, it may turn out to be too slow or

too fast after it’s filmed. You have to have those

things in mind before the workis evenstart-

ed and instructions are given out. I think

that’s the real difference between anima-
tion andlive-action.

ANIMERICA: What does a director do

from inception to completion ofa project?

SUGII: I often join a project from the
planningstages. I tend to join at the plan-

ning and scriptwriting stages in order to

come up with a world of my own.

ANIMERICA:Are yousatistied with the animation
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you've made? Were there times when

you didn't get what you wanted?

SUGII: My most regrettable work is

i
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e

the animated Genji. | couldn't put on

film half of what | wanted.It’s hard

to make the same movie twice, but

I'd like to get a second chance at

that. Especially the last scene....

ANIMERICA: What was the project

with which you're mostsatisfied so far?
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SUGIL: That would be Ginga Tetsudé

no Yoru. This was a work where,

through multiple lucky breaks, the

intentions of all the staff—from the

music writer to the screenwriter and

all of the animators—converged.

This was the one work I’ve done

where the staffs mind became one

for the film.

ANIMERICA: What has changed in

you the mostsince you started direct-

ing? Also, how do you get along with

yourstaff on the job? Do you tend to

give detailed instructions? Or do you

just set the direction and let the staff

do the work?

SUGII My way of thinking has

changed 180 degrees between the

start of my career up until age thirty-

five, and then the ten years since I

turned forty-five until now. Until I

wasthirty-five, I thought that the story-

boards were thefilm. As far as 1 was concerned, the movie

was completed in my head when the storyboards were

completed. So I thought that the staff's only job was to

work according to the storyboards. But since age forty-

five, I’ve come to think of the storyboards as having a

temporary existence that is fluid, changing withstaff dis-

cussion. As long as there’s an unchanging central core

concept, I’ve come to think that the details of a produc-

tion can be free to change. I’ve cometo think that’s what

it means to makea living, making movies.

Until I was thirty-five, my relationship with thestaff

was to have a reliable crew that would make a movie

exactly in the image that I planned it. Now, each movie

has its own style and energy, and the staff has to match

that. For example, in the Street Fighter II movie, the action

director was important. If he said certain moves were exe-

 
cuted better some otherway, it might even affect the plot.

So that kind of input could balloonallby itself, as long as

the grand concept wasstill there. Movie making for me

nowis a collaboration of specialists, such as the techni-

cians, the photographers, and the animators.

ANIMERICA: You were involved both in the Street Fighter

II movie and the TV series. How did you become inter-

ested in them?

SUGII: Actually, until | got involved in the movie, | wasn't

interested in the video game. But whenit was decided the

movie was going to be made, I got involved with Street

Fighter II for the first time. There was talk of making the

game into a movie at my studio, so the project was some-

thing I knew about. Thenthere’ this Street Fighter II poster

that’s given mea lasting impression. The impressive thing
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aboutthe poster, artistically speaking, was that they hadall

these military planes, but then theyjust hadthefighters from

all the various countries standingin front of them, not even

facing each other. I thoughtthat wasinteresting. ..I can’t real-

ly expressit well in words. I often thought that image might

be interesting to produce as an animated movie.

For example, in the movie, Ryu never changes his

clothes. During the staff discussion, the producersaid,

“After a sweaty workout, he probably changes into a T-

shirt and jeans.” But I refused that. That came from the

impression I got from the poster. | wanted to make a

weighty, realistic sort of a movie, butthis one thing had to

be my breach of realism. I wanted the characters to be

just standing there, unchangeable, including their

clothes, just like they seemed in the poster. But theystill

wanted some change of dress in the movie, so we decid-

ed that Ken will get all the fancy changes of dress.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:In a magazinearticle, you once said that you

liked working with game characters because they were so

open to your own free interpretation. What are your

interpretations of the Street Fighter II characters? For

example, what do you think drives Ryu and Ken?
beeenaw“_eia
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SUGIL: Well, the audience I had in mind for the film were

the gamers who played the Street Fighter II game at the

arcades. In the game screen, movements are restricted,

and there are gamerules, but I thought, those gamers

have created their own Street Fighter If world in their

heads. In the Street Fighter II movie, I wanted to present

the world that was locked upin their minds, for the bat-

tles and the characters. | wanted the movie to be centered

on the world imaginedbythe Street Fighter II gamelovers.

I think the Street Fighter II movie has a different style

from regular Japanese movies. I wanted to makeit like an

American “roller-coaster” movie...you know, where the

action is everything. All the drama is removed;it’s just up

and down like a roller coaster, and it’s really the action

that propagates the story. It’s really game-like. On the

other hand,Street Fighter II Vis a TV series, so instead,it’s

based around the idea of doing a continuing drama with

Ryu and Ken’s journeyat the center.

ANIMERICA:Are you familiar with American comics and

animation? If so, how do you perceive the difference

between Japanese and American comics and animation?

SUGII: They have coarse plot development. Very. As for

comics, they tend to have a fixed format, and the story

develops only within that. It looks like the words in the

balloons take precedence overtheart.

ANIMERICA: Have you seen the American-producedStreet

Fighter animation? If so, what did you thinkofit?

SUGII: I’ve seen the English version. I liked their flashy

use of the music. Comparedto a Japanese production,it

has coarse production values, but that’s interesting, too.

My productions tend to have more delicate music. The

music might start quietly and go on a crescendo,orit

mightstart all of a sudden. I’m really consciousofits use.

Perhapsit’s the difference between American-style story-

boards and Japanese “e-konte” picture continuities.

ANIMERICA: What doesit mean for you as a director to be

recognized overseas?

SUGII: It would make mereally happy. It’s too badit’s so

hard to receive feedback from local fans, but I’m glad that

many different people are now seeing my work.

ANIMERICA: Do you have any advice for aspiring anima-

tors, or those whoare just getting started as artists?

SUGII: Well, I've been doing this for over thirty years, but

I still think that this industry will keep on getting more

and moreinteresting. I think that there are many possibil-

ities to explore in mixing computer and hand-drawn ani-

mation. In that sense, we’re starting to see many kindsof
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animation that haven't been possible to make before now.

ANIMERICA: What kind of projects do you see in your

future, and also, do you have a message for your fans in

the English-speaking world?

SUGII: A message? Hmm, I can’t come up with one. Asfor

me, right now, I’m working on the Lupin II] summerspe-

cial. In Japan, fans have kind ofleft live-action movies

behind, so the opportunity to make a really interesting

live-action movie here is rare. But animation—although

its the same with live-action—is a line of work that’s

interesting because it changes with thespirit of the times.

But if the fans leave us, we’re out of work. So, I hope both

creators and audience can keep on pursuing the kind of

worksthat they wantto see.

 

he Lupin III “summer special” referred to in the

interview debuted in 1996 as Lupin III: The Legend

of Twilight Gemini. Both of Sugii’s Street Fighter pro-

ductions have since become available in America; oddly

enough, both versions also have sported brand-new

soundtracks.

In the case of the bestselling, widely available Street

Fighter II: The Animated Movie, music by the likes of U2,

Alice in Chains and Kornis substituted for the film's orig-

inal orchestral soundtrack. As for the more character-dri-

ven and multi-episodic Street Fighter II V, the original TV

series openingcredits, featuring young Ryu and Ken run-

ning toward the screen to the tune of a bouncy poptune,

is replaced by a hard industrial rock theme, as well as by

in-your-face fighting scenes to go with the more hardcore

music. Fans of the original Japanese opening theme need

not despair, however; although the domestic release of

the subtitled version contains a newly reedited opening

animation sequence, Japanese pop singer Yuki Kuroda’s

original tune remains intact. For another side of Sugii’s

work, both Tale of Genji and Night on the Galactic Railroad

are available domestically, as well.
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ANIME Y=
You won't find any mangatitles here, and Sugii may bestricly an anime man,but. ..Oh!
What anime! In addition to his well known “literary” films Night on the Galactic Railroad
and The Tale of Genji, Sugii also enjoys a long director-to-creator relationship with best-
selling manga author Mitsuru Adachi, whose Nine and Touch Sugii has helped midwife
into animation on many occasions. From Tezuka to video games, comedyto surrealistic HE
tales of medieval witchcraft (!), Sugii is one of the most well-versed directors in the
anime industry. It should be interesting to see where he heads next.
 

[+ Hakujaden (‘Tale of the White Serpent”)
Ageia

Animator

78-minute theatrical feature (1958); Toei's first movie. As an interesting side note, HE

all of the film's roles are filled by two voice-actors only: one a man, and one a
woman. Sugii makes his debut as an animator here. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

H Sh6énen Sarutobi Sasuke (“Young Sasuke Sarutobi")

>ESTAR

Animator

83-minute theatrical feature (1959). The very first film to use a process known
as “Cinemascope”(later renamed “TohoScope”), the historically based Shénen
Sarutobi Sasuke is remembered today as a “non-anime” anime, incorporating
distinctive character designs and a staging that might almost be compared to Hi
that of ta/ga or period samurai drama. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

= SaiyUki (“Journey to the West”)
Pasac

Animator

88-minute theatrical feature (1960); an early—but by no meansthe first!—
anime rendition of China's oft-told “Monkey King” legend, a story which
appears even todayin series as diverse as Buichi Terasawa’s Midnight Eye
Goké to Akira Toriyama’s Dragon Ball. Not onlyis this particular version of
Salyki based on manga by Osamu Tezuka,it's storyboarded by him, as well.

DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Alakazam the Great(orion Home Video)

H Aru Machikado no Monogatari
(“Tales From a Certain Street Corner’)

HSNOMB

Animator

38-minute theatrical feature (1962); one of manga and anime genius Osamu

Tezuka's “experimental” films. According to Jezuka Osamu Gekijé (“The

Animation Filmography of Osamu Tezuka”), Aru Machikado was produced by the
animators of Tezuka’s own studio “Mushi Pro” with unswerving dedication, the

animators even going sofar as to identify themselves as “ddéga no mushi"(ani-
mation bugs}their collective purpose being the transformation of anime as
something thought to be “only for children” to something which could be
enjoyed by the entire family. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Tetsuwan Atom (“Iron-Arm Atom”)

SBT bh

Episode Direction /Animator
193-episode television series (1963-66); generally agreed to be Japan’sfirst
anime TV show, although Otogi Manga Calendar, a series of five-minute
vignettes, beat Atom to the airwaves by a good six months. Interestingly, Atom

is the start of anime on TV in the U.S., as well—broadcast on NBC from 1963-
64, it even became a modest syndication hit, going on to inspire the Dragon
Balls and the Sailor Moons and even the Sci-Fi Channel “Festivals of Anime”
we see today. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Astro Boy(The Right Stuf}

Gokd no Dai-Boken ("Goku's Great Adventure”)

BZOABSB

Executive Director

39-episode TV series (1967). Returning to the familiar “Monkey King” ground of

Tezuka's original manga Boku no Son Gok("My ‘Son Goku’"), Sugii brought a
strong Mushi Production flavor to a series in which Tezuka himself had wanted
to be involved, but was unable.In an effort to improve ratings, a subtitle,
“Y6kai Rengé (Monster Federation} Series,” was added as of Episode 22. CUR-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Dororo
EAA

Fxecutive Director

26-episode TV series (1969); based on the Tezuka manga of the same name. At
the timeofits first broadcast in Japan, the use of black and white by Sugii and
the other animators of the “realism” school of anime was seen as avant garde,
and it's this dramatic mood which so well complements Tezuka’s rather bizarre

original story, in which a young boy goes a’ monster-slaying in feudal Japan in

order to recover the 48 parts of his body sacrificed to demon-gods by an overly

ambitious samural father. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Cleopatra
IVAN

Animator
112-minute theatrical feature (1970); fanciful blend of fact and fiction which,in its
time, pushed the envelope of what an animatedfilm for adults should and should not
be. Directed, choreographed, and screenwriten by Tezuka. CURRENTLYIMPORT ONLY

Kanashimi no Belladonna (“Belladonna of Sadness”)
RLADNIKYS

Animation Director

89-minute theatrical feature (1973); based on the novel “Witchcraft, Sorcery,
and Superstition” by French historian Jules Michelet. An unusual change of

pace for Sugii, the “belladonna”of thetitle is of course a pun, being in Italian
both a word for “fair lady” as well as the nameof a highly poisonousplant,
Atropa belladonna, said by historians to have been used by womento dilate the
pupils of the eye and create an artificial pallor. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Jack to Mameto Ki(“Jack and the Giant Beanstalk”)
YryuDtEBOR

Animation Director

98-minute theatrical feature (1974); based on the familiar fairy tale of the same

name. “With its weaving of surreal scenes and nimble action,” wrote one critic,

"(Jack to Mame no Ki) is on a par with Tezuka Production’s Nagagutsu o Haita

Neko (Puss in Boots}.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Manga Nihon Mukashi Banashi
(“The ‘Manga’ Folktales of Japan”)

EAMAABISEZL

Episode Director

Long-running TV project (1975-91) initially created for the purpose of weaning

Japanesechildrenliving abroad on the cultural fairytales and folktales of the
country they'd left behind. As with 1958's Hakujaden, a mere two voice-actors
fill each and every role of the 64 episodes the series eventually produced. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Nine
t4y

Director

84-minute TV special (1983); based on the baseball love-comedy mangaseries
of the same name by Mitsuru Adachi(7ouch). Re-released shortly thereafter as
a theatrical feature. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Nine 2: Koibito Sengen ("Nine 2: Lover's Declaration”)
t4v2 : BABE

Director
67-minute TV special (1983). Broadcast approximately eight months after the
first Nine TV special, Koibito Sengen continues the lives and loves of the
Adachistory of the same name. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Garasu no Kamen ("Maskof Glass”)
HIAOKA

Executive Director
23-episode TV series (1984); based on the shdjo (“for girls only”) mangaseries
of the same name by Suzue Miuchi, as serialized in HANA To YUME (“Flowers and
Dreams”) magazine. Suglii, it's said, came aboard the project in response to a
request from the series’ coordinator, who also happenedto be a long-time per-

sonal friend. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Nine: Kanketsu-Hen(“Nine: The Final Chapter”)
FAY : KER

Director

73-minute TV special (1984): continues the animation of original creator
Adachi’s manga musings on the concept of se/shun (“youth"}—specifically,
whatit means to be young. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Ginga Tetsud6 no Yoru ("Night on the Galactic Railroad”)

SRA]SiOR

Director / Storyboards
107-minute theatrical feature (1985). Based on the incomplete novelof the

same name by Japanese author Kenji Miyazawa, a naturalist, Nichiren

Buddhist, and student of Christianity whose ownlife story was recently animat-

ed (using the same anthropomorphic cats) by director Shoji Kawamori of

Macross fame. One of the most unusual films ever animated, Ginga Tetsudé no

Yoru is a richly allegorical and symbolic work bearing no relation to the similar-

ly titled Ginga Tetsudé (Galaxy Express) 999...aside, of course, from the fact
that both involve galaxy-trotting choo-choo trains. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE:

Night on the Galactic Railroad (Central Park Media}

Touch: Sebang6 no Nai Ace
(“Touch: The ‘Ace’ With the Numberless Back”)

YyF : GBRORBWI--Z

Director / Screenplay
93-minute theatrical feature (1986). “Youth,” romance and baseball combinein

an original story which capitalizes on the popularlity of the wildly successful

Touch TV series, which in turn was based on the wildly successful manga series

of the same name. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Touch 2: Sayonara no Okurimono

(“Touch 2: ‘Sayonora’ Gift’)

YyF2:ELROOBUDP

Executive Director

80-minute theatrical feature (1986). Of the three Jouch films released theatri-

cally, this second one of the highest-quality, animation-wise;it's not chopped

liver drama-wise, either. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Touch 3: Kimi ga T6ri Sugita Ato Ni

(“Touch 3: After You Pass By”)

JyF 3: BMBVBELHEI

Executive Director / Screenplay

85-minute theatrical feature (1987). For this third and final film in an unofficial
Touch “trilogy,” a slightly different continuity was created, so as not to conflict

with the TV series (a character introduced in the TV series doesn’t appearin the

movie, for example). Note that, unlike the first two films, Sugii is credited for

both “executive direction” and “screenplay.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Murasaki Shikibu Genji Monogatari
(“Murasaki Shikibu's ‘Tale of Genji’”)

eMes

Director/ Storyboards

105-minute theatrical feature (1987). Adapted from the famed 11th century

novel of courtly life and romance in Japan's Heian era by Lady Murasaki

Shikibu. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: The Tale of Genji (Central Park Media)

Hiatari Ryoko! KaeSueMi: Yume no Naka ni Kimi ga Ita
(“Ryoko Hiatari! Kae Sue Mi: inside the Dream, There Was You")

POU RAF! KA-SU-M’BOPRICBANVE

Editorial Supervision

67-minute theatrical feature (1988). Following up on the popularity of the

Hiatari Ryoko! TV series, the Hiatari Ryoko! movie breaks no new ground,but

presents its Kimagure Orange Road-like love triangle romancein a refreshing

and modest way. Based on the manga Hatari Ryoko! by the creator of Nine and

Touch, Mitsuru Adachi, as serialized in publisher Shogakukan’s FLowerR Comics

manga anthology. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Sweet Spot
At—hkARYb

Director/ Screenplay

One-shot OAV (1991) animating the “trendy” manga of the same name by

Yutsuko Chusonji, as serialized in monthly Spa! magazine. Comedic, cynical

tale of a golf-crazy OL or “office lady” who can't get enough of corny, older

Japanese men pasttimes such as heavyafter-hours drinking and karaoke. CUA-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Nozomi Witches

DEAVDAYFAR

Director/ Screenplay

Three-volume OAV series (1992); based on the popular manga of the same

name by Toshio Nobe, as serialized in weekly YouNG JumP manga anthology.
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Light-hearted tale set in the world of high-school boxing, with occasional touch-

es of romance. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Street Fighter Il Movie
AKU-kIFT9—-lNA-E-

Director / Screenplay

101-minute theatrical feature (1994); based on the Capcom video gameof the

same name.Kinetic, surprisingly character-rich take on the game’s (by now)

familiar “eight immortals”—Ken, Ryu, Guile, Chun Li, Dhalsim, E. Honda,

Zangief, and Blanka—asthey battle the megalomaniacal insanity of Vega (“M.

Bison” in the U.S. release}. ...Speaking of the domestic version, note that the

symphonic soundtrack of the Japanese version has been replaced with a thrash

version, featuring the likes of Alice in Chains and Korn. A Sugii-directed TV

series—Street Fighter // V, as in “victory"—began broadcast on Japaneseair-

wavesstarting April ‘95, and ran 26 episodes. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE(S):

Street Fighter Il: The Movie and Street Fighter tl V

Lupin Ill: Twilight Gemini no Himitsu
(“Lupin III: Secret of the Twilight Gemini")

WNYVEH KDA ST bh? Yr SOME

Director

90-minute TV special (1996). Despite the loss of beloved title-role voice-actor

Yasuo Yamada, “The Franchise” forges bravely on with the cast traveling to

adventure-filled Morocco in (mostly) comedic search of a priceless diamond.
(Note to Longtime Series Fans. After a wait of years and years and years,
Lupin and buxom female lead Fujiko finally consummate their relationship. ..!}

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

 

Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Balh are available both in broadcast and home video versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to

home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version   



» Leiji Matsumoto
Interviewed by Takayuki Karahashi (1996)

here are many anime legends, but only one Leiji

Matsumoto. Against the remakes, parodies and

homages that are the trend of much of the anime

produced in the ‘90s, Leiji Matsumoto’ signature style

stands alone, immediately recognizable, a true original.

Like his famous character, the infamous Space Pirate

Captain Harlock, Leiji Matsumoto is a man who knows

no trend, follows no “fashion,” and pledgesallegiance to

no flag but his own.

A manga artist who began his career as early as

1953, when he won a contest in MANGA SHONEN maga-

zine for a 16-page manga titled Mitsubachi No Béken

(“The Adventures of a Honeybee”) at the ageoffifteen,

Matsumoto always knew that he wantedto beanartist.

He began by drawing for a children’s version of a news-

paper in high school, and soon after began drawing

seriously for magazines. After moving to Tokyo for col-

lege, he decided to forgo school to workfull-time as a

mangaartist, but his early career was unsatisfying to

him—forfifteen years, he could only find work in shdjo

manga (“girls’ comics”), and the man wholater came to

be known asthe definitive artist of “manly romances”

wasfrustrated.

 
When hefinally managed to break free of shdjo, he

adopted a new pen name, “Leiji” Matsumoto,in order to

distance himself from his shdjo work, all of which had

been done under his real name, Akira Matsumoto. His

breakthrough work, Otoko Oidon (“I Am a Man”), the saga

of a ronin student trying to break into college, was pub-

lished in 1971 to rave response, and finally set

Matsumotos career on the track. But being a mangaartist

wasn't all that he wanted to accomplish.

“Since childhood, I’ve liked Disney and Max

Fleischer’s American animation,” Matsumoto remembers.

“The reasons I got into animation were Disneys Snow

White and Fleischer’s Gulliver’s Travels and Hoppity Goes to

Town.Also, during the war, when I wasstill a child yet to

go to school, we had black-and-white films of Mickey

Mouse and Betty Boop—wecalled her ‘Betty-san’—and

we saw them at home. So, even during the war, I was

watching Mickey Mouse and Popeye at home. They

stopped showing them in Japan during the war, but we

had plenty of them, so we saw them all the time. And

since they were on 35mm film, I could see the film and

understand how animation works, how each frame is

slightly different from the others in sequence. This was
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before going to kindergarten, so 1 was perhaps four or

five. By the age offive or six, I was already familiar with

the mechanism of animation.”

Though primarily a manga artist, Leiji Matsumoto’s

interest in animation led him to work on the showthat

is often credited with starting the animation “boom” of

the ‘70s, a show whichsent out pop culture shock waves

that are still washing over us today: Uchti Senkan Yamato

(“Space Battleship Yamato”), broadcast in the U.S. as Star

Blazers. Indeed, it was the American broadcast of Star

Blazers which familiarized a generation of English-speak-

ing viewers with Matsumoto’ trademark attenuated

style, a distinctive “look” which instantly sets apart his

characters, his mechanicals or “mecha,” and his futuris-

tic cities. Fans eagerly snapped up Matsumoto’follow-

ing works: Uchai Kaizoku (“Space Pirate”) Captain

Harlock, Ginga Tetsudé (“Galaxy Express”) 999, and Sen-

Nen Jo’6 “Millennium Queen”), all of which enjoyed

healthy popularity.

However, of all his major series, perhaps it is Space

Pirate which sets the ultimate standard of Matsumoto-

style manly romance. His hero, the eponymous Harlock,

lives by Matsumoto’s ideal of how life should be lived—

under debt to no man, to no cause, and with no code to

guide him but his own. Such characters are Matsumoto’

oeuvre to the core; each character's action—suchthelong-

suffering Tochiro’s decision to die in order to become the

soul of his best friend Harlock’s ship, the Arcadia—is

guided by his own individual conscience, and no other.

“They are all free human beings,” Matsumoto says of

his characters. “They can do whatever they want and die

all of their free will. They have an iron rule of notinter-

fering with each others’ paths. But they will go help

anotherin needif they can. They have no bondagetofate.

They’re all on their own. Theyare like brothers and sis-

ters whotrust each other. In the broad sense, they are

family.” Matsumoto’s own philosophy, too, is in keep-

ing with this sense of following your rugged path

to whicheverdestiny it maylead.

“The way I seeit,” he says, “I wanted to and

chose to become a manga artist. I’m at a point

where I can't say, ‘I’ve decided I don’tlike it.’ Your

life is a path you chose for yourself, so you have

to be responsible for it. Don’t whine. If you can't

do that, don’t chooseit in the first place. This is

something I make all my main characters say. I

think this is true to all occupations. I’m not fond of

the idea of switching jobs or the course of one’s life work

on a regular basis.If it’s the way you chose, you should

go through with it. I don't thinkit’s sporting to change

thinking midway.”

At first glance, the usual assumption made by the

casual reader or vieweris that each of Matsumoto’s works

takes place in separate timelines, different worlds. And

yet, if you pay enough attention, read/watch enough

Matsumoto manga/anime, it becomes apparent that all

the stories are linked, twisting and spiraling to form a

loosely knit yet infinitely elastic continuity known as the

“Leijiverse.” In this interview, Matsumoto reminisces

about the origins of his legendary characters, such as

Harlock and Emeraldas, and about his own philosophies,

the ones which drive the “Leijiverse”itself.

SpacePirate Captain Harlock
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ANIMERICA: Let’s talk about Yamato. How were you

involved in this?

 

MATSUMOTO:In the beginning, I was asked if I'd do
ANIMERICA:Let’s start with your background. You’ve said

” © some art designs for them. I took a look, but they had
that the initial influences that got you into animation

; a1: ; designs that wouldn't fly. And the story wasn’t anything
were Disney andFleischer. Do youstill like Disney? |

becoming of a future space-faring adventure. The art

MATSUMOTO:Yes,I do. I think it’s all right to tell you this

now.... Around the beginning of the Showa 30s (late

1950s) [Showa years are count-

ed starting with 1926, Year One

of Emperor Hirohito’s reign,

which ended with his death in

1989—-Fd.], a junk merchant

came to sell a lot of Disney,

designs weren’t usable, nor were the spaceship designs, so

I nixed them all and redrew them. And then, I was asked

. if I'd get involved with everything, including the story. So
| was mostinflu- : ci ° *

enced by the movie

Marianne de ma

Jeunesse—in Japan,

it was called Waga

Seishun no Marianne.

I got involved with every aspectoftheseries.

ANIMERICA:So that was for the first one, the TV series,

right? How were you involved?

MATSUMOTO:Well, I came up with the designs and story

Fleischer, and some Soviet ani- and then made the characters. And then there were the

mation films. Basically, he was

a black marketeer. So the three

of us, Osamu Tezuka, Shotaro Ishimori [creator of Cyborg

009, now known under the name “Ishinomori”—Ed.] bought

them. Then we got suspected of buying them for com-

mercial showing and were investigated.

ANIMERICA:Bythe authorities?

MATSUMOTO:Yes. RKO or someonealleged that there

were people in Japan using their films for commercial

purposes. So a detective in charge of foreign affairs

came to us and interrogated us as to what purpose we

were going to use those films. The black marketeer was

caught—his phone book listed our numbers and

addresses—and so we were investigated like falling

dominoes. Wetold them that we’d boughtthe films for

personal research and then were told we could do as

we pleased.

ANIMERICA:Since you were innocentto begin with, there

was nostatute of limitation to worry abouteither, then.

MATSUMOTO:That's true. But we had no idea what was

going on, so weaskedif it wasall right to do the same

thing if another opportunity came up, and that it would

be for personal research. They said somethinglike that’s

no problem. But strictly speaking, considering the rela-

tionship between the U.S. and Japan back then, and the

issues of film disposal, there might have been some prob-

lem. But that was thirty years ago. Or wasit forty? Call it

something we can nowrecall andtell as a joke.

ANIMERICA: What do you do when you aren't working?

Do you have any hobbies?

MATSUMOTO:Mostly related to anime and manga. Also,

this might be rare of a Japanese, but I shootrifles.

mechanical characters, the mechanisms and spaceships.

Andthen the staging in space.I talked with the art director

and discussed how eachplace should be depictedasrealis-

tically as possible. There were twenty-six episodes, and I

personally drew abouthalf of the storyboards. The original

TV series was the production in which I was most involved.

ANIMERICA: You weren't as involvedin the sequels, then?

MATSUMOTO:Myinvolvementstarted to broaden, and |

could no longer do everything myself. 1 was pretty much

fully dedicated with the first feature Arrivederci Yamato,

but after that, I just worked on the story or the staging or

the characters or the designs. The directing tended to be

left to others.

ANIMERICA: You previously mentioned you've beeninflu-

enced by Disney and Fleischer animation. Do you have

other influences, such as movies?

MATSUMOTO:As for movies, | am one big moviefan.I’ve

seen countless American movies, if they've madeit to

Japan. Among them,I’ve loved Errol Flynn’s buccaneer

swashbucklers and westerns and The Adventures of Robin

Hood, whichis set in England, and others, like knight-

hoodstories. At the same time, I’ve liked the American

science fiction movies Destination Moon and “Kasei

Tanken” [lit. “Exploration of Mars,” probably referring to

the 1950 film Rocketship X-M—Ed.] and Forbidden

Planet. | loved those space stories, so I’ve been influ-

enced by them. When it comes to female characters,

however, I’ve been influenced more by European

movies, especially by French movies. Their actresses’

looks and characters were imprinted on me in my child-

hood, so my characters more or less showtheir influ-

ence. I suppose my womenare a fusion of Japanese and

European women.
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ANIMERICA: Are the European movies you're talking

about from the same period as Errol Flynn's?

MATSUMOTO: Most from the period right after his. By

Showa years, it was Showa 29. Basically, French movies

from the 1950s. I’m not so interested in older movies,

partially because I wasstill a child whenI first saw them.

I'm most fond of the French movies from the period

when they were switching over from black-and-white to

color. Thus, I’m familiar with French actresses from that

period. I was most influenced by the movie Marianne de

ma Jeunesse—in Japan, it was called “Waga Seishun no

Marianne” (“Marianne of My Youth”). Marianne de ma

Jeunesse was a French-German co-production, and I was

strongly influenced by this movie, so my female charac-

ters have hints of Marianne Holt, who played the main

character in the movie. I was in my adolescence, so I was

strongly influenced.

ANIMERICA: Speaking of Germany, Captain Harlock

seems like a Germanic character himself....

MATSUMOTO:Actually, he isn’t German. I used to pace

my walks saying “hdrokku” when I wasin junior high. I'd

be walking home from school marching to the chant

“hdrokku, hdrokku.” It wasn’t a person’s name. So,

“Harlock” both does and doesn’t have a meaning—it was

a marchingcall. I eventually started using it to draw a

buccaneer story.... 1 drew the character who was to

become Harlock for the very first time when I was in my

first year of junior high. Back then, his name wasn’t

Harlock;he called himself “Captain Kingston.” He was an

English pirate. Strangely enough, he receives secret

orders from the Queen of Spain to search for Napoleon's

treasure. And he roamsthe Pacific and not the Atlantic.

But he already wears a skull mark on his chest. This was

the first pirate story I came up with. His name was

Captain Kingston, so however you think aboutit, he has

to be English. Its funny he receives orders from the

Queen of Spain in search of Napoleon’s treasure in the

Pacific. So this pirate did wear a skull mark, buthis face

wasstill Errol Flynn’.

ANIMERICA: An English Errol Flynn.

MATSUMOTO:Yes, an Errol Flynn-like pirate. Back then,

there were many English buccaneerstories around.

ANIMERICA: I see, so “hdrokku” was, at first, more like

“here we go, hup, two, three, four”...?

MATSUMOTO: Yes, I was pacing my walks chanting

“hdarokku, hdrokku.” | didn’t have in mind what language

that was from or anythinglike that.

ANIMERICA: Do you have other influences, such as

comics, manga, paintings...?

MATSUMOTO:Asfor paintings, I can start with the clas-

sics such as Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci and go

on to American comics such as Superman and Spider-Man

and then Disney. My generation has them all jumbled

together. The reason why I’ve read so many American

comics is that, back when I was young, there was a

mountain of 10-cent comicsleft in town by the American

soldiers. They were very cheap, so we could buy as many

as we wanted. I have almost all comics from the 1940s.

As for other influences, there's a Japanese sciencefiction

jor

Adieu Galaxy eesa
J
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illustrator named Shigeru Komatsuzaki...1 aspired not

only toward the creations of Tezuka or Disney or

Fleischer, but to those kinds of realistic painting and

illustration, as well. When I wasa child, I boldly used to

think to myself, what wonderful creations could be made

if all their good parts were assembled together!

ANIMERICA: How would you say American comics and

Japanese manga compare?

MATSUMOTO:The comparison is one | made to myself a

long time ago, but its how I felt at the time. Theart,|

thought, was wonderfully meticulous and had a polish

based on proper drawing skills. As drawings, they were

highly complete, and they werein color,so I thought they

were wonderful. But when it came to the story, compar-

ing them even to what there was in Japan in the Showa

20s, they were still too simple. Each story’ exposition-

development-twist-conclusions were so short, and lacked

complexity. | was more drawn toward the Japanese manga

methods that were more like American movies and

sophisticated French movies. I'd have to say that, back

when I saw the American 10-cent comics, the storiesfelt

really simple to me.

ANIMERICA: To what degree are you usually

involved in your animated works?

  

  

  

  

   
  

     

  

  
  

   

MATSUMOTO: In

works, such as Ginga Tetsudé

(“Galaxy Express”) 999, I’ve

been almost fully involved. I'd

with the

stages, write the story, write

important

start planning

the screenplay...the screen-
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play is usually credited to someoneelse, but it’s basically

my writing. Then, there’s the character designs, the

mechadesigns, and the art designs. Basically, ’ve put my

efforts into all of them.

ANIMERICA: Those would include Galaxy Express,

Yamato—and relatively newer but still an oldie, Waga

Seishun no Arcadia? [Traditionally referred to in the U.S. as

“My Youth in Arcadia”—Ed.|

MATSUMOTO: Yes. When I wrote the screenplay, I was in

the actual location where the story, in the beginning,

takes place. I approachedthe location and wroteit fully

in the mood. I drew many design works for that story,

too. Think of them as the storyboardsprior to the picture

continuity. ...So, | drew many of those and then handed

them to the director. Then we conferred a lot. And then

came the dailies and the retakes. Finally, there was the

audio, the recording, and the dubbing—and that was the

extent of my involvement. It wastiring, but fun.

ANIMERICA: You were almostits director.

MATSUMOTO:You could say that. I was like the director

standing behind the director.

ANIMERICA: Did you come up with thetitle, too? From

the French movie Marianne...?

MATSUMOTO:Yes. Actually, not only that, but there’s also

an air combat warstory that’s an elementof Arcadia. It’s

one of my manga,titled Invincible Arcadia, andit’s about

a sightscope. Waga Seishun no Arcadia is a combination of

those two—they’re fused together.

ANIMERICA: As for Galaxy Express, its a story about a

journey through space, but whyis it a train instead of a

more traditional spaceship?

MATSUMOTO:I lived by the railroad tracks for the longest

time when I waschild. It was always my dream to go to

places I longed for via train...1 was always hearing the

rails ringing or imagining the train passing in front of

me,flying away into space. And then, when I got

to be a creator, I got on that very train and

journeyed to Tokyo, back in the days of the

steam locomotive. So those two experi-

ences combined together, and when it

came time to design flying train, it couldn't

be a modernelectric train like the Shinkansen (bullet

train); it had to be a steam locomotive. That's why its a

train like that. With a train, you can buya ticket and go

anywhere. The story of Galaxy Express takes place in a

time when there is no need to go through qualifica-

tions or paperwork to journey through space. You
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just need to buya train ticket, and the train takes you to

space. Thats what I longed for, so that’s what I made. I

also thought rockets were a primitive kind of vehicle.

Actually, I still think so. Soit’s partially my memories and

also from the thought of that kind of warmth—afeeling

of comfort thatit’s man-run,rather than it being a lump

of inorganic computer. It’s the idea of bringing an envi-

ronmentjust like that on Earth into space.

ANIMERICA: Theres a work by Kenji Miyazawa called

Ginga Tetsud6 no Yoru (“Night on the Galactic

Railroad”).... How does your workrelate to that?

MATSUMOTO:I saw it performed in kami-shibai [a tradi-

tional Japanese artform, also known as “a shadow play’—

Ed.| when I was a child. Not a movie; kami-shibai. In ele-

mentary school, we had an assembly in the auditorium

and I saw it there. | also read the book whenI wasinele-

mentary school, so it was in my mind,certainly. But as

I've justsaid, I lived by the railroad tracks for a long time,

and what passed in front of me weren't the small local

is even simpler. She’s a space pirate with a bright, flame-

like passion. Usually, an emerald is green, but I heard

some of them are red. I heard that, depending on the pro-

cessing of the mineral, not all of them turn out blue or

green. So I thought how wonderful it would beif there

were a red emerald. That's how

she was named. Her name

couldn't be “Ruby,” because it

wouldn't be interesting. A ruby

is gentler; softer. It had to be an

emerald, though it's supposed

to be red and people maysayit’s

strange. But the luster and the

hardness has to be that of an

emerald or I can’t convince

myself. Also, I'll haveto tell this

as a joke, but I must confess: |

| lived by the railroad

tracks for the longest

time when | was a

child.... | was always

hearing the rails ringing

or imagining the train
passingin front of me,

flying away into space.

thought emeralds were red when | was a child. I didn’t

think they were green from the namealone. | never saw

one. That's another reason. So, I’m left with the idea that

trains but the heavy-class express trains. My fancies came it has to be a red emeraldorelse.

from those. Also, an extreme difference between the two
ANIMERICA: Whois Maetel, really?

is that my story may have someinfluence from Ginga

MATSUMOTO:She’s the woman whotravels with an ado-

lescent boy’s dreams. She’s traveled with millions, tens of

Tetsud6 no Yoru with thetrain flying off into space, but his

story is the experience of dead souls traveling to the next

world. Actually, most of Miyazawa’s works are like that— millions of boys,so far. In fact, there are as many Maetels
he had problemswith his health, and died young. So that

must be why he wrote like that, but my train was about

are there are boys. That's also how she can show upin any
story. All boys have met Maetel in different forms of

youth, withinfinite possibilities, doing whatever it takes encounter. That goes for Antares or Emeraldas or
to stay alive. So there was a diverging point somewhere, Harlock, as well. They are all crossed over, and they can
like trains forking off a junction. In retrospect, I can see all be separate stories on their own.So if you changeper-
that well now. spectives and characters, you can make as manystories as

you like. The characters of Shadow and Emeraldas, who
ANIMERICA: The story of Galaxy Express is really harsh,
oo oo were girls in their adolescence, have met someonecalled
isn't it. For example, Tetsuro’ motheris killed by Count

. . Maetel, in the heart, from their childhood, or during aMecha during his human hunts, and then hestuffs her oo
time when they were full of dreams. It’s a train ride

body and hangsit on his wall...but why were Tetsuro and oo. ; |. through one’s mind,or the train that travels along with
his motherthere in the first place, if they knew this sort . .

one. And each person has a different journey.... This is?of thing could happen: starting to sounda little complicated. [LAUGHS]

MATSUMOTO: They're in Count Mecha’s manor because
ANIMERICA: You mentioned previously that you shoot

there is nowhere elseleft for them to live. That part isn’t P ” ”
if] hobby. H hunted before?

depicted, but the father disappears and they can’t get to me? BS AMO! Haye you Manted perore

MATSUMOTO: | hunted in Africa. That’s when I realized

I couldn't be a hunter. It was because of American

Megalopolis without crossing through his manor. And so,

there they are. It’s very big, including somethinglike a

hunting zone just for his recreation. Humans there are movies like Tarzan and King Solomon’s Mines that |
like grazing animals. longed for Africa and exploration. But whenI actually

shot an animal, a strong sense of shock shot back at me.

I concluded that I couldn’t be a hunter.... The straight-

forward reason is that I have no need to shoot an ani-

ANIMERICA: Where does the name “Maetel” come from?

And what about “Emeraldas”? Is there a story behindit?

MATSUMOTO: “Maetel” means “mother”in Latin. So it’s a mal. Since then, I’ve been shooting papertargets. I’ve
corruption of the word mater. The namefor “Emeraldas” been poking holes in paper.
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ANIMERICA: Whereit's more like bowling.

MATSUMOTO:Yes. I wouldn’t wantto kill another ani-

mal. Once was enough.A feeling of regret stayed with

me for a long time. It’s still with me: “What cruel deed

have I done?” I wentthere to realize a childhood dream,

and the dream was realized...1 went to Africa and

hunted. But as I realized my dream,a strong feeling of

regret, a shock, came to me. What I was doing was

chasing a dream ofthe past. | was chasing man’s dream

from a time when humanswereless reasoned. | partook

in a little of that, and then, it came back to me as a

strong shock.

ANIMERICA:Did you keep a material record from that time?

MATSUMOTO:I haveit, at home. It was a deed done, so I

took responsibility and took it home. I don’t usually show

it to people, though.

ANIMERICA: Wehearit’s a gazelle...

MATSUMOTO:Yes. | have a few otherthings, like bones.

Andstones from Africa—I have a lot of those. I wasstill

in my thirties when I went

there. That I went is some-

thing |

about—it was an invaluable

have no regrets

experience. But that I'd be so

shocked about the death of an

animal...well, I didn’t know

it'd change me so much. As a

memory, it was good that |

realized a dream. But the doubts about “Whydid I pull

the trigger?” remain in me. I reflect about it and feel

bad, aboutthat part.

ANIMERICA: You previously mentioned that you like

space movies.

MATSUMOTO: There was Gessekai Seifuku and Kasei

Tanken....

ANIMERICA: ...Gessekai Seifuku, as in Conquest of the

Moon,that 19th century—?

MATSUMOTO:...No, notthat Jules Verne one, but a post-

war color movie. It’s an American color movie I saw in

junior high. Gessekai Seifuku was the Japanesetitle [pos-

sibly George Pal’s 1955 movie Conquest of Space—Ed.].

Kasei Tanken [“Exploration of Mars,” aka Rocketship X-

M—Ed.] may have been a movie made before or during

the war. Its theme was from atomic to prehistoric. The

atomic refers to going to Mars with a civilization dead

from nuclear war. So Mars was reduced from an atomic-

era civilization to a prehistoric one. In the end, the rock-

et back to Earth malfunctions and everyone dies. A rare

tragic ending for an American movie. Tezuka was cer-

tainly influenced by this movie (especially during the

part) where the crew falls to Earth and dies. | saw it

when I was in high school; junior high or high school.|

think it was a revival release, the one I saw. I saw Lost

World when I wasin junior high or high school, too [the

original Lost World, that is—Ed.]. The same with King

Kong. They wereall made before the war, but I saw them

after the war was over.

ANIMERICA:Do you see them asscience fiction movies?

MATSUMOTO:Yes. Back then, special effects weren't seen

for their polish, so it was the story that drew you in. Back

then, movies were more entertaining.

ANIMERICA: Times have changed, and today or even ten

years ago....

MATSUMOTO:...Thanks to special effects and computer

graphics, there’s increased realism, and it's becomeeasier

to depict space and the future and dimensional space. So

I do wonderif I'll ever get the opportunity to make a non-

animation movie withit. I have these ideas for things no

one’s done before.

ANIMERICA: Should science fiction stories take place in

space?

MATSUMOTO:They’re notlimited to space. They can take

place in inner space, in the mind, or across dimensions.

It’s also possible to makea sciencefiction story that takes

place in the middle of mundane modernsociety. But I’ve

liked space since I was a child, and that’s a fact. In truth,

I should have been on Mars by now, according to my

childhood plans.

ANIMERICA:I see. You like science fiction movies, but do

you read sciencefiction books?

MATSUMOTO:I used to read them a lot. These days, it’s

hard to keep track of what’s coming out, though. I tend

to read a book thoroughly, but afterwards, when I’m

quizzed whose bookit was, I get confused. But I take a

glance at them all.

ANIMERICA:Do you havea favorite author?

MATSUMOTO: WhenI was a child—I’m sureit’s the same

everywhere in the world—Iliked H.G. Wells and Conan-

Doyle’s books. There also was a Japanese author by the

name of Juzo Unno.| liked his works, too. As for H.G.

Wells, he has a book called The Science of Life. As it was
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published in Japan, it’s a seventeen-vol-

ume series. It had over 10,000 pages of

illustrated scholarly discussions of the

evolution of life from its origins to the

contemporary days of H.G. Wells,

according to all known theories of his

time. It's a wonderful book. Butit’s out of

print now. It wasserialized in a newspa-

per in England.Its illustrator was very

talented, andhis illustration of dinosaurs

had been the basis for many models,

such as those used in movieslater on.

ANIMERICA:

tion stories, I think this came from the

... Speaking of science fic-

American pulp era, but there's one of a

space pirate climbing up a ladder with a

slide rule in his mouth. Without it, he

can’t calculate his orbits, so itsS more

important that his life. Do you like that

kind of space-adventure story? Exciting,

although little anachronistic?

MATSUMOTO:I haven’t seen that one.

Hmm... think space is the last frontier

left to mankind. | think it’s also a place

that can easily accommodate fantasy. It's possible to

depict romanticized fantasy there, too. I’m thinking that

if I work on it that way, we'll get more children interest-

ed in space. And when you have a large group of peo-

ple, there’s boundto be a genius or two in there, so I’m

counting on them to get us into space. That’s my sense

of mission.

ANIMERICA: Woveninto Galaxy Express 999, too?

MATSUMOTO:Of course. It can be enjoyed for its story

alone, but its also about pursuing the possibilities of

youth. My own embarkationis projected there, from the

time I came out on thattrain. Tetsuro’s sentiments of leav-

ing Earth are exactly what | was feeling when I wasleav-

ing home, onward to Tokyo.

ANIMERICA: Whatis your own view of humanity's future?

MATSUMOTO:| think humanity will overcomeall crises

and have a long life in space. I think we’re a lifeform

capable of that. | think humanity is destined for space

and has a duty to go there. That’s because if we were to

preserve the environmentasit is now, humanity must go

out to space to prevent overwhelming Earth. I think

that’s our responsibility for our mother called Earth. So

space developmentis nota fictitious story, but a very

importantjob.

 

Galaxy Express 999 -

eeoatteasteree

ANIMERICA: Do you think humans will embrace mecha-

nization of their bodies, as in Galaxy Express?

MATSUMOTO:Realistically speaking, | think they'll start

using machines as medical supplements and eventually

end up with something very close to mechanized

humans. Ultimately, complete mechanizations may hap-

pen. But that’s up to the decisions of the people living in

that era; it’s a decision that can go either way. As a means

to achieve eternallife, I think some will either choose bio-

logical longevity or become cyborgs. I don’t think either

is wrong. The next level of decision becomes whatwill

humansdo with that achieved longlife. I think they'll be

able to choose the right path.

ANIMERICA:This will be the last question. Do you have a

message for your fans in the English-speaking world?

MATSUMOTO: I love animation, and I love drawing

manga. I plan on doing this kind of work until I die. I'll

be very happyif doing this will help to reduce the dis-

tance between you andI,little by little. Pl do mybest, so

if ] ever have the chance to meet you, I'll very much want

to talk with you. In the meantime, please take a look at

my works and see whatI haveto say. It was only a dream

in the past, that I'd be able to get in touch with people

abroad through manga, but I’m very happythat the dis-

tance between usis shrinking,little by little. These days,
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one can make instantaneous communication with the

Internet or with faxes. So borders and distance are

becoming less of a problem. Conversely, ’m sending out

my worksas a creator, but I think the time will come

when American or Asian or European creators’ workswill

come to Japan as manga and animation. The world is full

of talented people—after all, we all have the same num-

ber of brain cells—soall these creators can get together

and have an exchage,I think nothing could be more fun

than that.

  

uch as we'dlike to think we had somethingto

do withit, the fact is, entirely on its own mer-

its, Leiji Matsumoto’ dream project Galaxy

Express 999 began to experience an exciting revival short-

ly after this interview was published.

In the September 1996

Shogakukan’s Bic GoLD monthly manga magazine, the

issue of publisher

long-promised continuation of his original, roughly

4,000-page Galaxy Express 999 mangaepic took off once

more, with writer/illustrator Matsumoto promising to go

the distance with another 4,000 pages. As of the

September ‘97 issue of ANIMERICA, the new Three-Nine

saga will be available to English-speaking readers,as well.

Coinciding with the revival of the story in Japan, the

first of the classic Galaxy Express 999 films wasreleased in

America uncut and unedited for thefirst time ever (the

1980 version from Roger Corman’s New World Pictures

was heavily altered, changing the names of Tetsuro and

Captain Harlock, for example, to “Joey” and “Captain

Warlock”). Adieu Galaxy Express, the 1981 sequel to

1979's Galaxy Express, is also available domestically

(either subtitled or in English).

There’s even more. Die Walktre, the long-awaited

sequel to Matsumoto’s enduringly popular Uchti Kaizoku

Captain Harlock manga, is in Japan not only being pub-

lished on paper,it’s also being uploaded to the Internet.

Electronically published in either Japanese or English,it’s

one of the first such bold experiments of which we know

for a major mangaartist to make his work available for no

more than the cost of your local dial-up almost the

moment it leaves his pen. Set your browser to

http://wwwle.meshnet.or.jp/shinchosha

/comics_e/index.html for the English version(it’s

also available in Japanese, of course), and while

you're waiting for your modem to catch up, consider

this: According to Matsumoto, brand-new feature

film versions of both Space Pirate and Galaxy Express

are currently in production.

As for Matsumoto’ personal life, the artist is also

active in making his dream of humanity in space reali-

ty, by serving as a chairman of the Y.A.C. or “Young

Astronauts Club,” a group consisting of about 3,000

members in Japan alone, with more chaptersall over the

world, and also with a commission from the Japanese ver-

sion of NASA, the National Space Development Agency

(NSDA). At the time of this interview, Matsumoto had

been making plans to escort a group of children to an

international conference in Washington, D.C. that, unfor-

tunately, had to be canceled due to scheduling conflicts.

The closest Matsumoto has been able to get to actual

space himself so far has been to send his wristwatch into

space with Japanese astronaut Mamoru Mori aboard the

Space Shuttle.

“It’s a divers watch, heavy and well-built by Seiko,”

Matsumotosays. “It’s been to manyplaces, from the jun-

gles to the tops of mountains; to Africa and India and the

Amazon.Places where the thin air would makeyou dizzy,

cold places, hot places...its been to many places on

Earth. But it's never been to space. I wanted to tag along

with it, but the watch, at least, went there and came back.

Mythinkingis, if a watch can get there, so can I.”
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MANGA #4
In the fifty or so years he’s been a working manga artist—we've found worksof his dat-
ing back to Kasei Akuma (“Demon of Mars"), in 1947—Leiji “Manly Romance”
Matsumotohas yet to slow down. In Japan, it was his award-winning 1954 story
Mitsubachi no Béken which launchedhis career; in the U.S., it was the early ‘80s, nation-

ally syndicated broadcast of the show weknowas “Star Blazers,” Uch@ Senkan Yamato.

Although our initial intention was to provide exhaustively complete bibliographiesandfil- LA

mographiesfor all the intervieweesin this book, one fast look at the sheer numberof

works to Matsumoto’s credit (and sheer exhaustionitself) quickly convinced us to scale
back a bit. To that end, we've decided to concentrate on his more recent mangatitles.
 

6 Kdsoku Esupa ("Speed-of-Light Esper’) ~>
HRLAIN—

Publisher unknown (1968); two volumes total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

6 Sensuikan Super99 (“Submarine Super 99")
H7KHA-—/X—9 9

Published in Akita Shoten’s “Sunday Comics” (1970); two volumestotal. CU/A-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY A

S— Otoko Oidon ("| Ama Man’)

RBEWEA

Published in compiled form by Kodansha (1971); nine volumes total. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY br

S~- Sei Bonjin Den (“Exalted Chronicle of an Ordinary Man”)
EBAAG

Published by Nihon Bungeisha (1973); one volume total. Reprinted in a variety

of formats. Part of Matsumoto’s popular yojéhan ("four-and-a-half-mat room”) pan

series. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

é~ Ganso Dai-Yojéhan Dai-Monogatari
("The Original Great Story of the ‘Great Four-Mat Room’”)

FLAtA EA

Published in compiled form by Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1974); six vol-
umes total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

St Sexaroid

tov+ork

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1974); four volumes total. Also

reprinted as a new edition in 1992 by the same publisher. CURRENTLY XA
IMPORT ONLY

SI Senj6 Manga Series ("'Senja’[Battlefield] Manga Series”)
BIREAMLU—-X

Published in Shogakukan’s “SHONEN SUNDAY Comics” (1974); nine volumestotal.
Note that each of the nine volumeshasa different subtitle, from Vol. 1's

Stanley no Majo (“The Stanley Witch”) in 1974 to Vol. 9's Eikédan Kairé mL
(“Tracer-Bullet Corridor”) in 1980. A story from this series, “Ghost Warrior,”is
also available in English, as published in Frederik L. Schodt's Manga ! Manga!
The World of Japanese Comics(Kodansha) CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

tC Denkd Ozuma("Lightning ‘Ozuma’”) | A
BHAAL

Published in Wakag! Shobd’s “Comic Mate” (1975); three volumes total. CUR-

RENTLY [MPORT ONLY

6 Gun Frontier

AYIOVT47 a

Published in compiled form by Akita Shoten (1975); three volumestotal. CUAR-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Gt Panic World
NIYD+T-IWEK ma
Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1975); one volume total. CU/A-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Ucht Senkan Yamato("Space Battleship Yamato”)
+BEVYb

Published in compiled form in Akita Shoten‘s “Sunday Comics” (1975); three vol-
umestotal. Reprinted in a variety of editions. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Wadachi

TIF

Published in Kodansha’s “Kodansha Comics” (1975): two volumestotal.

Later republished by Shogakukan in a 1993 collector's reprint. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Insect

Avuab

Published in compiled form in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1976); one vol-
ume only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kikaikajin Toshi: Machiners’City

(Mechanized Human Town: Machiners’City)

RMILARBHV SL YI—K- Ls4

Published in Futabasha’s “Power Comics” (1976); one volume total. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Ginga Tetsud6 999 ("Galaxy Express 999”)
SRA]SIE 9 9 9

Published in compiled form by Shénen Gahdsha (1977); eighteen volumestotal.

Reprinted over the years in various editions. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hiruandon("A Lampin Broad Daylight”)
USHNEN

Published by Kiso-Tengaisha’s in their “Kiso-Tengaisha Bunko” format (1977):
four volumes total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hotaru no Naku Jima (“CryingFirefly Isle”)
HOU< SB

Published by Taitosha (1977): one volumetotal. Reprinted by the same publisher

under their “Hard Comics” imprint in 1994. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Jikan Ryok6é Shénen: Milaizer Ban

(“Time-Travelling Youth: Milaizer Ban”)

REMITDE : SSHNY

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1977); three volumestotal. The
“prequel”-like side-story story of Maetel’s father, as seen in Galaxy Express
999. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kaerazaru Toki no Monogatari

(“The Tale of a Time Which Won't Return”)

tt > XSROWE

Published in compiled form in Akita Shoten's “Akita Manga Bunko” format
(1977); two volumes total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Uchd Kaizoku Captain Harlock (“Space Pirate Captain Harlock”)
FRBM yp STUVN-OyD

Published in compiled form by Akita Shoten (1977): five volumestotal.

Reprinted in various editions. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Wakusei RoboeDangardA (“Planetary Robo Dangard ‘Ace’”)

MEOR- SvVH-KA

Published in Akita Shoten’s “Sunday Comics” (1977); two volumestotal. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Yojigen Sekai (“Fourth-Dimensional World”)

PRTCHR

Published by Shogakukan’s in their “Shogakukan Bunko” format (1977); two vol-
umestotal. Short story collection. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Dai Junj6-kun ("The Great ‘Pure ‘n’ Simple’ Kid”)
ARBA

Published by Kodansha (1978); three volumes total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Dinosaur Zone
YAFKVI-J-y

Published in Nihon Bungeisha's “Goraku Comics” (1978); one volumetotal. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Dai Sdgen no Chiisana Yojohan

(“Little ‘Four-an’-a-Half-Mat Room’on the Big Prairie”)

ASRONAGOB+

Published in Kiso-Tengaisha’s “Kiso-Tengai Comics” (1978); one volumetotal.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Demodori Shain Den
(“The Chronicle of a Divorced Company Woman Gone Home to Mom & Dad")

WittFf

Published in Kiso-Tengaisha’s “Kiso-Tengai Bunko” format (1978); one volume
total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hotaru no Shuku("firefly Village”)
OR

Published in Futabasha’s “Action Comics” (1978); one volume total. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Kdkan Kik6dan ("Armored Space Corps”)
22 fe) BSRE

Published in Kiso-Tengaisha’s “Kiso-Tengai Comics” (1978); one volumetotal.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kydoryds6 Monogatari(“Dinosaur Village Story’)

heHEWEB

Published in compiled form in Nihon Bungeisha’s “Goraku Comics” (1978); one

volume only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Matsumoto Leiji Roman to Gens6 no Sekai

(“Leiji Matsumoto’s World of RomanceandIllusions”)

WABTNVVELBOH

Published by Akita Shoten (1978); one volumetotal. Illustration collection.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Mystery Eve
SAFU--479

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1978); two volumestotal. CUA-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Oyashirazu Sanka
(“A Song in Praise of Those Who Know NotTheir Parents”)

SAARED BSaK

Published in compiled form in Seirindd's Seirindé Kessaku ("Masterwork”)

Series (1978); one volume only. Fourteenth in a series. CURRENTLY IMPORT

ONLY

Queen Emeraldas
Queen LXADWIR

Published in Kodansha’s “KC Comics” (1978); four-volume series later reprint-
ed by Kodansha in 1990 as a deluxe two-volume reprint. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Sanzen-Nen no Haru("Three Thousand-YearSpring”)

3000FO#®

Published in Nihon Bungeisha’s “Goraku Comics” (1978); one volume total. CUR-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Torajima no Miime (“Miimethe Tiger-Striped Cat”)
KAYYDS—-H

Published in Akita Shoten’s “Princess Comics” (1978); one volumetotal. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Gin no Tani no Maria ("Maria of the Silver Valley”)
ROBOVUT

Published in Suiyésha’s “Grand Comics”(1979); one-volumereprint of the 1958
series. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

—
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Majo Tenshi (“Angel Witch”)
ARE

Published in Kodansha’s “KC Comics” (1979): one volume total. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Més6 Oni: Saki Tanpen Kessakusht
(“Deluded Ogre: The Collected Short Story Masterworksof ‘Saki’”)

RR: C+RMAE

Published in Kiso-Tengaisha’s “Kiso-Tengai Comics” (1979); one volumetotal.
Anthology ofillustrated stories by “Saki,” the pen name ofScottish novelist and
short story writer H.H. Munro; of them all, only the title story is by Matsumoto.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Yamabiko 13-go (“Craft ‘Echo’ 13”)
V¥VEI138

Published by Kiso-Tengaisha (1979); one volume total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Manga Rekishi Dai Hakubutsukan
(“The Great Museum of MangaHistory")

iBePKS

Published by Bronze-sha (1980); one volume total. Scholarly manga reference
work co-authored with Satoshi Hidaka. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Dai Furin Den ("Super Immoral’ Chronicle”)

KA

Published in Kiso-Tengaisha’s “Kiso-Tengai Comics” (1980); one volumetotal.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kareinaru Shojo Manga ("’Shéjo Manga’ atIts Finest”)
BRGSDAVVA

Published in compiled form by Tokyo Sanzesha (1980); one volume total.

Collects earlier sh6jo manga work published under the name “Akira

Matsumoto.” (CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Matsumoto Leiji Shoki Sakuhinsha
("The Collected Early Works of Leiji Matsumoto")

WABALMMERE

Published by Nakano Shoten (1981): four volumes total. Limited-edition repro-

duction. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Nasuka

FAH

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sunday Comics” (1981); one volumetotal. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Shin Taketori Monogatari: Sen-Nen Jo‘6
("The New ‘Taketori Monogatari’: Thousand-Year [Millenium] Queen”)

Sitti 1 OO OFRE

Published in Sankei Shuppan‘s “Waku-Waku Comics” (1981); five volumestotal.
Reprinted in a variety of editions. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Yamiyo no Karasu no Monogatari
("The Tale of the Crow of Darkness”)

HRO55OMss

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1982); one volumetotal. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Divere0O (Diver “Zero")}

SAIN—+0

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sunday Comics” (1983); one volume total. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hydryd Kansen000 (“CastawayLine 000")
mAteteR O OO

Published by Shénen Gahdésha (1983); four volumes total. Later reprinted in
1994 by Taitosha in a two-volume format. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Shishunki Hyaku Man-Nen (’Million-Year Puberty”)
BQH1O0OnS

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1983); one volume total. CUA-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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The Sutetekondoru
Ye AFTFAYEI

Published by Asahi Scnorama (1983); one volume total. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Hydryd 3000-Man Koénen: Shin Machiners (Chikyi Hen}
("Thirty Million Light-Years: The New ‘Machiners’ [Earth Chapter]")

mit 3s O0OOKKE: RVYYI—A (HE)

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1984); one volume total. CUA-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Shinkiré Fairy Islander0 (“Fairy islander Mirage ‘0’")
BAR7TU-T47yVS—0

Published by Shénen Gahdésha (1984); one volume total. Reprinted in single-
volume formatin Taitosha’s “St. Comics” in 1994. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Arei no Kagami (“Mirrorof Arei”)
TUVIOR

Published in compiled form by Sekai Bunkasha (1985); single-volume “film

comic” adaptation of the animated series. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kaito M (“Mysterious Thief ‘M’”)

ESM

Published in compiled form in Kodansha’s “Science Comic” (1985): one volume

only. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hard Metal
IN-KAAIL

Published by Shogakukan (1986): three volumes total. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Machiners: Kanzen Ban (“Machiners: Final Edition”)

VUYVI—K (HAR)

Published in Asahi Sonorama’s “Sun Comics” (1986); one volume total. CUA-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

V2 Panther
V2NYIUF

Published by Shénen Gahdsha (1988); two volumestotal. Reprinted in single-
volume format in Taitosha’s “Star Comics” in 1994. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Hiraga Gennal
~RRA

Published by K6ronsha (1989): one volume total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Mu no Kurobune(“The ‘Black Ship’ of Nothingness”)
HOSid

Published in Leed-sha’s “SP Comics” (1989): two volumes total. CURRENTLY

{MPORT ONLY

Niebelung no Yubiwa 1: Rhine no Ogon
(“The Ring of the Niebelung 1: Das Rheingold”)
=-ANIYIDE) » 74 YORE

Published in Shinchosha’s “Shinchosha Comics” (1989); one compiled volume

published to date. The return of Captain Harlock in an updated, Wagnerian set-
ting. Its sequel, Die Walktire: Great Harlock, is currently being serialized on the
Internet (see afterword, above). Reprinted in 1992 by Shinchosha. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Ydsei Den ("The Legendof ‘Faerie World’)
REG

Published by Nakano Kéronsha (1989); one volumetotal. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

The Cockpit
¥-ageyb

Published by Shogakukan (1990): five volumes total. Reprints Matsumoto’s clas-
sic “ Senjé (Battlefield) Manga” series. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Shinkiré Kidan (“Mirage Stories”)
BRR

Published in Shogakukan’s “Big Comics” (1991); ane volume total. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

ful

fm)
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Muo no Hosomichi
("The Long and Winding Road Within the Dream”)

SAOMIE

Published in Shogakukan’s “Big Comics” (1991); one volume total. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY]

Kager6d no Monshé (“Crest of the Simmering Heat”)

PROMS

Published in compiled form by Chié Kéronsha (1994): four volumes to date.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Case Hard
J—-RIN—K

Published in Shogakukan’s “Bic Golo Comics” (1994): six volumes total. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Tenshi no JikGbune ("The Angel's Space-Time Craft”)

FEOBeZEA

Published by Ushio Shuppansha (1994); four volumes total. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Kasei Ryodan Danasaito 999.9 (“Mars Brigade ‘DNA Sights’ 999.9”)
KBREYS+H+T 999, 9

Published in compiled form by Kébunsha (1996); two volumesto date.

CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Matsumoto Leiji no Tobidase! Uchd e
("Leiji Matsumoto’s ‘Go For It!’ Onward to Space”)

MABLOROKH ! SBA

Published by Nikkan Kégy6 Shimbunsha (1996); one volume total. 160 pages.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Mugen Kai Hy6ryd Ki (“Limitless Sea Castaway Diary”)
PRBRIBTEC

Published in Shogakukan’s “Bic Goto Comics” (1996): two volumes total.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Miyazawa Kenji Mangakan 4
("Kenji Miyazawa's Manga Museum 4")
==8SBRE 4

Published by Ushio Shuppansha (1996): one volume total. Anthology work

featuring the stories of Night on the Galactic Railroad's Kenji Miyazawa;

artists include not only Matsumoto but Osamu Tezuka and others. CURRENT-

LY IMPORT ONLY

ANIME Vrs
If only for his work on the series nationally broadcast on U.S. television as Star Blazers,
Leiji Matsumoto—note that he spells it with an “L” and not an “R,” and that the meaning

of the characters in spell out “midnight samurai”—is, with the possible exceptions of

Totoro’s Hayao Miyazaki and Akira’s Katsuhiro Otomo, as close as a manga/animeartist

gets to being a household name in America. As ofthis writing, the latest Matsumoto

mangatitle announced for future animation was Kasei Ryodan Dana-Saito 999.9("Four

Nine”); as mentionedin the afterword to this interview, new versions of both Galaxy

Express and Captain Harlock are also said to be in the works.
 

lol

Uchd Senkan Yamato("Space Battleship Yamato”)
>BEVYb

Original Story / Series Director / Art Continuity

26-episode TV series (1974-75) abruptly trimmed toward the end of its run due

to competition with widely beloved, then on-air Arupusu no Shdjo Heidi. Of the
ten or so episodes cut from the series, one character—Matsumoto’s alter ego,
Captain Harlock—would later go on to emerge in a series of his own, Uchd
Kaizoku Captain Harlock (see below). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Star Blazers
(Voyager Entertainment)

Uchd Senkan Yamato("Space Battleship Yamato”)
RE V7YK

Art and Line-Art Design
130-minute theatrical feaure (1977) which retells the events of the 1974-75 TV

series in abbreviated or “digest” form. Also known as “Arrivederci Yamato,”

this is the film which ignited the “Yamato” boom in Japan. DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE: Space Battleship Yamato Woyager Entertainment}
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Wakusei Robo Dangard “A” tai Konchd-Robot Gundan

(“Planetary Robo Dangard ‘Ace’vs. the Insect-Robot Brigade”)

BEOKSYH—KAMRRORY KR

Original Story
25-minute theatrical feature (1977) teaming up the popular cast of the Dangard

ATV series with a brand-new, made-for-the-movies villain. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Wakusei Robo Dangard ("Planetary Robo Dangard ‘Ace’”)
MEORYVH—KA

Original Story
56-episode TV series (1977-78); based on the Matsumoto mangaseriesof the
same name. Broadcast as part of the “Force Five” series, only 26 of the series’
56 episodes were included in the English-language domestic television adapta-
tion. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Force Five (Parade Video}

Saraba Uchd Senkan Yamato:Ai no Senshitachi

(Farewell, Space Battleship Yamato: Soldiers of Love”)

SSISFRREVVE: BOHRDTKS

Original Story / Direction / Executive Conceptual Designer
151-minute theatrical feature (1978); paves the way for the later “second sea-

son” of the TV series (the only difference is, unlike the movie, the TV series
leaves half the cast alive at the end, nicely setting the stage for future sequels).
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Farewell to Space Battleship Yamato: In the
NameofLove (Voyager Entertainment}

Uchdé Kaizoku Captain Harlock: Arcadia-go no Nazo

("Space Pirate Captain Harlock: Secret of the Arcadia”)

FRBRAPTUNO: FWAF1ATROR

Original Story
34-minute expanded theatrical retelling (1978) of Episode 13 from the TV series;

includes approximately ten minutes of new footage. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Wakusei Robo Dangard A: Uchd Dai-Kaisen

(“Planetary Robo Dangard ‘Ace’: The Great Space Naval Battle”)

MEOKYYH-—KA: FRABR

Original Story
25-minute theatrical feature (1978); based on the 1977-78 TV program. Second

in a series. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Uchd Kaizoku Captain Harlock
("Space Pirate Captain Harlock”)

FRBvyTTUVN-ODYD

Original Story
42-episode TV series (1978-79) which, although it takes place in real-time

chronology several years before the theatrical feature Waga Seishun no

Arcadia and follow-up TV series Mugen Kid6 SSX, occurs in storyline chronolo-
gy later than either. Based on the Matsumoto mangaseries of the same name,
as first serialized in PLay Comic magazine. Broadcast domestically in limited
markets as part of Captain Harlock and the Queen of a Thousand Years (the
other footage came from Sen-Nen Jo’6, another Matsumotoseries). DOMESTIC
RELEASE TITLE: Captain Harlock and the Queen of a Thousand Years
(Harmony Gold); also released on homevideo(select episodes only)

SF Saiydki Starzinger (“SF ‘SaiyOki’ Starzinger”’)
SFIAS—YYH—

Original Story
64-episode TV series (1978-79) based on the Matsumoto mangaof the same name,

as loosely adapted from the traditional story Sa/ydki, or “Journey to the West,”

whichdetails the exploits of the mischievous Monkey King. A departure from
Matsumoto's other, more serious works. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE
Spaceketeers, one of five series which made up the syndicated strip Force Five.

Ginga Tetsud6 999 ("Galaxy Express 999”)
SRS 9 9 9

Original Story
114-episode TV series (1978-81); based on the mangaseries of the same name.
Galaxy Express is Matsumoto’'s true “manga opus,” incorporating as it does
characters from other series—Uchd Kaizoku Captain Harlock, Sen-Nen Jo'6—

and continuing over the years in a variety of sequels: movies, TV specials, even
a recently resumed, all-new mangaseries. If any one Matsumotoseries best
represents the “Leijiverse,” this is it. TV SERIES CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Ginga Tetsud6 999 (“Galaxy Express 999”)
Shim}Ski 9 9 9

Original Story / Planning /Animation Choreography
129-minute theatrical feature (1979); based on the TV series of the same name.
As muchas any two hour-plus film can, Galaxy Express 999 retells the events of
the 114-episode TV series, managing to cover most of the series’ major dramat-
ic events, while still providing a fresh look at a story by then very well-known to
Japanese viewers. Note that, although Roger Corman’s New World Pictures
produced an English-language adaptation of their own in 1980,only the Viz
Video version is presented uncut and unedited. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE:
Galaxy Express 999: The Signature Edition \iz video)

Ginga Tetsud6é 999: Kimi wa Senshino y6 niIkirareru ka!?
("Galaxy Express 999: Can You Live as a Soldier!?")
SRHI99: BistOk sic#eSHSM! ?

Original Story
114-minute one-shot (11 October 1979) expanding with new footage Eps. 12-13
from the TV series, “Kaseki no Senshi (Fossil Warrior),” in commemoration of
the series’ one-year anniversary. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ginga Tetsud6 999: Eien no Tabibito Emeraldas
(“Galaxy Express 999: Eternal Traveler Emeraldas”)

SRIIII: KROMALADIWISA

Original Story
60-minute one-shot (3 April 1980) which usesas its base Ep. 22 from the TV
series, “Kaizokusen (Pirate Vessel) Queen Emeraldas,” to explore in more depth
the backstory of characters Emeraldas and Maetel. Features an appearance by
Reiko Tajima of Galaxy Express theatrical fame as the Japanesevoiceof

“Emeraldas.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ginga Tetsud6 999: Kimi wa Haha no y6 ni Aiseru ka!!
(“Galaxy Express 999: Can You Love Me as a Mother! !”)

RiysiI9II9: BISHOKDICBtAM! !

Original Story
114-minute, one-shot (2 October 1980) remake of the TV series’ Eps. 51-52,
“Témei Kai no Artemis (Artemis of the Transparent Sea).” CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Ginga Tetsud6 999: Glass no Claire
(“Galaxy Express 999: Claire of the Glass”)
RiNBHIII: HDADIVT

Original Story
17-minute theatrical feature (1980) produced by the animation staff of the TV
series, as compared to the staff which worked on the 1979 full-length theatrical
film. Basically a remake of Episode 3 from the TV series,a slightly different
look at the crystal-clear character Claire is offered; note also that, unlike the
actor who appears in the TV series, the movie's Yoko Asagami(“Yuki,” Yamato)
returns to voice the role. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Uchd Senkan Yamato ("SpaceBattleship Yamato 2”)
RIEVY b 2

Original Co-Creator / Series Director
26-episode TV series (1978-79) which expands uponthe story first told in the
second Yamato theatrical feature, Saraba UchO Senkan Yamato: Ai no
Senshitachi, only—unlike the movie—leaving half the cast alive at the end,

reportedly at Matsumoto’s behest. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Star Blazers
The Comet Empire (voyager Entertainment)

SF Saiydki StarzingerII ("SF ‘Saiyaki’ Starzinger|I")
SF BicAY—YYH— il

Original Story
Eight-episode follow-up TV series (Eps. 65-73} to 1978-79's SF Saiydki, the
heroes get a new transformation, and Princess Aurora gets a new costume.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Uchd Senkan Yamato: Aratanaru Tabidachi
("Space Battleship Yamato: The New Voyage”)
FSRMEVV EL : MeGSHRUS

Executive Editor/ Executive Conceptual Designer

114-minute TV special (31 July 1979) in which the crew of the Yamato team up
with Desslar while Starsha sends husband Mamoru and infant daughter Sasha
to safety in orderto sacrifice herself and her home planet. Remadetn 1981 for
theatrical release via the addition of some never-before-seen footage. Note
that, as far as we can determine, the domestic version is the one first broad-
cast on TV. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Space Battleship Yamato: The New
Voyage (Voyager Entertainment)
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Marine Snow no Densetsu("The Legend of Marine Snow’)
VU VAS —-OGR

Original Story / Director / Executive Conceptual Designer
81-minute, one-shot TV special (12 August 1980): fanciful tale of a proposed
humancity named “Aquapolis,” the queen of an underwaterrace, and their
ensuing confrontation overthe city’s construction. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Yamato yo, Towani ("Yamato, Toward Eternity”)
VV R KARRI

Original Story / Direction / Executive Conceptual Designer
145-minute theatrical feature (1980). This time, the Yamato must do battle
against the evil “Dark Nebula Empire,” not only surviving their blitzkrieg-style

onslaughts, but deactivate a doomsday bomb, as well. DOMESTIC RELEASE

TITLE: Be Forever Yamato(voyager Entertainment)

Uchd Senkan YamatoIII (“Space Battleship YamatoIII")
=REVWY Il

Director/ Executive Conceptual Designer

25-episode IV series (1980-81) featuring a new interstellar crisis (a stray

doomsday missile which will cause the Earth to explode in one year's time) and

another, hunky new male lead with an attitude problem. DOMESTIC RELEASE
TITLE. Star Blazers © The Bolar Wars (Voyager Entertainment}

Sayonara Ginga Tetsud6 999: Andromeda ShichakuEki
(“Adieu Galaxy Express 999:Final Station Andromeda”}

ZKASMAARAIII: TY KOASRBR

Original Story / Planning / Animation Choreography

130-minute theatrical feature (1981); picks up storywise a few years after the

end of the first Galaxy Express movie with Tetsuro’s continuing adventures
against the ever-expanding Machine Empire, Maetel’s ever-deepening secrets,
and the Conductor's ever-worsening nerves. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Adieu
Galaxy Express 999 \iz Video)

Shin Taketori Monogatari Sen-Nen Jo’6
("The New ‘Taketori Story’ Thousand-Year [Millenium] Queen”)

SiTTRI OOOFAE

Original Story
42-episode TV series (1981-82) known by English-speaking fans not only for
being the precursor to Galaxy Express, but as the “other” part of the U.S.-

broadcast Captain Harlock series. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Captain
Harlock and the Queen of a Thousand Years (Harmony Gold)

Sen-Nen Jo’6 (“Thousand-Year [Millenium] Queen”)

1000#R2F

Original Story / Planning / Animation Choreography
121-minute theatrical feature (1982); based on the TV series of the same name.
Dara Sedaka—Neil’s daughter—provides the movie's main theme. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Wadga Seishun no Arcadia (“MyYouth in Arcadia”)
DMBBOTIATA

Original Story / Planning /Animation Choreography
130-minute theatrical feature (1982). Although the Uch@ Kaizoku TV series
details Harlock’s later adventures, it took this later-day retrofitted “prequel” to
give us the full story on what happened before Harlock took up heavy drinking.
DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Arcadia ofMy Youth (animtigo)

Waga Seishun no Arcadia: Mugen Kid6 SSX
(“My Youth in Arcadia: Endless Orbit SSX")
DMBBOTILAT+ FTHBRAIBSSX

Original Story / Screenwriter
22-episode TV series (1982-83); follow-up to the theatrical Waga Se/shun no
Arcadia animated feature. En route to a mystical place knownonly as
“Arcadia,” Harlock rescues orphans, cuddles kittens, and generally hyucksit up,

the series turning deadly serious only toward the very end. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Uchd Senkan Yamato: Kanketsu Hen
("Space Battleship Yamato: Final Chapter”)

FRRREVYb : RR

Original Story / Conceptual Design / Direction
158-minute theatrical feature (1983) and, until the recent Yamato 2520, pre-
sumed series finale. Not only do we get the return of the newly revived Captain

Okita, but we get Susumu/Wildstar and Yuki/Nova in a long-anticipated love

scene. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Final Yamato (Voyager Entertainment)

Cs
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&~ Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or maynotbe available in foreign-language

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to

 

Arei no Kagami ("Mirror of Arei”)
TUIOR

Original Story / Conceptual Design / Executive Direction
25-minute short theatrical feature (1985); based on an original story by
Matsumoto. Two youths search for the fabled planet “Arei,” said to be located
at the galaxy's end. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

The Cockpit
#-ag7eYyk

Original Story / Executive Conceptual Designer
Three-volume OAV series (1993) in which original stories by Matsumoto are ani-
mated, anthology-style, by three of the hottest directors working at the time:

Takashi Imanishi (Mobile Suit Gundam 0083), Yoshiaki Kawajiri (Wicked City),

and Ryosuke Takahashi (Votoms). CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Yamato 2520
Original Story
Four-volume OAV series (1995-97). A total design overhaul for the Yamato (cour-
tesy of Blade Runner's Syd Mead) and a new generation of hot-headed saviors
bring the Yamato legend into the ‘90s. DOMESTIC RELEASETITLE: Yamato

2520 (coming from Voyager Entertainment]

 

(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Notethat, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both

broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2. Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Balh are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

home video market

HE Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalenttheatrical release for U.S. version    



» Ryosuke Takahashi
Interviewed by Takayuki Karahashi (1996)

ote started out at Osamu Tezuka’s Mushi Production—

that’s where | studied directing, although for the first

year, I was in production management. That’s a posi-

tion where you can most conveniently learn all the

processes involved in animation.”

As an animator, the man best known for gritty mecha

sagas such as S6k6 Kihei (“Armored Trooper”) Votoms,

Ryosuke Takahashi has been in the industry a long

time—almost since its very beginning, in fact. “Mushi

Production got started just a few years before I joined

them,” Takahashi remembers. His first project, “in pro-

duction,” was on MushiProduction’ first TV show, when

Japanese TV animation really began—1963's Tetsuwan

Atom. Though Takahashi had no special training when

he joined the studio, and learned animation on the job,

he moved into directing two years later with the TV

series, Wonder 3, and workeddirectly with the legendary

Osamu Tezuka.

“It was a small company, although it was the largest

one outside of Toei back then. Osamu Tezuka himself was

the chief director for Wonder 3, so I worked directly with

him. Amongall the people I’ve worked with directly, he

was the mosttalented, and back then, his works were the

 
onesI liked the most, so I was very excited to start work

there.” When asked whatit was like to work with theleg-

endary Tezuka, Takahashi remarks with a smile, “Aside

from his talent, he was a creatorafter all, so ultimately

speaking, he was a man of no small ego. ...His attitude

toward his work,thatis.”

Even with this auspicious beginning, looking back,

Takahashi remembersthat his childhood dream wasn't to

become an animator, but a toy designer. “There was no

deep reason behindthat. I was a child, after all, and just

wanted to make toys and hoped that could be my occu-

pation. These days, I often work with the very people

makingtoys, so I think that’s an interesting quirk offate.

Also, I wanted to become a rakugoteller. [A traditional

Japanese comedic storyteller—Ed.] That didn’t have a deep

reason either—lIjust liked rakugo.”

Takahashi really became known among mechafans as

one of the triumvirate of directors—along with Gundam'’s

Yoshiyuki Tomino and Vifam’s Takeyuki Kanda—who

helmed most of the mecha TV series which dominated

the airwaves in the 1980s. But though well-known in

mechacircles, Takahashi has always beenprolific in other

genres, using his hard-earned professional skills directing
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and scriptwriting for lighthearted shdjo-styled shows such

as Akazukin (“Red Hood”) Cha-Cha, Nurse Angel Lilica

S.0.S., and Kodomo no Omocha (“A Child’s Plaything”).

“These are all shows made at a company whose president

is a friend of mine,” Takahashi says. “The studio has the

capacity for work that doesn’t involve too muchcreative

talent, but they’re a little weak on positions such as direc-

tors that require such creativity. So I got involved by way

of helping a friend...andit just so happenedthat they got

to make a lot of shdjo shows.” Takahashi laughs. “Their

staff had many shdjo story fans, but I had to teach them

how to make stories with the proper exposition-develop-

ment-twist-conclusion form. Otherwise, when animators

work on genres they love, they tend to go out of control,

and sometimes end up with an unmarketable film.

“Tm not so sure myself that I’m so slated for mainstream

success,” he continues. “But I think I know howto be objec-

tive about works that aren't my own. Whenit comes to my

own creations or directing, I’m not so goodat appealing to

the lowest common denominator. But when I’m notdirect-

ly directing, I think I’m more objective aboutit.”

Always branching out, Takahashialso writes noveliza-

tions—at the time of this interview, he was finishing the

third novelization for Kodomo no Omocha, and making

plans to begin a Votoms novelat its completion—and dab-

bling in directing for the live stage, most recently with a

stage production based on Votoms, and another which

was “a present-day story that takes place in a restaurant

with a man and a woman.”

“Doing live is fun,” Takahashi reflects, “but I think I

enjoy film more. Since I once wanted to becomea rakugo

teller, I would love live performances if I were perform-

ing. As for directing, however, I think film's better.”

But even with all his diverse projects, it’s still the ‘80s

robot shows and the morerecent, gritty battle dramas

such as The Cockpit and Chinmoku no Kantai which most

fans associate with Takahashi. Despite his protestations,

the label of “mecha director” doesn’t really seem like a

badfit. At the time of this interview, his current project,

“The Ryosuke Takahashi Project,” was at the early plan-

ning stage, and Takahashi’s sum-upsaysitall.

“It'll be about robots again,” Takahashi said. “But |

always want to do something new with robots. I don’t

know yetif they will be somethingto be piloted or worn,

butit'll be anew take on the robot genre.”

 

ANIMERICA:Since you're probably best known as a mecha

director...what would you say is the appeal of mecha?
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TAKAHASHI: Actually, I’m

always frustrated by this

question. I don't think

| don't have a con-

sistent theme, but

one thing about

myself that always

showsIs a distrust

of authorities.

I’m particularly strong

doing mecha shows. It

just happened that the

directed at

mecha

shows |

Sunrise

shows. So the audience

might take it differently, but I think my distinguishing

were

mark is mecha depicted from the perspective of someone

who’ not necessarily fluent in mecha.

ANIMERICA: Speaking of perspectives, I think Votoms

depicts a man’s world. It doesn’t have many female char-

acters. Is it easier to work from a male perspective?

TAKAHASHI: Well, you can say thatI find it easier to por-

tray men than women.Of course, I’m fond of women,but

I'm not necessarily drawn toward drawing women. So

females tend to be few in my works.

ANIMERICA: What would you say is the most important

aspect in making a robot show? Would it be the drama,

mecha,story, characters?

TAKAHASHI: Well, I can just say they’re all important for

the show’s success, but my own standard for a robot

show's success is whether its robots have a definitive
role in the story. In Votoms, that would be the position

of the robots as mere weaponsin warthatgives flavor to

the story.

ANIMERICA:So,that’s whether you can effective-

ly use the robots as props.

       
TAKAHASHI: Yes, whether I can keep their posi-

tion as weapons of warfare in the context of

that world.

ANIMERICA: As for

Votoms itself, where

did you get the inspi-

ration for the story?

TAKAHASHI: Well, at

the very beginning was

an American movie—it was a

rodeo story, Junior Bonner.

They’d travel from town to

town in a trailer doing rodeo

shows. That was the movie

inspiration. So the first idea

for Votoms wasto setit right

after the end of some war

B
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or other, with the townsfull of surplus robots,like the

ones in Votoms. There’d be rodeo attractions done with

them, and fights against each otheroffered as a spectator

sport. A drifter would be among those competitors....

That was the original idea. Also, from my own experi-

ence, right after the end of WW II, there were a lot of

jeeps in town. Although they were warvehicles, they

showed up in town as daily-use vehicles and were used

for wilderness driving and for construction. I’ve always

had that picture in mind. I wanted to make a story about

robots that were made for war but ended up being used

in non-war places. They'd fight against each other and

be the object of betting. They’re all career soldiers, so they

don’t know howelse to makea living.

ANIMERICA:That's the “battling” they do in Votoms. Are

you familiar with a video gamecalled Battletech?

TAKAHASHI: No.I’m notinterested in video games, soI’ve

never played any.

ANIMERICA:It’s a multiplayer game where yousit inside

robot cockpits and fight against each other. It’s “battling”

itself. Perhaps the times are finally catching up with

Votoms. By the way, in the U.S., there’s a persistent rumor

that Chirico’s model is the American actor Steve

McQueen. Anytruth to this?

TAKAHASHI: No,I just like Steve McQueen. He's notreal-

ly Chirico’s model. Steve McQueenisn’t that expression-

less. In fact, he looks more like a wrinkled-up monkey.

[LAUGHS] I’ve always liked Steve McQueen from the time

he was in the Wanted: Dead or Alive TV series.

ANIMERICA:If Chirico’s expressionless...well, would he

be modeledafter other western heroes?

TAKAHASHI: Well...as for westerns, in Junior Bonner, the

main character [Steve McQueen—Ed.] keeps his horse in

his trailer, and that’s the situational model. But there isn’t

any direct character model for Chirico. He was created

for that show and cameto life with Norio Shioyama’s

character designs. That’s because he’s a character who

was already a youngsoldier by the time he could remem-

ber things and doesn’t know any other way of life.

Suddenly, the war ends and he’s thrown out into town to

fend for himself. He has a hard time mixingin. | first

thought of makingit a story about the social rehabilita-

tion of this misfit who’s at the end of his boyhood and at

the beginning of his youth. So there is really no specific

model for him.

ANIMERICA: Do you ever watch anime on TV and think,

“It’s a good story, but it’d be even better with robots”...?

TAKAHASHI: [ don’t really watch other anime TV shows.

Right now, I am working on ideas for a completely new

robot show that'll be my original. It'll have robots, and

although I don’t know yet if they'll be the main feature,

there’s no way that robots won’t show up.It isn’t so much

that it’s descended from other mecha shows,butit’s been

about ten years, and producersare starting to think that

they could use an original “Takahashi” show again. But |

don’t really watch other shows. Just the same, as I turn

the fact that I’m not that fluent in mecha to my advantage,

I'd like to turn mylack of watching other shows and my

vow to not play any video gamesinto a way to preserve

my innocenceof thought, where I can come up with orig-

inal perspectives. I'm afraid that if I watch the same

showseveryoneelse is watching, I'll be left with the same

perspective as everyoneelse, and that might deprive my

own worksof originality. So if ’m to watch anything, ['d

like to be watching something different. That’s why I do

stage. I’m hoping that, for me, doing stage can breathe a

new kindoflife into my animation.

ANIMERICA: You have been involved in the production of

many mecha shows,especially in the 1980s, but did you

have any involvement with any of the Gundam series?

TAKAHASHI:I wasn’t involved in Gundam. I was making a

show called Cyborg 009 back then. I was never involved

in Gundam.

ANIMERICA: Whywasthat? It seems unusual, seeing that

you're a noted director of mecha shows.

TAKAHASHI: The reason? Well, I am of the same genera-

tion as Gundam’s creator and director Yoshiyuki

Tomino—we went through the same periodsat the same

company, Sunrise, where | made my robot shows. So

when Tomino was working on something, that meant

that I was working on something too. I wouldn't have

been able to work on the same thing he was doing.

ANIMERICA: Weren't you involveda little in the original

video series, Gundam 0083: Stardust Memories, though?

TAKAHASHL...Oh,right, 0083. I wrote the scriptfor that.
A junior director of mine when I was at Sunrise was

directing it, and I was asked to do the script. That’s how

I wrote a few episodesforit.

ANIMERICA: So your writing of the series was done to

help someoneout.

TAKAHASHI: That's right—0083’s director changed in

mid-production. In fact, the whole staff changed, and

there was a staff shortage. That's how my junior friend

ended up asking for me.
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ANIMERICA:If you look at the new TV showsthat are

called Gundam these days, they’re nothing like the origi-

nal Gundam by Tomino.

TAKAHASHI: Irue.

ANIMERICA:By that token, do you have any urge to get

involved now, maybe create your own Gundam universe?

TAKAHASHI: No. Unlike the works I’ve done, Gundam is

a diverse story. I think its okay for Tomino to keep on

doing Gundam sequels himself, but if anyone else were to

make a Gundam typeofstory, I think they should be from

the generation who grew up on the show. I don’t think

someone from the same generation as Tomino should

work on a Gundam show. Realistically speaking, I don't

think such a show would be accepted.

ANIMERICA:Your next work is going to be the new yiisha

[“Hero” series—Ed.] series show. What's that work going

to be like?

TAKAHASHI: Well, unlike Gundam, the yisha series wasn't

created by one person like Tomino, so | think anyoneis

allowed to work onit. I won't be involvedinit as a direc-

tor, though, but as a producer. I'd like to discover new

people who can direct robot shows doing this. I think

ytisha series showsare traditional—not that I’m sure if

“traditional” can properly describe any robot show—but

I think they demandthat kind of quality. Showsthat have

proper exposition-development-twist-conclusions, yet

have simple stories—yet those simple stories need to be

directed so they are entertaining. That's the kind oftalent

I'd like to dig up.

ANIMERICA:Can youtell us anything about what kind of

show it will be?

TAKAHASHI: Well, the new showstill has many things I

can't discuss yet, but the basic conceptwill still be in line

with the previous yisha shows, so I don’t think itll have

anything really revolutionary.

ANIMERICA:Soit'll once again, it'll be hyperactive a/

kids saving the day.

TAKAHASHI: Well, yes, but the yasha robotitself

will get more screen time.

ANIMERICA:I'd like to ask you

about your non-Votoms shows.

Whatwere the inspirations for

showslike Kiké-Kai Galient

and Aoki Rytsei SPT

Layzner?

 

TAKAHASHI: I’ve worked on four robot showsat Sunrise:

Dougram, Votoms, Galient and Layzner. | don’t know what

the viewers thought, but I like to think I’ve made differ-

ent shows. The same person designed the robots for

Dougram and Votoms, so they might have some visual

similarities, but they do have different kinds of robots

with different world-views, and different intentions. In

Dougram, I wanted to depict a society in a world that

required robots. In Votoms, I wanted to depict the plight

of one individual and robots as mere tools. In

Galient...well, video games may have popularized the

notion of robots based on medieval armor now, but back

then, the motif was considered a sure flop, so I wanted to

challenge that. So the intention behind Galient was doing

a medieval knights story with robots in place of regular

armor. In Layzner, | wanted to work on something I had

never donebefore;i.e., robots that are like fighter planes.

Dougram robots would just run: thump, thump. Visually,

that lacked a sense of speed. Votoms robots got smaller

and had the “roller dash.” Galient had the heroic fantasy

taste. | wanted to dofighter plane-style robots—some-

thing I hadn’t done before—in Layzner.

ANIMERICA: Layzneris a group story, while Votoms focus-

es on an individual. Is this one of your intentional differ-

entiations?

TAKAHASHI:Yes, and also, Layzner was made at the same

studio that made Vifam. It was still within the same

Sunrise company, but I was the one who moved to that

studio to make Layzner, and that studio had a successful

precedentin Vifam. The produceralready had a show like

that in mind, so he wanteda fusion of that previous suc-

cess and mystyle. Thats how Layzner cameto be.

ANIMERICA: As to your influences, do you watch

American TV shows or movies?

TAKAHASHI: Well, when it comes to my generation—you

can also say that I don’t keep up to date—I like older

movies. ...Hmm, yeah, they all tend to be old movies.

The movie, “Showdown at O.K. Corral,” the one with

Henry Fonda [My Darling Clementine—Ed.]. My prefer-

ences tend to be conditional—for example, its Henry

Fonda's “O.K. Corral” movie, although I like John Ford’s

directing, too. I also like

the theme song in

\
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The Godfather, the one that plays in the opening of the

first movie.

ANIMERICA: The “Love Theme from The Godfather”?

TAKAHASHI: Yes. So let's see—I’ve only seen recent

movies sporadically—well, in that sense, it wasn’t really

American movies that I liked, but American TV shows.I

liked Kojak and another detective show that was made

before that. I watched a lot of westerns from that period.

But I think I’ve been influenced more from Japanese

movies. [m not sure in what form, but I’m sure that

Votoms has the influences from Nikkatsu movies from the

late Showa 20s to the mid 30s. The series of movies back

then that doesn’t seem to be taking place in any specific

country, such as the Watari Dori (“Migrating Birds”)

series, and Yujiro (“Yujiro Ishihara”). 'm not sure myself

how these movies have influenced my works, though.

ANIMERICA: Would Taiyé Zoku (“Clan of the Sun”) be one

of them?

TAKAHASHI: Taiy6 Zoku has a definite location. It takes

place at the Shonan beach in Japan. The moviesstarring

Keiichi Akagi and Akira Kobayashi were really obscure

about where they were taking place. They'd betoting

guns and hauling a guitar on a horse. I’m sure they were

made by people who liked American westerns. So I’ve

incorporated a derivative influence from movies already

inspired by someoneelse’s works.

ANIMERICA: Do you havea favorite writer?

TAKAHASHI: Well, most of them have nothing to do with

animation. I’m not familiar with foreign writers, and I

mostly like Japanese drinking novels. For example,

Hitomi Yamaguchi and, although he’s passed away,

Takeshi Kaiko. I like their works.

ANIMERICA: Do you havea consistent theme throughout

your works?

TAKAHASHI: | don't have a consistent theme, but one

thing about myself that always shows is a distrust of

authorities. However much the current situation may

put them in goodlight, Pll always bear a distrust some-

where. I think this consistently shows up notonly in my

works, but in myprivate life, too. My generation's polit-

ical high points would be the student demonstrations

against the U.S./Japan Mutual Defense Treaty renewals in

1960 and 1970. In 1960, everyonewasleft wing,at least

in spirit. I didn’t trust the left wing, either, though. I

always think it’s dangerous if everyone blindly follows

one single value. I’ve thought like that since elementary

school. So that’s something that will always show up in

my work. For that reason, I don’t think Pll be able to cre-

ate a big hit. I think this lifelong belief Pve had will dis-

tract me. I think one needs some kind of respect for

authority in order to indulge in the euphoria that’s mak-

ing everyonefeel good from a hit film. I lack that, so I

don’t think I can makea big hit.

ANIMERICA: You've been involved in morelight-hearted

shows such as Granzoért and Wataru....

TAKAHASHI: Yes, as the scriptwriter. I think the creator

aspect in me is just a small portion of myself. Outside

that, if anyone has a need for myskills, ’m there. What

we do is a groupeffort,afterall, so if you’re not the core

of a project, I think it’s fair to offer your skills in any way

that’s needed. That'll depend on the demand.I'll doitif

there’s demand.

ANIMERICA: In that sense, which do you enjoy more,

being the leader of your own project, or offering your

skills for someoneelse’s project?

TAKAHASHI:First ofall, I very muchlike the simple task

of creating a story. I also like creating words. It’s not exact-

ly the same as rakugo or that I blindly trust the powerof

words, but | am attracted to words.

ANIMERICA: Whatis your view on war?

TAKAHASHI: [| think it’s something that won't go away. As

long as humans remain human, it won’t go away. That's

without making a value judgment on whetherthat’s good

or bad. I think it’s human nature. Some have described

war as “inhuman,” but I think that’s wrong.It’s a very

human thing.

ANIMERICA:In Votoms, after the Uoodo chapter ends and

the Kumen chapter begins, Chirico has changed from

being a battling gladiator to a mercenary. Doesthat follow
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your idea that there’s war somewhereall the time,or is

there something else involved?

TAKAHASHI: He doesn’t wantor aspire to become a mer-

cenary but just ends up there. Chirico is already under a

sense of emptiness whenhefirst shows up in Uoodo,but

his despair is even deeper in the Kumen chapter. There's

something that isn’t depicted in the TV show, but the
OAVseries Last Red Shoulderfills in the gaps. In the TV

show, Chirico is separated from Fyana in Uoodo,and the

Kumenchapterstarts with his monologue, “I’ve come to

Kumen to forget everything.” Well, that doesn’t make

sense. This is a guy who's never known a woman. He

finally finds someonehelikes, and it seems she likes him

too. How can it be that he wants to forget that all of a

sudden? This sudden leap was planned from the begin-

ning andis explained in the OAVseries. Chirico bands

together with his wartime colleagues to seek vengeance

on those who betrayed him. He bumpsinto Fyana in the

process andfinds her kissing Ypsilon andis heartbroken.

So it’s this broken heart that drives him to become a mer-

cenary in Kumen.

ANIMERICA: Onething mecha fans always seem to men-

tion whentalking about their favorite shows are the toys

and model kits. How are sponsors like toy companies

involved in the content of a mecha show?

TAKAHASHI: That's been different over the years, and also

different by show. Fifteen years ago, the toy company

would base their toys on the mecha that showed upin the

show. Ten years ago, the toy company would make

requests aboutusing specific mechain the show, based on

past experience of what sold well. Since five years ago or

so, the toy companies have been effectively imposing

their products into the content of the show. So it’s been

different throughoutthe years. I’d like to reset this trend,

so in the next yiusha show,I'll still have to respect my

client, but if there’s a confict between the story and the

client's merchandising, I’m goingto talk it through with

them so that the story prevails. I think my biggest job as

producer will be to champion the director and his show.

ANIMERICA: Do you ever build your own models based

on the robots from your own series?

TAKAHASHI: No,I’ve never built any models. Since I was

born, I've never boughtone.I’ve been given a few, but |

give those away in return, so I haven't built anything.

ANIMERICA: So what do you do when you're not work-

ing? Do you have any hobbies?

TAKAHASHI: Well, I lie around. [LAUGHS] Oh,actually, I like

to play, so I'd go play golf or go to the gym and sweatit out.

I’ve also come and goneto the race track for the last thirty

years. I’m nota real gambler, but I enjoy horse racing.

ANIMERICA:You soundprettyathletic.

TAKAHASHI: Not really. I think I'm just your average

Japanese guy: playing golf, worrying about his health,

betting on horses, and drinking.

ANIMERICA: Do you have any advice for aspiring anima-

tion directors?

TAKAHASHI| don’t have anything specific, but you have

to constantly re-assess your skills and the techniques

you've learned as you go through youryears in your 20s

and 30s and 40s. If you mis-measure yourself, you’ll soon

be unable to do your work. You have to keep on evaluat-

ing what you're goodat, what you can do, and how much

youre willing to do. You have to evaluate your assets as a

creator. If you mis-evaluate, you'll end up spending time

on futile efforts, and when yourealize it, you'll have dis-

appeared from the production scene.

ANIMERICA:Finally, do you have a message for your fans

in the English-speaking world?

TAKAHASHI: Well, I've always been proud of mystyle. I'll

strive to find a newvisual style in my next project, so I'd

like you to look forward to seeing it. I’m trying to come

up with a new style of a robot story, and its my hope

you'll wantto see it.

ANIMERICA: Thank you very much.

 

he new ytsha (“hero”) show Takahashi mentioned

in his interview made its appearance on Japanese

TV for the 1997 spring season—Ytisha-O Gowgaigd

(“Hero-King Gaogaigar”), on which Takahashi is working

as a producer. As he promised,the yasha gets more screen

time, in a high-energy transforming robot romp with Giant

Robo-like character designs, and a plotline that seems

downright nostalgic in its glee for the formulaic fight-of-

the-week with big robots as bright and colorful as those of

the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers wielding nifty weapons.

Though Takahashi is working as a producer, not a creator

or director on this project, his promise to clear the path for

the creator's vision seemsto have held true.
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ANIME Y=
Like Tomino, most of Takahashi’s experience falls firmly in the field of TV anime; in fact,
as fellow animators whoshare a frequentaffiliation with Sunrise “Homeof the Giant
Robots” anime studio, they've actually worked on many of the same showstogether.

Whenit comesto thefield of “hard mecha” shows, few come close to matching

Takahashi's accomplishments, as you'll soon see below.
 

Gok no Dai-Béken ("Goku’s Great Adventure”)
BZOAER

Episode Director Co

39-episode TV series (1967); see entry under Sugii. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY (OF

Ribon no Kishi ("Ribbon Knight’)
WYORE
Episode Director
52-episode TV series (1967-68); see entry under Tomino. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Sasurai no Taiy6 ("Wandering Sun”)
ETSWNOAM

Director
26-episode TV series (1971); see entry under Tomino. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Kokumatsu-samano Otdri Dai
(“Kokumatsu’s ‘Coming Through’”}

eA EDEIMVUEL

46-episode TV series (1971-72); see entry under Tomino. CURRENTLY IMPORT
ONLY

Ché Denji Robo Combattler V
("’Super Magnetic Robo’ Combattler V")

HMBMORIY - IN KO-V

Storyboards

54-episode TV series (1976-77); see entry under Tomino. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Manga ljin Monogatari
(“‘Manga’ Tales of Great Personages”)

KADMBAMB

Episode Director

46-episode TV series (1977-78). Following the enduring popularity of Japan’s

animated Manga Mukashi Banashi and Manga Sekai Mukashi Banashi
(“"Manga’ Folktales of Long Ago” and “‘Manga’ Folktales of Long Ago From
Around the World”) comesthis anthology-format program, focusing on the lives
of diversely famous personsin world history, such as Beethoven,Sir Isaac
Newton, and even Babe Ruth. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

(Shin) Cyborg 009 ("The New ‘Cyborg 009”)
t+4#—-Z009 (#1)

Director

50-episode TV series (1979-80); remake of the classic 1968 program, as based
on the mangaseries of the same nameby Shotaro Ishinomori (Japan, Inc.}
Animated in response to fan demand, character designs retain a traditional
feel more in tune with that of Ishinomori’s original manga than the animated
Toei series from which it sprung some twelve years earlier. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

aCo w
v

oe Tetsuwan Atom: Color Ban (“‘Iron-Arm Atom’ Color Version”)
RT KAAD—hK

Screenplay
52-episode TV series (1980-81); brand-new,color version of Tezuka’s seminal

series. Initially involved almostnot atall in the remake—at the time, the new
Atom wasjust one moreseries in a trendy “revival” boom that included remakes
of classics such as Jetsujin 28-go (Giganton, and others—little by little Tezuka
become more involved in production until, by the series’ end, his own son was

receiving credit as “director of photography.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Sirius no Densetsu("The Legend of Sirius”)
YUDAOGR

Production Sketch Assistance

108-minute theatrical feature (1981); lush, fable-like “full-animation” fantasy

created (or so the animehistorianstell us) in response to Disney's Fantasia.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Taiy6 no Kiba Dougram ("Fangof the Sun Dougram”)
KBDFIYAISTL

Director / Screenwriting / Storyboarding / Original Concept
75-episode TV series (1981-83). After years of working in various genres,
Takahashi falls at last into what would eventually becomehis true meti-

er: the angst-soaked Sunrise mecha drama. Episode direction and story-
boarding credits go also to a then-novice Yasuhiro |!magawa (Giant Robo).
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

S6k6 Kihei Votoms("Armored Trooper Votoms”)
RPRARKAX

Original Story / Director / Episode Direction / Screenwriting
52-episode TV series (1983-84); the most nihilistic Sunrise mecha show yet. As
Takahashi alludesin his interview, it would seem the inspiration for lead char-
acter Chirico Cuvie was a then-young Steve McQueen; once you watch the
series—even only a bit of it—you'll understand why.Followed by a three-vol-
ume OAV series. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Armored Trooper Votoms(us.
Manga Corps}

Kik6-Kat Galient (“Armored World Galient”)
RMARAUTY

Original Story / Director
25-episode TV series (1984-85); third entry in what had cometo becalled
“Ryosuke Takahashi's ‘Real Robot’ Series.” A tale of gritty mecha combatin a
feudal setting (albeit aimed at a younger audience, especially in comparison

with Votoms}, the story wasoriginally planned for a full year's run of 52

episodes, but was abruptly cut short to 26, forcing the story to come to a

rushed end. Followed by a three-volume OAVseries, the first two of which

were compiled from the TV series, while the third, released in 1986, features

all-new animation and a slightly skewedretelling of the first series’ story.
Features mecha design by Yutaka Izubuchi, at that time fresh from a star-mak-
ing design stint on Tomino's Aura Battler Dunbine. Also known as “Panzer
World Galient.” CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Aoki Rydsei SPT Layzner (“Biue Meteor SPT Layzner”)
BExREBSPTV4AF—

Original Creator/ Director/ Screenwriting / Episode Direction / Storyboarding
38-episode TV series (1985-86). Following the success of his previous Sunrise
anime mecha show hits—Dougram, Votoms, and Galient—Takahashigetsin up
to his elbowswith this tale of alien invasion and one lonely warrior's way, fea-
turing mecha design by Gundam's Kunio Okawara.Like Ga/ient, an accompany-
ing three-volume OAVseriesis available which,like and unlike Ga/ent, budgets

the third volume for an expanded, newly animatedretelling of the series’ final

episode (the plan wasto gofor a full 52...also like Galient). CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Yoroiden Samurai Troopers(“Armor-Legend Samurai Troopers”)
BRTADL hI-—-/N—

Series Choreography (Eps. 1-19)
39-episode TV series (1988-89); broadcast in the U.S. under the name “Ronin
Warriors.” Created in response to the wild popularity of Toei’s St Seiya,

Samurai Troopers was thefirst such “hero-team” show for Sunrise, and it
wouldn't be the last—the trend continues today with showssuch as the recent
Chésha Raideen, in which yet another five-member team of superhunks armor
up and wage the warof virtue against evil forces. Followed (so far, in Japan
only) by a string of OAV sequels. DOMESTIC BROADCASTTITLE: Ronin
Warriors (Graz Entertainment)

Fujiko Fujio “A” no Anime Golf Rulebook
(“The ‘Anime Golf Rulebook’ of Fujiko Fujio ‘A”)

BTAROIMADVA+ ANID + WWIyD

Planning
45-minute one-shot OAV (1988). Thinking of golf, but not sure where to begin?
Leave it to Japanese animation—specifically, to Fujiko Fujio “A,” one-half of
the team whichcreated the lovable, iconographic robot cat from the future,
Doraemon—toprovide notonlytips on play, but four unique characters with
whom viewers mayidentify in their own nine-hole vision quest (what, you think
Japan's got the space to waste on eighteen holes?). Directed by Junji
Nishimura of Ranma 1/2 fame. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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Mado-0 Granzort (“’Magic-Moving’ King Granzort’}
RRBETFIDYY—-+

Screenwriting
41-episode TV series (1989-90); wacky mecha comedythat’s a far cry from

the grit and anguish of Takahashi’s earlier efforts. Followed by a string of
OAV sequel series (1990-92), the series is also known as “Granzote,” a stu-
dio-provided alternate rendition of the Japanese “guranz6to.” CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Mashin EiyG Den Wataru 2 ("Magic-God’ Hero-Legend Wataru 2”)
RPMYIV2  

i
O

f
be
d

 

Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may not be available in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Notethat, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both

broadcast on-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on home video (Ranma 1/2. Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideo versions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodes released to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version

 Screenwriting

28-episode TV series (1990-91); sequel to the first, 1988-89 Wataru. Note the

similarity between the sounds produced by the characters “mashin”to the
English “machine”—a punning coincidence exploited asa seriestitle by more
than one studio. Both the 1988-89 and the 1990-91 series are followed by
OAVs; in the first case, by a two-volume series in 1990 and in the second,by a
three-volume series released in 1993. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

EiyG Gaiden Mosaica ("Glorious ‘Victory-Legend’ Mosaica”)
RHMRETA

Director
Takahashi reunites with former Samurai Troopers collaborator Norio Shioyama
(original story, character designs, storyboards)in this sciencefiction action story
released in Japan on home video. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Kidd Senshi Gundam 0083 ("Mobile Suit Gundam 0083")
HEWESH>Y4.0083: STARDUST MEMORY

Screenwriting
Twelve-volume OAV series (1991-92): see entry under Tomino. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Mama wa Shégaku Yon-Nen-Sei
(“Mama's a Fourth-Grader”}

VVisRae

Screenwriting
51-episode TV series (1992}; see entry under Tomino. Charming tale of a baby
from the future who drops into the lap of her schoolgirl mama. . .hijinks ensue.
Like Tomino, an unusually comedic depature for the both of them. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Konpeki no Kantal ("The Deep Blue Fleet”)
pH 38 ODAE Pak

Screenwriting
45-minute OAV (1993): based on a bestselling Japanese sciencefiction novelin
which a naval officer dies at the end of World War Il and then finds himself

reincarnated at the war's start. ..only this time, he’s got the benefit of all his
past memory and experience. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

The Cockpit
¥ ag7eyb

Director / Screenplay

Three-volume OAV series (1993); see entry under Matsumoto. Takahashi joins

the esteemed company of fellow directors Takashi Imanishi (Gundam 0083)
and Yoshiaki Kawajiri (Ninja Scro/f in his direction and screenwriting of this
third OAV based on the manga of the same namebyLeiji Matsumoto. The
three OAVs are also available as a 78-minute,all-in-one volume. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

Chinmoku no Kantal ("TheSilent Service”)
ROMeBR

Director

100-minute theatrical feature (1995); based on the controversial mangaof the
same name by creator Kaiji Kawaguchi, in which the Japan Self-Defense Force
and the U.S. military collaborate to build a secret, nuclear-powered submarine.
CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Ydsha-0 Gowgaiga ("Hero-King Gaogaigar”)
RAENHAAAHA-—

Producer
Recent TV series (1997~ }; 35 half-hour episodes aired as of press time. CUR-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY
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veryone, except for me, went to high school togeth-

er,” says Nanase Okawa, head writer for the all-

women manga team known as “Clamp,” collective-

ly. “A high school friend of mine got to know these other

three—who wereall in the same astronomy and meteo-

rology club—first.”

Together with Okawa, “everyone,” in this sense,

means the four women who would gradually come

together out of the chaos of the Japanese ddjinshi or “self-

publishing publications” world to assumetheir destiny as

one of the mostreliably bestselling names on the manga

scene today: writer and designer Nanase Okawa,artists

Mokona Apapa and Mikku Nekoi, and designer andartist

Satsuki Igarashi.

“We weren't an artistic collective then, but a group

of friends who liked to party together,” Okawa remem-

bers. “There’d be twelve or thirteen of us of varying

ages, and within that number, there were a certain

amount of people who liked to make ddjinshi. Even

though those people all belonged to different déjinshi

circles, we somehow cametogether, and to commemo-

decided to publish a déjinshi

under the group name “Clamp.”

rate the occasion, we

But whatdoes the word “Clamp” mean, we wondered?

Is it an homage to the group name which, clamp-like,

“holds or presses parts together firmly”? A comment on

vise-like deadline pressures on their collective foreheads?

A feeble Japanese-language pun on sharp abdominal

pains? (We didn’t actually mention this last speculation,

butstill, we wondered.)

“No,” says Okawa to us with a straight face. “It just

means, ‘a bunch of potatoes.”

Ohh-kay.

Atfirst, that early group’s activities were far from seri-

ous in tone. “A letter would arrive suddenly whena hol-

iday came, telling us when to get together, where to get

together, and what we’d be doing once we gotthere,”

commentsartist/designer Satsuki Igarashi in an interview

published in COMICKERS, a specialized Japanese manga

magazine. “We’d have sleep-over parties to watch horror

movies,” adds Nekoi.

“A male friend of ours named Tamayo goes nuts for

horror movies,” says Okawa. “Whenever there’d be one

that he’d particularly want to see, we'd all get together

and watch it. There was this one time that we were

watching a movie at my place whenthelights suddenly
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went out. We wereall sitting there huddled in blankets,

watching the movie by candlelight... It was like a scene

straight from Nightmare on Elm Street.”

“Then there was this other time weall went to Osaka

Castle in the middle of the night,” chimes in Nekoi.

Igarashi adds, “We weren't even of legal drinking age at

the time, but for some reason, there’d always be drinks

for us left inside the icebox....”
Still, even for a team boundfirst by a commonlove of

each other's company, the talent and energy expended on

their artwork is extraordinary. “People say that an all-

female creative groupis rare,” muses Okawato us, speak-

ing for the group, “but we don’tsee it as anything special.

We’ve just found it easier to work together.” Collectively,

Clamp functions much like American comic artists do,

apportioning out each task—writing, drawing, coloring,

designing—to the one who doesit best. Every aspect of a

Clamp manga story is done “in-house,” we’re told, all

handled by one of Clamp’s four members.

Compare this with many other mangaartists in

Japan, artists who haveassistants to help with

screentone, with lettering, with just about any-

thing, in fact, short of putting their own names

on the page. With Clamp,its all kept in the

four-womanfamily.

Clamp’s works, such as Tokyo Babylon,

Magic Knight Rayearth, X (known as X/1999 in

the U.S.) and RG Veda, havethe fluid, delicate

artistic style of much shdjo manga or “girls’

comics,” but the stories—thanks to writer

Nanase Okawa—havea distinctly darker tone.

Many of Clamp’s stories, even those aimed at

young children, such as Rayearth, deal with

fate, grim destiny, andsacrifice. In other words,

those looking for light-hearted fantasy fare

should look elsewhere.

“I think fate is something you choose,”

muses Okawa. “I think it’s a lie that there’ a

mystical force out there, manipulating your

destiny. I think that destiny is something you

choose to do, even when you’re being dictated

to by fate.”

Considering that most of Clamp’s works

deal with fate in one form or another,the idea

of choosing your fate is an important distinc-

tion. But if destiny is something you can con-

trol, then whyis it that so many of Clamp’s

stories seem so dark? Does Okawa just not

like happy endings? “That's not true,” she

says. “Basically, all of the characters live the

way they wantto, so their endings aren't nec-

X/1999

essarily all unhappy. If the characters themselves think

they have no regrets, you can't really say that they’re

unhappy, can you?”
These days, with their grueling schedules, “happi-

ness” to most of the members of Clamp means meeting

their deadlines, and putting the finishing touches on

the last installment of long serials. But, like the charac-

ters in their works, they’ve each chosentheir own paths

and are living the way they wantto. “I think happiness

is different according to each person,” says Okawa

decidedly. “Everyoneis different, so it should be impos-

sible for everyone to think the same. So ‘like everyone

else’ is a phrase 1 most dislike. | don’t know whatit’s

like to be ‘just like everyoneelse,’ first of all, and what

others consider unhappy might be the happiest situa-

tion for someoneelse. I think you should seek to make

yourself happy, rather than try to be told by everyone

how happy you look.”
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This outlook also applies to how they view their own

work.“Basically, what we draw will always just be a draw-

ing, to us. We don’t wantto get infatuated with the char-

acters and destroy the story,” says Okawa. “If you're sen-

sitive about popularity,” she says, “you'll start reading fan

mail, to find out which of your characters are popular.

But that character may be scheduled to die in the next

installment. So, although we're really happy to receive

mail, and it’s encouraging, we just can’t stay in this busi-

ness without doing something that might potentially

make ourreaders hate us.”

 

ANIMERICA: Howdid you get involved in making manga?

OKAWA: WhenI wasstill in Osaka, I had friends with

whom we were making ddjinshi. We went by the group

name Clamp.

ANIMERICA: Were you involved in mangain college?

OKAWA:I didn’t really read manga when I was growing

up. I did see movies and watch TV andread books,butI

only got started in manga whenI got to know ourcurrent

members. They were my friends’ friends. In the begin-

ning, we just went to see cherry blossoms and went out

at night. [LAUGHS] Eventually, that led into manga.

ANIMERICA: So is that

when you started script-

ing, then?

OKAWA:Actually, I was a

writer/editor in the

beginning. I did the edit-

ing, layouts, and the

plots. I first went as far as writing the script for RG Veda.

The editor at Shinshokansaid it wouldn't be possible to

print the story as it was and asked mefor a rewrite.

ANIMERICA:So your ddjinshi work just became yourjob.

OKAWA:Well, a few of us had real jobs while we drew

manga, but that wasn’t easy. They had to quit in orderto

concentrate on the manga. Some of us were tormented.

ANIMERICA: Does “Clamp” mean anything?

OKAWA: | wasn’t the one who came up with it [LAUGHS],

but it refers to a pile of potatoes. Just a bunchofpotatoes.

ANIMERICA:I'd like to pry a little more, but what do you

find interesting in manga? Are youinterested in the writ-

ing itself? In your writing becoming illustrated? Or...?

OKAWA:Well, I had a writing job before then. It was fora

teen magazine—theyoften solicit student writers. I was

earning pocket moneywriting for them and othersimilar

magazines. [LAUGHS] So there was that writing work, the

fact that I liked movies, and RG Veda.

ANIMERICA:So that was youridea.

OKAWA:Well, yes. But I’m not good at fantasy. I’ve read

foreign fantasies, but I didn’t own a single Japanese-writ-

ten fantasy. I was once really into Dune, and there was a

time I really liked Dune and Captain Future. I liked that

type of science fiction more. | liked them, and I wasn't

good at fantasy, but our artist Mokonareally liked fanta-

sy. She also really liked Buddhist mythology, so it was me

adjusting to her.

ANIMERICA: It’s been about seven years since you

debuted, and you’ve put out quite a few titles since then.

Howhasit been?

OKAWA:Well, everyonesaid a group of girls wouldn't last

long. [LAUGHS] One of our merits may be that, with the

four of us, we can be objective. What I write is just a

story, after all, so I can’t alwaystell if it’s interesting. So my

first readers would be Mokona and Nekoi, and they’dtell

me if its boring. And then, whoever draws the story-

boards and drawsthe panel lines would also be able to

tell. In that sense, the group is maybe a goodthing.

ANIMERICA: Whatsit like to be working in a group com-

posed entirely of women?

OKAWA: We can’t get work done if we get too emotional.

Of course, there are many types of successful women, so

I cant generalize. If we tried working together just

because we were friends, it'd never work out. Just like

matriage, its a long relationship. Once someonestarts

getting dependent, it’s a bottomless swamp from there. So

it might sound cruel, but once your own workis done,

you have to get your sleep, even if everyone else has to

pull an all-nighter. If you don't, you won't be able to stay

up when you have to pull yourall-nighter. In that sense,

working in a group could be tough if you couldn't be cool

aboutit.

ANIMERICA: So you got into writing just because you

liked writing. Did you have any special training for that?

OKAWA:Notatall.

ANIMERICA:So youfigured things out in your work.

OKAWA:That’s true. The few manga I read when I

was a child and books and movies must have been

my influences.
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ANIMERICA: You mentioned that Mokona was drawing

fanzine manga since high school. Was she set on becom-

ing a mangaartist?

OKAWA:No, a mangaartist was the last thing she wanted

to become. [LAUGHS] Shereally considers being a manga

artist to be tough work.It’s difficult to draw manga, so she

didn’t really think she could endureit. It's a form of inte-

grated art. You draw your own background,act out your

own characters. She never thought she could doall that.

And then, in manga, you have to draw the same thing

three times, in the storyboard, in pencil, and in ink. That

used to really pain her. She says she’s gotten used to it

now, though. These days, she seemsto find the most joy

in drawing the last installment. Its a long-term engage-

ment, like running a marathon.It’s tough, butit’s fun.

ANIMERICA:In that sense, there’s a catharsis.

OKAWA:Yes.

ANIMERICA: Whatdid you want to become?

OKAWA:An officer worker. [LAUGHS] I like menial tasks.

But everyone says I can’t do that. [LAUGHS] But an office

job was waiting for me in Tokyo. In the end, though,|

ended up never doing that kind of work.

ANIMERICA:You did get a job?

OKAWA: | got through the interview and had the job.

Igarashi and everyoneelse, too. Our debut just barely

prevented us from goingoff to office work.

ANIMERICA: So you came out to Tokyoto find a job?

OKAWA:Yes,it was to find a job. Graduation was nearing.

ANIMERICA:I'd like to ask about your work. I’ve heard

you have an assistant who keys the text into the word

processor for you.

OKAWA:No, I don’t. [LAUGHS]It’s faster doing it myself.

ANIMERICA:Dotheartists have assistants?

OKAWA: No, wedoit with the four of us.

ANIMERICA:Isn’t that tough?

OKAWA:Yes, but we got usedto it. Once we got usedit,

it’s faster to do it yourself than finding the timetotell an

assistant what color to use. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: How about the coverart?

OKAWA: We doit ourselves.

ANIMERICA: Do you do everything yourselves?

Magic Knight Rayearth

OKAWA: Yes, we do. Kadokawa’s NEwTyPeE has dedicated

designers, so we don't usually have to do work for them,

but we did it anywayfor X.

ANIMERICA: Do you dothe calendars, too?

OKAWA:Yes, we do, Igarashi andI.

ANIMERICA: Wow. How do youcollect fresh information,

inspirations for your work?

OKAWA: Wewatch TV and hangoutwith friends. We talk

amongst each other. I basically like TV and film. Of

course, I like books, too. When | get tired, I see a movie

or read a magazine.I like magazines. If you include game

magazines and computer magazines, I read a hundred

magazines a month.

ANIMERICA: Howdo you go aboutcreating your characters?

OKAWA: Well, when wecreate a character, we start with

his or her resume. A Japanese resume comes with a
photo, doesn’t it? The artist fills that in from all three
sides, including howthe hair is done. We'd forget, other-
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wise. [LAUGHS] fill in the history and favorite food and

other habits. And then we make fourcopies.

ANIMERICA:So you have a huge database.

OKAWA:Yes. If you’ve seen the Rayearth character design

book, that’s the kind of thing we makeforall ourstories.

It might be close to the sort of thing that they do at the

animation studios.

ANIMERICA: They do something similar in American

COmIcs.

OKAWA: Yes. They have specialists for each task in

American comics, don’t they? Even a dedicated colorist.

We might be close to that.

ANIMERICA:InJapan,its morelike animation. Theres a man-

ager, a colorist, and all that is done within the four of you.

OKAWA: ...But once you get used toit, itS faster than

using an assistant or someone from the outside.

ANIMERICA:That's probably why your readers like you so

much. Whatelse is it that you think theylike about your

work...?

OKAWA:Thats a tough one. [LAUGHS] Basically, what we

drawwill always just be a drawing, to us. We don’t want

to get infatuated with the characters and destroy thestory.

ANIMERICA: | think your Rayearth manga in NAKAYOSHI

magazine deviated quite a bit from the traditional shdjo

mangastyle.

OKAWA: Well, the reason we drew for NAKAYOSHI was

that, if we don’t re-aim for a lower-age readership from

time to time, the age group keeps on going up indefi-

nitely. Of course, our older readers are just as valuable

to us. Our NAKAYOSHI editor liked our works and told us

we didn’t have to change our style. And the editor-in-

chief responsible for Sailor Moon's success said his mag-

azine’s weakest point was that once girls graduate from

elementary school and become junior and senior high

school students, they stop reading NakayosHl. They

wanted us to draw a story not just for children but a

story that they can keep on reading as they grow up.

That wasn’t so possible from the outset, so in the begin-

ning, Rayearth was little more geared toward younger

readers, but we soon reverted to our regular style.

[LAUGHS] I’m sure there are grownups wholike Rayearth,

but I personally intended it for elementary and junior

high school students. Portions of it may have beena lit-

tle difficult for them, but we were really lucky.

NAKAYOSHI had an editor-in-chief who wantedartists like

us. | don’t think we would have gotten theserial if they

didn’t already have Sailor Moon. Otherwise, the idea of

using robots in a NAKAYOSHI story would have been

rejected flat out. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Yousaid everything is your influence. What

would be your influences from animation or manga?

OKAWA:Forme,its the manga of Harmagedon. That, and

Devilman. | was really shocked when | read the manga—

not the animation—of Devilman. When you're young,

you think in straight lines. | thought the hero would win.

I wonder howold I was then....

ANIMERICA: You must have been in elementary school.

OKAWA: Something like that. It was a real shock. In

the end, Devilman loses. That was a double shock. I

think that shock became the basis for the stories I

write. I might have gotten it wrong, but I really found

Go Nagai’s thesis, that good looks don’t necessarily

make a good heart, and his ideas on human mass hys-

teria, scary. And Harmagedon as well, even though I

didn’t like the movie version, actually—I wasn’t con-

vinced that what they did was enough to save the

Earth. | really liked Rin Taro’s direction, though. But

my biggest influences are probably Go Nagai and

Osamu Tezuka. | really liked Hi No Tori (“The

Phoenix”), and I cried reading Black Jack. Black Jack

was not what you'd call a conceptual work—it had

solid themes like human pathos and greed. That must

have been whyI likedit.

ANIMERICA: We talked about your movie influences

before, but what do you like?

OKAWA: Well, itS not a recent movie, but | like Alan

Parkers Angel Heart. I like hopeless movies.

ANIMERICA: Howdid you like Jacob’s Ladder, then?

OKAWA: Nobody seems to like Jacob’s Ladder. [LAUGHS]

I'm sad. | also like Silence of the Lambs, The Dead Zone, and

Hitchcock.

ANIMERICA:I’m guessing that you mustlike Brazil, then, too.

OKAWA: Yes. [LAUGHS] I really like the director, Terry

Gilliam. I'm sad nobody likes Twelve Monkeys. [LAUGHS]

You could say that Twelve Monkeys isn't really his style,

but it has wonderful writing. | was moved, but nobody

else liked it. [LAUGHS] Also—though he’s not as good as he

used to be—I like Brian De Palma.

ANIMERICA: How about French movies?
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OKAWA: I[ like them very much. Of course, I like the

Hollywood-style contrived happy endings, too. [LAUGHS]

But I like the abrupt endings of the French movies.

There's always faint music in the background in those

movies. You can'ttell if it music or soundeffect.

ANIMERICA: Do you keep consistent themesin all your

works? Or do you have individual themes for each work?

OKAWA: We don't like to look back and wonder what we

wanted to say ourselves, so we come up with a new

theme for each story. One thing to say each time.

ANIMERICA:I see. You seem to always depict humanfate.

Whyis that?

OKAWA:| think fate is something you choose. I think it’s

a lie that there's a mystical force out there, manipulating

your destiny. That's the way it was in RG Veda’s ending,

butit’s something you’re supposedto be able to change.I

think destiny is something you choose to do, even when

you're being dictated to byfate. For example, if you're at

work and you want toresign,it takes a lot of energy to do

so. You'll be losing a stable lifestyle, and if you don’t like

that, you'll have learn to put up with howthings are. But

if you want to change things, only you can do that for

yourself. If you don’t like doing that, you let the circum-

stances dictate your fate. But if you have the determina-

tion and resolve, I think you can change yourfate.

ANIMERICA:That seems to relate to your view onlife.

OKAWA:This is something that gets mentioned in every

single interview | do. 1 am an individualist. I hate group

responsibility the most of anything in this world.

ANIMERICA: Aren't most creators like that?

OKAWA: Perhaps so. Theres one thing about group

responsibility that I still can’t understand. If someonefor-

gets something, it becomes everyone's fault? For example,

in Japan, if one person in your group forgets to bring

paint to art class, everyonehasto standin the hall to take

responsibility. | never understood that or liked that. I

think you need to be responsible for yourself. It probably

has to do with the wayI was brought up. My parentsreal-

ly scolded meif I pointed fingers. They’d just punish me

if | admitted my ownresponsibility, but they really got on

my case if | pointed myfinger at someone else. My par-

ents didn’t like that.

ANIMERICA:I'd like to ask about how X came to

become a movie. There was X2 (“Double X”)

before that, and when that came out, the sto-

ryboards for the movie were included....

OKAWA:Yes, a long trailer at the end of the video, you

could say. You’d wantto see the movie after you saw that.

ANIMERICA: Well, when you're doing manga, you're the

writer and Mokonais the artist. But when one of your

manga stories is animated, how do you go about getting

the visuals you want? How muchcontrol do you have?

OKAWA: You have to think for whom thefilm is being

made.Is it for the readers? Is it for ourselves? There are

times when wejust like the director and leave everything

to him. [LAUGHS]It’s not just animation, butin all film, the

work belongs to the director. If that’s not good enough,
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you just don’t have it made. But if you can find a good

producer, you will be able to talk to the director. Creators

will always clash with each other. Can you really say,

“Change this, change that” to the guy who thinkshe’s the

best in the world? [LAUGHS] Conversely, once we name a

director or designer, we'll leave everything up to him.

We’d look at every single work he’d done up to that point

and check. Sometimes westrike out.

ANIMERICA: Are you involved with the script of the X

movie?

OKAWA:I’m among manyof the writers.

ANIMERICA:| haven't seen the movie yet myself, but when

I hear the story from those who haveseenit, they say there

are aspects you won't get if you haven't read the manga.

OKAWA:| think it’s more upsetting if you have read the

manga. [LAUGHS] If you’re the fan of a certain character,

youll be upset simply by the way he’s depicted. You'll

complain when he only shows up for a few minutes, or

that he’s killed off too soon. But if you didn’t have those

kind of pre-conceived notions, you could take the movie

as it’s presented. | do think there are too manycharacters

for a movie-length story.

ANIMERICA: Where did you get the idea for Kamui?

OKAWA:The basic X story is something I thought up in

elementary school. Back then, it was the middle of the

polluted ‘70s. There was a time the very existence of

humanity was a nuisance to the planet. [LAUGHS] It was

the time when the “Gaia” theory wasstarting to circulate.

The idea that Earth itself was one living organism.

ANIMERICA: The question why Kamuihas two personal-

ities is something I’ve always had myself.

OKAWA: | think all persons have dual natures. I'd be

afraid of a good man whois only good. Conversely, there

are characteristics that are charming in one person, but

would be the reason to hate someoneelse. I think a dual

nature is something everyonehas.

ANIMERICA: And Kamuiis an extreme example ofthat.

OKAWA:Yes.

ANIMERICA:| think you just gave out a hint, but how did

you like the movie?

OKAWA:I’m satisfied. I judge movies by whetherthey are

worth the admission price. What I hate most is walking

out without remembering whatit was all about. In that

sense, there must have been people whoreally hatedit,

and others might have gotten sick from all the blood. And

some others may not have tolerated all those on-screen

deaths. I’m sure those are lasting impressions. Still, I

think it was a worthy movie.

ANIMERICA:Rather like Blade Runner.

OKAWA:Yes. Thefirst thing we talked over with the direc-

tor was that the movie had to have a conclusion. | think

it’s a financial strain for junior and senior high schoolstu-

dents to see a movie. They might not have a ¥5000

allowance, but you still have to take admission from

them, so the movie should not end without a conclusion.

The other agreement was not to make an “animestyle”

movie. So you would notice when youseeit, but it has a

faint background music that you can’t tell apart from the

sound effects. The visuals are also more live action-like.

Its more subtle. No
I'm not good at love

stories. Apparently,

my ideaof a relation-

ship is different from

that of a lot of other

people.

one cries when some-

one dies, and they

keep on dying one

after another. That's

where you get sick

the

They don’t cry, and

seeing movie.

you cant cry. At that

point, they don’t like the movie. I don’t think a tearjerker

is the solution, either, so perhaps we did manageto hit

the target.

ANIMERICA:I see. How werethe voice-actors?

OKAWA: | wasn’t involved with the voice-actors much,

but the director and producer agreed with me to use a

young voice for the main character, and give him lots of

veteran supportin the otherroles. In that sense, it’s a fea-

ture-style casting.

ANIMERICA:I understand the movie was directed by Rin

Taro.

OKAWA:Yes. He hadn’t directed a movie in nine years. He

was saying he wants to do more TV. But he’s a “master”

now, so no one can casually request him, as hesays.

[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:I'd like to talk about Rayearth. The ani-

mated series went on for a year and three months.

How was it? The manga story was progressing at a

monthly pace....

OKAWA: | joined as a writer on the animated Rayearth

from Part Two. I was requested by director Toshihiro

Hirano because he said that it was impossible for some-

one who doesn’t know the manga to animate thestory,

and when we were discussing Part Two, the manga only
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had oneinstallment. Hirano had liked Episode Fourteen

and the last episode of Part One that I had written, so he

wanted me. It wasn’t that tough doubling up work on

both the TV series and the manga, but I like subplots,

and that got me in trouble sometimes with the TV pro-

duction. !'d take a script to the meeting, and the pro-

ducer would tell me something was against the TV

codes. But then if I changed that, the subplot would fall
to pieces. Since I only joined from Part Two, I wasn’t fully

aware ofall the subplots the writers laid in Part One, so

that wasalso troubling.

ANIMERICA: Where did you get the idea that everyone’s

will is determinedbyfate?

OKAWA:I consider Earth and Cephiro to be the same.

What man does becomesthefate of humanity. The result

is the same. It’s just more exaggerated in Cephiro.

ANIMERICA: At the end of the Rayearth animation,

Cephiro is saved. Did you prepare that just for the ani-

mation?

OKAWA: No, we always decide on the endingofa story.

Part One's ending and Part Two's ending wereall decided.

ANIMERICA:Is it true that you namedthingsafter the cars

you owned?

OKAWA: They are named after cars, as is Cephiro.

Children have a hard time learning names in katakana

[the Japanese writing system used mainly forforeign words—

Ed.]. But their fathers tend to be driving cars. If characters

bear the same names as the cars in people’ houses, |

thought that would be mnemonic enough.

ANIMERICA: You considered thatfar.

OKAWA:Of course. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: That's so cute.

OKAWA:I couldn’t remember fantasy namesif it weren't

so, myself. [LAUGHS] I'd be okay if they were Japanese

names, but I can’t memorize katakana names. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Is Mokonareally a god? [LAUGHS]

OKAWA:It’s not a god. Godisn’t the only being capable of

creation. We’re creators, but we’re no gods, are we? This

cup might be just a cup from the glass craftsman, but

from the glass, the glass craftsman would beits creator.

ANIMERICA:It's a RPG-type world. Do you like RPGs?

OKAWA:I like games, but I don't have the resolve, so I

have only finished a few. A reflex-less person like me

can take the time to finish RPGs. [LAUGHS] But most

shooting games don’t have endings, and you need skill.

So I tend to play more RPGs. Rayearth intentionally

traces out an RPG world, but I don’t consider it an RPG

world, myself. You cantell it’s not a simple world, the

kind wherethere's a princess,a villain who kidnaps her,

and the main character who savesthe day andlives hap-

pily ever after. Even if the main characters thought that’s
the world they gotinto....

ANIMERICA: What do you do in your spare time?

OKAWA:Spare time? [LAUGHS] I don’t have muchofthat,

but I nap, play with the cat, or play video games. OrI

might go see a movie. Recently, I get too analytical seeing

a movie, professionally. I can’t fully becomepart of the

audience.

ANIMERICA:Do you follow any TV shows?

OKAWA:I like The X-Files, especially the second season.

ANIMERICA: How aboutStar Trek?

OKAWA:I like it, but Mokonais the one whoreally likes

Star Trek. I’ve liked hardcorestories that boys usually tend

to like more than girls, ever since I waslittle. That's my

preference in mysteries and horror,too.

ANIMERICA: HowaboutHill Street Blues, then?

OKAWA:Hill Street Blues was aired by an Osakastation, so

they kept on showingit late at night. ’ve watched the

entire series. Osaka keeps on endlessly re-running

imported showslate night, so in that sense, I was blessed.

American TV shows are completely different from

Japanese. In an American story, they don’t dedicate one

case to a whole episode. They have two or three cases

going on at the same time. Andat the end, everything

concludes happily.

ANIMERICA: Whatkind of music do youlike?

OKAWA:I’ve alwaysliked Sting.

ANIMERICA:That's pretty old, for your generation.

OKAWA:Perhapsso. But | come from an age when MTV

was on when you turned on the TV. Prince wasjust bare-

ly there. 1 still like progressive rock over computer

sounds.

ANIMERICA: How aboutfilm music?

OKAWA:I like that too. Blade Runner. Eric Serra. I like

John Williams too. I like those difficult-to-distinguish

pieces like Superman and Raiders of the Lost Ark. 1 was also
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impressed by the Argentine tango in Twelve Monkeys. |

liked the director's sense.

ANIMERICA:Aside from Clamp’s manga X, whichis cur-

rently running in ANIMERICA, there isn’t that much shdjo

manga being published in the U.S. Do you think it has

something to do with the size of the eyes? I think

Mokona’s philosophy is reflected there, but are Clamp’s

“big eyes” a consciouseffort?

OKAWA: Mokona’taste is big, there. The charm of her

characters is in the expressions in their eyes. We do

changestyles a little, depending. We'll probably change

styles according to thestory.

ANIMERICA:...I don’t mean the drawingstyle per se, but

are you conscious of the size of their eyes? The current

trend in Japanese shdjo manga is to use small eyes. How

is it to intentionally have big eyes amid that?

OKAWA: Well, that must be Mokona’s sense of balance.

She uses their eyes for expression, after all. I don’t know.

It's not like we can changethestyle for currentstories. It’s

just that we might have smaller eyes in future stories. As

I just mentioned, we try to vary our style as much as pos-

sible. The new Card Captor Sakura story that’s after

Rayearth is of a different style, with finerlines.

ANIMERICA:Is that something you can really control?

OKAWA:Yes, we can.First of all, you start with a thorough

understanding of the work. You consider the characters

to be actors. We’re the directors and thestylists and the

camera operators. And, for us, the ending ofa story is

pre-determined, so it’s easier to act it out. Thats one of

our conditions whenserializing a story. We won't extend

a story just because it gets popular. Of course, lack of

popularity could give it a premature axing. [LAUGHS] So

far, we haven’t experiencedthatyet.

ANIMERICA:So asthecreator, you haveto really under-

stand your characters.

OKAWA:Yes.If you think of your characters as actors, you

get requests. Like “she should cry cuter.” But if the “direc-

tor” doesn’t have that kind of grasp andjust films with the

flow, you just end up with a dull movie. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Many mangaartists just make a cold start

with the dialogue.

OKAWA:There are many artists who are successful that

way. But I can’t do it. —Oh,yes,I’ve heard about the way

Shotaro Ikehata, when he was running a newspaperseri-

al, wrote: “And then, someone came out from the shad-

ow....” It was a greatcliffhanger, but then his editor asked

who it was, and he replied, “Actually, I haven’t thought

that far ahead yet.” [LAUGHS] I was surprised to learn that

those types ofartists really exist.

ANIMERICA:Do youever need to wait for an inspiration?

OKAWA: Not me. | basically don’t need time to come up

with a story. I could come up with one in ten minutes. Of

course, I’d need more timeforthedetails.

ANIMERICA:But you could come up with the basic guide-

line.

OKAWA: Yes. But I can’t write unless I know what I’m

writing for.

ANIMERICA:I see. Does that mean listening to your edi-

tors?

OKAWA:Well, if the editors want us, there must be a rea-

son for it. Conversely, we’d be most vexed to be asked to

write “a story like X.” [LAUGHS] We can’t draw the same

story twice. We'd knowthat this was oneof those editors

who hasno ideas of their own.It’s easier on usif they’re

frank and tell us why they wantus.

ANIMERICA: | see. That's interesting.

OKAWA:...But there are stories that we want to do. We

take those to the publisher ourselves. X was sucha title.

ANIMERICA: You've collaborated with Takeshi “Elemental

Masters” Okazaki before. Howis it different to collaborate

with a male artist?

OKAWA:As long as we have the samesensibilities,it’s fine.

The most troublesomesituation happens if we don’t have
a commontopic.If the other person doesn’t get it when I

mention a scene from a certain movie or a passage from a

novel, that’s a problem. That’s when our conversation

ends. For example, there might be this great actress, and

I want her to be the model for our character, and hesays,

“lve never seen her.” That closes all channels. So as long

as that’s cleared, it doesn’t really matter if a collaboratoris

really older or much younger.

ANIMERICA: So you collaborate well with Okazaki

because he has that sensibility?

OKAWA: Well, Mr. Okazakifirst said he wanted to draw

someoneelse’s story. He wanted to do a lovestory.

ANIMERICA: How do you like doing love stories? You

don’t usually have a love story as the central plot.

OKAWA:I’m not goodat love stories. Apparently, my idea

of a relationship is different from that of a lot of other

people. I really got a lot of complaints when I once wrote
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that people love themselves the most, and that they only

do something for others because it makes them feel good

to see others made happier. —Hey, I’m okayif the person

I'm seeing has an externalaffair. Nobody ever believes me

whenI say that.

ANIMERICA:I don’t know whatto say. One could almost

say that’s quite masculine. —No,actually, that’s not mas-

culine. Men aren’t like that either.

OKAWA:It’s not that I lack the desire to be exclusive, but Ill

be most troubled, for example, if the person I’m seeing

right now has anotheraffair, and that inconveniences me.

But if that doesn’t happen, I don’t want to be scolded for

thinking someoneelse is good-looking. PerhapsI like to go

out of my way to avoid trouble. [LAUGHS] | hate fighting.

ANIMERICA:I’m sure there are aspiring manga artists in

the U.S., especially ones that are reading X in ANIMERICA.

Do you have any advice for them?

OKAWA:Perhapsit’s most important to have a firm grasp

of what you're drawingfor. Is it for money? Is there some-

thing you really want to draw for which you'll endure any

hardship to makeit happen? If you know whatyour goal

is, you probably won't get discouraged when you're only

halfway there.

 

ince this interview, Clamp hasfinishedtheir serial-

ization of Rayearth in NAKAYOSHI, and has since

moved on to a number of brand-new mangaseri-

als: Wish, Card Captor Sakura and Shin Shunkéden (“New

Legendof the Spring Scent”). The animated Rayearth ran

two seasons on Japanese TV and is currently in the

process of being re-adapted for an OAV series, which

retells the story in a different sequence of events. For

instance, instead of the three girls magically traveling to

the world of Cephiro, in essence, the magic comesinstead

to Earth with a series of terrible earthquakes, and then an

amazing storm and light show over Tokyo Tower

appears....

The feature-film version of Clamp’s manga, X, was a

great success during its Japanese theatrical run in the

summer of 1996, especially when you consider thatit’s
399based on a shdjo or “younggirls” comic, which tradition-

ally falls into a subgenre of the manga publishing world.

The X/1999 mangaitself—thetitle was revised slightly to

avoid conflict with another comic of the same name—

first released in English in a monthly stand-alone format

and later moved to the pages of ANIMERICA,where it

enjoyed a two-year run before going on hiatus, presum-

ably to resumeat a later date. In the meantime, not only

are there several X/1999 graphic novels to read, but an

English adaptation of the X movie is scheduled for

upcoming domestic release, as well.

Clamp’s Magic Knight Rayearth, long considered by

fans as the logical follow-up to Sailor Moon on American

television, has yet to air in the States (though an English

“pilot” was once produced at Vancouver's Ocean Studios),

but the manga has been madeavailable in a new English-

language manga-anthology magazine titled MIxx ZINE,

whichalso serializes Takeuchi'’s Sailor Moon.

Currently, the group’s work seemsto be more and more

in demand for TV, as 1997 brought the debut of a new

series so muchin the “Clampstyle” that it even carried the

name—Clamp Gakuen Tanteidan (“Clamp Campus

Detectives”), based on an original manga by the team.
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As mentioned in Nanase Okawa’s interview, the four-woman supergroup “Clamp”gotits
start in the underground fanzine or “déjinshi” scene, meaning (among other things) that
their works display an unusual! intensity uniquely appealing to hardcore fan or “otaku”
sensibilities. Like most successful manga creators, many of their works have been ani-
mated with even more, no doubt, to come.
 

mA Gakuen Tokkei Deukarion (“Campus ‘Special Police’ Deucalion”)

RHETTaAAUAY

First serialized in Kadokawa Shoten’s Newtype magazine “100% Comics” (1990);
two compiled volumes total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Clamp Gakuen Tantei-Dan ("Clamp ‘Campus Detectives’”)
CLAMPBaie(AFi

First serialized in Kadokawa Shoten’s “Asuka Comics DX” (1990); three com-

piled volumes total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Shira-Hime Sh6(“All About ‘Shira-Hime’”)
Fiabe

Published in Kobunsha‘s “VAL Pretty Comics” (1990); one volume total. CUR-

RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Tokyo Babylon
3RBABYLON

Published by Shinshokan (1990); seven compiled volumes total. CURRENTLY

IMPORT ONLY

RG Veda
Bir

First serialized in Shinshokan‘s “Wings Comics” (1989); ten compiled volumes
total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

20 Mensé6ni Onegai! ("Askit of ‘20 Masks’! ”)
20M4A ICStas!

First serialized in Kadokawa Shoten‘s NewTyPe magazine “100% Comics” (1990):
two compiled volumes total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Fushigi no Kuni no Miyuki-chan (“Miyuki-chan in Wonderland”)
REBOEDEEGLA

First serialized in Kadokawa Shoten’s NewtTyPe magazine “100% Comics EX”

(1994); one compiled volume total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Magic Knight Rayearth
BakRtLTTA

First serialized in Kodansha’s NAKAYOSH! magazine (1993); three compiled vol-
umes available total. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Magic Knight Rayearth (ser'-
alized in MixxZine)

Magic Knight Rayearth 2
MBIFT—-RA2

Published in Kodansha’s “KC Deluxe Comics” (1995); three compiled vol-
umestotal. Picks up where the first Rayearth series left off. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Rex: Ky6ryG Monogatari ("Rex: A Dinosaur Story”)
REX:76i58

First serialized in Kadokawa Shoten’s “Asuka Comics DX” (1993); one compiled
volume total. Manga adaptation of the summerlive-action film of the same
name, as written by Masanori Hata andillustrated by Clamp. CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Watashi no Suki na Hito (“The One | Love”)
bELOTERBE

First serialized in Kadokawa Shoten’s “Young Rosé Comics DX” (1993); one
compiled volume total. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

X
x
Published by KadokawaShoten’s “Asuka Comics” (1992); ten compiled volumes
to date. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: X/1999 (serialized in Animerica, ANiMe & MANGA MONTHLY)

Card Captor Sakura
hA-K¥r79-*<5

Serialized in Kodansha’s NAKAYOSH| magazine (1996); three compiled volumesto
date. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Shin Shunkéden(“The New ‘Legend of Spring-Scent’”)
wR - SBE

Published by Hakusensha (1992): one volume to date. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Wish
‘WISH

First serialized in Kadokawa Shoten’s “Asuka Comics DX” (1995); two compiled
volumes available to date. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Clover

Serialized in Kodansha’s monthly Amie manga magazine (1997); one compiled
volume to date. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

ANIME 72%
Anime adaptations based on original manga works by Clamp. Note that, with the
exception of Okawa’s involvement as a writer in both the second season of Rayearth
and in the feature-length X movie, group involvementis limited to that of “original

 

story” only.

a} RG Veda
BG

Original Story

ap

a o
g
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Two-volume OAVseries (1991-92) animating in epic romantic style the Vedic
scriptures, or “Rig vedas” (se/den, the characters chosen to spell out the series’
title, literally translate to “holy legend”). DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: RG Veda
(U.S. Manga Corps)

Tokyo Babylon
RRBABYLON

Original Story
Two-volume OAVseries (1992-94) in which a fashionable spiritualist—dressed
in inimitable Clamp style—investigates strange goings on in modern-day Tokyo.
DOMESTIC RELEASETITLE: Tokyo Babylon (us. Manga Corps)

X2 ("Double X")
X2(PYFIV: LTyFR)

Original Story

One-shot OAV music video (1993) setting various imagery from the X manga
series to music by a group named, appropriate enough, “X”; thought of by
Okawa, apparently, as “one longtrailer” for the full-length (and big budget!) X
movie. Directed by Rin Taro (Galaxy Express 999, Dagger of Kamui). CURRENTLY
IMPORT ONLY

Magic Knight Rayearth
kBovrey—Az

Original Story
49-episode TV series (1994-95) based on the mangaseries of the same name;
followed by a separate, second TV season (for which Okawajoined the writing
team), as well as by an OAV series, which was ongoingasof press time. CUA-
RENTLY IMPORT ONLY

Fushigi no Kuni no Miyuki-chan ("Miyuki-chan in Wonderland")
FBRMORORHESE CA

Original Story
One-shot OAV (1995) detailing sweet young thang Miyuki's fantastic—mostly
adults-only—adventures in a Wonderland only loosely based on that created by
Lewis Carroll. DOMESTIC RELEASE TITLE: Miyuki-chan in Wonderland(a0.Vision)

X
x

Original Story / Screenwriting
98-minute theatrical feature (1996) based on the mangaseries of the same
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name; features direction by Rin Taro and character designs by Nobuteru Yuki
(Record of Lodoss Wan. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY, BUT SCHEDULED FOR
FUTURE DOMESTIC RELEASE VIA MANGA ENTERTAINMENT

Clamp Gakuen Tantei-Dan
RRAw

Original Story
TV series based on the manga series of the same name (1997): ongoing asof
press time. CURRENTLY IMPORT ONLY

 

|
O
Y

La
d 

Japanese comics or “manga” series; may or may notbeavailable in foreign-language
(i.e., English) version

TV series broadcast on-air in Japan. Note that, in the U.S., Japanese TV series are both
broadcaston-air (Ronin Warriors) and released on homevideo (Ranma 1/2). Others
(Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball are available both in broadcast and homevideoversions

Direct-to-home-video series; may also include compilations of TV episodesreleased to
home video market

Theatrical feature; may or may not receive equivalent theatrical release for U.S. version  
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This index contains references to

films, TV series, OAV releases, places,

people, businesses, and organizations

found throughoutthis book. Style

guidelines are established as follows:

¢ short stories, novels, TV series,films, operas,

arias, foreign words,etc. are set in /talics

(i.e., The Great Adventures of the Dirty Pair);

character namesare set in “quotes”(i.e.,

“Derek Wildstar”);

* personal namesare givenlast namefirst,first

namelast(i.e., Takahashi, Rumiko);

¢ when two or more versions exist of a given

work, information is listed underthe original,

Japanesetitle (i.e., Astro Boy [see Tetsuwan

Atom);

translations of compositiontitles are set

roman;

titles of magazines and similar publications

are set In SMALL CAPS.

Please note that neither filmography nor bibli-
ography referencesare includedin this chapter.
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“Hachiro Higashi” 105

“Harlock” (see “Space Pirate Captain Harlock”)
“Hikaru Ichijo” 113
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"1.0. 9” (see “Analyzer”)
“James Bond” 52, 127, 131

“Jane” 127, 128
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“John Carter, Warlord of Mars” 127

“Joker, The” 59

“Kagato” 88, 89
“Kamidake” 89

“Kamui Shiro” 178

“Kei” 99

“Keiichi” 70, 71

“Ken” 142, 143, 145, 146

“Kotatsu-Neko” 23

“Koyomi” 60
“Lady” 130
“Leona” 38

“Lion-Maru” 64

“Lisa Hayes” (see “Misa Hayase”)
“Lum” 19, 20, 23

“Maetel” 155

“Mara” 71
“Max” (F.B.I. agent) 65
“Maximilian ‘Max’ Jenius” 65, 111, 113

“Maximilian ‘Max’ Sterling” (see “Max Jenius”)
“Mickey Mouse” 150
“Mihoshi” 89

“Minmei, Lynn” 112, 113
“Miria” 111, 113

“Misa Hayase” 113
“Miyuki” 71

“Mizuki” 65

“Mokona” 179

“Motoko Kusanagi” 38, 135, 137
“Natsumi” 71
“Nozomu” 105

“Puppet Master, The” 135

“Ran”20

“Rick Hunter” (see “Hikaru Ichijo”)
“Ryo-Oh-Ki" 87

“Ryoko” 89
“Ryu” 142, 143, 145, 146

“Sanada” 89

“Sandor” (see “Sanada”}
“Sasami” 89

“Scott, Dr.” 78

“Seska” 39

“Shadow” 155

“Shott Weapon” 12
“Skuld” 71, 72

“Son Goku" 129

“Space Pirate Captain Harlock” 150, 151, 153, 155, 158

“Strikeman” 71

“Susano” 39

“Susumu Kodai” 106

“Tetsuro Hoshino” 155, 158

“Tetsuro” 65

“Thuvia, Maid of Mars” 126

“Tiger Seven” 63
“Tobias Arranax” 12

“Tochiro Qyama” 151
“Tsukiro” 48

“Urd” 71, 72,75

“Vega” 64
“Verdandi” 72

“Yamato Takeru” 129

“Ypsilon” 169
“Yu Komori” 48

“Yugo” 54
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Akiyama, Katsuhito 88
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Alice in Chains 147
Alien 64

Amano,Yoshitaka 134

Amazon, The 158

American Samurai 52

Anaheim, California 139

Angel Heart 176

Angel's Egg (see Tenshi no Tamago)
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Animal Treasure Island (see Débutsu no Takarajima)
ANIMATION VIDEO CoLLecTor’s Guide 134
Anime Expo ‘92 8

Anime Expo ‘93 78, 81
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Anno, Hideaki 9
Aoki Rydsei SPT Layzner 167
Aoki, Harumichi 38
Aono, Takeshi 89
Apapa, Mokona 172, 173, 174, 175, 177, 179, 180

Apollo Project 115

Appleseed 38, 39, 40, 42, 44, 70, 135
Arabian Nights, The 130
Araki, Hirohiko 70
Arcadia 151

Arcadia of my Youth (see Waga Seishun no Arcadia)
Arion 10

Armored Trooper Votoms (see S6k6 Kihei Votoms)
Arrivederci Yamato 152

Art of Nausicad, The 27

Artmic 87, 88
Ashen One (see Haisha)
Ashi Production 114
Asimov, Isaac 96

Astro Boy (see Tetsuwan Atom)
ASUKA 123
At the Movies 26
ATLAS 38, 40
Aura Battler Dunbine (see Sei-Senshi Dunbine)
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Bandai Visual 114, 136, 138

Bankof Sai 123

Baoh Raihésha 70

BaohtheVisitor (see Baoh Raihésha)
Barbarella 127, 132

Barbie™ 132

Bark at the Sun (see Taiy6 ni Hoero)



Barker, Clive 121
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Bastard!! Ankoku no Hakaijin 105
Bat 132
Batman 18, 51,59, 70
Battle Angel Alita (see Gunnm)
Battle Arena Toshinden 86

Battle-Machine Xabungle (see Senté Mecha Xabungle)
Battletech 166
Baycon ‘89 10
Be Free! 70, 72
Beauty Pair, The 95
Ben-Hur 29

Bergman, Ingmar 82
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Beverly Hills 28
Bewitching Beast (see Yéma)
Bible, The Holy 134, 137
Bic Comic 21
Bic Comic Spirits 49, 50
Bic Goto 158
Big City (see Dai Tokai)
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Bio-Booster Armor Guyver (see Kydshoku S6k6 Guyver)
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Black Magic M-66 38, 40, 42
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Blues Brothers, The 76
Bodhisattva 48
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Brave Raideen (see Yusha Raideen)
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Bremen Four, The 79
Bubblegum Crisis (TV series) 108
Bubblegum Crisis 88
Bubblegum Crisis: Meat Jacket 100
Buddhist mythology 174
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Bugs Bunny 90, 144
Buronson (see Fumimura, Sho)
Burroughs, Edgar Rice 91, 126
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Captain Future 174
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Clamp Gakuen Tantei-Dan 181
Clan of the Sun (see Taiyé Zoku)
Clarke, Arthur C. 96
Cobra (see Space Adventure Cobra)

Anime Interviews
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Cockpit, The 165
Cold War 139
Combattler V (see Ché Denji Robo Combattler V)
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Comic Box 26
Comic Comp 56
Comic Dracon 90

Comic Gala 38
Comic MorninG Party 71
Comic Market 90
Comickers 172
Comptique BBS 95

CompuServe 95

Conan-Doyle, Arthur 156

Conquest of Space 156
Conquest of the Moon 155, 156
Corman, Roger 158
Crayon Shin-chan 12
Crimson Pig (see Kurenai no Buta)
Crossbone Gundam (see Kid6 Senshi Crossbone

Gundam)

Crow, The 52

Crusher Joe 94, 95, 96, 98, 99, 100
Crying Freeman 16, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52
Crystal Art Studio 94
Crystal Palace 136
Cthulu 39
Curse of the Undead Yoma (see Yéma)

Cutey Honey 94, 111
Cyber Formula (see Shin Seiki GPX Cyber Formula)
Cyborg 009 152, 166
Cyborg One 58
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da Vinci, Leonardo 153

Dacascos, Mark 52

Daimos (see Téshé Daimos)
Dai Tokai 123
Daitarn 3 (see Muteki Kéjin Daitarn 3)
Daitokai ni Hoero 123
Dallos 134

Dark Horse Comics 38, 95, 97

Dark Knight Returns 59

Das Boot 76

Day of Resurrection, The 97
Daythe Earth StoodStill, The 83
DC Comics 100
De Palma, Brian 176
Dead Zone, The 176
Democratic Liberal Party 47, 50

Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon 9, 103

Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon: Hatsud6-Hen (“Be Invoked”) 103
Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon: Sesshoku-Hen ("A Contact”) 103
Destination Moon 10, 152
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Egawa, Tatsuya 70, 72
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El-Hazard)
Elemental Masters 180

Endofthe Inifinite Flow, The 97
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Evangelion (see Shin Seiki Evangelion)
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Experts of Justice 78

Exploration of Mars (see Rocketship X-M)
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FANMIX 95
Fatal Fury (see Garé Densetsu)

Father of Gundam 8, 79
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Final Fantasy 134
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Firestarter 48
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Five Star Monogatari 9, 10
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Flashback 2012)
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Forbidden Planet 152
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Ford, John 167

Forest, Jean-Claude 127

Frankenstein 118

Frazetta, Frank 115, 126

fuchikoma 135

Fujishima, Kosuke 70-76
Fumimura, Sho 47, 49, 50

Future Boy Conan (see Mirai Shénen Conan)

Ge
G Gundam (see Kid6é Butéden G Gundam)
Gaia Gear 9
“Gaia” theory 178
Gakushuin University 26
Galaxian Nights 129
Galaxy Express 999 (see Ginga Tetsud6é 999)
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Galient (see Kikd-Kai Galient)
Gall Force 2: Destruction 87, 88

Gallant Gang (see Otoko Gumi)
Gans, Christophe 52
Garo 47
Garé Densetsu 86
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Gassho-style houses 110-11
Gatchaman (see Kagaku Ninja-Tai Gatchaman)
Ge Ge Ge no Kitaro 47
Geinoh Yamashiro Group 52

Gen 13 100
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Genji Monogatari 142, 145, 147
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Gessekai Seifuku (see Conquest of the Moon)
Ghost in the Shell (see Kékaku Kid6-Tai)
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Goda, Hiroaki 72

Godfather, The 168

Godmars 78
Golden Boy 70, 72
Gordian Knot, The 97
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Great Adventures of the Dirty Pair, The 95

Greek mythology 42
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Gulliver's Space Travels (see Gulliver no Uchd Ryok6)
Gulliver's Travels 150
Gundam (see Kidé Senshi Gundam)
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Gundam X (see Kid6é Shin Seiki Gundam X)
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Halleluya || Boy (see Hareluya // Boy)
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Hamill, Mark 68
Hamilton, Edmond 91
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Hareluya II Boy 84

Harlequin Romances 52
Harmagedon 64, 176
harokku 153
Hayashi, Hiroki 86-92
HDTV 16
Heavy Metal L-Gaim (see JGsenki L-Gaim)

Heian era 122

Heinlein, Robert A. 42, 96
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Hero Raideen (see Yasha Raideen)
Hero-King Gaogaigar (see Yaésha-O Gaogaigar)
Hino Tori 176
Hidden, The 76

Highlander 59
Hildebrandt, Bros. 126

Hill Street Blues 179
Hirai, Kazumasa 48

Hirano, Toshihiro 104, 178, 179
Hirohito, Emperor 152
Hitchcock, Alfred 176

Hito 56

Hogan, Hulk 99

Hokuto no Ken 47

Hollywood 28, 59, 98, 143, 144
Holt, Marianne 153

hominis 136
Hong Kong 84, 139
Hoppity Goes to Town 150
Hori, Akira 96

Anime Interviews

Horibuchi, Seiji 16, 17

Hot Shots 90
Howlat the Big City (see Daitokai ni Hoero)
Hugo Award 97
Hussey, Olivia 97

| Am a Man (see Otoko Oidon)
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Ideon (see Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon)
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Kenji no Haru)
Imagawa, Yasuhiro 78-84, 108

Inside the Robot Kingdom 11

Internet Relay Chat 87

Interview With the Vampire 118
Intron Depot 43, 135
Inu-Yasha 22, 23
Invincible Arcadia 154
IRC (see Internet Relay Chat)
lron-Arm Atom (see Tetsuwan Atom)
Ishiguro, Koichi 64

Ishiguro, Noboru 115

Ishihara, Yujiro 168

Ishimori/Ishinomori Shotaro 152
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Izubuchi, Yutaka 115, 134
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Japan Design School 86
Japan Sinks 96
Japanimation 114, 116
Jin-ro Z6shi 119, 123
Jinzé Ningen Casshan 94

Jo Jo no My6é na Béken 70
Jo Jo's Bizarre Adventures (see Jo Jo no Myé na Boken)

Johnny Mnemonic 135

Johnny Socko andHis Flying Robot 78, 81
Jones, Gerard 17
Junior Bonner 165, 166
Jusenki L-Gaim 9, 12, 79, 103, 104
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Kadokawa Shoten 56, 90, 95, 115, 116, 123, 175

Kagaku Ninja-Tai Gatchaman 102, 111
Kaiko, Takeshi 168

Kaiyései 54, 56
Kajishima, Masaki 87

kaku 39

Kamen Rider 102

kami-shibai 155

Kanda, Takeyuki 164
kanji 39, 130

Karasu Tengu Kabuto 126, 127, 129, 130, 131
Kariya, Tetsu 46, 48
Kasei Tanken (see Rocketship X-M)
katakana 179

Kato, Naoyuki 115
KatsueAki 115

Katte na Yatsura 16, 54

Kawamori, Shoji 99, 110-16
Kaze no Tani no Nausicaa 217,28, 31, 33, 34

Keio University 110
kenkyikai 62
Kenré Densetsu 138

Kid6é Butéden G Gundam 12, 83, 84, 108

Kid6é Keisatsu Patlabor 2 111, 115, 134, 135, 136, 138, 139

Kid6 Keisatsu Patlabor 44, 115, 134, 135

Kid6 Keisatsu Patlabor: The Movie 135, 136, 138

Kidé Senki Gundam Wing (Shin) 12, 108
Kid6 Senshi Crossbone Gundam 12
Kid6 Senshi Gundam 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 40, 56, 84, 86, 102,
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103, 106, 108, 111, 115, 164, 166, 167
Kidé Senshi Gundam 0083: Stardust Memory 9,10, 12,

111, 166,
Kid6 Senshi Gundam F-91 9, 10, 12
Kid6 Senshi Gundam ZZ (Double Zeta) 9, 10, 12, 103,

104, 107
Kid6 Senshi Gundam:Dai-08 MS Shétai 12
Kidé Senshi Gundam: Gyakushé no Char 9, 10, 103,

104, 106
Kidé Senshi Gundam 0080: Pocket no Naka no Sens6é 10
Kid6 Senshi SD (Super-Deformed) Gundam 12
Kid6é Senshi V (Victory) Gundam 12
Kid6é Senshi Z(Zeta) Gundam 9, 10, 56, 79, 103, 104, 106

Kid6é Shin Seiki Gundam X 12, 108

Kikai 56
Kikaider 66
Kiki's Delivery Service (see Majo no Takkydbin)
Kiko-Kai Galient 116, 167
King Kong 156
King Solomon's Mines 155
King, Stephen 121

Kishiro, Yukito 54-60, 74, 86

Kitakubo, Hiroyuki 107
Kitazume, Hiroyuki 102-08
Kizuyoi Bito 49, 51
Kobayashi, Akira 168
Kobayashi, Makoto 80, 82
Koda, Mariko 99

Kodansha 48, 71

Kodomo no Omocha 165

Kogawa, Tomonari 103

Koike, Kazuo 16, 46, 48, 49, 51

Kojak 168
Kékaku Kid6-Tai 38, 39, 42, 44, 135, 136, 137, 139
Komatsu, Sakyo 96, 97
Komatsuzaki, Shigeru 154

Korn 147

Krauser Domani 76

KSS 55
KTVU 66
Kubo Shoten 104
Kudo, Kazuya 46, 48
Kumen 169, 169
Kurenai no Buta 27, 28, 29, 31, 33

Kuri-Con 112

Kuroda, Yuki 147

Kurosawa,Akira 10, 22, 40, 127

Kusunoki, Kei 118-23
kutoryu 39
Kyoko 52
Kyéshoku S6k6 Guyver 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 86

L’Elisir d'Amore 83, 84
L-5 colonies 8
L-Gaim (see Jiisenki L-Gaim)
L.A. Hero 127
La FemmeNikita 50, 52
Laputa, Castle in the Sky (see Tenké no Shiro Laputa)

Last Red Shoulder 169

Layzner (see Aoki Ryasei SPT Layzner)
Lee, Stan 132
Legaciam (see Relic Armor Legaciam)
Legendary God-GiantIdeon (see Densetsu Kyoshin Ideon)
Leijiverse, The 151
Lewis, Bruce 70

Liberal Democratic Party 47, 50

Lion-Maru the Dark Clouds 63, 64
Little Mermaid, The 127

Lodoss Jima no Senki 55, 134, 136
Lone Wolf and Cub 16
Lost World, The 156
Love Theme from The Godfather 168
Lovecraft, H.P 39

Lum*Urusei Yatsura (see Urusei Yatsura)
Lupin IH 27, 30, 147
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no Shiro)
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Machine (see Kikai)
Macintosh 115, 132

Macross (see Ché Jiki Yésai Macross)

Macross 7 111, 113, 114, 116

MacrossII 114

Macross movie, The (see Ché Jikti Y6sai Macross:

AieOboete Imasu ka?)
Macross Plus 99, 110, 111, 113, 114, 116

Macross: Do You RememberLove? (see Ché Jiki Yésai

Macross: AieOboete Imasu ka?)

Mad Max 58

Mad6-0 Granzort 168
MAGAzINE KAPPA 70

Magic Knight Rayearth 173, 176, 178, 179, 180, 181
magic hands 42 .
Magic-Moving King Granzort (see Mad6-0 Granzért)
Magic: The Gathering 131
Magical Tarurito-kun 70, 72

Magician, The 82

mah-jongg 131

Mai the Psychic Girl 16, 17, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52

Maison Ikkoku 18, 22

Maitreya 48
Majo no Takkydbin 27, 28, 33
Making Be Free!! 72
Man,A (see Hito)

Man-Wolf Storybook(see Jin-ro Zéshi)

Manca Mania 95

MANGA SHONEN 150

Manga Mac Exhibition 132
marchenhaft 20

MARGARET 123
Marianne de ma Jeunesse 153, 154

Marianne of My Youth (see Marianne de ma Jeunesse)

Mars 78

“Mars”series 91

Marvel Comics 18

Mashin EiyG Den Wataru 168
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology 42
master/slave system 42
mater 155

Matsubara, Hidenori 72

Matsumoto, Akira 150

Matsumoto,Leiji 12, 106, 112, 115, 150-58

Matsumoto, Rika 99

Max Headroom 55

Mazinger Z 86
McDowell, Alex 52

McQueen, Steve 166

Mead, Syd 106, 108
Megalopolis 155
Megazone 23, Part Three 104

Meijiera 121, 123
Meitantei Holmes 27

Memphis Belle 76
“Mermaid” series 118

MGM 86

Michelangelo 153

Mickey Mouse 150

Midnight Eye Goku 126, 127, 129, 131
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers 68, 169
Migrating Birds 168
Miiko’s Room 95

Mikhalkov, Nikita 84

Mikimoto, Haruhiko 107, 112, 115, 135

Millennium Queen (see Sen-Nen Jo’6)

Miller, Frank 59, 60

Mirai Shénen Conan 27

Miroku 48

Mishima 121

Mishima, Yukio 121

MIT (see MassachusettsInstitute of Technology)
Mitsubachi no Béken 150

Miura, Toru 104

Mixx Zine 181

Miyatake, Kazuki 99, 115
Miyazaki, Hayao 26-34, 40, 98, 103, 108, 139, 143

Miyazawa, Kenji 116, 142, 155
Mizuki, Shigeru 47
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Mizuta, Mari 82

Mobile Bushido-Legend G Gundam (see Kidé Butéden
G Gundam)

Mobile Police Patlabor (see Kidé Keisatsu Patlabor
Mobile Suit Gundam (see Kidé Senshi Gundam)
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Julie Davis
A graduate of the University of Michigan,Julie Davisfirst
became interested in Japanese animation in high school
with the TV show Star Blazers. Years later, a chance meet-

ing at San Diego Comic-Con led to work on ANIMAG, THE

MAGAZINE OF JAPANESE ANIMATION,andfinally, to an edito-
rial position at ANIMERICA, ANIME & MANGA MONTHLY. She

has also contributed work to The Complete Anime Guide.
Herfavorite animetitles always seem to include a healthy

dose of angst.

Satoru Fujii

Viz Comics Managing Editor Satoru Fujii is (together
with Executive Editor Seiji Horibuchi) not only a co-
founder of San Francisco-based Viz Communications, but

also a former memberofthe counterculture who usedto
hang out in Haight-Ashbury andplay in a band.

Seiji Horibuchi

After being graduated with a degree in law from Tokyos
prestigious Waseda University in 1974, Viz Comics

Executive Editor Seiji Horibuchi moved to the United

States, where he has lived ever since. His wide-ranging

interests include art and architecture; he spendshis free
time with his wife and two children, and playinggolf.

Carl Gustav Horn
A world traveler at an early age, Carl Gustav Horn was
first exposed to anime in the form of Speed Racer on
AFRTS while living in Iran in 1973. Though he spent
many of his formative years in Texas, he haslived in the
San Francisco Bay Area since 1982, and has contributed
to the anime magazines ANIMAG, ANIME U.K.(andits later
incarnation ANIME FX), as well as to the webzine EX. An

assistant editor on ANIMERICA, Horn’s life ambition is to

write the ultimate history of eclectic anime studio Gainax.

JuncoIto
Founderandchief director of A-Girl Co., Ltd., globetrot-

ting journalist Junco Ito manages the career of interna-
tional anime and manga superstar Buichi “Cobra”
Terasawa andis said to be best pals with Naoko Takeuchi,

the creator of Sailor Moon.

Takayuki Karahashi

A graduate in mathematics from the University of
California at Berkeley, Takayuki Karahashitraces his roots
as an anime fan back to his childhood, when he watched

Daitarn 3 on the air in Japan. A veteran of ANIMAG, Taka
has worked as a translator on numerous anime and

mangatitles; he also regularly serves asstaff translator not
only for ANIMERICA, but also for Anime Expo, Americas

largest and best-known anime convention. He remains
spiritual advisorto the staff of the magazine, thanks to his
otherworldly sense of calm.

Trish Ledoux
An animefan with deeproots, Trish Ledouxhas been edi-
tor of not one, but two influential American magazines on
anime: ANIMAG, and ANIMERICA. Currently pursuing a sec-
ond major (this time, in English literature—the first was

in Japanese) at San Francisco State University, she has

worked as translator and scriptwriter on more video and

comic titles than she can easily count. Author of The
Complete Anime Guide, an exhaustive review ofall titles
available in domestic translation, Ledoux has been or will

be extensively interviewed and/or quoted on the subject
of Japanese animation in both the television and print

media by CNN International, The Washington Post, Wired,

The Sci-Fi Channel, Newsweek Japan, ABC’s World News

Tonight with Peter Jennings, and morte.

Bruce Lewis
An infamous Net gadfly and editor of the quarterly
rantzine, “Bruce the Psychic Guy,” Bruce Lewis is perhaps
best known as a writer for the Robotech comics Invid War
and Aftermath. In 1995, Lewis—together with John Ott
and Tim Eldred—formed Studio Go!, a small group ded-

icated to writing and drawing mangaadaptations of pop-

ular animetitles for CPM Comics such as Gall Force:

Eternal Story, Project A-Ko and M.D.Geist. Studio Go! also
collaborated on the comic magazine Star Blazers: The
Magazine of Space Battleship Yamato.

James Matsuzaki
A fan of anime and mangasince 1988, James Matsuzaki

has served as presidentof his local animeclub, as well as
having also held the position of editor at the small press
anime magazine V-Max. Besides anime,his other interests
include American history and the Italian Renaissance.

Takashi Oshiguchi

As manager of Japans Manga no Mori (“Comics Forest”),
the largest anime/manga merchandise specialty chain in
that country, Takashi Oshiguchi has been involved in the
industry not only as retailer but also as a journalist for

many years. He writes occasionally for Japan’ ANIMAGE
magazine and has had his own columnin the comic trade
journal Comic Box. Currently, Oshiguchi writes a monthly
column for ANIMERICA on the Japanese anime scene, some-
thing which he has donesince the magazines inception.

Toshifumi Yoshida
Oncetold by his mother, “You'll never makea living read-
ing comics and watching videos all day,” Toshifumi
Yoshida delights in proving her wrong on thefirst of each
and every month, which is when hegets his paycheck. A
veteran of ANIMAG, Yoshida began workingas a freelance
translator on someofthefirst Japanese animationtitles to
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be released in the U.S., which led eventually to a full-time
position as video producer for Viz Video. He traces his
days as a consultant on U‘S. translations of manga back to
his comic book store employee daysof the late ‘80s, which
was when Viz Comics’ Seiji Horibuchi asked his opinion

about a translated version of the comic Area 88.

Frederik L. Schodt
A writer, translator and interpreter who lives in San

Francisco, the Japanese-fluent Frederik L. Schodt is one

of the most respected names in the American anime and

manga community, andis the author of several books on
manga and Japanese culture, such as Manga! Manga! The
World of Japanese Comics, Inside the Robot Kingdom,
America and the Four Japans, and most recently,
Dreamland Japan.

 

Kumi Kobayashi

A native of Kyoto, Japan, Kumi Kobayashi came to the

U.S. in 1990, and graduated with a B.A. in English
Communications from Notre Dame Women’ College.
She remembers watching Cutey Honey and Alps no Shojo

Heidi on television with her sisters when she was grow-

ing up in Japan and, with enough convincing, can still

sing the theme songs to both. Her favorite mangatitles

include the breathless shdjo titles Rose of Versailles and
BananaFish.

Hyoe Narita

“Mr. Mysterious and Exciting” Hyoe Narita hails from

Japan, where he gave up an influential job as an editor at

one ofJapan's largest publishers, Shogakukan, to moveto
America and take on a managing editor position at the
markedly more laid-back offices of Viz Comics/Viz Video.

His interests include music and manga.

 

Ted Szeto
Born in the bayous of Mississippi, Ted Szeto is a graduate

of California College of Arts and Crafts. He loves hot
chocolate and spendshis free time wandering thestreets
of San Francisco and collecting weird magazines to
inspire his layouts.
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page 97: image from Dirty Pair© Haruka Takachiho/Studio Nue ¢ Sunrise, Inc. * NTV

page 98: image from Dirty Pair Flash © Haruka Takachiho/Studio Nue * Sunrise,Inc.

Hiroyuki Kitazume
pages 103, 105: images from Moldiver© A.|.C./Pioneer LDC,Inc.
page 107:illustration from Kidé Senshi Zeta Gundam © Sunrise * Sotsu Agency (published in

Light Pink by Am JuJu)

Shoji Kawamori
page 111: image from Ché Jikd Yésai Macross © Big West

page 113: image from /ihatove Gensé: Kenji no Haru © Kenji Miyazawa ¢ TV Iwate * Group TAC

page 114: image from Tenkd no Escaflowne © Shoji Kawamori * Kadokawa Shoten ¢ Sunrise ¢

TV Tokyo

Kei Kusunoki
pages 119, 120, 123: images from Onikirimaru © Kei Kusunoki/Shogakukan,Inc.

pages121, 122: images from Yagami-kun no Katei Jij6 © Kei Kusunoki/Shogakukan,Inc.

Buichi Terasawa
pages 127, 130: images from Space Adventure Cobra © Buichi Terasawa
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big eyes, big boobs, and big guns, read on...

ANIME INTERVIEWS
The First Five Years of AN/MERICA, ANIME & MANGA Monrtwty(1992-97)

Selected Interviews with the Masters of Japanese Animation and Comics
Edited by Trish Ledoux
 

Contrary to what you may have heard,”Japanimation” (although we prefer the Japanese word,

“anime”) is not just about scantily clad babes or rampaging, many-tentacled monsters.It's an

industry with a more than thirty-year history of surprisingly engrossing television animation, wry

and sophisticated direct-to-home-video or “OAV” releases, and thought-provoking featurefilms.

As an artform, the anime industry in Japanis as dense and varied as that of television andlive-

action films in America, and just as diverse. However,as yet, only a fraction of that thirty year-

plus history has seen wide release overseas.

In this book, the veryfirst collection of its kind, you will hear insights directly from the mouths and

minds of the anime and manga creators themselves,in interviews which are often the only ones

on record in English. Some of these creators are larger-than-life legends in their native Japan,

some are up-and-coming youngtalents, but all have a lot to say on the subject of their work.

If you're already familiar with Japanese animation and comics,or if you are new to the artform,

the interviewsin this book will give you a whole new apprecia e and
manga,as well as for their meticulously created worlds.

 

Trish Ledoux is author of The Complete Anime Guide, and editor of Animerica, ANIME & Manca MontoHty—America’s

leading magazine of Japanese animation and comics.Fluent in Japanese, she is also knownfor her workas a trans-
lator, screenwriter, consultant and voice-actor on enough anime videostofill a rental store.

$19.95 USA/$28.00 CAN
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